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Oral evidence

Taken before the Energy and Climate Change Committee

on Wednesday 3 March 2010

Members present

Charles Hendry Paddy Tipping
Miss Julie Kirkbride Dr Desmond Turner
Judy Mallaber Mr Mike Weir
Sir Robert Smith Dr Alan Whitehead

In the absence of the Chairman, Paddy Tipping was called to the Chair

Witnesses: Mr Jonathan Stearn, Head of Programmes, Consumer Focus Ms Jenny Saunders, Chief
Executive, National Energy Action, and Mr Norman Kerr, Director, Energy Action Scotland, gave evidence.

Q1 Paddy Tipping: Welcome. We are going to start a
few minutes early because there is a lot of ground to
cover and we have a lot of expert witnesses. Welcome
to Norman Kerr from Energy Action Scotland,
Jenny Saunders from National Energy Action, and
Jonathan Stearn from Consumer Focus. It is going
to be a very short inquiry. We are pretty keen to try
to publish something before the end of March.
Welcome and thanks for coming. The Government
has targets, they are pretty ambitious. You tell us
that they are not going to meet those targets but
what more should they be doing to try to make
goings happen?
Ms Saunders: The Government has an initial target,
2010, which clearly it is not going to meet. It is
nowhere near. We believe that it could meet the 2016
target but it will require a diVerent direction and
substantial new investment in resources. The
Government itself acknowledged that it had failed to
do everything that it should have done leading up to
this deadline. We do not know what the review is
going to say about the new direction, but there are
clearly three strands. The first will look at the cost of
energy and social price rebates. We think there is
certainly scope for that to have an impact for some
categories of people, but they will have to step-up the
energy eYciency side of things, hence yesterday’s
announcement and the statements from other
parties for a similar type of approach, so that we
start to focus much more strongly on the energy
eYciency of our homes and that longer-term impact
that will have on energy bills.
Mr Stearn: Obviously the 2010 target the
Government is not going to reach. The 2016 target
we need to keep absolutely there and in mind, and to
have that as a target that this Government and any
future government will aim to reach. Clearly the
three elements of fuel poverty are: prices, energy
eYciency, and income. We know what has been
happening to prices. We know that prices have
increased by about 120 per cent since 2003.
Consumer Focus has always had issues, and indeed
Energywatch before it, in terms of the retail prices
that consumers are paying against wholesale prices,
and we have constantly asked for a Competition
Commission into the sort of retail prices that
consumers are paying. We are particularly seeing

that with consumers who are paying through
prepayment and paying their bills quarterly. Clearly
there is some competition in the market-place going
on around, for example, online direct debit, but that
means that people who are on prepayment and
quarterly bill payers are now paying, on average, up
to £300 more for their energy and we know that that
is where the fuel poor are. About one in ten people
who pay through direct debit are fuel poor and that
number is obviously less for those who are online
direct debit. Between four and five in every ten
households who pay their bills quarterly are in fuel
poverty and about one in every three on prepayment
meters. I think it is really important that we pay
attention to the prices that all consumers are paying.
The other key issue is around income. We know, for
example, that over £16 billion remains in the
Treasury every year—although technically it does
not, you could say that—from unclaimed benefits
and tax credits. £16 billion a year. The other key
issue is energy eYciency. Energy eYciency has to be
a central way of tackling fuel poverty. It is the way
you protect consumers from price hikes, not just
those from energy companies but, I would have to
say, from government as well, because a lot of
climate change policies are being paid for through
consumer bills. Energy eYciency is the way that we
can protect consumers from price hikes and
therefore to some extent fuel-poverty-proof
consumers.

Q2 Paddy Tipping: When you said, Jenny, that we
need a new direction and extra resources,
presumably you are talking about improved energy
eYciency measures, and more resources to back it.
Ms Saunders: I think it is the way in which the
current schemes have sometimes competed with
each other. They have been stop-start, so the tools
that we have had to use have changed, and it is
diYcult sometimes for people who are vulnerable to
know exactly what they are entitled to. There have
been problems in the energy companies having an
obligation to deliver the carbon savings in the
cheapest way, and not having as a focus the needs of
individual households. NEA’s concerns are: what is
the experience, and how are we meeting the needs of
people who are on low incomes and vulnerable to
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these price hikes? If we were to take on a new way of
delivering this, through a local-authority-led
partnership with the energy companies and other
bodies you can have an area-based approach, and
then everybody is oVered something and is
encouraged to take up what is on oVer and to know
what they are entitled to. I think that would be a
much better approach for us to take.

Q3 Paddy Tipping: Prices to consumers have in
broad terms doubled over the past two or three
years. Against that context, is it sensible to set
targets? Are they meaningful?
Mr Stearn: I think it is really important to set fuel
poverty targets but it is key to see that the way you
deal with price hikes is through energy eYciency. The
fundamental issue is setting targets for the energy
eYciency of homes. For example, if we set an energy
performance target of band B, we know that over 80
per cent of people in fuel poverty would no longer be
in fuel poverty. We would reduce their energy bills by
50 per cent and even up to 70 per cent. That is why
energy eYciency is so key in fuel poverty, but that is
also why it is so important to have a fuel poverty
target. As I have said, it is not just price hikes linked
to fuel companies but it is also the results of climate
change policies as well.

Q4 Paddy Tipping: If you were to look in the future,
say in five years time, where do you think we will be?
Ms Saunders: In terms of the numbers of people in
fuel poverty?

Q5 Paddy Tipping: Yes.
Ms Saunders: The demographics and the
characteristics of that group of customers may
change. It will depend substantially on gas prices,
how the wholesale market works. In the next two to
three years, we would not anticipate some of the
additional environmental levies that we will see
coming in. They are going to be coming in over a
longer period, so those additional levies that will go
on to bills may not impact as badly. We keep talking
about gas and electricity. Norrie will know better
than me that some people are outside these regulated
markets—so oil, LPG—and we do not know for that
group of customers quite what is going to happen
because they have to purchase deliveries upfront as
well. We are not terribly optimistic about the
numbers at the minute, unless we see either more
substantial subsidies, which will be the quickest way
for meeting the targets, and some extra protection
for the most vulnerable.
Mr Kerr: If we assume a business as normal case
then where we will be in five years is that fuel poverty
numbers will greatly increase. The Scottish
Government’s calculations—and I know it is
diVerent for colleagues down in DECC—show that
for every one per cent rise in the cost of energy
another 8,000 Scottish households move into fuel
poverty. When we talk about energy eYciency, I
think we need to be very clear that just now we are
talking about some very, very basic measures: loft
insulation and cavity wall insulation. Over one-third
of homes in Scotland do not have a cavity, a quarter

do not have a loft, one-third are oV the gas grid, so
for all the measures that we talk about, those homes
are being excluded from accepting those measures.
There will be a similar pattern, particularly, in rural
parts of England and Wales. We really need to define
what we mean by energy eYciency and how we pay
for that.
Paddy Tipping: Let us talk a bit more about energy
eYciency, because that seems to be the key thing.

Q6 Dr Turner: Britain does not have the most
wonderful record on improving energy eYciency,
certainly compared to our European neighbours,
but NEA has described the current structure of
domestic energy eYciency programmes as “unfit for
purpose in eradicating fuel poverty”. Would you like
to tell us why and expand on that?
Ms Saunders: Because we are not taking into
consideration for fuel poverty the household make-
up and the property and the income. Putting all
those three things together is complex. We have
proxies. In the energy eYciency programmes we
have, we are using quite loose proxies. For the
CERT programme to become available to anybody
over the age of 70, irrespective of their income,
irrespective of the health standard, we do not believe
is a very well-focused way of meeting fuel-poverty
targets, and also that reliance on people to come
forward themselves and identify themselves. As
Norman said, there are diVerent solutions that will
be appropriate to diVerent household types and
diVerent properties. We are not there yet. We have
piecemeal programmes and oVerings. They do not
consider, necessarily, the use of the property, the
number of people dwelling there and how people will
make use of some of these measures. Some, of
course, are passive. If the loft is insulated, that is it,
that is all you have to do. For others, we talk about
energy eYcient appliances and they do not know
how these things work, how to control them. I think
it is about having a more cohesive programme that is
led by local leaders who, even if the money is coming
from diVerent sources, can set out in a more coherent
way how these measures should be applied in local
areas.

Q7 Dr Turner: Of course it has been said that we
have too many schemes, none of which is adequate
by itself and there is a certain amount of
fragmentation of the eVort. You have advocated a
national energy eYciency scheme that would adopt
a street-by-street approach. Would this not be like
taking the current CESP programme and applying it
nationally?
Ms Saunders: The current CESP programme is a
specific pilot and it is in the very poorest parts of
local authority areas. We hope to find lessons from
the pilots. It is too early to say whether that is
correct, but we want things on a much bigger scale.
That type of approach, I suppose where we are doing
what we can within a local authority area, starting in
the poorest wards, is something that we strongly
advocate, but re-sourcing that is going to be a
challenge if we depend on the energy companies’
obligations—which CESP does. That is clearly a
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huge cost. If you are trying to do solid wall
insulation costing £10,000 a house and passing that
on to all customers, that CESP model is not going to
be sustainable to the future.

Q8 Dr Turner: Do you think enough funding goes
into our Warm Front programme and other
programmes?
Ms Saunders: The Warm Front programme is a
demand-led scheme and there is more demand than
we have a budget for. There is more demand than we
would be able to meet through that kind of
programme in, I would say, probably 30 years. It is
whether or not we can find another more sustainable
way of dealing with broken boilers, replacement
boilers and also energy eYciency insulation
measures that go alongside that. We should have a
longer-term commitment, because at the minute we
have a stop-start for the industry. The Chancellor
announces a budget and then there is a top-up in the
Pre-Budget statement and there is uncertainty
around those budgets which is unsettling for the
industry. If we had something that was a higher level
grant-aided programme—we should not do away
with that into the future, but then make it linked to
local authority programmes and targets—then I
think that is probably the way forward.

Q9 Dr Turner: Of course the problems are
compounded for poor families by the increase in
energy prices. Do you all feel that the Regulator has
done all that could have been done to control prices
to the consumer?
Mr Stearn: I opened up by saying that we think there
should be a Competition Commission inquiry into
it, because we still do not think there is transparency
in terms of wholesale prices and retail prices and the
prices that consumers are paying. As we have said,
we have seen a 120 per cent increase in prices. That
is the driver that keeps driving up fuel poverty. It is
essential that we get to grips with prices and have a
clear understanding of prices. At the moment, as far
as retail prices are going, there are signs of
competition going on, with energy suppliers trying
to attract people on direct debit online deals. They
are clearly targeting a particular audience with those
deals. Even that shows there is real potential there in
terms of giving some consumers some better deals
and we would like to see that spread much wider to
include quarterly bill payers and those on pre-
payment.

Q10 Charles Hendry: How important do you think
it is to have simplicity in the schemes which are there,
so that people who are fuel poor can understand
what is available to them? There is extraordinary
confusion amongst the schemes which are there,
that, in addition to CESP and CERT and Warm
Front, we have local authority projects, we have the
individual schemes run by the energy suppliers and
no member of the public could possibly be expected
to understand what is there. How would you put the
balance between having targeted schemes which deal

with a particular issue, which therefore require some
degree of complexity and a range of schemes, and the
importance of simplicity?
Mr Kerr: The Scottish Government attempted this
last year when it brought forward this energy
assistance package that was entry for anybody
through one portal, and, as they come through that,
it is important that that is simplified. They have tried
to use the Energy Saving Trust for the point of
contact. Someone approaches that and then the
funding behind that is sorted out. At the front, the
individual sees one point of contact, and behind that
there is the opportunity to sort out the funding. It
still relies on the individual making the contact in the
first place. To make it simple there is a need to have
the area-based approach, similar to what we have
through Warm Zones, where there is an approach
made on a door-by-door, street-by-street approach
and that diYculty is taken away from the
householder. The householder needs to know that
there is something that can be done. They do not
need to know how much paperwork needs to be
filled in or how it is going to be paid for. They do
need someone to take, if you like, the hassle factor
away, so someone completes all the paperwork, gets
the right funding, and applies the measure for the
householder. That makes it simple for the
householder to understand and accept. I think that
is the point you make about simplicity. If we put too
many barriers in front of people, they will become
confused and they will not take any action. Make it
simpler, take away that, and they will obviously take
action when presented with that type of oVer.
Ms Saunders: We keep talking about the
Government schemes, but obviously a lot of people
will just go to their local supplier or they will try to
do the work themselves. We are making an
assumption that people are always waiting for an
energy company or a government scheme. Most
people are not doing that, they are going to their
local builder or plumber to get this work done. There
is a big job for us to do if we want people to do things
to improve their homes. Those local suppliers need
to be skilled up, so that they know what these new
products are, they are engaged more. That is
something else: we are assuming that everybody has
contact with their local authority. Yes, I think we
should have some very clear, strong messaging from
government. That is why we are advocating a
communications message. The imperative of doing
this work is for people’s health, for their wellbeing,
for their budgets, for the planet—some very strong
messaging, and then a local-authority-led initiative
so that people will know where to go, and you have
good reliable sources whichever scheme people will
encounter. I think we will always have people
wanting to make their own improvements, but the
fuel poor will probably wait until a trusted
individual, an intermediary, a charity or a
community agency or a local authority will go and
help them and take them through the process.
Mr Stearn: It is really important to link up with the
voluntary and community sector as well. We need to
be very joined up in this. If we are talking about the
insulation of people’s roofs, for example, we all
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know what we have up in our lofts. If you are an
older person who has 70 years worth of goodies up
in your loft, you want to know what is going to
happen to that. That is where the link with the
voluntary and community sector comes in, to give
people that support, so we can have schemes where
things can be stored, put back, sorted, et cetera. That
is why it all needs to be joined together really. I think
we need to get into the shoes of people and
understand where people are and where their
starting point is.
Mr Kerr: I also think there is a need for consistency.
Every two or three years, we change the message and
we change the brand. Going back to the early 1990s
when we had Monergy, we had Billy the Dinosaur
and a whole range of things, and the public become
confused: “Is this what was on oVer two or three
years ago? Is it something diVerent? How do I
interact with it?” A lot of good messages were out
there but just when they were starting to bite in, we
decided we were going to change the brand and
move on to something else. The public will take a
long time to recognise a brand and to interact with a
brand and know that it is safe. Jenny used the phrase
“trusted intermediaries”. We should not play that
down, because people who interact with vulnerable
householders have a great deal of power. I know you
are taking evidence from Macmillan later on, but
people like Macmillan, people like home helps and
community nurses all have a part to play in getting
a message across to vulnerable householders which
says, “This is okay and it is right for you to take
action.” We need to do a lot on consistency of
message but also on ensuring that the message we get
out there is understood by everyone who is coming
into contact with households.

Q11 Charles Hendry: The Government published its
Household Energy Management Strategy yesterday.
From the initial assessment that you have been able
to make of it, to what extent does it address the
problems which you have just been highlighting?
Mr Kerr: I think it addresses it in some ways. It is
good to see that they are talking about local
authorities. I think we need some finer detail in the
report, because Scotland will have a diVerent view
on that and the lead for local authorities will be
diVerent again in Scotland. It is interesting to see
that the Government is suggesting that loans for
high capital will come forward that will not impact
on people’s fuel bills. I would like to see the final
detail on that. It is quite a significant challenge for
the fuel suppliers and for others to come forward
with very low cost loans for big pieces of kit, when
we are talking in the range of £8,000/£10,000/
£15,000. How are we going to do that? I agree that
attaching it to the house rather than the consumer is
an opportunity to encourage people to take that up
so that they can see the benefit, but the assumption
that is made is that everyone will take the benefit and
will reap the benefit in terms of reduced bills.
Jonathan was talking about band B housing being
very good. If you use the National Home Energy
Rating Scheme, then a lot of the houses that we are
talking about in terms of an eco makeover will be

band 2 or band 3. To bring them up to band 5 or
band 6, which we are probably talking about, the
chances are they will not be able to aVord the fuel
that they need to use. It is unlikely that they will see
savings because they are not heating their homes just
now, they are under-heating them. There is impact of
that on health. We will only be enabling some people
to heat their houses to what they need. It is unlikely
that we will save everybody money. We will save
people who are already in medium to good homes,
but not the fuel poor. It is unlikely that we will save
every single one of them money.
Mr Stearn: There might also be a missed
opportunity. Jenny mentioned before the CERT
scheme that we have at the moment. Sixty per cent
of that scheme goes to non priority households; 40
per cent goes to priority households. As Jenny said,
that 40 per cent priority now includes older people
over 70 as well. There was this potential opportunity
with pay-as-you-save to see the son or daughter of
CERT to then go further into reaching the priority
group. Just a quick read of it yesterday implied that
there is no intention at all of spreading that
obligation on suppliers in terms of priority groups,
and that could well be a missed opportunity for
those who are not going to benefit or cannot benefit
from pay-as-you-save.
Paddy Tipping: You have led us to the next subject,
Jonathan: priority groups and targeting.

Q12 Mr Weir: At the moment the Government uses
receipt of benefits as a proxy for fuel poverty. As you
yourself have pointed out, about 40 per cent of fuel-
poor households are eVectively excluded because of
this, and the National Audit OYce found that nearly
75 per cent of households which qualify for Warm
Front are not necessarily in fuel poverty. Is there any
alternative method of targeting that could make sure
it will reach those who are really in fuel poverty?
Mr Stearn: One of the problems is that we do not
have one of the fundamentals we need, which is a
detailed understanding of the energy eYciency of all
the homes in the country. We do not have a national
audit of the homes, so that means we are missing one
of the key components that we need to be able to
discuss each home individually. Until we have that—
and of course lots of us have been asking for that—
we do have to come up with proxies. We have done
some proxies looking at benefits and incomes
against what we know about people’s home
conditions. We think that one of the best proxies you
can come to is looking at the group which is eligible
for Cold Weather Payments. We also think—and
others here might think diVerently—that adding
those people on very low incomes with school-aged
children as well would be a legitimate group, because
that group is not covered by Cold Weather
Payments. In terms of looking at the information we
know about people’s incomes against the
generalised information we have on the conditions
of homes, that, for the time being, looks like quite a
good proxy, one of the best proxies we could come
up with in terms of fuel poverty, using that benefits
income data as the driver.
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Q13 Mr Weir: You mentioned the audit of energy
eYciency. How realistic and expensive would it be to
set up such a national database?
Mr Stearn: There is some information already
collected. We have some of the least energy eYcient
homes in Europe and it seems to be an absolutely
basic mood is to understand, to have this
information on people’s homes. We have started to
do it when people are selling their homes. We need to
extend that, to make sure that we have that data on
everybody’s home.
Ms Saunders: What would be a shocking mistake
would be that we set out to audit people’s homes and
we do not then oVer something to them, there is no
route for them to take action, there is no grant aid.
They do not want to know they live in a band C
property—so what? We would rather we did not
waste money just doing that. If it goes along with an
oVering, and not just to find out the housing stock
need, that is important. Going back to the HEM
document, there was a little bit more of a positive
sign in terms of dealing with the diVerent tenures,
because the private rented sector standard of
housing has been shocking. We know there is a very
high percentage of people living in the private rented
sector, as a percentage of that tenure, in fuel poverty,
in the least energy eYcient homes. If you target the
diVerent owners in diVerent ways then that is a way
of also trying to get over what we have at the minute,
of individuals identifying themselves and coming
forward for assistance. If you put in some new
legislation which said, “You’re not going to be able
to rent out unless you get a certain energy eYciency
standard,” and improve the decent homes in social
housing, and bring up that standard where again you
have a lot of people on low incomes living, then that
is something we have to do into the future.

Q14 Mr Weir: That raises problems in itself. In many
areas there is already a problem with not enough
rented property, and if you are putting more
conditions on renting property that could exacerbate
that. I assume in what you are saying that there
would have to be a massive increase in the amount
available for upgrading homes to enable this to
work. Who is going to pay for that? Where is the
money going to come from for that?
Mr Kerr: Landlords already have an allowance that
they can claim. We need to find a way of encouraging
them to take up that. If I can draw a parallel: you
would not be able to rent out a car as a car rental car
company unless the car was worthy for the road. We
make very little assumption in renting out a house in
the private rented sector, where it is: “You’re able to
stay in it” or it “You’re not able to stay in it.” As
Jenny says, the most ineYcient houses that we have,
both in Scotland and in England, are in the private
rented sector, but we seem powerless, because the
private rented sector would tell us that they will
simply take the houses oV the market. I do not
believe that is a threat they would carry through to
any large extent. They need the income and they
need to rent out the houses. We need to place things
in their way.

Mr Weir: You eVectively believe it is a tax incentive
on the landlord to be able to do it that way.

Q15 Dr Whitehead: I would like to pursue the
question of a national database. The suggestion that
is current is that if you had homes with a SAP of 62
or more then eVectively most people would be able
to aVord the fuel that would be required to heat
those homes. Presumably, a national database
would pursue that sort of data. We have about four
million energy performance certificates in existence
at the moment. What would be the cost and eVort
involved in establishing some form of national
database and how might it be done?
Mr Stearn: The point Jenny was making is quite
good. We need to slide these two things together. We
can do this in an area-by-area approach. It is already
starting to be done when homes are being sold, but
we need to develop a strategy to link a drive to
improve the energy eYciency of homes with
collecting knowledge about individual households
and individual homes. If we link the two together
and look at an approach which looks at areas region
by region, we can do it in a comprehensive way. It
needs to be driven and pushed from central
government.
Ms Saunders: We need to know who needs this data
and how are you going to use it. The concern at the
minute is access to data across the piece. The
Government knows what benefits people are on but
the energy companies do not. We can collect it up,
but there then has to be access to the agencies which
need it. That local authority knowledge is missing.
Some are lacking information about their housing
stock for historic reasons, but others are rather
better and have a much better handle on what their
local stock is like. I think we should build it up. It is
not something we should do overnight. Warm Front
has targeted some of the worst properties. They have
had a performance target to do that, and around 30
per cent of their work has been in properties with a
SAP less than 30. It is how we drive it. Are we going
to say, “We know these properties have a SAP rating
and therefore we will do something urgently to help
them”? Why are we keeping this data? It has to lead
somewhere.

Q16 Dr Whitehead: Would you agree, generally, that
if that data is not available and shared then most of
the eVort that relates to eradicating fuel poverty
relies on rather shifting definitions in relationship to
fuel prices which appears then to remove the target
as soon as it is set, whereas getting that data and
making it work sends the process oV in a diVerent
direction? Would you personally put a very high
priority on that sort of eVort with the cost that is
involved, or do you think that is not appropriate at
the moment?
Ms Saunders: I would say let us get on and collect
that data as we deliver the programmes, build up the
profile whilst we are going around the homes and
then give it to the householder and the local
authority can keep it. But lots of things can happen.
How would it be updated? One of the suggestions is
that, like an MOT, every so many years you might
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have to update that information. People do not like
that kind of bureaucracy or reporting, so I do not
know how realistic it would be to do it. Things break
down and get replaced with a slightly more eYcient
replacement. Also, the programmes used for SAP
change, the methodology changes. There is still a
concern about how it can incorporate some of the
renewables, the small-scale renewables, so it is not
perfect yet in telling us what the real performance of
the property is with these new technologies being
added in. I think we should not over-egg the
importance of data collection.
Mr Stearn: In terms of costs, I started oV by
mentioning the £16 billion that is unclaimed from
benefits and tax credits. It could well be imaginative
thinking in relation to fuel poverty that energy
eYciency also can benefit people on low incomes in
terms of increased take-up. With, for example, drives
to make homes more energy eYcient, coming with
that, as an example, is Warm Front. People come to
Warm Front, discover with Warm Front that they
have not been claiming benefits they are entitled to,
and then go back again and can benefit from Warm
Front. We could get some information from that in
terms of use energy eYciency, use the idea that
people can make their homes more energy eYcient
and save on energy bills as also a driver to people to
collect those benefits they are not collecting at the
moment or the tax credits they are not collecting at
the moment. We could use this in quite an
imaginative way.
Mr Kerr: You raise a couple of interesting points. In
terms of collecting a database at the same time, you
can also do a mapping exercise. The Centre for
Sustainable Energy did that for Cornwall and
Devon. They used census data, House Condition
Surveys, a whole range of data, and you overlay the
map and you can show hot spots where there are
likely to be fuel-poor households. The Scottish
Government did it as well, but we have not used that
to say that that is where we will then put our
endeavours and target households that we could
probably do an awful lot with. You can do that, and
when you are doing that, if you are in an area and
working, you can collect the data because there will
be an assessment on the doorstep of what the house
needs. To add a couple of questions on, you can
collect the data. I would say there is a diYculty with
SAP. SAP, as Jenny says, does not take into account
all the new renewable that is on the market. It also
assumes that every house is the same in terms of its
location; therefore houses in the south coast of
England are deemed to use the same amount of
energy to stay warm as a house in Arbroath. There is
a flaw in SAP, in the respect that it simply calculates
water heating and does not take into account the
grade A data, the location of the property, and a
whole range of other factors. We need to be sure that
the data that we want to set against will be
meaningful for us.

Q17 Sir Robert Smith: Could I remind the
Committee of my entries in the Register of
Members’ Interests as a shareholder in Shell, as
Honorary Vice-President of Energy Action

Scotland, and, probably relevant too, as Vice-Chair
of the Warm Homes Group. Jonathan Stearn, the
main thing I want to raise is benefit take-up. It does
seem that all the experiments have shown that one of
the quickest ways of making a diVerence to people is
to get them to claim the right benefits. The other
thing the Government did say in 2008—to grab the
headlines in a crisis of rising fuel poverty—was
“We’re going to have data sharing.” Have they
delivered that on the benefit side yet?
Mr Kerr: The data sharing was through the
Department of Work and Pensions and was focused
solely on elderly people. We know that the majority
of fuel poor will be in that area but certainly there are
huge swathes of fuel-poor households that will not
be subject to data sharing because they are not of
pensionable age. It has had some impact, but I
would say it was limited.
Ms Saunders: After I leave here I am going for an
update on social price support. The pilot that is
going on now will work out how easy it is for these
data matches to happen, because the name of the
person paying the energy bill may be diVerent from
that of the person getting the benefit. We are all
assuming there will not be a perfect match, but that
is no excuse not to try to do it. We know a lot of
people do not come forward to claim benefits. If this
is an automatic payment and we know that they are
entitled and we know they are on the lowest incomes,
it seems like a really good idea, and then on the back
of that we can warm them up to energy eYciency
oVers. I think it is definitely something that we
should push for. We can only do it for pensioners
because the legislation was linked to the Pensions
Act, but we really hope that if it is successful
successive governments will look again at this and
see whether or not it can limit administration costs
for dealing with individual applications. It is a way
of delivering a very simple rebate oV the bill going to
those who will really struggle to meet that ten per
cent of income—whatever the housing standard is, I
am afraid—because if you are only getting about
£6,000 or £7,000 a year, and average bills are going
to be £700 or £800, if you can bring it down that far,
they are going to need some extra assistance
probably going forward for some time.
Paddy Tipping: Let us move on to talk about the
whole issue of social tariVs, Winter Fuel Allowances,
Cold Weather Payments.

Q18 Dr Whitehead: We have social tariVs on a
statutory basis now coming in the new Energy Bill,
assuming that it completes its passage. Do you
welcome that? Do you think that the basis for social
tariVs being on a statutory basis is wide enough in
terms of whom social tariVs relate to?
Mr Stearn: What the Bill is doing is giving the
Secretary of State powers to introduce price support
mechanisms. There are obviously diVerent ways you
are going to do this and I think the intention is to
consult in the summer about who should be
recipients. At the moment the Government seems to
be minded to use its power to provide extra support
to old people and we think that is too narrow. As I
said at the beginning, the best proxy we can come up
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with for the fuel poor are people who are eligible for
Cold Weather Payments plus school-aged children
in families on low incomes. That obviously means
extending who the Government is minded to provide
support for. One of the key reasons for doing that is
that that is going to leave anything else again still to
the whim of energy companies. At the moment, for
example, if the Government just mandates price
support to old people, you will find that at least two
energy companies only give their social tariVs to old
people, so if you happen to be a lone parent on a very
low income in a damp flat in Bristol you would not
get any of this. This is why we think it is really
important. We feel it is absolutely key that the
Government has done this with a view to saying,
“We’re going to mandate and we are going to tell
companies who should be getting support” but we
want them to have a wider vision than the one they
have. Of course the other issue is what do we mean
by price support. At the moment the Government is
talking about a fixed amount of money, but that is
diVerent from a social tariV, which Ofgem has now
described as making sure that people get the lowest
tariV. Those two things are obviously quite diVerent.
When you have a separation between the tariVs
within one company, you are talking about quite a
diVerence in terms of the amount of payment that
would actually be made to particular households.
Those are the two issues. What does the price
support consist of? Is it a social tariV or is it a fixed
amount? Who is eligible for it? Those are the key
issues. I have tried to explain why we think it should
be wider than what the Government is minded to do
at the moment.
Ms Saunders: There is also another issue, because
depending on the amount that is agreed upon, and
the Chancellor announced he would expect the
companies to be paying out about £300 million
worth of rebates by 2013, those costs will come
through to the customers. We have arrived at the
conclusion that that is a reasonable amount. There
is a need for a social rebate, but we would much
prefer this to be met through the public purse
because it is regressive to do it via energy bills. It is
right that the Government sets the eligibility and
puts things on to a mandated footing—we accept
that—but the criteria that we have also come up with
is Cold Weather Credit eligibility. Because of
vulnerability and economic disadvantage that has
already been assessed by government for those
categories of people to get the Cold Weather
Payment, that would mean, to bring in all of those
people, a rebate of about £75 oV their bills. There are
four million people in that category. To keep
extending it and the costs to come through to
consumers does concern us. We would much prefer
that those rebates are met by the Government. They
should be supporting, as we used to have heating
additions and heating allowances.

Q19 Dr Whitehead: In your written evidence you
pointed out that, possibly as a result of these costs
falling on customers, more people will be driven into
fuel poverty as a result of additional prices in general

than actually would be taken out of fuel poverty as
a result of CERT in operation. That seems a rather
fundamental criticism.
Ms Saunders: It is. We are looking at the impact
assessment that the Government itself has carried
out for some of the schemes. It is a matter of degree,
I suppose. We are talking about £15 being added on
to the average energy bill across the board, whereas
some people in dire need are going to get a much
more substantial oVering, and they are the people
who do need to have it most. It is the severity of fuel
poverty that will be tackled. It is diYcult because we
do not have this clear mapping. We do not know
about the properties that people live in. That is why
I think there needs to be a limit as to what will come
through on to energy consumers’ bills.
Mr Stearn: It is also worth pointing out that the
same thing that we are talking about in relation to
price support is quite small in relation to climate
change policies that consumers are paying for in
addition to this. Those are certainly regressive. At
least this one does have some ability to give some
money back to those who need some price support
to pay for the bills. Everything else is very, very
regressive in terms of people on low incomes
disproportionately paying towards it.

Q20 Dr Turner: Everybody over 60 gets a benefit of
Winter Fuel Payments. Do you think that because of
the universal payment they do or do not make much
impact on fuel poverty?
Mr Kerr: I do not believe they do. If you look at
what they are doing, they are increasing people’s
overall income by a couple of hundred pounds and
there is nothing that says they need to spend it on
fuel. I think it would be a brave government that
said, “We’re going to stop it and we’re going to give
it as a fuel voucher.” The impact of giving it as a fuel
voucher, where you have several hundred pounds
then going on fuel, would have a greater impact than
a general spread across the year. The timing of the
payments comes at a time before the large fuel bill
comes in, and it is unlikely that many people will put
that away for a rainy day until such times as the big
bill comes in in February or March. As a general
raising of people’s incomes, yes, it is very
worthwhile. Does it solve fuel poverty? No, I do not
believe so.

Q21 Dr Turner: If we followed your fuel voucher
suggestion, would you give the fuel vouchers to
everybody or would you target then?
Mr Kerr: We know, because it is a universal benefit,
that there are a lot of people who get it who do not
need it, who donate it to charity and to others.
Therefore, going back to what Jenny said, I think it
has to be targeted on those who require it most—
whether or not we use a proxy for that, whether it is
those who are eligible for the Winter Fuel
Payment—then we can do something along those
lines, and certainly widening the eligibility for those
on other benefits. We can redistribute the money that
would be taken away from those who were not
eligible.
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Q22DrTurner:Ontheotherhand,aswehavealready
recognised this morning, there are huge numbers of
peoplewhodonot get all themeans-tested benefits to
which they are entitledwho fall through the net.How
would you suggest we get around this?
Mr Stearn: The point about Winter Fuel Payments is
thatword“fuel” in themiddle. Ifwedid nothave that
word “fuel” in themiddle, wewould see this as it was.
It is an income support. I know the history of this. It
started as a private Member’s bill and the whole idea
was to try to give extra support to pensioners during
thewinterperiodbecause that is the timepeople faced
higher costs. The reason for making it universal was
very much to get those pensioners who did not claim,
for stigma and other reasons, the benefits they are
entitled to. That is exactly why it came in. We now
have that word “fuel” planted in the middle of it, so it
distracts us from what this is. It is to give income
support to old people during the winter. That is what
it was intended to do and that is its key purpose. We
should take that word “fuel” out of the middle and
stop putting the charges of this against government
fuel poverty programmes because it is supposed to be
an income support.
Ms Saunders: But you should not do away with it.
MrKerr: Iwasnot sayingdoawaywith it, Iamsaying
just take that word “fuel” out of the middle.

Q23 Paddy Tipping: But we live in an age of austerity
now, do we not? If you had £2.7 billion—that was the
cost last year—what would you do with it?
Ms Saunders: I would keep paying it. It is a very
valuablewayofmaking sure that peoplewhowill not
come forward to claim their benefits get that support.
It is universal. There is a lot of merit to it. We should
not be taking away money from pensioners whilst we
are still prepared to allow wealthy bankers to earn
excessive amounts. I really do not think that we
should go down that route. Perhaps when the
Government does say it has spent £20 billion on fuel
poverty and £15 billion of that was on Winter Fuel
Payments, they will then be accused of not targeting.
It is a presentational issue for them, I think. We want
to have more money invested in energy eYciency, of
course, but to say we want to use that budget to do
that is not what we should be doing. We should be
going and looking for other budgets to do that. Even
in this time of austerity I am sure there are other
departmentalbudgets that couldbe lookedat for that
investment.
Paddy Tipping: We are getting into of a wider
discussion, Jenny, and I am not going to be tempted
on it. I am tempted to talk about people who are oV
the gas grid because they are in particular diYculties.

Q24 Sir Robert Smith: We have already touched on
people oV the gas grid. For a start, their fuel, as we
have said, is not regulated with the coal, the oil, the
LPG, the wood is not regulated. Like people on pre-
payment meters, there is self-disconnection. If you
cannot aVord the fuel, you just donot have the fuel in
the house. Do you think there is more scope in terms
of bringing them into the ambit of all the other fuel
suppliers in terms of regulation? Is there any more to
be done on that?

Mr Kerr: I think the Government have put a very
heavyburdenonOfgem in termsof regulating the gas
and electricity suppliers. It would be useful to enter
into some dialogue with the oil and solid fuel
suppliers aboutwhat they coulddo to support that as
well. Whether or not that comes in the form of a
similar levy towards energy eYciency or whether it is
about price controls, I think it would be a useful
discussion to be had, because, as it stands, those
markets are completely unregulated and you pay for
what you can use. If you look at the experience in
Northern Ireland where there is over 70 per cent of
homes relying on oil as the fuel, we have seen there
that when people cannot aVord to fill a tank with oil
theyare resortingtogoing intoagarage forecourtand
buying their fuel in five litre drums at a highly inflated
price.Wehavenotyet seenthat inthemainlandtoany
greatextent,but that is thenaturalwayforwardunder
self-rationing and disconnecting, that we are buying
fuel in expensive ways. When we come to look at
things like wood, we do not have a real infrastructure
there, and if we move towards biomass or other solid
fuel programmes like that, we really need to look at
the infrastructure of supply so that it becomes
aVordable and people can store it and they can buy it
when they need to. There is a dialogue to be had
between the Government and the suppliers of those
fuels.

Q25 Sir Robert Smith: Consumer Focus, have you
been dealing with that market?
Mr Stearn: Yes. We also have concerns for people
living in rural areas. I would just highlight the point
that microgeneration is a potential and positive way
forwardforpeopleonvery lowincomes inruralareas.
It means that they can to some extent sever that
relationship to other suppliers. It is also important to
this issue of price support as well. One of the
suggestions we were putting forward is that the
mandate could include extra support for people who
are oV gas. It is quite simple for people to be able to
recognise it as being on gas or oV gas, and that would
be an additional benefit you could get from the
mandate of the price support system.

Q26 Sir Robert Smith: On the electricity?
Mr Stearn: In theory we have an open book at the
moment. We have the Secretary of State taking
powers to decide what this mandate could be. You
could give particular attention to people who are oV
gas in terms of the price support mechanism that
comes into play.

Q27 Sir Robert Smith: The Government have said
that it is the Government’s intention to focus social
price support to help the energy costs through
electricity accounts. It would not just be that those
oV-gas people would get the same social tariV for
electricity as the people on-gas.
Mr Stearn: You could recognise that the extra costs
that are incurred are in the price support scheme that
comes in. As I said, it is a potential open book. We
have been talking a lot about energy eYciency. We
know that people in rural areas have solid wall
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houses.There is thisneed to invest in energyeYciency
in those homes, and, again, the rural homes would be
benefit from that.

Q28 Mr Weir: This matter was discussed at great
length, as you will recall, Mr Tipping, in the Energy
Bill.Myunderstandingof theGovernment’sposition
is that they have concentrated price support in the
electricity market on the view that most people have
electricity. Not everyone has gas. Do you have any
figures or any informationonhowpeople oV-griduse
energy? In particular is it not the case that the home
fuel, oil or whatever would be the main heating
component in these houses rather than electricity, so
that it seems to me it does not quite fit the mark? Do
you have a view on that?
Mr Kerr: DiVerent parts of even Scotland will have
diVerent reliance. I am sure the Committee at some
stage will have looked, where it is solely electric
heating, at things like the opportunity for people to
switch supplier. When they are using something like
dynamic teleswitch technology that restricts them in
terms of moving to a diVerent supplier, and there are
somewhere in theregionof three-quartersofamillion
households, I believe, in Scotland that rely on that
type of technology. The prevalence of oil is not as
great as it in Northern Ireland. We have a lot of
electric heating systems in rural areas, aswe currently
stand, because they were cheaper to install in the first
place. The capital costs were cheaper, so therefore a
lot of social housing relied on that. It is howwe tackle
that, and if we were to replace it, with what type of
tariV. The air-source and ground-source heat pumps
thatwe talkabout in termsofnewtechnologywill rely
more specifically on being aVordable if they are run
through something like anEconomy 10 tariV.Not all
suppliers have that type of tariV. Ofgem’s comments
are that it is for suppliers to come forward with
oVerings. If we are pushing forward certain
technologies, we have to make sure that the people
whoareusingthemhaveaccess toaVordable fuel,and

Witnesses: Mr Mervyn Kohler, Special Adviser, Age Concern and Help the Aged, Mr Ciarán Devane, Chief
Executive and Mr Mike Hobday, Head of Campaigns and Public AVairs, Macmillan Cancer Support, gave
evidence.

Q30 Paddy Tipping: We are now joined by Mervyn
Kohler from Help the Aged and Age Concern, and
Ciarán Devane from Macmillan who is joined by
Mike Hobday. Welcome to you all, I know you have
been listening to the discussion. Do you think the
Government is doing all it can to resolve the problem
of fuel poverty?
Mr Kohler: Certainly not, Mr Tipping.

Q31 Paddy Tipping: Tell us what they should do.
Mr Kohler: The Government has this target to
eradicate fuel poverty amongst vulnerable
households by 2010 and all households by 2016 or
2018, depending which part of the UK we are talking
about. Quite plainly, it is not reaching those targets.
The annual publication, which surprisingly still calls

the fuel that we were talking about is electricity. If we
are then looking at small rural communities that are
using oil and we are replacing that with heat pumps,
we need to ensure that the grid infrastructure will
accept the additional load. As Jonathan has already
said, on topofall of thatwehave to lookat the energy
eYciency of the home in the first place. Simply
replacing one heating system with another when you
have an ineYcient house in the first place, will not
make it any more aVordable for the person to use.

Q29 Mr Weir: You also mentioned earlier that the
Government should have a dialogue with the
suppliers. That again has been raised. The
Government’s view is that the structureof themarket
is very diVerent, because in gas and electricity you
have your big six players and it is easy to have a
dialogue. In oil, home fuel, the LPG market, you are
dealingwithamyriadofsmall suppliers,whichmakes
it very diYcult to institute price support. Do you
agree with that view? Is there a way in which we can
bring in price support within that market?
MrKerr: If you look at howCESPwas funded, it was
also funded through generators. If you go to the
initial supplier of the oil and talk to them, and
whether or not that is something that is put on at that
pointofdistributiondowntothesmallerdistributors,
therehas tobe something there. I think it is easy to say
that there are several hundred or several thousand
small suppliers, therefore the task becomes too
diYcult. But when you have several million
householders and you want to tackle each one of
them individually, I do not think it is beyond us to
tackle five or six big oil producers
Paddy Tipping: That is a really interesting point.
Thank you very much. Thank you all very much. We
could have continued the conversation—I guess we
will continue the conversation, because this is a
problem that is not going to go away. Thank you all
very much. Thank you for getting us oV to such a
good start.

itself the Fuel Poverty Progress Report, has
chronicled for the last four or five years the growth
of the number of people in fuel poverty rather than
the eradication of fuel poverty, and patently the
policies which are being pursued at the moment are
not working. This was the issue which we took the
Government to judicial review about during the
course of 2008–09, and the High Court rather
unhelpfully found the Government did have a
strategy to eradicate fuel poverty but was not
prepared to express a view about whether that
strategy was adequate or not, so we lost our
submission for a judicial review.

Q32 Paddy Tipping: Spell out what more needs to be
done. What is your prescription?
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Mr Kohler: The prescription has simply got to be to
take a much more systematic view about the people
who are living in fuel poverty. Fuel poverty is a
definition which is helpful for policymakers, but it is
a very sloppy definition really and we do not know
beyond an intellectual construct what households
we are actually talking about. Of course, if you go
out and talk to individual households, none of them
are going to put their hand up and say, “I am in fuel
poverty”; it is just not what people would do. We
have to be much smarter about identifying the
housing stock we can fix and the people that we need
to help fix that housing stock; the two sides of the
equation, as you were discussing earlier with the first
round of contributors. Lacking this basic data
means we are thrashing around looking at proxy
indicators, looking at helpful measures but probably
failing to actually target them particularly well.
Mr Devane: Can I endorse the identification point?
From Macmillan’s point of view, looking at it from
a health and cancer point of view, we have identified
three groups of people who are not particularly
being addressed at the moment. There are those who
are terminally ill, but are not old enough to qualify
for some of the support which is available; there are
those who are in an immediate and urgent crisis
because their income has collapsed because they are
oV work and so is their partner because they are
being looked after; and there are those who are in
general poverty, on benefits, who are also being
neglected. So identification is one issue. The second
issue which we feel strongly about is the one on
information, making sure people know what is out
there, what support is there, and we know from the
National Audit OYce that three-quarters of people
during their whole cancer journey for example are
not told what their entitlements may be for fuel
poverty or indeed for much else. We need to target
this. The one thing I would add is that this is a
recurring problem. We are 99 years old so I am
reading a lot of the history. One of the things which
the guy we are named after was working on in 1911
was fuel poverty, the impact on the people who lost
their job, they are at home wrapped in a blanket and
a bag of coal was dropped in at night, and from our
point of view we are still doing that, we are still
giving grants to 11,000 people a year for fuel, and so
it is a problem which if we have the opportunity to
crack it in the next few years would be fantastic.

Q33 Charles Hendry: Mr Kohler, you say in relation
to targets that we are quite plainly not meeting those
targets, but if we talk to the Minister about this (and
we will do that next week) he will say, “It still looks
challenging and ambitious; we are still working
towards it, even the 2010 target”. At what point do
you think there has to be a reality check and you say,
“Those cannot be met and therefore one evolves how
one moves forward”?
Mr Kohler: I think you can challenge the Minister on
the basis of arithmetic. If that 4.6 million households
in England is the task which is in front of us at the
moment—the expectation of fuel prices falling
sharply and therefore reducing that number, I think
we can probably just discount—what will be

achieved by the Government programmes like
Warm Front and the company programmes in terms
of making a dent in that 4.6? The short answer is that
we will get to 2016 with still a large number of that
4.6 living in fuel poverty.

Q34 Charles Hendry: Do you think if one is having
a target you have to have a road map about how it
will be delivered alongside it, so everybody like
yourselves can subject it to external scrutiny and say,
“We can see this can be achievable”, rather than no
one being quite certain who should be doing what to
try and get there?
Mr Kohler: The road map is absolutely vital to make
sure that the policy stays on track, but it is also
helpful from the point of view of including the
householders, the citizens, the general public in the
whole process, if they can see clearly what the policy
is delivering and how it is going to deliver it. I have
great expectations for this Home Energy
Management Strategy which was published
yesterday to actually say to people, “Look, we have
all got to wake up and make our homes more energy
eYcient”, and the next step is, “How do I do it?” It
is getting more clarity, getting more transparency,
into the whole system which I think has—an
unintentional pun here—befogged the way we have
looked at fuel poverty over the last decade or so.

Q35 Sir Robert Smith: Macmillan especially have
touched on the need for accurate data and one of
your suggestions is that the English House
Condition Survey does not look at the kind of
illnesses and challenges that householders are facing.
How easily do you think that could be tackled by
Government to know where the problem is?
Mr Hobday: The Survey, or its more recent
incarnation, does ask about a range of disabilities
which is important in understanding more detail
about that link. It asks about learning disabilities,
hearing disabilities, vision disabilities, heart
conditions and so on, but with 2 million people
living in the UK with a cancer diagnosis we are at a
level where we can get statistically valid evidence by
asking specifically about cancer. Given there is clear
evidence there is a link between cancer and fuel
poverty, adding that information into the Survey
would be a great step forward enabling us to
understand and hence target policy solutions.

Q36 Sir Robert Smith: Have the Government told
you why they are reluctant?
Mr Devane: We are not clear why the reluctance is
there amongst the oYcials.

Q37 Paddy Tipping: I think the Minister, David
Kidney, gave a commitment recently he was going to
meet you. Has that discussion taken place?
Mr Devane: Not as yet, no.

Q38 Paddy Tipping: I suspect the Government are
looking at the very elderly, the very disadvantaged
group of people to target resources on, but that
would run counter to what you want, so let me make
it easy for you—make your case.
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Mr Devane: We totally recognise that a major
proportion of people in fuel poverty are elderly, for
example, and a major proportion of those will have
cancer, but we are saying there are additional groups
and if we are tackling fuel poverty we need to
identify those groups. Using the cancer population
as the example, and let me give you a specific one,
there is a chap called Ian, in his 40s, of working age,
unable to work, so he is at home. His wife is looking
after him so that income has gone as well, because
they are at home and with chemotherapy you feel the
cold a lot more, the dial turns up, you are there for
longer, you are turning up the temperature, but
equally because he is incontinent and vomits, the
load is in the washing machine. So there is this group
of people who suddenly, unpredictably, are in fuel
poverty and it is that diYculty and identifying
those—and we are talking tens of thousands of
people each year—and supporting them if we are
about eradicating fuel poverty. It is the practical
impact it has on people’s lives. There is another lady
who is very ill, and it is a very small thing in some
ways, but because she had breast cancer surgery it is
very diYcult to lean over the sink and do the washing
up so therefore she bought a dishwasher, but now of
course she cannot aVord the electricity to run the
dishwasher so she is back doing what she did before.
So it is that kind of impact it has on people’s lives
when you cannot turn the heating on and you take
to your bed, which is very diYcult We absolutely
support everything that has been said around Warm
Front and so on but if you are in an immediate crisis
and you are unable, either physically or it is
undesirable medically to be knocking your house
around at the time you are very vulnerable to
infection, then we need to support in an additional
way as well.
Paddy Tipping: Let us talk a little more about Warm
Front, which is an important scheme. Alan?

Q39 Dr Whitehead: Can I preface this with a slightly
better understanding of the relationship of Warm
Front to fuel poverty? Mr Kohler, you mentioned in
your written evidence and also this morning that
definitions of fuel poverty are based on modelling,
and in fact the model from the House Condition
Survey, the income of the person in the survey and
the eYciency of the household, produced a
theoretical number and then you have to find the
actual people to whom the number applies, which
appears to be where the problem arises particularly
when fuel prices are increasing. Warm Front
essentially tries to do that, does it not, but according
to your evidence it does not get anywhere near it. A
good proportion of people who are by that definition
in fuel poverty do not get to access Warm Front.
Mr Kohler: You are absolutely right.

Q40 Dr Whitehead: A number of people who are not
in fuel poverty do. Is it a waste of time as a scheme?
Mr Kohler: I do not think that makes it a waste of
time. You are absolutely right—and you do not have
to take my evidence, the National Audit OYce came
out with a report last year about this—clearly using
the benefits we are using as a proxy for people in fuel

poverty is not a particularly eVective way of
targeting those who are fuel poor. We will never be
able to target individuals in fuel poverty until we
actually build up a data base. Earlier in the previous
round you were talking about energy performance
certificates and trying to make a much better map of
the country so we know where the houses which need
to be improved are. Surely to goodness, with a tad
more co-operation between the DWP and HMRC
we could share data about people’s incomes and
savings and things like that. That would give us the
map, otherwise we are stuck with what we have got,
which is using the benefits route as a way of trying to
target help, whether it is help in the form of Warm
Front, whether it is help in the form of cold weather
payments or whatever. It is better that we do have
those than we do not have them, but we are always
going to be missing the precision which we would
probably all prefer to see.

Q41 Dr Whitehead: Does Warm Front, even though
it is not accurate in terms of targeting its help on fuel
poverty, nevertheless have a function and role in
improving the energy eYciency and circumstances of
those people to whom it applies? You have
mentioned the example of whether it could perform
some form of emergency service function. Are there
ways in which you think even in its own definitions
it could be made to be a better service?
Mr Kohler: I think the programme could be
improved in a number of ways; has been improved
in the last twelve months in a number of ways. In
talking about Warm Front, let me please be quite
clear that the design of the scheme is down to
Government, the delivery of the scheme is down to
eaga, so if we are talking about the design of the
scheme, who it reaches, what conditions you have to
meet in order to be counted in the scheme, what the
measures are which will be installed in your house,
how well the house and its equipment is then looked
after afterwards, these are matters which you as a
Committee quite properly should be talking to
Government about, since that is the design of the
scheme. The delivery is another matter altogether.

Q42 Dr Whitehead: Mr Devane and Mr Hobday,
you mentioned some of the issues relating to what
you have described as, as it were, a sudden placement
in fuel poverty by particular people who have illness
and related circumstances occurring to them. What
are the particular challenges as far as Warm Front
are concerned with those groups of people, and does
the emergency assistance view of Warm Front
perhaps have a resonance as far as those people are
concerned?
Mr Devane: I think it does. If the boiler breaks
down, that kind of approach, I think, is important to
do an immediate fix. I think one of the issues on
Warm Front is the renovations; working in a house
when somebody is in the middle of chemotherapy is
not allowed, which is a diYculty and, because there
is a time limit (although you can always reapply), if
the illness comes at the wrong time then they get
timed out of their application they may have to go
again and then the compliance does not happen—if
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it is appropriate at all for them to get involved in
Warm Front. So, I think, for us, the people who are
in an immediate health crisis, which may go on for a
few years, the insulation and making the home
energy eYcient is not a way forward that works.
That is why a social tariV (which I am sure we will get
on to) is one of the issues which we feel quite strongly
about. Again, there are many, many great things
about Warm Front, but if you are in a health crisis
and your doctor will not tolerate getting involved in
home improvements in any way, then it is not a
solution for most of the population that we are
talking to.

Q43 Dr Whitehead: Would you think it might be a
good idea to give eaga the ability to prioritise more
urgent cases rather than the taxi rank arrangement
that we presently have?
Mr Devane: I think if we can get to a stage where we
can identify people quickly and in a timely way then
that would be a major step forward. It is very
diYcult. We recognise that. We know from the ESA
(Employment Support Allowance) that even though
the rules are in place and the intention is very clearly
that people in active treatment are automatically in
the support group, that is not happening in practice
because of variations in interpretation—some
people outrageously being called for employment
interviews between rounds of chemotherapy because
they are not in active treatment. That was just never
the intention. So there is a “making the system
work” aspect to this as well. So if we can get that bit
right (and I think we have a duty to work with the
DWP on that) then that will help, but it does not get
away from this diYculty of passporting benefits
across, with everything we know about the uptake of
benefits. May I say one other thing? Apparently, I
have maligned David Kidney; he has just met with
one of our colleagues.

Q44 Paddy Tipping: Let us talk about social tariVs.
There is going to be a review; they are going to
become mandatory and we are not entirely sure what
the shape is going to be in the future. Again, Mervyn,
perhaps you can tell us what you would like to see
happen.
Mr Kohler: Price support is an important part of the
whole strategy for combating fuel poverty. Clearly,
even with the most eYcient house refurb programme
it is going to take quite a long time to get round all
the people who actually need that refurbishment
done. In the meantime I am sure it is appropriate to
oVer people cash help through one form or another.
The social tariV idea, which was wrestled out of the
energy companies and added to their corporate
social responsibility budgets (and, therefore, paid for
by all other consumers), had resulted in a
hotchpotch of diVerent social tariV arrangements,
which was very, very diYcult to understand and
comprehend, particularly for agencies who were in
the business of trying to advise potential
beneficiaries, who were left with an impossible map
to try to explain. So to move to a mandatory system
which is clearer is, undoubtedly, a good step going
forward. You are still left, though, Mr Tipping, with

the issue on whom should it be targeted, because of
the imprecision of our knowledge about who
actually deserves it. Of course, if you look at the
target in relation to the amount of money that is
going to be available you then come to a sum of
money which we are told is likely to be about £80 or
£100 per household or something of that nature,
which does not sound a great help in a world where
your fuel bills are probably £1,200 or £1,300 a year.

Q45 Paddy Tipping: Presumably, Ciarán, you would
like to see people with long-term illnesses eligible for
social tariVs?
Mr Devane: Yes, we would. Again, the simplicity
question, which one of your colleagues brought up
earlier, is important. We are not in favour of rebates
because a rebate against a high tariV may not be the
lowest cost of that energy provider or may not be the
lowest cost if somebody was well enough to shop
around. So whether you are elderly, working age,
with whatever illness, the simplicity and making sure
that a mandatory tariV is available and that it is
genuinely the lowest tariV which is available across
providers would be our ideal. Then the innovation
with the energy companies can be in how they
market that, how they work to find people who
benefit so that people come out of fuel poverty in
another way, and then that I think could be a good
way forward.

Q46 Sir Robert Smith: I just want to go back,
because social tariVs go back to the crucial nature of
people being on the right benefits. Benefit take-up
campaigns have shown a big improvement. You
raised earlier the failure of the Work Capability
Assessment to cope with chemotherapy and such. Is
that a failure of administration with the decision
makers not realising that they have the ability to take
on medical evidence, or does there need to be a
change in some of the legislation?
Mr Devane: It is administration. It is clearly not the
intent of the regulations and it is clearly not the
intent of either the Government, the Department or
the legislation itself.
Mr Hobday: It is a matter that we are engaged with
Ministers and oYcials at DWP about, and they
absolutely share our concern and we are working
together to try and find a solution to it. Perhaps
more problematic is the issue of signposting for
people with health conditions as part of their NHS
journey. For cancer and, indeed, for other
conditions, financial problems are a very
fundamental side-eVect of the illness that they have.
That is a key point at which it is easy to reach them
in order to say: “Here’s some advice”. Again, we are
collaborating with the Department of Health and
the NHS over this, but that is perhaps a tougher and
more problematic issue to address.
Mr Devane: We see some advantage in a trusted
partner kind of model, whether it is Citizens Advice
Bureau or ourselves or Age Concern and Help the
Aged. We are wondering: is that a way where we can
then begin to signpost people in very quickly to the
energy companies, and we have a pilot running with
one of them to try and test that.
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Q47 Paddy Tipping: Most people would trust you
more than the energy companies?
Mr Devane: Yes, and because of the work we do we
are more in touch with that population as well.

Q48 Dr Turner: Age Concern and Help the Aged
have both made it clear that they do not think that
the Winter Fuel Payments are a great idea as far as
addressing fuel poverty is concerned. You would
very much, clearly, like to see a more targeted
approach here. How would you actually set about it,
given all the problems that we have of identifying
people and benefit take-up, and what-have-you?
Mr Kohler: Can I go back into your question, there?
The Winter Fuel Payment, we do not believe, is
targeted to do anything about winter fuel. It is not
targeted, by definition—it is a universal benefit. It is
a very helpful benefit to older people and its history,
as I think Jonathan Stearn was alluding to earlier on
this morning, is rooted in the fact that our State
Pension oVering is so relatively poor. When the
Winter Fuel Payment was introduced, and it was £20
per household and £50 for a household on mean’s
tested benefits, you could say that there was some
relationship to income and possible fuel poverty
needs, but it is in the years when freakish low
inflation figures were handing out pension increases
of 75p and so on and so forth on the State Pension
that the Winter Fuel Payment jumped to £100 and
then to £200. Quite clearly, it is related to the State
Pension not to fuel poverty. It has remained a benefit
of notionally £200 and £300 per household over the
age of 80 throughout the entire last six or seven years
when energy prices have increased by 120 per cent.
So it is just not related to fuel. It does remain a very,
very helpful—and, of course, very popular—
measure amongst a great number of our pensioner
households.

Q49 Dr Turner: You have not answered the point of
the question. If we do target it, how would you set
about it? If we do try and address fuel poverty with
it.
Mr Kohler: I am resisting answering that because I
do not see it as being a particular lever in the battle
against fuel poverty. I think the Winter Fuel
Payment as we have it, at the moment, is an
instrument to try and address pensioner poverty in
general. So I am resisting trying to carve up that £2.7
billion and try and spend it better because I think, by
and large, it does quite a good job in terms of
pensioner poverty.

Q50 Dr Turner: Ciarán, you are concerned with the
problems of cancer suVerers and would like to see
payments extended to them. You could also,
perhaps, make a case for other people with
disabilities; you might say anyone on a high rate
Disability Care component, for instance, might
qualify. Would you like to see payments extended to
other groups like this?
Mr Devane: Yes. Obviously, we are experts in cancer
and we understand cancer better, but as an example
of what may be a general problem, absolutely.
Whichever population we are talking about, the

diYculty and the trick is to identify those people.
Where the Winter Fuel Payment has been successful
is in addressing this thing of general poverty and—
if you go back far enough—the goal was to try and
reduce excess winter deaths, so the health dimension
was part of it as well. So I think the principles that
we are talking about should apply. Where those
principles apply, the one we know about is the two
million people with a cancer diagnosis, and 800,000
of them are of working age and, therefore, by
definition, not included in the Winter Fuel Payment.
However, a high proportion of them are in fuel
poverty.

Q51 Dr Turner: Coming back to social tariVs, upon
whom would you target them and how?
Mr Hobday: There are three groups of people with
cancer that we have identified as having a particular
tendency to fuel poverty, as we referred to in our
written evidence: those who are having active
treatment or have done very recently; those at the
very end of life and those who are on Housing
Benefit and Council Tax Benefit as means-tested
benefits. We think, clearly, there are very many
people who have gone through a cancer experience
who are not in fuel poverty and, therefore, what we
have sought to do is say: how can we target most
eVectively within the cancer population?

Q52 Dr Turner: Other groups—do you see, Mervyn,
social tariVs as an appropriate lever for fuel poverty
amongst the aged?
Mr Kohler: As I said earlier, we are stuck with using
the benefits as the passport at the moment, until we
have a better way of assessing both people and their
need. A large part of the problem there is actually
making sure that people claim the benefits, as I think
you were referring to earlier on; the lack of take-up
of things like Pension Credit and Council Tax
Benefit is really quite frightening. The range of
benefits, the choice of benefits that you actually use,
I think you here are in the business of working out a
number of trade-oVs; how many people do you think
you are actually approximately reaching, in terms of
people in fuel poverty, and how much is going to
“miss” its target, and, indeed, the totality of the
number in relation to the amount of money that you
have available to spend on them?
Mr Devane: May I add something which, again,
came from the earlier conversation, which was the
importance of getting everybody working together
on this. One of the things which we are doing, often
with Citizens Advice Bureau, is putting in benefits
advisers who will work with cancer patients in the
hospital or through the PCT to make sure they are
aware of the benefit. The income part of this is,
clearly, a major part of the equation. However, so is
information about fuel poverty, and one of the
things on which we are working on a pilot with one
of the other charities and the Department of Health
is a thing called “Information Prescription”. So, just
like you get a prescription for your tablets, you get a
prescription for information: “Here is the
chemotherapy you are having, here is the treatment
you are having and, by the way, because you are now
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out of work are you applying for these benefits? Do
you know about Warm Front?” etc, etc. So one of
the things we need to try and do, collectively, across
government but including the voluntary sector, is
make sure that we get that information in practically
from the point of diagnosis as well, and I think that
is a contribution that we can make to this.

Q53 Dr Turner: Have you considered the possibility
of using HMRC’s data for identifying and targeting?
They know what people’s incomes are—well,
roughly.
Mr Hobday: I think we recognise that quite
obviously there is a lot of sensitivity about data-
sharing. We would say, on behalf of Macmillan, that
we see a lot of advantage in, particularly, health data
on people with cancer being shared, because there is
a very clear, potential benefit that they would get
very directly from that sharing of data. So we would
be less cautious than some about the principle of
data-sharing. We ought to do more of it; we ought to
pilot more and learn from it, because even, for
example, the sharing of health data is not the be-all
and end-all because hospital episode statistics are
not absolutely perfect in what they say. By piloting
more data-sharing in the way that piloting has
started with poorer and older people could produce
a lot of ways to target more eVectively.

Witnesses: Ms Hayley Peters, Divisional Managing Director, and Mr Ross Armstrong, Operations Director
of Managed Services, eaga, gave evidence.

Q55 Paddy Tipping: Welcome to Hayley Peters and
Ross Armstrong from eaga. You have heard us talk
a lot about Warm Front this morning. The NAO
report says that 86 per cent of your customers are
satisfied, and you have dealt with two million
households. It is a really successful scheme, but over
a period of time you have had a lot of criticism. Just
explain to me why you think that is.
Ms Peters: Interestingly, the NAO report when it
was released last year stated customer satisfaction
was at a level of 86 per cent. Latest statistics show
that, actually, customer satisfaction with Warm
Front is 92 per cent, so quite a significant increase.
One of the things I wanted to put into context,
actually, is that of the latest audits 93 per cent of our
customers actually would refer Warm Front to
friends and family. I am going to set a bit of scene
here because what I want you to understand is that
against the UK customer service index figures which
were released for January 2010, the public sector, in
terms of customer satisfaction with local authority
initiatives and other local level initiatives, was 72 per
cent, public sector at the national level was 69 per
cent, and utility customer satisfaction was 68 per
cent. So in terms of the context of Warm Front and
where it is and where it is perceived, I am very much
here to champion the cause and say: “Well, actually,
I think it is an absolutely cracking scheme”, and I
probably would say that, given that I have
responsibility for it but I am very passionate about
it. I think when we talk about the fact that 92 per
cent of customers are happy, and we serve, on

Mr Kohler: Again, the National Audit OYce has
helped us here because they have shown how
inaccurate sometimes HMRC can actually be in
terms of assessing people’s liabilities for tax. Most
recently the Public Accounts Committee endorsed
their findings about the numbers of older people
who are paying too much tax as well as those who are
not paying enough tax. HMRC have tended (and we
have talked to them about data-sharing) in the past
to blame their computer—who would not?
However, they have a new computer now, and I
think it is time to actually pick up that conversation
with HMRC again. A new computer is going to take
a bit of time to bed itself down, and by all accounts
we are all going to get far too many statements about
what our tax code is going to be during the next few
weeks, but, between them, HMRC and DWP know
an awful lot about us—probably even more than
Tesco’s do—and I think that we ought to be
combining that data in order to help us plot the right
map for these social policy initiatives.

Q54 Paddy Tipping: I am afraid time has run past us.
I am grateful to Mervyn, Ciarán and Mike for
coming. We hope to publish a report by the end of
March, and I am really grateful for your evidence.
Mr Kohler: Thank you.

average, 200,000 customers a year (over 2.1 million
customers since the scheme started) is absolutely
phenomenal. What I would say, though, is that we
have a responsibility to make sure that we deliver the
best service to the customers, and that is our remit,
but at the end of the day where we do have cases, and
we have five in about one thousand customers at the
moment who, possibly, do not have such good
service (and that will come down, possibly, to the
quality or it will come down to perception), that is a
responsibility that we have as the scheme manager to
ensure that we put right. We do work very
proactively with Mr Kohler, in terms of Help the
Aged and Age Concern, and with the NEA to ensure
that what we have in place for our delivery advisory
board, which comprises senior stakeholders on the
subject of fuel poverty, is that we take advice from
our colleagues to understand what more we could do
to make Warm Front more eYcient. When we look
at some of the changes that we have made in the
scheme, especially over the last 12 months, we have
very much now a programme which has the
customer at the heart of it.
Mr Armstrong: I think the important thing, to build
on that, Mr Tipping, is we talk a lot in statistics
around Warm Front because of the scale of the
programme, and it is a programme that has helped,
as Hayley said, over two million customers since it
was launched, but it is important with a programme
such as this not to get lost in the statistics either.
Those 200,000 homes a year are 200,000 homes a
year that are saving, on average, about £350 a year,
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thanks to the Warm Front improvements. That is
200,000 families across the UK who are now not
having to worry as much about when the energy bill
lands, and are able to lead their lives in a healthier,
warmer home. So it is important, also, to recognise
that every single one of those numbers represents a
family whose lives have been improved quite
substantially.

Q56 Paddy Tipping: I accept that, and I do not have
a problem with that at all, but you will know,
because you have seen it, that during the course of
this inquiry a lot of people have been in touch with
us. I know there are lots of testimonials—I see
them—but you have had an opportunity to look at
these letters of complaint. What do you make of
them?
Ms Peters: In terms of the media coverage that we
have had recently, I would always say that, at the end
of the day, when we have looked at the analysis for
the complaints that we have received, predominantly
through the BBC (and those came from them), that
related to work that was done a couple of years ago;
it was work that was undertaken in a period where
Warm Front was going through a transition period.
We do take feedback from our customers most
importantly, and I do not know any business that
cannot do that. What we have, as a consequence,
done is we have worked with the Department over
the last 12–18 months to ensure that we take the
feedback we have had from our customers, so
incidents around quality and in terms of how
seriously we now take quality issues with our
installer network. If I can just take you through
some of the changes that we have made through this
scheme and in response to some of those complaints,
that will then help to put into perspective some of the
feedback that the media has been covering. Over the
last 12–18 months, as I said, we have been putting
the customer at the heart of the programme. What
we now have in place is a programme which manages
the customers’ expectations, from start to finish. So
from the point of applying for Warm Front you
know exactly what the next steps are going to be.
When we go into the home and we survey the
customer’s property, we do not just survey the
customer’s home we actually look at the customer as
well, so we identify through the passport benefits, as
specified by the Department, as to whether that
customer is eligible. During the winter we also make
that assessment of the customer to understand who
is in a really serious situation of vulnerability, and
colleagues from Macmillan Trust talked about
customers in cancer treatment. When we go through
a survey with customers who need a heating system,
whether it is a replacement system or a new central
heating system, we actually undertake a full
computer-aided design drawing. This is where they
actually get a physical drawing of the property to
show where the radiators will go, where the boilers
will go and where the pipes will go in the house. So
there is nothing there for the customer to say: “Well,
actually, I didn’t know that.” That was one of the
fundamental bits of feedback that came through the
correspondence that we have had with customers

over the last 12 months. As a consequence of that,
the information that the installer now gets is
something that the customer has seen and they have
agreed to, and then that sets the quality standards
that have been put in place for those installers to
work to. We now have an installer performance
rating system in place with our contract network of
90 installers across Warm Front. The foundations
for assigning an installer an installer performance
rating score is based on the level of complaints they
have received and the nature of those complaints. It
is based on the levels of customer satisfaction. We
proactively go out and talk to 2,000 customers every
month about the performance and the quality of the
work that has been done in their home. The feedback
from that is actually used to determine the
performance rating for that installer. We one
hundred per cent quality check all heating
installations. That is absolutely fundamentally key.
So when you do go into a home and eaga undertakes
those quality checks, if there are issues those are
taken up straight away and those are resolved for the
customer on their behalf by ourselves or in
conjunction with the installer. We also look at the
time that it takes to complete work and whether
there are any issues with health and safety. All our
installers are now required to undertake post-
installation customer calls, so there should not be
any surprises from the day you finish an installation
at a customer’s home. At the end of the day, you
want to make sure that somebody who has come into
your home to install a heating system is there and
will treat your home in the way you want your home
to be treated. So there should be no surprises when
that installer makes that call, and that actually if
there is something wrong and they have missed it,
they are back within 48 hours to rectify that. What I
am saying is that there are some significant changes
that have been made to the scheme which will
address some of the issues that have been raised in
the media recently. To put it into context for our
installers, good performance and happy customers
equates to increased levels of work that we are able
to apply to them under the scheme.

Q57 Paddy Tipping: Have you ever sacked an
installer?
Ms Peters: No, we have not.
Mr Armstrong: The reason for that, Mr Tipping, if I
can come in on that, is we have, as Hayley touched
on, 90 subcontractors that are registered that have
crossed all the hurdles that we asked them to cross
and have all the qualifications that we require of
them. So if we identify an installer, or a couple of
installers, whose work starts to drop oV in terms of
quality or in terms where they might have one
particular health and safety issue identified, what we
would do, as a better course of action, would be to
stop allocating work to that installer completely and
work with them on an improvement plan to slowly
drip-feed much lower volumes of work and make
sure that they bring their quality back up to the level
required. We have found, in our experience, that is
an easier way of dealing with it than having to
suspend, remove and then recruit for new installers
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and go through the process. It is better to stop, put
in place a staged improvement plan and then work
with them to get them back to the requisite level.

Q58 Paddy Tipping: One of the issues that has been
around in the past winter is that there have been
elderly people without a functioning boiler, without
heat and hot water. There is a perception—I put it
like that—that you will come along and sort them
out and sort them out quickly, but the scheme is not
designed to do that, is it?
Mr Armstrong: No. That is one of the biggest
challenges that we face, particularly given that we
have had the coldest winter for 30 years. One of the
biggest challenges we have had over the last three or
four months has been trying to manage customer
expectations. The scheme has not been designed to
be an emergency service; it has been designed as a
cash-limited scheme that is intended to service
people as and when they present themselves. Of
course, if you are an 80-year-old customer who has
no central heating or hot water, my just saying it is
not an emergency service is not a good enough
answer; you want to have that service as soon as
possible. We do get a lot of enquiries around the
length of time that people are having to wait.
Unfortunately, set against the levels of demand that
we have seen (and the levels of demand have only
gone up increasingly over the last month or two with
the weather conditions), we could do central heating
installations twice as quickly as we do them now, if
we wanted to, but all that means is that we would run
out of money in half the time, and we would have to
close the scheme altogether. So we have to manage
the budget available from government against the
demand that is out there, and unfortunately, over the
last two or three months we have seen demand the
like of which I do not think the scheme has seen
before. So what we are having to do in order to make
sure the scheme stays open is extend the length of
time that people are having to wait. Now, with a
diVerent hat on I would far rather that people were
coming to the scheme and knew the scheme and
understood it was there as a source of help; I would
far rather that than people did not know it was there
to help them. However, the challenge that presents is
if more and more people present themselves the
length of time that people have to wait does go up to
make sure that the scheme can stay open for people
that need it.

Q59 Paddy Tipping: Just remind me about the
budget situation. The Chancellor in the autumn
statement was saying there was more money
available, but my impression is that in the current
year you have, as you have put it, had to eke out the
budget because you have been frightened of
running out.
Mr Armstrong: Yes. We were scheduled to take a
substantial reduction in budget next year.
Thankfully, the additional amount of money that the
Chancellor announced in the Pre-Budget Report
means that the budget will only drop from 369
million this year to 345 million next year. So it is a
much more manageable transition. However, what I

do not think we necessarily understood at the time
was the spike in demand we would see over January/
February and the pressure that that would place on
a budget that was already stretched. We know from
the amount of customers that present themselves to
us that if we just ran the scheme unchecked and ran
waiting times as people came in and as the supply
chain could do them then natural demand for the
scheme is probably of the order of £450–£500 million
a year. Obviously, we live in a time where we have to
manage with the budget available, and the
Department are very supportive in terms of making
the case for that budget.

Q60 Paddy Tipping: Tell me, finally, about the
pressure in this financial year. It has been really cold
weather, a lot of demand on you. Presumably you
have had to slow down an awful lot and try and find
extra resources to keep going.
Mr Armstrong: Absolutely. To put it into context, we
have not done any marketing of the scheme in terms
of mail-outs or leafleting or any of the things we
would do in the ordinary course of business; we have
not done any of that activity for almost six months,
but the natural demand that is coming through in the
context of the winter and the context of what is going
out there stokes up huge levels. So in one week, in
January, the particularly cold week where we had
chaos across the country and it was all over the news,
our customer service centre took over 50,000
telephone calls. I only need 20 per cent of those to be
people applying for the scheme and there is an
additional 10,000 customers that I have to service
and that have to be waiting for assistance that we did
not bank on and we did not understand were going
to come through, and all that happens is that
actually the customers will have to wait longer to be
serviced. So managing the demand is a real challenge
at the moment.

Q61 Paddy Tipping: Hayley, you told us earlier on
that there had been changes in the scheme. One of
the changes was the maximum amount of grant
available, but there are still complaints about people
having to top-up. That was an issue that Age
Concern raised with us. How significant is this
argument about the top-up?
Ms Peters: One of the greatest changes that was
made to Warm Front over the last 12 months (and I
go back, I think it is, to 23 April 2009) is when the
Department announced the change to the Warm
Front grant maximum. So the primary grant
changed from £2,700 to £3,500 and then the grant
for oil was increased from £4,000 to £6,000. To put
that into real context, prior to that change in grant
maximum approximately seven-in-ten customers
were required to make a financial contribution to the
cost of measures installed within their homes, which
equated to roughly about £483. However, to put that
into context, the reason why some of those
customers were faced with contributions was
primarily because they had had assistance from the
scheme some years prior to that, whether it be for
loft insulation or cavity wall, and then came back
because there was still finance available within their
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grant for assistance with their heating system when
it probably failed, say, four or five years later. On the
day the grant maximums were changed 9,000
customers who, for want of a better term, were
waiting in the queue because they were unable to find
the financial means to make that financial
contribution, were suddenly allocated heating
assistance. That is not a small, insignificant number;
that is a phenomenal number of people who have
been waiting in desperate need of heating assistance.
So that was a really big change. What we are seeing
today is that one-in-ten customers are currently
faced with a need to make a financial contribution to
the scheme. That will largely be because, maybe, of
the complex nature of the gas installation or the
heating system, primarily around gas connections,
and some of those may be oil installations which
might require a higher level of work required to
them. So the scale has dropped from seven-in-ten to
one-in-ten, which is still a very positive story there.
To give you an indication of the work that we do at
the community level, whilst Warm Front is a
national scheme it very much works on, operates
and is run within a community area. We work with
lots of community organisations and local
authorities to identify emergency access funds, and
within the current scheme year we have identified
over £2 million of emergency funding that we can use
for those customers in those situations to bridge that
gap. In the year-to-date so far that has assisted some
2,000 customers who, without that support, would
probably not be able to have their heating works
installed. So when I listened to some of the evidence
that has been provided by our colleagues at Age
Concern and Help the Aged there is still a small
element of financial contribution required, but the
scale is significantly reduced.
Paddy Tipping: Let us talk a bit about targeting.

Q62 Dr Turner: Clearly, your resources are limited.
The only targeting criterion that you seem to have at
the moment is whether customers are 85 or over. Do
you not think it might be better if you were able to
target the vulnerable groups rather than those who
are just 85? That limits the number of vulnerable
groups that you can prioritise enormously, does it
not?
Mr Armstrong: I am not sure on the question about
85 or over. That is not an oYcial—

Q63 Dr Turner: That is what we have been told. This
is the information we have. If 85 is not a significant
factor that is very interesting because customers are
being told that.
Mr Armstrong: No, we do not prioritise customers
within the eligibility criteria. Everyone that comes to
Warm Front, and is eligible for Warm Front, does so
because they either are on a low income, so in receipt
of an income-related benefit, or they have a
disability so they are in receipt of a disability related
benefit. So from the point of view that everyone that
comes to us is either on a low income or disabled, we
have to treat everybody as a priority. We know and
understand that there are some customers who will
have particular circumstances, such as terminal

illnesses and things like that, and in those cases our
contractors are human beings, at the end of the day,
and they will make every eVort to get that through
as quickly as they can. In terms of customers that
present themselves to us, there is no oYcial
prioritisation process in place.

Q64 Dr Turner: You do not have any criteria to
prioritise amongst the vulnerable groups?
Mr Armstrong: That would be a matter for the
Department, I think, because wherever we draw the
line on that there are some people that will be outside
of the line, and I think, politically, Ministers would
have to make that decision. If we were to say, for
example, anyone who was over 80 and had no
heating was to be an oYcial priority, but someone
was to come to us with a 79-year-old who had a
particular illness and had no heating or hot water,
then it is diYcult. It would have to be for Ministers
to make the decision around oYcial prioritisation
criteria.

Q65 Dr Turner: One of the diYculties is that you can
have households that are eligible for your assistance
but are not actually in fuel poverty, and you can have
households that are in fuel poverty but not eligible
for your assistance. Do you think we have got these
criteria right?
Mr Armstrong: I think there are two challenges to
that. Primarily, the households that qualify who are
on, perhaps, higher incomes tend to be those who
qualify because they are in receipt of disability
related benefit. So things like Disability Living
Allowance do not have an income related criterion
attached to them, so you can qualify for Warm Front
through Disability Living Allowance and not
necessarily be on a low income at the same time. I
accept the point that, perhaps, some of the incomes
of some of the households that we assist are higher
than you might expect. Again, I think the decision to
say we will no longer target people on Disability
Living Allowance and that will no longer qualify
people for the scheme is one that would have to be
taken elsewhere. You can appreciate there are some
sensitivities around that. On the second point
around people that may be in fuel poverty but,
perhaps, do not qualify, if I pick that up, I think the
National Audit OYce, in particular, focused on that
in their report, and what I would say is that the
National Audit OYce in that analysis assumed that
if somebody was not claiming a benefit but was
eligible for the benefit then they were not included in
Warm Front. What I would say is if someone is
eligible for a benefit but not claiming it but presents
themselves to Warm Front, we would put them
through the benefit check process and we would put
them in receipt of that benefit, as we have with about
50,000 customers, actually, and then they would
come back into the scheme. So a snapshot is taken
to say they are not claiming the benefit so they are
not eligible for Warm Front; what I would say is if
they are eligible for the benefit, technically, they are
probably still eligible for Warm Front because we
can put them through that process and get them into
the scheme in that way. The last point on that, I also
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think it is important that Warm Front does a lot of
work on what I would call “fuel poverty-proofing”
households. If the National Audit OYce was to visit
Mrs Miggins and only 8 per cent of her income was
spent on fuel then, technically, she is not past the 10
per cent threshold, so she is only spending 8 per cent
of her income on fuel. Actually, if Warm Front
assists Mrs Miggins with a new heating system and
new insulation and makes the house more energy
eYcient, and then the next day there is a 20 per cent
rise in energy prices, then Warm Front has stopped
Mrs Miggins from ever entering fuel poverty. To me,
as a policy instrument, I think that is just as valuable
to protect somebody who, at the point of assistance,
maybe is not technically over the border, but if the
next day there is a 20 per cent rise in prices we have
stopped her from ever becoming in fuel poverty. I
think fuel poverty-proofing households and helping
those at risk of fuel poverty is also as important as
those who meet the artificial snapshot definition.

Q66 Dr Turner: We have identified two problems in
terms of addressing fuel poverty overall. One is the
mismatch of criteria (vulnerability and eligibility),
and the other is the question of emergency. In the
middle of winter if your heating system breaks down
that is an emergency, by definition, but you cannot
treat it as such, whereas, in fact, it should be perfectly
feasible to address it within a few days. So you
cannot aVord, with your present resources, to
address all those issues. How much would you need
to provide both for the problems surrounding
eligibility and fuel poverty and the speed with which
you address people’s heating emergencies?
Ms Peters: As Ross has already mentioned, we have
had several discussions with stakeholders and
Members of Parliament around this. We estimate the
current level of natural demand for Warm Front to
be in the region of £450–500 million per annum. We
are seeing that level now, today. Coming back to
your point in terms where we have customers at the
moment who are in desperate circumstances, from
their perspective, in terms of it is cold, there is two
foot of snow outside, the heating is not working and
it is minus-5, what Warm Front currently does today
is that as soon as we receive an application from
customers in that circumstance who have no form of
alternative heating available within the property we
dispatch temporary heaters to the property within 48
hours1. Even at the height of the snow we were still
having our supply chain out there walking miles and
through fields to deliver this emergency heating, for
want of a better word, to our customers. I think, at
the end of the day, it is about making sure that the
financial means are there to be able to deliver that

1 Note by witness: the Criteria applied for the despatching of
temporary heaters is any customer who has no alternative
forms of heating their home. We have also taken steps to
supply all of our new technical surveyors with a ‘van stock’
of heaters which can be provided immediately to the most
vulnerable customers at the point of survey. Our home
assessors also have the ability to request a supply of
emergency heaters for customers whom they deem most
vulnerable at the point of assessment. 1053 customers have
been assisted and 2106 heaters dispatched—this is based
upon the time period October 209 to February 2010

kind of level of service and speed of service that you
have touched on. We live in diYcult times, at the
moment, when there are a lot of demands on public
spend and there are equal demands coming from the
health Service, so the fact that Warm Front was
recognised in the Pre-Budget Report was no mean
feat, and that is something on which I would speak
on behalf of Warm Front customers and say thank
you for. At the end of the day, had we not received
the additional funding that we did we would be
facing a very diVerent picture come 1 April. So the
message is there: £450–500 million is the true cost to
serve on Warm Front. We can go a lot faster, as Ross
has said; the speed of delivery would be, in terms of
the budget spend, half that time; the capacity is in
place, we have heating engineers who, from the point
we allocate the work to them, can physically install
that heating system within, probably, 10/15 days. We
know that; we have seen that. So the mechanism is
there to deliver that; it is just a decision for
government as to how they choose to fund that.

Q67 Dr Turner: In normal times it would not be a
massive problem to increase the resources to give a
really superb service.
Ms Peters: Correct. I believe we give a superb service
today. However, what we are constrained by is the
volume of demand against the spend that we have
available.
Paddy Tipping: Let us return to an issue that you
heard us talk about earlier on in this session, which
are people who are not on the gas grid. They are in
a really diYcult situation.

Q68 Sir Robert Smith: Even with Ofgem’s scheme to
try and extend the grid there is still going to be a lot
of people who will miss out on the benefit of being
connected to the gas grid. What does Warm Front
oVer fuel-poor customers that are not able to access
mains gas?
Ms Peters: It is interesting, when I was preparing for
this I was checking all my stats, but I am proud to
say that 15 per cent of the two million customers that
we service to-date are in rural areas. However, eaga
has undertaken a commitment to identify solutions
for rural fuel poverty, and it is something we are
constantly looking at. Over the last 12–18 months we
have installed solar hot water heating systems in 125
homes; we are currently installing 100 air source heat
pumps in homes oV the gas grid to understand what
benefits those bring to the customer in terms of the
eVectiveness of the product that we are installing, in
terms of how far that goes in terms of reducing the
consumption within the home and the associated
energy costs. We are currently working with
colleagues at National Energy Action to install solid
wall insulation in park homes, because park homes
are not recognised by CERT. You can put a heating
system in but there is no point putting a heating
system in a poorly insulated home. So we are
constantly looking for new technologies, and
something that we are working on with our
colleagues in the Welsh Assembly Government is
that we have recently launched, through the Home
Energy EYciency Scheme, which is the Warm Front
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equivalent in Wales, a whole-house pilot, which will
target 250 homes. A lot of those would be oV the gas
grid. The initiative around that programme is
primarily around looking at a grant maximum of up
to £12,000 and through that £12,000 grant we will
provide an energy performance certificate which will
actually identify the home as being F and G rated;
we will be able to install solid wall insulation, air
source heat pumps, ground source heat pumps and
other alternative forms of heating. So there is an
initiative that we are trialling through a devolved
government there. So there are initiatives under way.
Mr Armstrong: Just to build on that, I think the
important thing to recognise in the context of Warm
Front, and HEES in Wales, is that these alternative
measures we have to take very softly, softly in terms
of having to work very closely with the Department,
around the customer feedback, around the customer
experience and how they interact with those
technologies. As Hayley said, we have done about
125 solar thermal systems, we will do about 100 air
source heat pumps; it is not huge volumes in the
context of 200,000 customers a year but the
intention is always to work with the Department to
say that, actually, our customers are interacting with
these in the right way because it is a vulnerable
customer group, to a lot of whom gas central heating
is a new thing. A room thermostat and a
programmer are things they have never had to
interact with in their lives, and people around this
table use them every day. What we have to recognise
is that actually if we are going to provide an air
source heat pump this is something that not only
looks diVerent (and I do not know if you have seen
them, these things are huge, big instruments). We
have to coach the customer through that and ensure
the behaviour change that is needed to get the most
out of the technology—the new technology by itself
is not enough; it is about the customer realising:
“How does it work, how do I work it most eYciently,
and what package of measures, in terms of the
insulation built on the back of it, will help me to use
the system more eYciently?” I think we will run the
pilots but it will be for the Department to kind of
say: “Okay, we are satisfied that this works for this
customer base and we are happy to roll it out”

Q69 Sir Robert Smith: In the current system there is
basically a choice of oil or storage heating. What is
the sort of ratio that people opt for?
Ms Peters: On the whole, from the customers that
we have assisted, largely, the equation would
probably be oil because, perceptionally, you have got
an oil boiler, you have got central heating—it is a gas
central heating system but for in rural areas. Electric
storage heaters probably will not suit some
customers’ needs, and when we do go into a home we
will sit down and we will discuss those options with
the customer, so they are fully aware. What has been
interesting, to pick up on a point that was just made,
is that when we commenced the air source heat pump

pilot we have actually been able to explain to a
customer in a rural area that an air source heat pump
will significantly reduce the energy costs within the
home, but it is a new technology; it is about how we
explain that to them. There are other things there to
take into consideration for that customer, as you
have heard from Macmillan Trust. You will have
customers who are, probably, at home all day,
whether it is through health reasons, or retirement,
or purely because they have a young family with
children. So it is actually looking at the heating
system that will best suit the needs that they have.
What we would not want to do is put a renewable
technology heating source into a customer’s home
which, quite frankly, would be unwarranted because
they are just not home enough. It is trying to work
out what best suits that customer.

Q70 Sir Robert Smith: When do you think that the
pilots will actually become a reality in terms of
schemes that can be rolled out?
Mr Armstrong: The solar pilot is now more or less
complete. Our colleagues at NEA have finished the
customer evaluation and that is with the
Department for consideration. The air source heat
pump pilot, in terms of the installation of all of them,
should be complete by the end of March, as should,
largely, the external wall insulation in park homes.
There is then a period of monitoring on those two in
terms of once they are installed the NEA will want to
spend a period of time monitoring it over a heating
season, and want to understand some of the trends
there. Then that will be submitted to the Department
again for their consideration. So the solar evaluation
is with them now. I would anticipate the installation
work on the heat pumps will be complete by the end
of March, and then I would imagine three to six
months after that the evaluation will be submitted to
the Department for consideration.

Q71 Sir Robert Smith: Is there anything else in the
queue, like biomass or ground source?
Mr Armstrong: At the moment, there are not plans
for those technologies to be trialled. I think one of
the things that we do, as scheme managers, is look to
see what technologies are most appropriate and
what technologies can we perhaps look to secure
additional funding to bring in? One of the things we
would probably look at is the introduction of feed-
in tariVs and the opportunities that that presents on
solar photovoltaics for those customer groups. Eaga
separately is running a programme that is with social
landlords to get photovoltaics in social housing
through private sector capital. I think that is an
opportunity that we could look to explore in the
future because solar photovoltaics can typically
make a big reduction in the electricity bill for that
household as well as the other measures that will
reduce the space and water heating requirement.
Paddy Tipping: That is really helpful stuV. Thank
you very much, Ross, and thank you, Hayley, and
keep on with the good work.
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Witness: Mr Derek Lickorish, Chair, Fuel Poverty Advisory Group, gave evidence.

Q72 Paddy Tipping: Derek, thank you for coming.
Thank you for all your work on fuel poverty over a
long period of time, and to your colleagues on the
Fuel Poverty Advisory Group, which is an
important body that makes important points. I am
grateful to you for coming. Let us start with the
Government. They are saying they are doing
everything that is reasonably possible to resolve the
issue of fuel poverty. What is your view?
Mr Lickorish: It will not surprise you to hear that I
have a slightly diVerent view.

Q73 Paddy Tipping: Absolutely.
Mr Lickorish: I accept that we have seen a seismic
shift in energy prices of about 125 per cent since 2003
and, as we sit here today, we have gone from 1.2
million customers to around 4.6 million households
in fuel poverty in England. Clearly we are not doing
enough no matter what we are doing and we must do
a lot more. There are some specific areas which I
have some serious concerns over. One is the uptake
of benefits where we still have around £10 billion to
£12 billion worth of unclaimed means-tested
benefits. The provision of capital to carry out
insulation measures is the single biggest thing that
has alluded us and we have not pushed the suppliers
enough, we have not examined the suppliers’
business models enough to see what we can do about
providing capital from their business to carry out
these insulation measures. We need that kind of
creativity because I think, looking forward with the
transformational energy context that we are in, we
are going to have to do even more because I am
fearful that the numbers will grow significantly. We
have a concern about prices and equity; we do not
think enough has been done there. As I sit here today
we see something like around a potential £300 per
annum diVerential for a prepayment customer on
dual fuel compared to a customer who has access to
the internet paying by direct debit. If you contrast
that £300 diVerential to what we are looking to do in
terms of social price support, which is about £100
per annum, I question the wisdom of some of the
things that we are trying to do in helping people with
their bills. OV-gas grid, we know how much more
those customers have to pay and if we are going to
tackle their problems with oil and the excessive cost
of liquid propane gas we have got to get low carbon
heating, but we need significant trials of the new
technology oV-gas grid. Currently I understand we
have around 51 air source heat pumps about to be

trialled and this just is not enough. If we are looking
to insulate and have low carbon heating in huge
numbers, the industry needs confidence to invest. We
want the proper accreditations. I welcome some of
the things that have been said in the Heat and Energy
Management Strategy. There is a lot more to be
done. I will leave it at that.

Q74 Paddy Tipping: You will be pleased to know
that we are going to pick up all of those issues in the
course of the next 45 minutes. Is the issue one of
resources or a lack of policy and strategy?
Mr Lickorish: It is a mixture of all those things. You
will know from the last annual report that we
prepared the number one thing we asked for was to
see a roadmap which would set out what would be
done between now and 2020 to eradicate fuel
poverty and try to get us on track to achieve the 2016
target because clearly the 2010 is not going to be
achieved. We are still waiting for the roadmap. I
understand what is happening in terms of the Fuel
Poverty Review, but unless we have a declared
understanding of the task that is before us, that we
have a clear view on what energy prices are going to
do, or perhaps a range of views because I accept it is
very diYcult to have one view, that kind of ambition
setting out the funding arrangements will create the
necessary momentum that we need and the supply
chain to get stuck into solving some of these
problems.

Q75 Paddy Tipping: Talk to me a bit more about the
roadmap. I got the idea that the Government were
fairly dismissive of this concept. Am I being unfair
to them?
Mr Lickorish: Certainly I have been pressing, and I
know who is following me this morning, I have
spoken to the Minister and others, and I hear we
have a lot of projects going on, the Community
Energy Saving Programme, so a lot of things that
should inform the strategy, but all of that keeps
putting oV what is so urgent. I would like to see
much greater determination in terms of the roadmap
so that all participants and the energy industry, not
just gas and electricity but oil as well, can get
involved and engaged in the process that we have
before us. We cannot keep putting it oV, particularly
now with all the other ambitions that we have in
terms of the Great British Refurb for example. All
those sorts of things will have an impact and
interrelationship with the roadmap to eradicate fuel
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poverty and we need to see how it hangs together.
Just picking up the point on resources, I welcome the
announcement that energy companies have got to
talk to local authorities. I think local authorities
have a significant role to play in all of this going
forward. I know it varies from one authority to
another and we have to find the right mechanism to
engage them, but unless we have that roadmap and
that plan how can we hope to get people like the local
authorities engaged in the process.

Q76 Paddy Tipping: Against that notion of the plan,
and personally I am signed up to that concept, is not
one of the real diYculties the volatility of energy
prices and the reason the Government is not going to
meet its targets. Can you tell us whether you think
the 2016 target is achievable because energy prices in
broad terms have doubled over recent years?
Mr Lickorish: I hear that argument, but I do not
accept that argument. I have spent 37 years in the
energy business and have run a very large energy
retail operation with 5.5 million customers. You
have to have energy scenarios and you have to live
with it and plan against it. Currently from where we
sit when we look at the Transition Plan to a low
carbon economy I think we are woefully inadequate
on our analysis of future energy prices. For the
average customer, it will add about £76 to the bill for
the additional environmental costs in 2020. That is a
huge average position to be taking. It is also set
against the generating capacity will come on stream
when required, it is set against oil at $80 a barrel, but
it does not take into consideration, for example,
customers who just use electricity for heating where
a greater weight of environmental costs sit on
customers’ bills. To bring that into focus, around 20
per cent of households in the lowest three income
deciles use electricity for heating compared to only
eight per cent in the top three income deciles. Those
customers are going to be adversely aVected by what
is happening. We will need a range of energy price
scenarios, no matter how painful they are. It is only
by getting to that basic information and some
working assumption about the cost of energy that we
can begin to plan against it. I do not accept that the
plan is not appropriate; it makes it even more
appropriate so that we can begin to set up the right
mechanisms. I keep coming back to the supply
chain, but this is a massive growth opportunity for
jobs and everything else and people who are looking
at this will need confidence to invest and, therefore,
some clear targets against what we think energy
prices will do and how we are going to put the right
social policies in place to help those who cannot
aVord energy is the right thing to do.

Q77 Paddy Tipping: Is the 2016 target achievable?
Mr Lickorish: I think it is achievable. We can achieve
it in several ways. I am not keen on us constantly
subsidising customers’ bills because the mechanism
is regressive as it currently stands. Nevertheless, it
will alleviate fuel poverty for those people but it does
nothing about the long-term issue, it is but a sticking

plaster on the problem. It is the investment in energy
eYciency measures that is the right thing to do
long-term.

Q78 Miss Kirkbride: Mr Lickorish, I think you are
right but I just want to press where you think we are
in terms of the trajectory of fuel prices. I think it is
going to be the big issue of the next decade because,
as you have been talking about, green measures are
obviously going to cost a lot of money so carbon
prices are going to go up and demand will go up
worldwide for the energy that we have and we still
need to heat our homes in the UK. From the analysis
that you have done, we have gone up to 4.6 million
households in fuel poverty because of what we have
seen in the last few years here, where do you think we
might be in 2015 or 2020 in terms of what has
happened to fuel prices versus income?
Mr Lickorish: The information that I have available
to me is not dissimilar from what the rest of you
have, but I work on the basis that a one percentage
increase in energy prices puts another 40,000
households into fuel poverty. When you look at the
diVering views that there are about future energy
prices—and this is another thing that really concerns
me, how we can have diVerent parts of Government
with diVerent views on what energy prices will be in
the future—they range from around an eight per cent
increase in residential customers’ bills, as far as
DECC’s analysis is concerned, to—

Q79 Miss Kirkbride: Over what period?
Mr Lickorish: That is through to 2020.

Q80 Miss Kirkbride: That cannot possibly be right.
Mr Lickorish: That is with the policy measures put
in place on average to alleviate the issue of
customers’ bills. Then you have Ofgem’s recent
announcement where with Project Discovery, which
I welcome, I think it was a bold and brave move by
Ofgem to come out and say it, although it may be a
bit late in the day, nevertheless they have said it, they
are talking about potentially 14 per cent, 25 per cent
or 60 per cent. If you take 60 per cent at 40,000, that
is 2.4 million. So if you add the 2.4 million to the 4.6
million that is seven million, seven million
households in England in fuel poverty if that comes
to pass. I accept it is very diYcult to say what energy
prices will be but it is not unreasonable to challenge
what is in the Transition Plan, which is a very
comfortable scenario where we will not have
problems with any industrial relations on the import
of gas, we will be importing up to 70 per cent of our
gas at times of winter peak. I do not think that is
desirable, but we are where we are. We are going to
have to see some fix put in place in terms of the price
of carbon to shift it to around ƒ40-plus a tonne to
facilitate the construction of nuclear power. With all
that uncertainty it is likely to drive capacity margins
much tighter, and as you drive capacity margins
tighter that will push up prices and exacerbate
volatility.
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Q81 Dr Turner: Several bodies and witnesses, in
particular National Energy Action, have described
the current structure of domestic energy eYciency
measures as unfit for purpose. Certainly the
operation of CERT in practice has come under
considerable criticism. Do you agree with those
criticisms? If you do, what would you do about it?
Mr Lickorish: I think you always have to reflect on
the context in which those various mechanisms were
set up. Of course, the context has now changed
because we were heading in the right direction on
fuel poverty and now we are heading in another
direction. In terms of CERT, that was designed at
the outset to be the biggest bang for the buck in
terms of carbon reduction and it has achieved that.
The problem that the scheme has is that we are now
trying to do something else with it. It is very diYcult
to target the priority group customers, it works out
very expensive to do that. Moving my answer on to
the question that you pose: there is no doubt that the
schemes we currently have, bearing in mind the task
that we face, are unfit for purpose and, therefore, we
do need to have a radical rethink. I welcome what
has been announced in the Household Energy
Management Strategy where we are going to look at
it street-by-street, the local authority, the
partnership, the long-term big approach to deal with
energy eYciency measures. Coming back to what I
would do about it, it comes back to the roadmap and
having all that set out there as part of a grand plan.
I am not keen on a massively centrally controlled
programme because the overheads to manage such a
thing would be considerable, but I think there is
room to do something with the local authority,
energy companies and other stakeholder
partnerships by breaking the problem down into
bite-sized pieces. I would start the process soon with
some pilot trials of where we see that cooperation
likely to emerge because that will help inform what
we need to do for the future. We cannot just move to
a massive change in the way that some people desire
because we do not have the knowledge or
understanding to do it.

Q82 Dr Turner: You are clearly right about the
diVerent context because when Warm Front, et
cetera, was established we were in a phase of
unrealistically low energy prices at the time and now
we have had a very severe reality check. Given that
the Household Energy Management Strategy has
been published which, as you rightly point out, takes
a new direction, which of the measures outlined in
that strategy do you think are the most important
and the most likely to be eVective?
Mr Lickorish: If you can bear with me I wrote a
considerable note about that point and I want to
move it in front of me. The partnership working is a
significant step forward. I am actually going to have
to find that, so if you can bear with me I will just
do that.

Q83 Dr Turner: One you prepared earlier!
Mr Lickorish: Yes, it is indeed one I prepared earlier.
It is not in the piece of paper I have near the top.
From memory, we generally agree with the broad
thrust that is in the strategy.

Q84 Paddy Tipping: Derek, send us the piece of
paper.
Mr Lickorish: I have found it, I am pleased to tell
you. We obviously welcome that to try and link some
things together with the smart meters and in-home
displays. We welcome the pay-as-you-save, we think
this is a significant development. What I am
concerned about is that we do not have how the fuel
poor will manage to take advantage of what is
happening in this space, because where will the
funding come from for people who eVectively under-
heat their homes. Unless we find a mechanism to get
capital into those customers measures, they are not
going to benefit in the same way. I welcome further
developments on District Heating, we see that as
another positive step. On the subject of District
Heating schemes, an element which is missing is with
the new renewable energy mix that we are going to
get I think that presents us with an opportunity to
assist certain types of heating. It is quite a complex
idea, but I will try and express it simply. In the Low
Carbon Transition Plan there is a lot of comment
about managing renewable energy in the future and
at times we will be faced with having to disconnect
renewable energy because it is not required. I would
have thought there would be an opportunity for
renewable energy at its marginal price to be deployed
into resistive type heating systems, such as the old
storage heaters, but in a much more modern
development, in electric underfloor heating, perhaps
in social properties, where it would be equitable to
do something on that basis bearing in mind that all
customers will pay for so many of the feed-in tariVs,
the renewables obligations and so on, as the
proposal is currently structured and, therefore, there
is an opportunity that we should be developing as
part of the Household Energy Management Strategy
to take advantage of that. There are a number of
things that are good in it, but there are also some
areas where it is weak, not least how we deal with the
fuel poor and other opportunities with renewable
energy.

Q85 Dr Turner: You have called for Government to
determine the feasibility of a SAP 81 standard for all
homes. In the best traditions of if you are asking a
question it helps to have a fair idea of the answer
beforehand, what do you think the feasibility is
going to be given that an awful lot of our housing
stock is pre-1940 and does not have cavity walls and
it is exceedingly technically diYcult and expensive to
bring up to that standard? What do you think the
answers to your call are going to be?
Mr Lickorish: In the analysis that has been
undertaken by the Association for the Conservation
of Energy and Consumer Focus, the thing that
attracts us to that strategy is that it will alleviate the
vast majority of people from fuel poverty. I accept
there are diVerent views as to how much that would
cost. Anywhere between £5 billion and £8 billion a
year for the next six or seven years is the kind of cost
that has been put to it. All the time these proposals
are based on a number of assumptions to do with the
condition of households in the UK. One of the
challenges that we have to ratifying whether we can
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or cannot do this work is knowing what is the scope
for doing it in the properties that we have and, of
course, we do not have a national database of
property conditions on which to make sure that we
can do what we are saying we should. I believe that
it has to be possible. It may take longer than through
to 2020, but if we are going to achieve the
Government’s carbon reduction targets we have to
do something like that in order to meet that
ambition.

Q86 Mr Anderson: In discussions I have had recently
with Which? they have serious concerns about the
operation of CERT, not least the fact that it is a
supplier-led scheme so, therefore, there is an
incentive for the suppliers not to be as good as we
would want them to be. There is a contradiction
between them wanting to make a profit and trying to
reduce the use of energy. Do you think CERT has
been a success?
Mr Lickorish: I think CERT has been a success in
what it has set out to do. It was not a fuel poverty
programme. It has had its weaknesses. There is no
doubt that far too many low energy lamps were
posted to customers, so it is clear from a governance
point of view there could have been some
improvements to that. It has filled a lot of cavities
and it has dealt with an awful lot of lofts, so in terms
of a superficial judgment on my part on has it been
a success, I think we have done an awful lot that we
would not otherwise have done and it has been done
cost-eVectively. Again, that was in another context
and not the context where we are today and,
therefore, whatever the extension of CERT is in its
final form post-2012 it will need to be part of a much
bigger, much more ambitious and better coordinated
scheme and arrangements than we currently have.

Q87 Mr Anderson: I could not agree with you more
on what you have just said. Is anybody doing any
work to make sure that happens?
Mr Lickorish: Certainly there is consultation out at
the moment on the extension of CERT. From a Fuel
Poverty Advisory Group point of view I can tell you
that on the 24th of this month we will be devoting a
whole day to that issue as to what happens post-2012
along with bringing a fair trade tariV-type concept
into the arena as a further means of managing energy
costs for fuel poor going forward.
Paddy Tipping: One of the themes you have talked to
us about is customers who are relatively
disadvantaged. Can we move on to talk about
targeting?

Q88 Dr Whitehead: Do you think it makes any sense
to have a fuel poverty programme to eliminate or
reduce fuel poverty based on estimating the numbers
in fuel poverty using the Housing Condition Survey
and then attempting to go and reduce those numbers
in fuel poverty when we do not actually know where
those in fuel poverty are and cannot know as a result
of the methods by which we have determined the
number of people who are in fuel poverty in the
first place?

Mr Lickorish: I think you have almost answered the
question yourself in what you have said. It is very
diYcult for me to say that is the right way we should
proceed. I think we have to be careful about the
message we send in answering that question. First of
all, I think we need to acknowledge that Warm Front
has been very successful and has dealt with
something like two million households, it has saved
them an awful lot of money. I have been to a number
of properties that have received Warm Front
measures and I have been to a number of Warm
Zone properties and seen the tremendous
improvement it has made to people’s lives. That is a
very important point that I want to make. What is
the alternative? At the moment, because of the, I was
going to say paranoia about data protection, it is a
significant issue in terms of identifying the
appropriate individuals in order that they should
receive the measures. We have had to find some sort
of surrogate mechanism thus far to try and target
these people, and there is no doubt that what we
have been using is far from perfect. As the National
Audit OYce said, 47 per cent of those who receive
the measures not actually in fuel poverty, but let us
not lose sight of the fact that an awful lot of them are
very close to it and households do move in and out
of fuel poverty so it is very diYcult to track. I
welcome what is happening with the data matching
exercise between DWP and the suppliers. It is a pity
that the legislation that facilitated that was through
the Pensions Act and, therefore, we are only
currently talking about Pension Credit. As I
mentioned earlier, there is an opportunity with local
authorities and partnership working going forward
where we may have a better means of targeting those
in fuel poverty. If I reflect back to some work that the
Centre for Sustainable Energy did for me back in the
early 1980s when we were looking at the fuel poverty
propensity model to see if we could target it better
then, we involved some local authorities and when
you tell them, “You have got these properties here
and these properties there, they do not have this or
that”, they already know that. There is a lot to be
done with the information that they have, again by
running some significant large-scale trials in terms of
targeting using that partnership, taking onboard the
English House Condition Survey. As you will know,
that is only based on 8,000 properties per annum and
is a rolling piece of information but, nevertheless, it
is thorough and is helping to build a picture. There
is opportunity to target better, local authorities have
some information, and I accept the way we currently
are is not the best way but we are where we are and
we need to push very hard on what else we can do in
terms of government benefits that are being paid to
people and see if we cannot do more data sharing
and more data matching to improve the overall
targeting.

Q89 Dr Whitehead: Is it true that we are where we
were because of the numbers who are in fuel poverty
being a direct correlation of fuel prices. In terms of
finding out who is fuel poverty there are three
factors: there is the income of the household, the
eYciency of the house and the notional amount of
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energy that the household should use in order to heat
the house to a reasonable temperature. Is it possible,
in your view, at least in one of those, to develop a
national database of household energy eYciency
which would be one method of narrowing down
those factors as far as individual households are
concerned?
Mr Lickorish: Yes. My worry about a national
database is the time it will take to construct and,
having done it, you then have to keep it up-to-date.
That is one problem. I am not saying we should not
tackle it. If we look at the information we currently
have available I do not believe we have tapped into
that enough. I know that the energy performance
certificates that have been produced have been
mentioned in this Committee, we have around four
million of them so far, all of those should enable us,
if we can coordinate it correctly and declare an
appropriate champion to pull this together for us we
should be able to do something in the relatively
short-term for the four or five million households
that we have without waiting to go and do a full-
blown analysis of 25 million households. Whilst I
accept we do need a national database, I think it
would be something that pushes us too far into the
distance in order to deal with the immediate problem
of addressing those that we have now.

Q90 Dr Whitehead: You have mentioned previously
the problems of data sharing and data protection on
the issue of the income of households, I imagine, but
in terms of the knowledge of what it is costing those
households who may be in fuel poverty to use fuel,
that information is already with energy companies.
How optimistic are you that data sharing which
might match income and use of energy is either
feasible or acceptable in terms of procedures that
would be needed?
Mr Lickorish: It has to be entirely feasible, but there
are some hurdles that have to be overcome. If there
is a neutral point in the middle where this is brought
together where data protection issues can be
preserved it ought to be possible. Obviously I have
spent a long time in an energy company and they
spend huge sums of money targeting customers for
various propositions. They engage some of the best
brains in the country about various processes that
there are to do demographic modelling of the area.
We ought to be able to bring that skill from those
companies to the data that is held on people’s
incomes, plus, as you say, the supply companies do
have the consumption data in order to bring it
together. I am optimistic that it can be done, but
what I am less sure about is the process to put it
together bearing in mind it has taken so long to get
us to the point where we are now in just beginning to
do the data matching. In a note I saw it said it was
started in 2008 but it was not, it was started in 2005.
It has taken us five years to get this far, which is
unforgivable. I was with the chief executive of the
ERA only last week and it has stalled again because
of the change in one particular word in the contract
in bringing this forward. If I could just go back to the
national database and remind you that we are going
to be fitting a smart meter into every household

between now and 2020. Does this not provide an
opportunity to do something in terms of a national
database? I know the timing of that does not fit very
well, but bearing in mind the work that has to go on
in the customer’s home in terms of fixing things to
walls and so on, it should not be too diYcult to
extend this a bit to try and take that on board.

Q91 Charles Hendry: Are you satisfied that the
definition of fuel poverty is the right one, namely,
“People using more than ten per cent of their income
on fuel to maintain a reasonable temperature”?
Mr Lickorish: I believe that the definition may not
be perfect but it is the one that we have. It would be
a very diYcult thing politically, no matter who is in
power, to start tinkering with that. I would sooner it
was left alone. What I do believe is that with the
numbers of people that we have we now have to
prioritise within the group that we have, so we will
have to go for the severely disadvantaged with
regard to fuel poverty just because the numbers are
so big.

Q92 Charles Hendry: There are also elements at the
moment which are putting upward pressure on
people’s bills which are not related to the electricity
they are going to be consuming, for example the
renewable heat incentive, the feed-in tariVs, which
are all going to add to people’s bills, but many of the
people who are fuel poor are the people in the
community who are least likely to be going down the
route of microgeneration or solar thermal or aspects
like that. Do you think it is reasonable that they
should still be paying to, in a way, subsidise those
who are better oV for installing those technologies?
Mr Lickorish: It will not surprise you to hear that I
think it is unfair in the way we are proposing to
recover these costs, particularly as more of the costs
fall onto electricity. If you go back to the point I
made earlier where 20 per cent of the three lowest
income deciles use electricity for heating because
they do not have gas or only have electric heating,
for those customers these environmental measures
will add around 4.5 pence per kilowatt hour to every
kilowatt hour they use. That in itself is surely unfair.
There is a case, maybe within the 4.6 million I
mentioned, for prioritising an age distinction that we
should establish as to who should be paying for these
measures, bearing in mind that the total renewable
benefits will not be realised for quite some time. If
you are 75 or 80, is it unreasonable to say that you
may not live to see the benefits that will provide. I go
back to the point I made earlier. I would welcome
some more rigorous analysis around the
environmental costs that we are adding to
customers’ bills and whether there is not a more
equitable way in which those costs should be
recovered. Although I am a real fan and advocate of
smart meters, and I apologise for that maybe, there
is opportunity to have diVerential cost recovery
because smart meters will facilitate the infinite range
of tariVs that are necessary to do that. If I can just
build on that point, and I have mentioned it once
already, that is to do with a fair trade type
arrangement. There is no doubt that the vast
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majority of fuel poor customers do not participate in
the competitive market, yet they pay all the costs of
the competitive market. The churn in the market is
around 25 per cent, so for each customer who churns
all other customers incur a cost of around £100. That
is a substantial cost that those people who do not
participate in the market have to pay for. It is a
further inequity building on the point about the
environmental costs they are going to pay and see no
benefit from. If you contrast that to the social price
support that we are proposing, which is around £100
to £130 oV customers’ bills, you could do so much
more in that other arena which may have a greater
impact in terms of bringing those customers out of
fuel poverty.

Q93 Charles Hendry: Do you think we should
prioritise the rollout of smart meters so that they are
put first into the homes of those who are going to be
in fuel poverty, or is that going to be unmanageable?
Mr Lickorish: I have floated that idea in other
quarters and there is an anxiety, and I understand
that, that we would not want those who are
vulnerable in any way to start with any teething
problems that there might be. I think we can park
that because we will not be deploying something
unless we are absolutely certain about it. The way in
which I see smart meters evolving is along these sorts
of lines: having agreed the smart meter specification,
we cannot go and order 49 million meters on day
one, it is just not going to work like that, the whole
project needs to be de-risked in some way. If you
imagine, perhaps, 20 or 30 points throughout the
United Kingdom where we can start the smart meter
rollout, we could skew that to take into
consideration the more diYcult and fuel poor
consumers so that we make sure they start getting
some of those benefits sooner rather than later and
we will learn a great deal from that. I think we can
skew it in a way that we should because that would
also ensure equity in the way in which smart meter
costs will be recovered.

Q94 Sir Robert Smith: I must remind the Committee
of my entry in the Register of Members’ Interests as
a shareholder in Shell and, for this inquiry,
Honorary Vice-President of Energy Action
Scotland, a fuel poverty charity. On that point about
targeting smart meters, presumably that would be on
a physical area because surely it is most cost-eVective
to do a whole street? You would not want to go and
do two houses in a street, go round the corner and
do another two houses and then come back and do
the rest.
Mr Lickorish: It sounds eminently sensible, but the
challenge we have is that the whole energy value
chain has become so fragmented and the
competition in metering that was going to facilitate
metering innovation has not delivered that at all. We
are going to have to find the appropriate frameworks
which will drive the lowest cost rollout, and I think
Ofgem have that in their sights.

Q95 Sir Robert Smith: You mentioned 2008 was a
false starting date for data sharing. I suppose it is in
the records because in 2008 there was a lot of
headline panic because energy prices were shooting
up again and the Government’s one trick response
was to say, “We will do data sharing”. That is why
2008 has impinged on people’s minds, but it is 2010.
Mr Lickorish: It was 2005 when we actually started
it. I used to be a member of the Fuel Poverty
Advisory Committee in those days and I was given
the task of trying to get this going. The idea in 2005
was data sharing in order that we could send a
voucher to the appropriate customers who would get
money oV their bill and the data sharing was the
means by which it should be done. You may well be
right about the 2008 point which reignited—if
reignited is not an overstatement—the data sharing.

Q96 Sir Robert Smith: It allowed people to get
headlines to be seen to be doing something and it
turns out in 2010 we are still here.
Mr Lickorish: We are still here. I do think it will
happen now.

Q97 Mr Weir: You and other groups have argued
that social tariVs should be available to wider groups
rather than just pensioners. Can you tell us have you
done any research as to how much that would cost
and what groups you have in mind?
Mr Lickorish: We have responded to this in several
ways as the Fuel Poverty Advisory Group. Of
course, our desire for it to go to a wider group is
tempered by the regressive nature of the mechanism
by which the funds are made available. The current
view of the committee is that we would like to see
Cold Weather Payments as a more appropriate
means by which the social price support is targeted
and that would take us to something like 4.2 million
households. If that were around £100 a customer it
would be £420 million, but the sums we have
available are only 300 million. There is going to be
a doubling of the current 150 million, but all will be
recovered through customers’ bills and that process
itself will drive more customers into fuel poverty. We
have always said that we would prefer this funding
to come from general taxation, but I am not naı̈ve
enough to not recognise the current financial
constraints that we have in terms of additional sums
from the Treasury, hence why I have spoken about
other measures such as the fair trade tariV idea
looking at the situation where prepayment
customers are not being charged £300 a year more
than the best online deal. There are a number of ways
in which we could improve the diVerence without
just the social price support. We have also done
further work to see if you could make better use of
the social price support money. If, for example, it
were, say, £100 to £130, would that money be better
spent as an interest payment on a substantial capital
measure for a fuel poor household. If that particular
customer was to say, for argument’s sake, and some
might shoot me for saying this, “I will give up the
right to shop around. I want to be on a fair trade
tariV, therefore I will not be costing blah, blah,
blah”, and there is the means by which the social
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price support could be used to fund the capital,
bearing in mind 66 per cent of the fuel poor are
owner-occupied properties, there is a capital asset at
the back of this which could at some stage be used to
pay the whole of the capital cost of the measures. I
have not entirely answered your question. We are
looking at it very carefully to see if there is not a
better means by which we can deal with the long-
term problem, which is the fabric of the building,
rather than subsidising people to use energy that is
being wasted, which is what we are doing, but I
accept we are where we are.

Q98 Mr Weir: You have answered most of the other
questions I had down here. You mentioned the
pressures on bill payers and this is the opposite point
which Charles was making about the fuel poor and
its regressive nature, but at a time of rocketing fuel
prices and less, if any, increase in income there must
be pressure on those who are not in fuel poverty, a
reducing number who are paying the full bill and
obviously that is going to get worse, as you suggest,
and more people will go into fuel poverty. How do
we break that cycle? You suggested general taxation
but I cannot see any government opting for that in
the foreseeable future.
Mr Lickorish: That is why we are taxing ourselves to
try and find other means of facilitating capital into
the equation. The regulator’s view at the moment of
the weighted average cost of capital for a DNO is 4.6
per cent. Our view is you could do something quite
substantial in terms of significant measures with the
social price support even at less than what we are
proposing, but that would require some changes to
the market model that we have in place at the
moment and also some regulatory intervention. I
have been floating these ideas in other areas and I
will not miss this opportunity to do the same.

Q99 Mr Weir: One of the problems that often comes
up with housing is that there is a large amount of
privately rented housing where landlords might be
more reluctant to invest in energy eYciency
measures and better measures. What could we do to
deal with that problem?
Mr Lickorish: 17 per cent of the fuel poor live in the
private rented sector. I hear it, but I do not accept a
landlord saying he is going to be reluctant to do it if
it was a requirement of letting out the property and
he would just leave it empty. That may be a threat,
and I can imagine a lot of lobbying noise in that
context, but I would have thought that with the
appropriate carrot and stick, and there has to be the
right balance, we ought to be able to put in place the
regulations that do require the private rented sector
and the socially rented sector to have appropriate
regulation that requires a certain standard of
thermal eYciency to be achieved over a realistic time
that will enable that property to be rented out.

Q100 Paddy Tipping: You talked to us earlier on
about the pressures on the public purse. Can you tell
us about winter fuel allowances? £2.7 billion was
paid out. Is that well-targeted money?

Mr Lickorish: I am not sure who is sitting behind me
so I may not get out of the room after what I am
about to say now. I think that we live in desperate
times and we have a very uncertain future about the
price of energy for all the reasons that I think most
people know. We are going to have to tackle this very
diYcult issue. The first thing I would say, and I stress
this is not the Fuel Poverty Advisory Group’s policy,
is this is a pension supplement and it is a misnomer
for it to have anything to do with fuel but,
nevertheless, I cannot see why high rate taxpayers
get it. I would stop giving it to high rate taxpayers
and then I would look very seriously at whether it
should not be taxed full stop because if we believe the
tax system is fair, whatever that may mean, then we
should be taxing this. The recovery for high rate
taxpayers, I am told it would save somewhere
between £160 million and £200 million, and that
again is a significant sum of money. If you contrast
that to what we are proposing with social price
support to what will be 4.6 million households in
England, six million households nationwide, we are
looking at £300 million. We go a long way towards
the £300 million just by not giving it to high rate
taxpayers, and if we taxed it then we would have
substantially more. I do accept for an awful lot of
people it is an essential payment, there is no doubt
about that, but then there are a lot of others for
whom it is not.

Q101 John Robertson: Correct me if I am wrong, but
it strikes me that the roadmap seems complicated
and it is more like Spaghetti Junction than it is a
roadmap and for that reason alone there are
problems. You have mentioned Ofgem a few times
and you are probably one of the few people we have
taken evidence from who have not attacked Ofgem,
and that is usually right from the start of their
contribution. I see the problem for people in fuel
poverty is that they do not try and swap providers
because it is too complicated for them, they need
simplicity. A lot of things that you are suggesting do
the opposite, they make things much more
complicated. While you understand it, and I might
try and understand it, the people it aVects will not so
much not understand it but lose interest in it and
they are much happier with one provider. Let me
clarify what I am trying to say here. It is
complicated, but can you say how we can make it
simple and comment on Ofgem’s role in this, which
is separate from Government.
Mr Lickorish: I think Ofgem’s role in this is being
hugely clarified by Government and about
customers’ interests, but there is no doubt that if we
look back in time the issue that was uncovered as
part of the supplier probe where particularly non
dual fuel customers, so oV-gas grid customers, were
paying a disproportionate amount more for their
electricity than they should have been. There have
been some significant structural issues in the
marketplace that have caused that. Ofgem have put
their hands up to that. They may not use those
words, but there have been some issues there. I think
Ofgem’s role in this going forward is they have made
some diVerent declarations on some of these issues
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to Government and things to do with the RHI and
feed-in tariVs they have challenged and asked is the
proposal correct because there is some inequity in it,
which is a diVerent stance than perhaps we would
have seen some time before. I would like to see them
look at the points that I have been making about the
customers who do not participate in the competitive
market but have to pay and is there not a means to
make it simple, and I believe a fair trade tariV would.

Q102 John Robertson: How do you get them to
participate when their natural reaction is not to?
Mr Lickorish: If we go back to what we are
proposing to do for the Household Energy
Management Strategy of utilising local authorities,
the stakeholders in the community, where these
people are very close and have a better relationship
with them than the suppliers do, we ought to be
leveraging that touch point to bring into being
something more simple for these customers in
energy.

Q103 John Robertson: This is where I think it has
become more complicated, because some local
authorities might want to help with that but a lot of
them will not want to help because of the extra
responsibility and cost that it puts on them at a time
when their budgets are being cut.
Mr Lickorish: Yes, I understand that and I have
written on this particular point. Nevertheless, whilst
there will be some who are not in favour of it, I think
the majority will be and we have got to push and take
the others with us. Putting fuel poverty aside for the
moment, we have a massive issue going on in the
transformation of energy which will require the 68
million people in this country to be engaged in it.
There is a massive exercise that as yet needs to take
place to engage customers in carbon reduction and
smart metering. Part of that engagement process
should be also addressing these points that we are
talking about here. It is only by combining all of this
with some simple messages that we will begin to
engage the right people in some of these objectives. I
do think that a fair trade tariV type idea will be much
simpler for people to understand and once they are
on it, I am saying that fair trade tariV would be
pegged to something that shifts in the market, so
those people no longer have to move around, it is
dealt with for them and there is an equity that comes
into it that we do not have now.
Paddy Tipping: I want to spend our last few minutes
picking up a point you just made which is customers
who are oV the gas grid.

Q104 Sir Robert Smith: You have highlighted that
there is a real challenge trying to tackle fuel poverty
for people who do not have access to the gas main
but perhaps some of the simpler solutions. You have
mentioned there should be significant trials. Are the
Government doing enough in their initiatives at the
moment to try and tackle oV-gas grid?
Mr Lickorish: As I said at the beginning, with only
51 air source heat pumps about to be introduced,
clearly we are not doing enough. Government needs
to do more and we all need to do more. In the last

Distribution Price Control Review, Ofgem made
available a £500 million low carbon network fund.
That does not seem to be all the rage at the moment.
One would have thought that would provide another
source of funds for developing low carbon heating
and the place that it should be targeted is oV the gas
grid because as we develop low carbon heating in the
rural areas there will be issues on the electricity
distribution network. From my perspective we are
not doing enough, there are significant opportunities
for heat pumps, but we need to get the right
frameworks to facilitate that. Coming back to
another one of the comments I made earlier, as part
of that we need to give confidence to people to invest
in this type of technology and if we are going to have
an accreditation scheme we must have the right
people involved in it now and that will develop the
supply chain that we are going to need to carry out
and complete all these ambitions of carbon
reduction by 2020.

Q105 Sir Robert Smith: At the moment until
something like a solution of heat pumps is rolled out,
people are relying on supplies of coal, oil, LPG and
other solid fuels. Do you think there is any scope for
at least including those suppliers in Ofgem’s remit to
make sure that they are aware of their social
responsibility?
Mr Lickorish: I think it is very diYcult to include
that fragmented supply chain, but you could do
something with the oil majors and at the end of the
day there are not very many of those. We ought to be
able to find some kind of modest fund-raising
mechanism to assist with the social price support. I
know people will argue that it feeds all the way back
through and therefore customers’ bills will go up
slightly, but I do think there is a case for some kind
of social price support mechanism although, from
memory, it was not long ago that they were referred
to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission and the
message came back that it was not operating in any
anticompetitive way. We have to be bold, we have to
be brave and recognise some of the points I have
made about piling everything on electricity is not the
right thing to do, we need to find another mechanism
to assist social price support.

Q106 Sir Robert Smith: From the initial trials, there
will be major disruption to the kinds of houses these
air source heat pumps are going into. It is not just a
question of taking out an oil system and taking the
air source heat pump and replacing it, you have got
to re-plumb the house and make sure the house is
well insulated. These are quite major interventions.
Mr Lickorish: They are major interventions, but
they are also opportunities. At the risk of making
things too complicated, there are opportunities to
improve the performance of heat pumps with
thermal water stores, with energy topped up at lower
cost, marginal cost renewable energy. There is a
whole opportunity for creativity in this space and we
have to find the right mechanism that is going to
bring that into play.
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Q107 Mr Weir: You mentioned the prospect of
bringing in oil majors to try and deal with this
particular issue. Is not part of the problem that we
are looking at energy suppliers in isolation putting
social obligations on electricity? Should we not be
looking at bringing all of the energy suppliers in
together and having one social obligation that
covers all sectors? Is that not one way of dealing with
this quickly?
Mr Lickorish: Not having thought it through,
instinctively it would seem to have a more rational
and robust approach to it and it becomes a very
understood way in which business will be done in
this transformational energy future. It would seem a
“felt fair” approach if it was articulated correctly
that in view of all the issues that we have been talking
about the propensity for energy prices to rise, in a

Witness: Mr David Kidney MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, DECC, gave evidence.

Q110 Paddy Tipping: Minister, thank you for
coming and thanks to your oYcials for joining you.
I am sorry to we have kept you waiting a few
minutes. Can we start with the obvious question
about the targets? We are in 2010 now. Is the 2010
target going to be achieved and, more particularly,
what about the 2016 target?
Mr Kidney: We have not given up on our targets but
you, like I, will take a look at how far we have got to
travel between now and the end of 2010 and
conclude that it is going to be very diYcult to hit that
target, and I would make the same conclusion. But
we have not given up on trying and certainly 2016 for
the eradication of all fuel poverty in this country is
still an achievable target that we aim for.

Q111 Paddy Tipping: As you know, we have just
been talking to Derek Lickorish and he was very
keen and the Advisory Group are very keen on what
they call a road map to achieve the target. I got the
impression that the Department were not very keen
on that kind of approach.
Mr Kidney: I think it is a great development we set
up an Advisory Group. I have to say that was a good
part of the Fuel Poverty Strategy, I think, and Derek
is an excellent Chair and he has got a very feisty
group of people who represent the consumer groups,
the energy industry and everybody else with an
interest in making sure we eradicate fuel poverty. I
can understand their pushing me, as they should, for
specificity in how we are going to hit our target. It is
very diYcult to set out a road map with milestones
that is meaningful. For example, we did a great job
from when the Fuel Poverty Strategy was published
in 2001 to 2004 following a good set of policies and
making huge progress in reducing fuel poverty, and
then along came those four years of huge price rises
which nothing in our plans could have prevented
and it is they that have blown us so badly oV course
in meeting our targets. There is a limit to how much
we can anticipate and plan for those kinds of events.
Nevertheless, we should be confident that we have
got a set of policies in place and that, if they all work

well developed economy and society like ours we
should have this kind of mechanism in place for the
poorest of society, so it has some attraction.

Q108 Paddy Tipping: Derek, you have told us an
awful lot in a very well informed and sometimes
robust way. Thank you very much for coming. I
suspect there are things that are in your notes that
you have not had a chance to tell us about.
Mr Lickorish: I have not looked at them.

Q109 Paddy Tipping: If as you walk down the
corridor you think, “I should have told them this,
that and the other”, please drop us a line. Thank you
very much for coming.
Mr Lickorish: Thank you for the opportunity to put
my views.

and there are no such external shocks, we will hit the
target by 2016. That is what we are striving for and
we are close to being at that point at the moment.

Q112 Paddy Tipping: Take us through those plans,
those initiatives, which make you confident that we
can still meet the 2016 target. What are the headline
issues for you?
Mr Kidney: First of all, across the three drivers of
fuel poverty let us start with what is the most
sustainable way of helping people out of fuel
poverty, and that is energy eYciency. We have got
now eight years’ experience of energy suppliers’
obligations, first EEC, and now CERT. They have
delivered millions of household insulation measures
which have made a diVerence, and building on those
experiences we have just announced in the
Household Energy Management Strategy a new
energy suppliers’ obligation, from 2012 going
forward, where we think, having learned the lessons
of those two periods of suppliers’ obligations, we can
add to the direction and requirements on the energy
companies as part of the obligation to target the
resources and the eVorts more eVectively. That is one
part of what I expect to happen, because I expect to
see a much improved performance in terms of energy
eYciency of properties. Perhaps I could digress a
little bit to say a little more about the HEM Strategy.
The new role for partnerships being required
between energy companies and local authorities is, I
think, a very significant measure too, as is the target
for the number of hard-to-treat properties that we
are going to see improve by 2020. That is one strand.
Another one which we should never overlook I think
is the smart meters implementation; every home
having a smart meter by 2020. That will make a big
diVerence to people’s appreciation of what they can
do to manage their own energy needs better and in a
way that makes it more energy eYcient and therefore
cost eYcient for them to do so. Then comes the price
support that we have trialled with a voluntary
agreement for three years by 2011 and, as you know,
there is legislation passing through Parliament at the
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present time to put that on a statutory footing, so
that we have moved on to the price part of the three
limbs of fuel poverty. The second limb is direct help
to people with their prices. Alongside that is the
measures in the Energy Bill to strengthen the
regulatory powers of Ofgem so that whilst we are
subject to market forces and competition for keeping
prices down, nevertheless, if there are problems with
the way the market works, Ofgem has stronger
powers to step in and do something about it. The
third limb is people’s incomes with a target to
eradicate pensioner poverty in this country and, now
with the legislation to impose a target to eradicate
child poverty in this country, you can see the
Government’s commitment ramping up to help
people on the lowest incomes with the income third
of the three legs.

Q113 Charles Hendry: Can I come back, Minister, to
the issue of the road maps? You say that road maps
do not really work here because there are too many
factors which are outside the control of
Government, but in other areas where you have got
road maps there are similarly huge issues which are
outside the control of Government. You have got
one on the nuclear side and there is a big issue there
which will aVect that. You are publishing one
shortly, I think the road map for renewables for
2050, and clearly over a 40-year period there are an
incredible number of external factors which could
impinge on it, so why have you decided with fuel
poverty that those external issues are so great that it
would invalidate a road map?
Mr Kidney: To take those two examples that you
have just given, the nuclear road map was about,
having taken the policy decision, a new generation of
new build in this country and setting out a road map
for how we deliver the construction and then
operation of this new generation of nuclear power
plants. That is a single objective that we can focus on
and say what the milestones will be to when we have
got up and running a fleet of new nuclear power
stations, whereas here, as I have explained, there are
three limbs to what we need to be juggling, so there
is no single objective. Inasmuch as I have said that I
think the most sustainable way to help people out of
fuel poverty is the energy eYciency of their homes, I
think the Household Energy Management Strategy,
the Warm Homes, Greener Homes Strategy, is the
closest to a road map with, by 2015, every loft and
cavity wall insulated, by 2020 seven million
properties receiving an eco-upgrade, and that is the
nearest we have got that is equivalent to a road map.
I just caution against putting too much faith in the
2050 road map being specific because, as you say, it
is 40 years away with many uncertainties, and I think
there will be a limit as to how much specificity there
can be in that document.

Q114 Charles Hendry: But would you accept that
there is a degree of cynicism about targets? It seems
to be very often the cast iron rule of a target is that
it is set so far in the future that the minister
responsible will have changed by the time somebody
else has come along and explain why it has not been

met, and you are rather in that situation today; you
have inherited somebody else’s targets. If there was
greater clarity about what was expected to be done
each year, maybe even each month or each quarter,
there would be much greater understanding about
whether it was going to be met some time out rather
than in the last few months saying, “It is still
challenging but we are still going to do our best”.
Mr Kidney: I am not resiling from the target on fuel
poverty, which I accept I need to do all that is
reasonably practicable to eradicate by 2016, and I do
believe that what I have just said about the targets in
terms of energy eYciency measures is they are
capable of being firm and being measured and being
met. Insofar as there is something that I can be given
to aim at that is achievable and it is a reasonable
objective, I think the targets in HEM are fine.

Q115 Mr Anderson: We heard earlier, Minister, that
there are between £10 billion and £12 billion of
unclaimed benefits in this country, and a £300
diVerence between what somebody on pre-payment
pays and what somebody who is paying their bills via
internet and direct debit. Is that not a real issue that
has never been grasped properly by this Government
and should be?
Mr Kidney: When we talk about one of the three legs
of fuel poverty being household income, obviously if
there are people being oVered benefits and they are
not taking them up, then that is aVecting their
household income, and it is something that we
should be determined to do more about. We have
done a lot of work on trying to make sure people get
the benefits they are entitled to. For example, the
pension credit claim now can be done by one simple
phone call. The benefit claim is taken over the
telephone, the form is filled in and sent to the person
just to sign and send back, and when they send it
back the form receipt is notified to the local council
to get them help with their housing benefit and
council tax as well. We have done everything
possible to make it as easy as possible. Just to take
the scheme that I am responsible for, Warm Front,
whenever anybody applies for a Warm Front grant,
Eaga, the scheme manager, carries out a benefit
entitlement check, if they want it to be done, and
even people who might have been turned down
because they were not on an eligible benefit, might be
found as a result of the check to be entitled to one,
so not only do they then get the Warm Front grant,
they also get the extra income every week from then
on in the benefits that they pick up, so there are
measures we do to try to ensure that people take
them up. I would urge you as individual Members,
you as a Committee, to do everything that you can
to help with benefit take-up, but as long as there are
some measures that are income related, and they
have to be applied for and proof given about the
income, there will be this challenge of making sure
that everybody we want to help gets the help they are
entitled to. You also threw in the measure about pre-
payment meters. The statistic you have given I do
not recognise as of today but I certainly do recognise
it in history. There was a big campaign, and as a
backbench MP I was part of it, for something to be
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done about that, and at last last year something was
done about it. Ofgem changed the licence conditions
to prevent those excessive and unjustified diVerences
in price between pre-payment meter customers and
standard credit and direct debit customers, and as a
result, even within a month of that new licence
condition coming into eVect, the diVerential for the
average customer on a pre-payment meter compared
to somebody on standard credit went from a £41
diVerential in favour of the standard credit customer
to a £4 diVerential in favour of the pre-payment
meter customer, so there was a big diVerence once
that licence condition was put in place last autumn.

Q116 Paddy Tipping: Perhaps there is a diVerence of
view about the figures. Perhaps you could drop us a
note about that and at the end of that you can say,
“I was a campaigner on this and now I am a minister
I have sorted it out.”
Mr Kidney: I am not going to claim I have sorted it
all out, but certainly the licence condition is making
a big diVerence. I am happy to give you the statistics.

Q117 Sir Robert Smith: Just on the benefit and then
there is the passport to access to other measures,
Macmillan Cancer Support are very concerned that
a lot of the people they support need help with fuel
poverty and because of the new working capability
assessment, and the fact decision makers are
ignoring medical evidence, people about to undergo
chemotherapy are being denied the benefits and
therefore cannot access the support for their fuel
poverty. Are you having any representations with
DWP on this problem that Macmillan have
identified in terms of the medical evidence not being
taken on board with issues like chemotherapy?
Mr Kidney: In the context of the Energy Bill and the
proposal for social price support, Macmillan Cancer
Support carried out a vigorous and eVective lobby of
members of the Bill Committee about support for
cancer patients within the social price support, and
I was suYciently impressed by the campaign to give
a commitment in committee that I would meet
representatives of Macmillan Cancer Support,
which I then did and we had a very fruitful
discussion about the things that they think I should
do to help them with the patients they are concerned
about, and the advice I gave them so that they would
be able to play a better role in the future in
influencing these kinds of decisions and taking part
in the administration of the decisions, so that was
quite useful. They did not at that time mention that
particular problem of a tighter medical test for
eligibility for disability living allowance and
attendance allowance aVecting the patients that they
represent, so that is new to me. Obviously, what I can
say is that somebody who is in receipt of disability
living allowance or attendance allowance is in
receipt of a qualifying benefit for Warm Front
works. If it were put to me that they could not get the
DLA or the attendance allowance but could they
still have the Warm Front allowance, I would say by
what measure then would I judge it if it was not the
receipt of the benefit? Some people have argued to
me that because DLA and attendance allowance are

based on medical condition rather than income, it is
not a well-targeted use of Warm Front resources to
deliver help to those groups of people, something I
would resist, obviously, because I think that with
their disability they are entitled to this help, and
certainly with the cancer patients, especially one
who has got terminal cancer, I would want the state
to be as compassionate as possible and give all the
help possible.

Q118 Sir Robert Smith: But it is the DWP that have
got to sort out this problem of the medical evidence
not being taken on board.
Mr Kidney: Yes. As I say, it is not something I had
heard, even from Macmillan Cancer Support
themselves when I met them a few weeks ago. You
have mentioned it to me for the first time. I am
certainly happy to join in the inquiry of DWP as to
what is going on about those medical examinations.

Q119 Dr Turner: It is a sad fact that even given all
the eVorts that are made to target fuel poverty
amongst low income groups, there are still people
that slip through the net, for whatever reason,
because they do not claim pension credit frequently,
they are too proud, and whatever, and they are in
fuel poverty but may not actually be aware of it. Is
there more that we could do by data sharing between
government bodies alone, because HMRC must
have a lot of very useful data which if it could be
shared would help very much in the targeting?
Mr Kidney: I am very hopeful that going forward
this issue about making sure that, for obvious
reasons, the limited resources which are available to
Government and Parliament to help people should
get to the right people, that we should be able to
target better and that data sharing is a good way of
ensuring that targeting. We are at the moment
operating the first data matching pilot to see whether
this can work eVectively, as thanks to a provision in
the Pensions Act 2008 we have got the power to
share government data with energy companies in
order to bring a benefit to a defined group of energy
customers. We are presently going through the first
data matching to see whether a group of elderly
pensioners in the poorest income bracket can be
identified and as a result receive an automatic
amount oV their electricity bill. If that works, I
personally would want to be coming back to
Parliament to say, “I would like more facilities for
more elements of data sharing in order to continue
this trend into the future”. I think I need to prove the
pilot works so that Parliament will listen to me. The
reason it is Parliament’s responsibility is that
because of data protection and human rights
legislation I cannot hand over this information
without the specific permission of Parliament in
primary legislation.

Q120 Dr Turner: Is HMRC involved in that pilot?
Mr Kidney: It is DWP information about pension
credit customers being shared with energy
companies via a secure third party, so that is not an
HMRC experiment.
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Q121 Dr Turner: Because they will have more
information which DWP have not necessarily got.
Mr Kidney: But to allow people’s individual tax
dealings to be disclosed to a third party would
require another permission and another piece of
primary legislation. The Pensions Act is about
releasing information by DWP.

Q122 Dr Turner: Yes, I understand that, but has that
been considered because there is, I am sure, a
valuable mine of information there?
Mr Kidney: I consider it every day. I would love to
be able to do more. The Government did ask
Parliament for permission to have a broader power
to share data in the Coroners and Justice Bill, but
because of objections from civil liberties groups and
all the opposition parties the Government dropped
that from the Bill. I would need to come back to
Parliament for further permission by primary
legislation for any more data sharing. It is very much
in my mind. I would like to do that.

Q123 Dr Whitehead: Do you not think, however,
that you have been rather dealt a labour of Sisyphus
right at this minute in terms of the fact that we
calculate the range of fuel poverty by means of the
Housing Condition Survey? That gives us the
numbers of people in fuel poverty and you are then
supposed to reach a target of eliminating fuel
poverty on the basis of targeting people you do not
know the whereabouts of. Would you think that the
combination of the data collection of income and
perhaps a national database of the eYciency of
households could change that landscape?
Mr Kidney: The answers are yes, yes and yes to those
questions. Obviously, to be completely eVective at
hitting the targets that I have got by the measure that
I have got in the Fuel Poverty Strategy—and I am
not for a moment suggesting that I have got any
plans to change the measure—I would need real-
time information about household make-up, their
income and the consumption of energy and the
condition of the property, and I do not have any of
those details in that form at all at the present time.
The best one again, coming back to energy eYciency,
is that the bricks and mortar, the properties, do not
move and they stay the same, so we are building on
the work that local authorities have been doing for
many years about house condition surveys, and
there are some very good examples. Kirklees has got
a very good record and Durham has got a very good
record. We are developing something called the
National Energy EYciency Data Framework, which
is going to be a GB-wide energy consumption record
of buildings and their individual characteristics. The
first data set will be established by July of this year
and phase two will be completed by the spring of
next year, and that starts to bring together
information that the local authorities have got at a
local level to the national level. If I set my ambition
at making sure every property in the country is made
energy eYcient to a good standard, then eventually
we will get to them all and this would not be so much
of a problem. In the meantime where should we
start? We should start with the properties that are

weakest in their condition and have got people with
the lowest incomes, and CESP, that we started from
last September and which is due to run until 2012, is
precisely that approach where local authorities,
energy companies and community groups work
together targeting estates within their areas that do
have the greatest instance of poor households in
their area. I think that is a really good example of
how I think the landscape in 2012 will be as we start
on this ambitious plan to make every property in the
country energy eYcient but start with the ones that
need it the most.

Q124 Dr Whitehead: Are you making the claim or
pointing towards the claim that, as a result of the
Energy EYciency Framework that you have
described, you would eVectively have the equivalent
of an energy performance certificate for all
properties in the country?
Mr Kidney: In the HEM Strategy we set out our
ambition that we want to accelerate the position
where every property has got an EPC or, for a
commercial property, a display energy certificate,
and then to use those as tools on which to build other
policy measures. For example, there is discussion in
the document about future regulation of private
rented properties by reference to the energy
eYciency condition of the property. We are going
down that way and this might indeed be a useful
cross-check with the physical condition of the
property to what their energy performance
certificate might be.

Q125 Dr Whitehead: Have you costed what that
option might look like over the medium term? What
would it cost, do you think, to have a combination
of that database being really eVective and perhaps
developing an EPC for each household?
Mr Kidney: If you want the figures for the National
Energy EYciency Data Framework programme, I
will need to write to you with the actual figures, but
clearly we have costed that and made provision for
it, so that is funded. A lot of the energy performance
certificate obligations are on home owners and
property owners, and so, whilst there was an impact
assessment when we introduced this policy for there
to be energy performance certificates and display
energy certificates, this would be simply an
acceleration of a programme that is already in place,
so it would be a marginal cost to do more than we
already do.

Q126 Mr Anderson: Minister, I am struggling and
perhaps I am just too stupid, but information we
have heard this morning is that there are four and a
half million households at one side of the equation,
and £10 or £12 billion of unclaimed benefit at the
other. Dividing them, you have somewhere between
£2,000 and £2,500 per household in houses sitting
there. While we wait for HMRC, DECC, DWP to
come up with an idea to get round data protection to
talk to people in the private companies about how
we help those people, thousands of people are dying,
kids are living in conditions that are just not
acceptable, people are being a bigger burden on the
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state through having to go into hospital, things like
that. There has got to be a quicker answer than you
suggest. Perhaps I am just too stupid, but why do we
not just give them all a grant? Because that would
not fit the bureaucratic mechanisms that are in place
in this place?
Mr Kidney: Certainly if you are in the position to
annex another department’s budget and give it to
me, I would use more money for Warm Front.

Q127 Mr Anderson: Why do we not do that next
month? Why do you not come forward with an
emergency Bill next month? We will all support you.
Mr Kidney: I am not the Chancellor who makes the
decision about levels of benefits, entitlement to them
and makes assumptions about the take-up of them.
Clearly, from one year to the next the Chancellor
does not store up the underspend and keep it in a pot
somewhere so that there is a big sum of money I can
now tap into. He moves on to the next financial year.
So any decision by the Government to change
eligibility in order to free up the money to give it for
another purpose is a decision for the Government as
a whole, and in particular the Chancellor. As for the
sharing of information more widely, I do have to
obey the law on data protection and human rights
and I cannot work without the permission of
Parliament. I could say to all of you, “How did you
behave when the Coroners and Justice Bill was going
through Parliament? Did you object to that measure
that would have allowed me to share data more
freely than is possible under the present law?”

Q128 Mr Anderson: Did you ask us to, Minister?
Mr Kidney: It was in the Bill. It got dropped at
Report Stage. I would be happy to come back to
Parliament with proposals for wider use of data
sharing for the purpose of tackling fuel poverty, and
if this Committee is saying you are all in favour of
that I would look forward to having the unanimous
support of Parliament in getting that legislation onto
the statute book.

Q129 Paddy Tipping: Let us just focus on the rate of
progress on data sharing. I hope you will not mind
my saying this, but you and I have been around quite
a long time and my recollection is that discussions on
data sharing started in 2005. As you say, there was
legislation in 2008. We are now in 2010. The amount
of data sharing going on at the moment is pretty
rudimentary, is it not? That is not a good rate of
progress.
Mr Kidney: I cannot account for the period between
2005 when somebody mentioned it and 2008 when
we passed an Act of Parliament.

Q130 Paddy Tipping: I campaigned for it.
Mr Kidney: Indeed; that is very good, so two of us
are campaigners here. The Act was passed in 2008,
regulations drawn up and approved in 2009, data
sharing taking place in the spring of 2010 is, for the
parliamentary and Whitehall machine, pretty good
progress. I do not want, however, to minimise the
complexity of the subject. It has never been done
before and there has been a lot of work put into

getting it done, and even though it is in a law and it
is in a set of regulations so that the Government can
disclose the information, it still requires the
agreement of the energy companies to take part in
the data matching. I can testify from my personal
eVorts last autumn how diYcult it has been to
shepherd them all into the same position at the same
time to give their agreement for this to go ahead.

Q131 Paddy Tipping: Let us talk about Warm Front;
you mentioned Warm Front. You have taken a big
interest in it and I saw you on the TV not long ago
sticking up very manfully for Warm Front. It is a
good scheme, two million people helped, high
satisfaction rate, according to the NAO 86 per cent,
but it gets a bad press. Let me put it like this, the BBC
have been giving them a tough time recently. What
are the issues, do you think?
Mr Kidney: First of all, I agree with you: it is on the
whole a very good scheme. It is described in the last
National Audit OYce report as having high levels of
customer satisfaction, it has been largely eVective
and therefore has been value for money, which from
a National Audit OYce report is a ringing
endorsement, and even since that report was
produced we have improved the Scheme. We have
increased the maximum grant limits, which was a big
problem with customer satisfaction when people
were being asked to make a contribution, and a lot
of that has disappeared by increasing the grant
maximum. We have made changes to the
administration of the Scheme, particularly in terms
of complaints handling and reporting. We have
changed the system in terms of the rating of the
contractor so that poor performing contractors get
pushed out of the scheme if they continue to be poor
performers. We have introduced more competition
in that the contractors have to bid electronically for
a greater proportion of the work. Two-thirds of it is
now available by that competitive auction. We have
improved the customer-facing end of the system,
going into a person’s home with a laptop and a
computer-assisted design programme that enables
plans to be discussed and then drawn up in the
presence of the customer and the customer gets a
copy of the plan there and then, so there is no
misunderstanding later on when the installers turn
up and say, “I have come to do this work”, because
it is in accordance with that plan. There have been
huge improvements just since then and if you look at
it, it is a huge programme since 2000. It has improved
over two million households in their energy
eYciency, delivering savings in energy costs of £300
year on year for those households which benefit
from it, and it will continue to go on from strength to
strength thanks to the decision that the Chancellor
made in the Pre-Budget Report about finding me
some extra money for it. What went wrong this
autumn in particular, I think, is that we have just had
the coldest weather for 30 years and it has made a lot
more people immediately concerned abut the
eYciency of their homes and many more people than
usual have contacted Warm Front. The contact rate
in January this year was half as high again as any
previous January, so we have been overwhelmed
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with the applications. We have been telling people
that they have to wait a maximum of three months
for an insulation measure and six months for a
heating measure, and if they have rung up in the
depths of a really cold winter because their boiler has
just broken down, it is not their idea of a good
response to say, “In six months’ time we will come
and fix it for you”. However, I want to stress that
Warm Front never has been an emergency repair
service and it still is not. That was at the root of the
criticisms in the media, confusing Warm Front with
something it does not do.

Q132 Paddy Tipping: Do you not think there should
be some kind of priority system within Warm Front?
It is just a straight taxi-rank system at the moment.
Mr Kidney: The thing I would want to stress is that
every customer of Warm Front is a vulnerable
householder because of the eligibility. They are
either exceptionally poor or they are exceptionally
disabled and in need of support, and so it gets quite
invidious to say, “You are even more in need because
of your poverty”, or, “You are even more in need
because of your disability than your neighbour who
applied before you did”. It is quite diYcult to say to
people that we can do that prioritising. There are
cases—we mentioned cancer patients earlier on—
where there has been a diagnosis of a terminal illness
that Eaga will pull out all the stops to prioritise such
a case to make sure that people get help for the last
few weeks or months of their lives, and when people
have to wait and it is very cold there is a scheme for
lending people heaters until we get round to doing
the works in their homes. I think we do the best we
can in terms of the client group that we have got to
be able to help as much as we can and as quickly as
we can.

Q133 Paddy Tipping: Remind me about Warm
Front’s budget. One of the problems in the current
year is that the budget looked as though it was going
to run out and Warm Front had to ration it. Again,
I am not sure whether I am right on this but I think
I am. The Chancellor has made extra resources
available next year but it is still a cut in Warm
Front’s budget.
Mr Kidney: Warm Front goes in three-year spending
review cycles, and if we go back not to this review,
2008–11, but the one before that, there was a lot of
publicity then and I was a PPS in Defra at the time,
that it did not go up from one year to the next. In
fact, there was a cut in one year, and that did attract
a lot of criticism at that time. What we can say is that
the 2008–11 settlement was the biggest in history for
Warm Front. It was definitely more than the one in
the three years before, and, as a result of the £150
million extra that the Chancellor announced in the
PBR, its total spend now at over £1.1 billion is by far
the most generous settlement for Warm Front in its
history.

Q134 Paddy Tipping: In the current financial year
you know because of the discussions with you that
they were running out of the budget. Why did we not
shift some money in from the financial year that is
about to start?
Mr Kidney: While we were waiting for the Pre-
Budget Report Eaga was managing the three-year
budget. They were in the second year and they knew
that there was going to be a third year, which they
had to cut the budget for, and there was a limit to
how much I was willing to denude year three in order
to allow them to increase the rate of work in year
two, so we did have to keep some by until we had the
decision from the Chancellor. Once we had the
Chancellor’s decision and I felt more comfortable
with the overall position, I did give permission to
accelerate £10 million-worth of work into year two
using year three’s budget, so as soon as I was able to
make such a decision I did make it.

Q135 Paddy Tipping: Let us return to HEMS.
Mr Kidney: Could I just say that we do have to tell
people that under the contracts there is a maximum
wait of three months for their insulation measure
and six months for their heating measure. Of course,
in the depths of winter when someone is desperate
that does sound a very long period of time. The
actual performance of Warm Front, as shown in the
National Audit OYce report, is that they
comfortably come in under those maximum waiting
times. I just asked, in readiness for today, what were
the average waiting times in your constituency, Mr
Tipping, and in Sherwood the average waiting time
for insulation last year was 13.4 days.

Q136 Paddy Tipping: What was it in yours,
Minister?
Mr Kidney: And for a heating measure it was 39
days. Whilst the maximum could have been 180 days
it was 39 days actually, but nevertheless, as I say,
when somebody was very anxious in the middle of a
very cold winter and their boiler has broken down
and they are told, “You could be waiting six
months”, I can understand how uncomfortable that
would be for the person receiving that news.
Paddy Tipping: You will have seen me out helping
Warm Front. I am their best apprentice. Let us
return to HEMS.

Q137 Dr Whitehead: You produced the Household
Energy Management Strategy on 2 March. Among
other things, it talks about recasting CERT so that
energy companies work with local authorities in the
future, and you have that as a suggested starting date
in the document, 2013. First, how do you think that
will work in practice between the energy companies
and local authorities, and, secondly, bearing in mind
what has been said about CERT, are you happy that
2013 is early enough to make that change?
Mr Kidney: The waiting times for Warm Front
measures in your constituency were even lower than
the ones in Sherwood last year.
Paddy Tipping: You still have not told us what they
are in your constituency.
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Q138 Dr Whitehead: We are the Cornish Riviera,
so—
Mr Kidney: They are not super good because I am
the Minister, I can assure you.

Q139 Miss Kirkbride: But they are super good?
Mr Kidney: No.

Q140 Miss Kirkbride: Just checking!
Mr Kidney: Just coming back to the HEM Strategy,
the biggest diVerence for the energy companies is
that they would be required to fit in with local
authorities’ strategies for their area, so local
authorities identify the properties and the
householders in greatest need and decided how they
are to be prioritised and the energy company to do
the work in their area would have to fit in with that
strategy, so that is a very important change. Another
one, which harks back to the end of your question, is
that if you were to ask me a parliamentary question
today about how many Warm Front works and how
many CERT works had been done in your
constituency, I could tell you the Warm Front figures
exactly but I could not tell you the CERT ones at all
because the obligations to now have all been in such
a way that requires the energy companies only to
report an aggregated measure of performance across
the whole of the country and we cannot disaggregate
it to the constituency. I would like there to be much
more transparency in the reporting in the future, so
that is another diVerence that the energy companies
would notice. The third one is that there will be much
more intervention in terms of who they help, so in
terms of that priority group that we have already
under the energy suppliers’ commitment, we would
be able to say that as part of that priority these are
the groups that we require you to help the most, and
there is an indication in the HEM Strategy that in the
early years from 2013 there would be a particularly
eVective hit rate of reducing fuel poverty by targeting
social housing in blocks and helping those in terms
of renewable energy technologies and perhaps
district heating systems which would be very
eVective in bringing a lot of help to a lot of people
more quickly. I think those are the three most
noticeable things. When you say would I not like
that earlier, in one sense I am stuck with the present
system unless I legislate diVerently. We are already
planning to extend the CERT scheme from 2011 to
the end of 2012, and as a result we have to make
regulations to make the extension, and so we have
consulted on some of this work being done in the
extension period, so a greater direction to the energy
company about what measures we want them to do.
For example, we want more insulation measures and
no more of the nonsense of sending out low energy
light bulbs unsolicited to people. We are minded to
direct them to give more of the priority group work
to a so-called super priority group where we even
more tightly limit or define the groups that they are
going to give that insulation help to. We are trying to
do some of it early, therefore, but eventually it will all
be in this new scheme post-2012.

Q141 Dr Whitehead: If you have to produce new
regulations to the extension of CERT could you just
not produce the new regulations and go to the new
system?
Mr Kidney: There is a lot of work for us to do to get
the law right to be able to give the energy companies
the direction that we are talking about, and that
work is not done to the level that we can simply stop
early and start the new scheme early. We do anyway
want to learn the lessons of CESP, which has a
period from 2009 to 2012; of this new way of
working, and it may well be that there are lessons to
learn from that about the design of the scheme which
we would obviously miss out on if we tried to do
something much more quickly. In fairness to the
energy companies, and sometimes we should be fair
to the energy companies, there will be system
changes for them in order to be ready for this way of
working with local authorities and they do need time
to make those changes.

Q142 Dr Whitehead: You have also suggested in the
HEM document that there will be a new Warm
Homes standard for social housing which you
suggest will increase SAP in social housing from 59
at present to around 70. Why have you specified
social housing rather than all housing? Is there not
a case for a general uprate of energy eYciency in all
housing? Immediately below what you said about
Warm Homes you have addressed the issue of the
private rented sector lower SAP, but you have then
applied a number of diVerent conditions there. What
case do you see for a unified minimum eYciency
standard for all homes being introduced?
Mr Kidney: First of all, there are two diVerent
audiences here. As you know, for Warm Front and
CERT the measures apply to properties in the
private sector, not in the council or social landlord
sector1, and so there is a diVerent system for the
councils and social landlord sector. Currently that
standard is the Decent Homes standard which does
not directly mandate energy eYciency measures;
they are discretionary. What we find is that around
the country some local authorities have added to the
changes they have made to people’s bathrooms and
kitchens; they have made changes to the energy
eYciency of the property, but others have not. So
what we have felt is that we need to be much more
rigorous now and move up a gear and say that there
should be a Warm Homes standard for those
properties too so that they definitely give attention
to energy eYciency and drive that change. As you
say, the discussion is of the SAP rating of 70. We
have not got so far as to say a SAP rating for the
private sector will be funded through the new
supplier obligation and the pay-as-you-save scheme
as proposed in the HEM Strategy. We might do.
There is time for us to listen to people’s views and set
a particular standard. What we have focused on at
the moment are the measures that we think should
routinely be taken. For example, for a solid wall
property there should be a measure to deliver some
new energy eYciency activity in the home to combat

1 Note by witness: The CERT scheme applies to social
housing as well as the private sector housing
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the fact that it is a solid wall property, and there
should be a measure considered for a low carbon
technology to deliver that sort of energy to the
property in the future. At the moment we are
focusing more on what are the measures you should
do to the property rather than what will be the
outcome of the measures that you deliver to the
property. We are open to a debate about this,
whether we should completely turn it round to go
with what the outcome should be or whether there
should be an element of both in the final design.
Paddy Tipping: In recent weeks, because of the
Energy Bill, there has been a lot of discussion about
social tariVs. Let us just pick up one or two points
on that.

Q143 Mr Weir: It has been put to us by several
witnesses that the money spent on Winter Fuel
Payments should not be counted as expenditure on
tackling fuel poverty because it is really a top-up of
pensions rather than directly related to fuel poverty;
it is paid to many people who are not actually in fuel
poverty. What is your reaction to that?
Mr Kidney: By comparison with other countries our
state retirement pensions are not as generous as in
those countries so I am pleased that in addition
everybody universally gets a Winter Fuel Payment. I
can understand that because it is not ring-fenced to
spend on an energy bill in the winter months people
might say that it is not as targeted as some other
measures, and I can understand that because it is a
universal benefit some people might say that
taxpayers’ money is being given to people who do
not need the help with their winter fuel bills.
Nevertheless, I think it is a justifiable social policy.
Clearly, people’s bills are at their highest in the
winter months for their energy consumption, and I
do not know about you but as a constituency MP
talking to my constituents who receive this money
they find it enormously helpful at a time when their
income is under pressure because of higher energy
bills that they get this extra money. Personally, I
would be very hesitant about facing my constituents
and saying, “I don’t think you should have that
money any more”, so there are no plans from this
Government to change the eligibility for Winter Fuel
Payments.

Q144 Mr Weir: I take it from that answer that you
would not accept the point made by several
witnesses that it would be better targeted at those in
greatest need of fuel poverty rather than a universal
benefit. You would support the universality of it?
Mr Kidney: For me, I think we should look
elsewhere for the greater eYciency of our targeting
and delivery of measures to bring people out of
fuel poverty.

Q145 Mr Weir: You mentioned earlier that you had
met with Macmillan Cancer support. Obviously,
during the Energy Bill, as you have rightly said, there
was debate about the need to extend the group who
are getting social tariVs, in particular to cancer

patients. I wonder if you have costed an extension to
particularly the groups that Macmillan talked
about.
Mr Kidney: Yes, when we designed the policy for
social price support we did cost what the diVerent
levels of cost would be for diVerent levels of, if you
like, generosity for who gets the benefit from the
social price support, so there were costings at the
time of the Energy Bill’s design of what it would cost
to give more people support through the social price
support than the groups that we have announced we
are minded to support through the Energy Bill
measure.

Q146 Mr Weir: Are you able to give us these
costings?
Mr Kidney: The announcement we have made about
what the level of support will be is at least £300
million a year by 2013. I think it is about three-fold
that to be as generous as to say that everybody who
is eligible for the Cold Weather Payment, for
example, would get help from the social price
support. I think it would be fairer if I asked the
Department to write you a letter with today’s
estimates so that I am up-to-date and perhaps a bit
more accurate than relying simply on my memory.

Q147 Mr Weir: The Energy Bill obviously sets the
obligation on the energy companies to implement
the social tariVs. What are you doing to make sure
that the tariVs oVered by the diVerent companies are
consistent and comprehensive because that has been
a problem perhaps with some of the voluntary ones?
It has been very diYcult to ascertain which is, in fact,
the best social tariV.
Mr Kidney: I agree. What we have at the present time
is the voluntary agreement for three years that each
of the big six will oVer a social tariV or some other
social price support for their customers, and they
have all chosen their own criteria and their own
groups that they want to oVer help to, and there is as
a result some confusion about the diVerent eligibility
criteria that each company oVers. That is why we
have said that we are minded that the support we are
proposing would be a simple money oV everybody’s
electricity bill, the same amount of money for
everybody. We think that is transparent, it is
understandable, it does not interfere with the
competitive market, it does not interfere with
incentives for people to reduce their energy
consumption overall, so in that sense we have
learned the lessons of the voluntary scheme and
applied it in what we hope will be the legislative
framework post 2011. What we have said is that we
have given the commitment that if people are on a
social tariV with their energy supplier today that
would be grandfathered through into the new
scheme so that people would not suddenly be cut oV
from their support, and then, between the group that
we define will definitely get money oV their bill and
the group that are grandfathered in who are already
getting help from their energy company on a
voluntary basis, we intend that there will be some
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money left for there to be, if you like, a discretionary
fund for other groups besides those two to have
some advantages from social price support.

Q148 Dr Turner: Can I take you up on that point,
Minister, because you have made it quite clear that
as far as the Warm Front programme is concerned it
is available to a wider range of people than simply
low income pensioners. It includes people who
qualify by virtue of being in receipt of DLA, et
cetera, who are likely to be housebound and
therefore have greater heating needs. In your
costings for social tariVs can you tell us how much
more it would cost the Government to do the same
thing as far as social tariVs are concerned, in other
words to spread the benefits of social tariVs beyond
simply low income pensioners to the same groups of
vulnerable people that qualify for Warm Front?
Mr Kidney: That will be a middle figure between my
existing policy and the one that I answered Mike
Weir about in terms of everybody who is eligible for
a Cold Weather Payment, for example. I think you
are asking me for a group which is intermediate
between the two, and I will try and get that figure as
well and write a letter to the Committee with all
three figures.

Q149 Dr Turner: You cannot give us a rough
approximation?
Mr Kidney: I am going by memory. There was such a
figure somewhere between the £300 million and three
times that figure, but I cannot remember what it was,
I am sorry.

Q150 Dr Turner: It was seen by DECC as being
prohibitive at the time, yes, so you did not include
them?
Mr Kidney: The way I would describe my policy is
that it is an elastic policy in the sense that that middle
group which I have just described to you that would
be eligible for the discretionary assistance could be
as big or as small as I would like it to be and the more
money the Chancellor decides I can spend on this
policy the more of those people can have help. I have
not recently been constrained by “I can only have X
pounds and therefore who am I going to help?”. I
designed the policy to be flexible enough to help
however generous a future Chancellor decides to be.

Q151 Dr Turner: You are willing to respond to the
pressure to help those people if you can?
Mr Kidney: I met with Macmillan Cancer Support
and I would want to help them as much as I can.

Q152 Miss Kirkbride: Listening to all the schemes,
and they are very laudable and I think it is going to
be quite diYcult to reach these people, I just want to
go back to the broader picture because we were
hearing from Mr Lickorish some interesting figures
about fuel poverty targets and clearly you are pretty
sanguine about reaching them in 2010 but you are
very optimistic that you will reach them by 2016. I
just want to know whether or not reaching them by
2016 has been modelled on the Department’s own
figures that energy prices in that time will not have

risen by more than 8 per cent, because, as you know,
Ofgem rejects that as not remotely possible with the
lowest figure being 14 per cent and the highest figure
being 60 per cent. What is the score?
Mr Kidney: It is incredibly diYcult to model what is
going to happen into the future because there are
these three elements to fuel poverty and they will all
make a diVerence and they will all impact diVerently.
You are asking me about what will happen to future
prices and what is the diVerence between DECC’s
idea about future price increases and Ofgem’s. What
I would say is that in the Low Carbon Transition
Plan last year we set out our policies to hit our legally
binding target of cutting carbon emissions by 34 per
cent by 2020. We have said that the policies that we
will adopt in order to tackle climate change and meet
that target would add about 8 per cent to people’s
bills by 2020. Ofgem have done a diVerent scenario
completely. They are forecasting what they think
energy prices overall will be like as a result of all the
changes that could happen, not just the climate
change policy changes but the changes in wholesale
prices, for example, the changes in the cost of
distribution and transmission. That is why their
figures are a lot bigger. Our own figures would be
quite similar to theirs in terms of taking into account
the overall cost of changes.

Q153 Miss Kirkbride: So the Department accepts
Ofgem’s figures that energy prices could rise by 60
per cent if the worst variables come to pass?
Mr Kidney: I am talking about the figure for 2020 of
a 20-something per cent increase that Ofgem model
on their four scenarios. What I am saying is that our
modelling of what we think will happen to, for
example, wholesale prices and transmission costs as
well as our environmental policies would add 20-
something per cent to people’s bills by 2020.

Q154 Miss Kirkbride: It will be 20 per cent in terms
of what people are going to pay?
Mr Kidney: The observation that I would make is
that, first of all, Ofgem does very little of the analysis
of changes that could improve people’s bills rather
than make them worse. For example, the smart
meter policy might make people more energy
consumption savvy and reduce their bills. They do
not do that and in their four scenarios it is noticeable
that the biggest overall increase in the cost to people
of paying their energy bills is their so-called dash for
fossil fuels policy which tells me that, just like Stern
says, you should make the changes early to tackle
climate change because the costs if you do not will
be much bigger later. Equally, in the area of energy
policy, it is better to go green in terms of the costs
that we are going to pay than if we try and stay
clinging on to relying on fossil fuels in the future.

Q155 Miss Kirkbride: So do you have a price for
energy on which you have modelled your target of
eradicating fuel poverty by 2016?
Mr Kidney: We do model diVerent scenarios for
what might happen to prices in the coming years,
including what might happen to wholesale prices,
yes.
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Q156 Miss Kirkbride: They are not based on one
figure then?
Mr Kidney: No. I do heavily caveat them because we
have seen just in the last three years that the price of
a barrel of oil has gone as high as $150 dollars and
as low as $30, so how on earth do any of us forecast
with confidence going forward what will happen to
energy prices?

Q157 Paddy Tipping: You made a very strong
defence of winter fuel allowances and said to us that
they supplemented relatively low pensioner income.
Should they be taxable and should you not use that
money to do other fuel poverty measures?
Mr Kidney: There are a number of issues and I am
not the right minister to be dealing with this because
it is a Treasury issue, but let me just try and take you
through some of the considerations.

Q158 Paddy Tipping: But, in fairness, Minister, you
have stuck up for the Government’s line.
Mr Kidney: I will just take you through some of the
considerations. First of all, as we all know, there is a
much smaller administrative cost to universal
benefits than one that is so-called targeted, whether
it is targeted through the tax system or the benefit
system, so in some ways universal benefits have a
greater attraction. That is one thing. Secondly, if we
were going to tax everybody’s Winter Fuel Payments
then at the lower end of people’s incomes that itself
might make a problem for me in terms of eradicating
fuel poverty. If we were to say, “No, no, we are only
talking about the people on the higher rates of
income tax” then the amount of money we are
talking about would not be a huge supplement to my
programme of Warm Front, for example, even if that
is where the Government as a whole decided to put
the money that was received from taxing it. It is
certainly not a panacea that if we taxed Winter Fuel
Payments it would solve the problem of fuel poverty.

Q159 Paddy Tipping: But let me say this, that in an
age of austerity £2.7 billion, which is the cost of
Winter Fuel Payments, will be a challenge.
Mr Kidney: Yes, indeed, but in the age of aspiration
that I am working for, following the next general
election, I would like to think that elderly people in
this country would be able to live in relative comfort
and dignity both in terms of their income and the
energy eYciency of their homes.
Paddy Tipping: Finally, let us talk about people who
are not on the grid.

Q160 Mr Weir: Obviously, this is a long-standing
issue. Do you think that the markets for those oV-
grid should be better regulated, given that so much
has been done to help those in fuel poverty, perhaps
with electricity, perhaps with mains gas? This seems
to be the group that is left out of all these measures.
Mr Kidney: This was so hotly debated during the
committee stage of the Energy Bill, as you well know,
that I arranged for members of the committee to
meet with the OYce of Fair Trading, the
Competition Commission and Consumer Focus just
to go through these issues. I thought it was

interesting that the representative of Consumer
Focus and the representatives of the Competition
Commission and the OYce of Fair Trading all
concluded that they did not think more regulation
was the solution. After all, we have had a five-year
referral investigation and report from the
Competition Commission on the market as it is
which did conclude that overall it is a competitive
market. They made two orders to deal with two
issues about transparency of charging and ability to
switch, but otherwise felt that the market works
reasonably well. Clearly, if we introduced a system of
regulation like we have for the energy companies,
and let us be clear that the rationale for regulation
of the energy companies is that there is an element of
monopoly provision by them which does not exist in
this market that we are talking about, it would add
to the costs because the regulated community would
have to pay the costs of regulation, which
presumably they would pass on to their customers
who you already think are being charged too much
for their fuel.

Q161 Mr Weir: That was on the basis that we were
talking about a myriad small suppliers and it was
suggested, as I recall, that the proper way to do it was
to look further up the chain at the major oil
companies and bring them into a regulated system.
Is it not the case that we should be looking at
bringing all the major suppliers of all types of energy
into an overall scheme that would be a better way of
tackling fuel poverty throughout everyone who uses
energy, basically everybody?
Mr Kidney: I understand what you say in terms of if
we reached up to the downstream oil industry in this
country we could reach some bigger players. They
do queue up to come into my oYce, the bigger
players in the downstream oil industry, to tell me
about the incredibly low margins that they get for
their work in this country and we have seen a wave
of reviews by the big players about their asset
holdings in this country. I think there was an
announcement just yesterday about one of the major
companies reviewing their assets throughout the
European Union for these very reasons of pressures
on them. Again I am not convinced that there is a
benefit to be had from regulation, given the findings
the Competition Commission only reported last year
after a five-year investigation, and the extra costs we
would put on an industry that feels under pressure.

Q162 Mr Weir: I remember on the Business and
Enterprise Select Committee all the big energy
companies came in and told us they made no money
on selling to customers and they made no money on
generation, but they seemed to have massive profits
all the same, so money is being made somewhere.
One final point. You did give a very good defence of
Winter Fuel Payments and you did say in that winter
was a time when the biggest bills came in, but that
might not necessarily be the case for people who are
filling up oil tanks or gas tanks, so is there a case for
perhaps making that payment earlier when people
could fill up these tanks at a cheaper cost than in the
depths of winter?
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Mr Kidney: I think that is a good representation. The
Chancellor does set the dates for starting out the
payments each year and if there were suYcient
weight behind that representation then he could set
an earlier date than he does at the present time. I
think there is something in that. I would just like to
add that we funded NEA to do some work for us
about whether there were other ways that we could
help people who do face these big up-front costs to
buy in their fuel in order to then consume it over the
following weeks or months, perhaps with the help,
for example, of credit unions in providing
reasonable rates of loans to people to be able to do
this work. They are due to report to us this month,
so there might be more than one way to skin a cat in
this case and we are looking at more than one way to
deliver an eVective solution for people.

Q163 Sir Robert Smith: The likelihood is that there
is going to be a challenge in terms of heating these
homes. Earlier in evidence it was suggested to us that
there need to be much more significant trials of novel
ways of solving this problem of people oV the gas
grid. What is the Department’s response to that?
Mr Kidney: I am very enthusiastic about this and
want us to do more and go further faster, both in
terms of measures like solid wall insulation to
properties in areas that are oV the gas grid and in
terms of helping people with new low carbon
technologies for delivering their energy to them. In
the programme where I have got direct control,
Warm Front, we have carried out a pilot of solar
thermal installations. It has not gone particularly
well in terms of delivering cost savings to people. We
are currently doing another pilot with air source heat
pumps in areas oV the gas grid and we are currently
paying for a pilot of solid wall insulation for park
homes in selected locations around the country, and
I would like to do more of that. We commit
ourselves, and I am not sure whether this is in HEM
or in another document, to examining later this year
ways in which we can make sure that people who are
in fuel poverty are not left behind as the benefits of
feed-in tariVs come this year and the renewable heat
incentive comes next year because there is a

marvellous way there for people to be able to get a
reward for creating their own energy from renewable
sources and as a result, of course, reducing their need
to consume energy from other suppliers.

Q164 Sir Robert Smith: I think we heard this
morning that currently the air source heat pump trial
was of 51 air source heat pumps, which does not
really come across as significant in terms of making
an impact. Is that something that can be scaled up
quite quickly?
Mr Kidney: Given my experience that the solar
thermal was not as exciting as I thought it was going
to be in terms of results, I think it is right to start
small in terms of take the first step and find out
whether it works or not. I would be absolutely
enthusiastic about scaling up a pilot quite quickly
once I was sure that it was delivering eVective
benefits for people.

Q165 Sir Robert Smith: Looking ahead to make sure
that the next generation do not also fall behind, will
the Government make sure that in the roll-out of
smart metering rural areas are not left behind in
getting the full benefits?
Mr Kidney: Yes. The first consultation that we had
about our plans for a smart meter for every home did
ask such issues about, in terms of the
implementation of delivering a smart meter to over
40 million locations, what priorities we should give,
and some of the suggestions coming forward were
that pre-payment meters should be taken out first,
areas oV the gas grid should go ahead of areas that
are on the gas grid, fuel poor households should be
targeted before others. We are weighing all those up
now in terms of the implementation plan that we are
drawing up in collaboration with the industry.

Q166 Paddy Tipping: Minister, thank you very much
for such an enthusiastic session. We are very
grateful. This will be your last appearance in this
session of Parliament before the Select Committee. I
hope to see you after the general election doing the
same kind of thing as a Minister.
Mr Kidney: Thank you very much.
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Introduction

1. The Government is committed to tackling fuel poverty and doing everything reasonably practicable
to achieve our targets. Action to tackle fuel poverty is carried out by a range of Government departments
and co-ordinated by DECC. There is a range of programmes and measures which help address the three
variables that have an eVect on the number of people in fuel poverty, not all of which are within the
Government’s control. These factors are:

— The cost of fuel (determined by energy prices);

— The ability of the household to aVord the necessary fuel (determined by household income); and

— The amount of fuel needed to heat a property (determined by the eYciency of the property).

2. Whether or not a particular household is in fuel poverty will depend upon the interaction of these
factors at any given point and households may move in and out of fuel poverty at diVerent times. This is
known as “churn”—ie some of those who are not currently fuel poor may become fuel poor and vice versa
due to changing household circumstances.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie, those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

3. The Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000 (WHECA) defines that a person is to be
regarded as living in fuel poverty if he is a member of a household living on a lower income in a home which
cannot be kept warm at reasonable cost. The Fuel Poverty Strategy1 published in November 2001 identifies
fuel poor households as those that need to spend more than 10% of income on fuel to maintain a satisfactory
heating regime (usually 21 degrees for the main living area, and 18 degrees for other occupied rooms).
Reporting in this way reflects the three drivers of fuel poverty. Two diVerent classifications of income are
used to calculate two diVerent fuel poverty ratios. The oYcial headline figure uses the full income definition,
whilst the basic income definition is also produced.2

Progress Against Government Targets

4. The aim of the UK Government and the Devolved Administrations remains the eradication of fuel
poverty as far as reasonably practicable, as detailed in the Fuel Poverty Strategy; a commitment reaYrmed
through measures set out in the 2003 and 2007 Energy White Papers and subsequent documents including
the Low Carbon Transition Plan3 (LCTP) published by DECC in July 2009. In England,4 the two targets
that Government has committed itself to were included in the 2002 revision to the Fuel Poverty Strategy;

— In England, the Government as far as reasonably practicable will seek an end to fuel poverty for
vulnerable households5 by 2010; and

— Fuel poverty in other households in England will, as far as reasonably practicable, also be tackled
as progress is made on those groups, with a target that by 22 November 2016 no person in England
should have to live in fuel poverty.

5. Measuring fuel poverty on a UK wide basis is complex as figures are estimated on a country by country
basis to diVerent timescales and slightly diVerent definitions. The latest estimates6 indicate that in 2007 (the
last year that statistics are available), there were approximately four million households in fuel poverty in
the UK. This represents an increase of around two million households since 2004, or half a million since
2006. Around 3.25 million of these were vulnerable households, an increase of around half a million since
2006. The increase reflects the impact of energy price rises in recent years on the number of households in
fuel poverty.

6. The overall number of households in fuel poverty in England in 2007 was estimated to be 2.8 million
(around 13% of all households) of which 2.3 million were vulnerable. This represents a rise of around
0.3 million households since 2006 and a rise of around 0.3 million vulnerable households over the same
period.

1 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/what we/consumers/fuel poverty/strategy/strategy.aspx
2 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/fuelpov stats/fuelpov stats.aspx
3 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/publications/lc trans plan/lc trans plan.aspx
4 Fuel poverty is a devolved matter and separate targets exist in England and each of the Devolved Administrations, with the

overall aim being that by 2018 no household in the UK should live in fuel poverty.
5 “Vulnerable households” are households including older householders (those aged 60 or more), families with children and

householders who are disabled or suVering from a long term illness.
6 Link to detailed statistical annex published on 21 October 2009 can be found at: http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/

statistics/fuelpov stats/fuelpov stats.aspx
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7. The Government remains committed to tackling fuel poverty and since 2000 over £25 billion has been
spent on various programmes and benefits including Warm Front (which as assisted over two million
households in that time), the Decent Homes programme and Winter Fuel Payments. The Government
estimates that without this package of measures, the number of fuel poor households would have been
around 400,000–800,000 higher in England in 2008.

8. The Government has also obtained significant additional resource from energy suppliers through the
Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT) and its predecessor scheme to fund further energy eYciency
measures. Between 2002 and 2011, CERT is expected to have levered in up to £2.7 billion energy supplier
investment in energy eYciency measures to a priority group of low income and vulnerable households.

9. The Government is currently consulting on an extension to CERT to December 20127 which
proposes to increase the carbon saving target on energy suppliers, increasing the amount of assistance to the
Priority Group.8 It also proposes to increase the balance of investment towards the most vulnerable
Priority Group households who can least aVord to pay for measures (the central proposals would see an
approximate £1.3 billion additional energy supplier investment in the Priority Group by December 2012).

10. The Government has also reached voluntary agreements with energy suppliers to increase their social
assistance programs to reduce energy prices for vulnerable households to March 2011. They agreed to
collectively spend at least £100 million in 2008–09, £125 million in 2009–10 and £150 million in 2010–11 on
their support measures. Ofgem estimated in March 2009 that around 1 million customer accounts were
benefitting from some form of social or discounted tariV. All of this support has been an important part of
the action taken to tackle fuel poverty.

11. When the UK’s Fuel Poverty Strategy was launched in 2001, our policies and stable energy prices
meant that good progress was made in reducing the number of households in fuel poverty. However,
significant price rises since 2004 and the current economic climate have seen the downward trend in fuel
poverty numbers reverse in recent years. As such, it is recognised that some vulnerable households will
remain in fuel poverty in 2010.

12. The Government has regularly re-assessed what can and should be done in this area in the light of the
cost-eVectiveness of potential measures and the resources available to the relevant departments and
considers that it is currently doing all that is reasonably practicable to seek to end fuel poverty, both in
vulnerable and non vulnerable households.

13. In addition to the proposed CERT extension and mandatory price support (which directly resulted
from an ongoing review of fuel poverty policy and delivery), last July’s Low Carbon Transition Plan (LCTP)
included further details of other Government initiatives. These include working with energy companies,
local communities and other interested parties to deliver £350 million worth of energy eYciency measures
through the new Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) using a street by street approach focused
on low income areas, that was launched last September.

14. The Government is considering how future arrangements for delivering energy eYciency measures to
households could continue to support the fuel poor alongside other households as the Government’s
proposals for Heat and Energy Management post 2012 are developed. The publication of the Household
Energy Management (HEM) strategy is expected in the next few weeks.

15. The Government continues to work with Ofgem and energy companies in order to ensure that
consumers, particularly vulnerable households are given a fair deal. Most recently Ofgem has developed
rules to ensure that consumers should not suVer unjustified disadvantages because of their payment method.
As a result the average tariV diVerentials for Pre-Payment Meter (PPM) customers now reflect cost
diVerences. They have also developed measures to make it easier for all consumers to switch energy supplier
and take advantage of the retail market.

16. The Government has announced that smart meters will be provided to all households, and has given
an indicative timetable of the end of 2020 for this roll-out to be completed. These meters will reduce the costs
of prepayment. We also anticipate that suppliers will introduce innovative pay-as-you-go oVers around these
new meters.

The Methods used to Target Assistance at Households which need it most

17. A key challenge in addressing fuel poverty is being able to identify and target support eVectively at
fuel poor households (and also those at risk of becoming a fuel poor household through a change in
circumstances).

18. Targeting the fuel poor is diYcult, no method is entirely precise. Perfect targeting would require real
time information on a households make-up, income, energy eYciency and energy prices, for all of the
housing stock. There are a suite of policies and measures that are rightly used to target the various
householder situations which result in fuel poverty.

7 Extending the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target, published on 21 December 2009 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/
consultations/cert ext/cert ext.aspx . Closing date for contributions is 14 March 2010.

8 At least 40% of CERT must be met in a “Priority Group” of households where at least one occupant is a benefit recipient
(including disability benefits, income support and income-based jobseekers’ allowance, housing benefit, council tax benefit,
pension credit and child tax credit) or is aged 70 and over
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19. However, Government does consider that as the majority of the fuel poor are on the lowest
incomes,9 an accessible and eYcient method of identifying and targeting vulnerable householders most
likely to be at risk of fuel poverty is through the receipt of means tested benefits.

20. Government is already looking to improve the targeting of existing policies, and developing new
schemes which focus on low income vulnerable households. As part of a current CERT consultation, the
Government is proposing a new “super” Priority Group, to increase the assistance available to households
with a high propensity to be in fuel poverty. This would mandate that a proportion of the future Priority
Group activity be oVered to poorer vulnerable households (for example, recipients of Pension Credit and
possibly of Child Tax Credit at existing or lower income thresholds). CESP targets energy eYciency support
to specified areas of low income (lowest 10% in England and 15% in Scotland and Wales) and thus where
there is likely to be a high density of fuel poor households.

21. Government is developing data sharing arrangements between Government and energy suppliers for
Pension Credit recipients to support mandatory social price support (see next section for further details). A
pilot data matching exercise is planned for later this year. Subject to successful testing of data processes and
systems, the pilot will aim to give a rebate for electricity bill payers over 70 who are in receipt of Pension
Credit guarantee only. This pilot will inform the development of the mandated scheme, as well as future
mechanisms to further improve identification and targeting of assistance to vulnerable households.

22. Some households can also qualify for assistance from these and other schemes10 through receipt of
certain non means-tested benefits, such as Disability Living Allowance and Attendance Allowance as it is
considered that such applicants were likely to be vulnerable to cold-related ill health.

Social Tariffs and Plans to put Social Price Support on a Statutory Footing

23. As set out in the LCTP, the Government has committed to mandating social price support when the
existing voluntary agreement with suppliers ends in 2011. Draft legislation to enable this was introduced to
Parliament as part of the Energy Bill in November 2009 and completed Commons Committee in January
2010.

24. The Government also made it clear that it would require suppliers to increase the amount they make
available to support vulnerable and low income customers. The 2009 Pre-Budget Report announced that,
subject to the successful passage of the Energy Bill, energy suppliers will collectively be required to make
available at least £300 million per annum by 2013–14 for mandatory social price support. This is double
the agreed level in the final year of the voluntary agreement, and would mean more of the most vulnerable
households would receive assistance with their energy bills.

25. The LCTP proposed that the new statutory framework for social price support should include greater
guidance and direction from Government on the types of households eligible for future support, and how
that support should be oVered. This proposal was partly in response to feedback from suppliers, who had
asked Government for greater help in identifying and verifying the most vulnerable, and from consumer
groups who felt that the array of oVerings under the voluntary agreement was often too complex for
consumers.

26. We are considering the best way of targeting any social price support at the most vulnerable
consumers post 2011. A key part of these considerations will be the results from the pilot on data matching
which, subject to successful testing of processes and systems, will take place over the next few months.

27. Government is developing its analysis and proposals for the structure of the social price support
scheme, and is working with suppliers, Ofgem, consumer groups and other relevant stakeholders.
Government is minded that a significant proportion of the new resources made available through the
mandated scheme will be focused on older pensioner households on the lowest incomes, and that some
additional support will be available for other households vulnerable to fuel poverty. Support would be
oVered in the form of a fixed sum oV the household electricity bill. This oVers a clear and transparent benefit
to recipients including those oV the gas grid, minimize any distortion to competitive energy markets and
maintain the incentive to make eYcient use of energy.

28. The final scheme details, including information on eligibility and benefit levels, will be subject to
consultation in summer 2010. Subject to Parliamentary scrutiny, the secondary legislation containing the
regulations governing social price schemes will be in place when the voluntary agreement ends in March
2011.

9 90% of those identified in fuel poverty are in the lowest three income deciles (DECC)
10 More information on central government, local authority and energy company energy eYciency schemes can be found at:

http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/MoneyTaxAndBenefits/BenefitsTaxCreditsAndOtherSupport/On a low income/
DG 10018946
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The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

29. The range of issues which can contribute to a household being at risk of fuel poverty means that a
range of approaches are required to assist those households.

30. In developing our policies we are aware of the need to consider the specific needs of vulnerable
households. As set out above, support provided by the existing Warm Front Scheme and CERT bring
together the funding that is available for the provision of energy eYciency measures.

31. Looking ahead, the imminent publication of the HEM strategy will clearly set out the direction, links
and synergies between policies which aVect people’s energy use in the home, and of course the Fuel
Poverty Strategy.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

32. Winter Fuel Payments (WFPs) were first introduced in 1997–98 and are primarily focussed on
providing help with fuel bills for pensioners. The Payments are paid as simple tax free lump sum payments
to ensure that pensioners have money available to them when fuel bills arrive. Older pensioners receive a
higher amount of WFP as they are more likely to live alone, in older and less energy eYcient homes. They
are also more likely to have a lower income than recently retired people, and are therefore more likely to
spend a greater proportion of this income on fuel.

33. The higher level of WFP made in winter 2008–09 is available again in winter 2009–10. This means
that this winter, the level of WFP for households with people aged 60–79 is £250 and £400 for those
households with pensioners aged 80 and over. Over £2.7 billion was paid out in 2008–09.

34. Cold Weather Payments (CWPs) are part of the Social Fund Scheme and are intended to help
vulnerable groups on low incomes with the extra heating costs which result from periods of very cold weather
that last, or are forecast to last, for seven days. Eligible customers are those in receipt of Pension Credit or
income-related Employment and Support Allowance that includes a work-related activity or support
component. Those in receipt of Income Support, income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance or income related
Employment and Support Allowance in the assessment phase are also eligible if they have a pensioner or
disability premium included in their benefit or they have a child who is disabled or under the age of five in
the family.

35. Under the current CWP scheme every residential postcode in Great Britain is linked to one of
85 weather stations. Using postcodes linked to representative weather stations is considered a
straightforward way to administer the scheme as the benefit computer systems can identify eligible
customers and this enables payments to be issued quickly and, for the most part, automatically.

36. A CWP payment is made when the average temperature has been recorded as, or is forecast to be,
0)C or below over seven consecutive days at the weather station linked to the eligible customer’s postcode.
For winter 2008–09, CWPs were increased from £8.50 to £25 per qualifying period as part of the package
of measures to address concerns about rising fuel costs. In winter 2008–09 over 8.4 million payments were
made worth £210 million. The higher rate of £25 has been retained for winter 2009–10 and so far,11 an
estimated 11.1 million payments have been authorised worth an estimated £277 million.

Support for Households which are not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

37. In England, around 13% of households (2.7 million) did not have a gas connection12 in 2007. Of
these, just under a quarter (23% were fuel poor).13 A greater proportion of households without a gas
connection contain somebody aged 60 or over compared with households connected to gas.

38. The modelled bill (modelled to achieve the adequate standard of warmth used in fuel poverty
estimation) for homes without a gas connection is around £250 more per annum than for those with a gas
connection. Fuel poverty rates are higher for homes oV the gas grid as these homes tend to rely on more
expensive fuels for heating (oil, Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) and electric). It is also partly influenced by
the fact that dwellings without a gas connection are larger (greater floor area to heat) than those with a gas
connection.

39. The Government has a number of initiatives in place to assist these households. In January, Ofgem
announced14 that almost 20,000 households could be connected to the mains gas network due to new
partnerships between gas distribution networks and agencies that provide grants for central heating systems
or to help to make homes more energy eYcient.

40. Warm Front is currently undertaking trials to assess the suitability of low carbon heating technologies
and solid wall treatments to determine whether they are suitable, in terms of both carbon savings and
usability, for the vulnerable households the Scheme is aimed towards. Energy suppliers too are delivering a
range of low carbon technologies through their CERT obligation.

11 Figures include CWP triggers to 10 February 2010.
12 In Wales, the figure is higher at around 19%. Although we don’t have figures for Scotland, they are likely to be at least as high

as those for Wales. Figures for homes oV gas in Northern Ireland are high, but the use of mains gas has only recently began
to grow in the last 10 years with new pipelines opening.

13 2007 English House Condition Survey, CLG and Fuel Poverty data set, DECC
14 http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Media/PressRel/Documents1/Networkextensions%20RF%20(2).pdf
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41. The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) should assist in tackling fuel poverty by providing financial
support to people that use heat from renewable sources. As renewable heating tends to be more expensive
than fossil fuel alternatives, we are proposing that Government should cover the extra cost and provide a
rate of return on top, to give an extra financial incentive for making the switch to more sustainable, greener
heating sources. Those who are currently using oil or LPG will do particularly well from the RHI, as tariV
rates have been calculated on the basis of switching from gas to renewables. Given that heating oil and LPG
tend to be more expensive than gas, the benefit from the RHI will be even greater. This will help enable those
that previously could not aVord the switch to renewable heating for those that need it most.

42. Local authorities will be able to access Feed-In TariV (FITs) to support investments in renewable
electricity generation, for example on their own buildings, and it was announced in the Pre-Budget report
that the Government would consider the scope for local authorities to borrow against the income streams
from FITs. We are also keen for local authorities and housing associations to work with other partners on
community scale renewable electricity schemes which can be supported by FITs. Already, one company is
investigating oVering free solar PV installations to thousands of social housing tenants, and we hope others
will follow suit.

43. The Government wants all households to have the opportunity to play a part in generating low
carbon energy. Although FITs and the RHI will make payments over the life of installations, low-income
households may still find it diYcult to meet upfront costs. Building on the experience of pilot projects for
Pay as You Save financing and Warm Front, the Government will consult later this year on measures to help
low-income households take advantage of clean energy cash back.

44. DECC has also funded National Energy Action (NEA) to undertake a feasibility study of the role
that credit unions could have in helping people to budget and save for heating oil. NEA are also looking at
how additional credit could be oVered to credit unions in emergency situations allowing them to oVer lower
cost loans. NEA’s report to DECC is expected to be complete by March 2010.

45. Moving forward, it is the Government’s intention to focus social price support to help with energy
costs through electricity accounts. We believe that a rebate on electricity bills is more inclusive for those who
are oV the gas grid.

46. The forthcoming HEM strategy will set out a detailed enabling framework to increase deployment of
district heating in those communities where it appropriate. This will include a focus on consumer protection,
information on the role of local authorities and a package of policy and financial support to incentivise
private sector investment in the long term. RHI payments will also be available for district heating systems,
for example a tower-block. The Government is also considering providing an uplift to the proposed RHI
tariVs based on district heating networks supporting hard to treat properties, but this is subject to further
analysis.

February 2010

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (FP 01A)

ENERGY & CLIMATE CHANGE SELECT COMMITTEE INQUIRY INTO FUEL POVERTY,
FOLLOW UP TO WEDNESDAY 10 MARCH ORAL EVIDENCE SESSION

As promised when we met on Wednesday, I am writing to give the further information the Committee
requested on social price support, price diVerentials relating to various means of payment for energy and
costs associated with the Government’s work on the National Energy EYciency Database.

Social Price Support

Members of the Committee expressed interest in how much it would cost to give SPS to a wider group,
for example those entitled to Winter Fuel Payments or Cold Weather Payments.

Suppliers agreed to spend £150 million in the final year of the voluntary agreement on a combination of
direct financial support (like social and discounted tariVs) and the provision of other activities (like the home
heat helpline and partnership working). We have said that we are minded to continue to provide support to
those being helped under the voluntary agreement, and some of the non financial activities such as those
mentioned above. We are still considering the eligibility criteria and the appropriate level of the benefit for
the additional support provided under social price support post 2011.

In PBR 2009 we said that, subject to the successful passage of the Energy Bill, the Government would
require energy suppliers to make available at least £300 million per annum by 2013–14 for mandated social
price support. This would mean helping up to an additional one million households on top of the existing
voluntary scheme, which is already providing help to around one million customer accounts. However, the
actual final number helped will depend on, amongst other things, the level of discount oVered through social
price support. There are currently over four million households eligible for Cold Weather Payments and
approximately nine million households eligible for Winter Fuel Payments.
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We have said that we are minded to focus a significant proportion of the additional spend on older
pensioners on low incomes. We have not however made final decisions on eligibility, and will not do so until
after the consultation this summer.

We are working with consumer groups and other stakeholders in developing the detail of the policy, and
our proposals, including the underlying evidence, will be published as part of our consultation this summer.

We have said that we are minded to focus on older poorer pensioners, and the reasons for this include
that they:

— Have a high propensity to be fuel poor —over 50% of all fuel poor households have someone over
60 in them.15

— Are significantly more likely to suVer from excess winter deaths—91% of those suVering from
excess winter death in 2008 were over 65.16

We have however said that we are minded that some resource should be available for other groups, and
that we are minded to continue to provide support to those receiving help under the voluntary agreement.

Payment Method Price Differentials

I promised to provide current information in relation to price diVerentials between diVerent payment
methods.

The table below gives a breakdown of the payment methods of the 2.8 million households identified as
being in fuel poverty in England in 2007.

Direct debit Standard PPM No Gas
credit

Electricity 1.1m 1.2m 0.5m N/A
customers
Gas customers 0.9m 0.9m 0.4m 0.6m

Of the 2.8 million fuel poor households in England, only 20% of them (0.6 million) use a pre-payment
meter (for gas or electricity, or both). Around 40% of fuel poor households pay for their electricity and
around 30% of fuel poor households pay for their gas by direct debit, therefore benefitting from the cheapest
payment method available.

Ofgem introduced a license condition change last September to ensure cost reflective pricing between
payment methods and will be reporting on the eVect of this change in the coming month.

The most recent data available on tariV diVerentials, as provided by Ofgem shows:

Average PPM/standard credit Average PPM/standard credit
diVerential (at July 2008) diVerential (at Oct 2009)

Average Gas N/A "£5
Average Electricity N/A "£5
Average Dual Fuel £41 "£4

Average PPM/direct debit Average PPM/direct debit
diVerential (as at July 2008) diVerential (as at Nov 2009)

Average Gas N/A £49
Average Electricity N/A £28
Average Dual Fuel £125 £97

*figures provided are without prompt pay discount for standard credit.

These figures are provided by Ofgem and are the average of the diVerentials across all
regions for the Big 6 suppliers based on average consumption levels, 20,500 kWh gas,
3,300kWh electricity.

In November 2009, the average PPM-Direct Debit diVerential stood at £97, a 22% decrease from its level
in July 2008. At PPM-adjusted levels of consumption the diVerential is £86, which again represents a
significant (22%) decline from the 2008 level.

Ofgem estimated in their Probe into retail energy markets that the diVerence between costs of direct debit
and PPM was around £88 per year (however, this will vary, for example. between suppliers).

15 2009 Fuel Poverty Statistics, p 33—http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/fuelpov stats/fuelpov stats.aspx
16 ONS statistics on Excess Winter Mortality—http://www.statistics.gov.uk/statbase/ssdataset.asp?vlnk%7089
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Ofgem are monitoring the impacts of their new licence conditions closely, both in terms of their overall
impact on the market, and in terms of detailed diVerentials. They intend to publish a Probe follow-up
document shortly, updating stakeholders on their monitoring activities, with a particular focus on what they
have observed since the introduction of the Undue Discrimination licence conditions in September of last
year.

Ofgem has reported that over one million customer accounts are benefitting from a suppliers social tariV.
Ofgem has defined a social tariV as the best tariV a supplier oVers in the customer’s area, regardless of their
payment method. This will mean that many of the most vulnerable customers will be benefitting from a
suppliers cheapest tariV regardless of their method of payment.

National Energy Efficiency Database

DECC is leading the development of a National Energy EYciency Data Framework (NEED). This is a
major matching exercise of GB-wide address level energy consumption records with building and individual
characteristics. It will deliver its first nationally matched dataset by July 2010, with further analytical tasks
expected later in the year.

Phase 2 (to be completed by Spring 2011) will allow for linking of additional data-sets, determine NEED
maintenance strategy and will allow other users to have access to the database. This is a very complex and
challenging task.

We expect that the main output of the NEED project will be improved evaluation of energy eYciency and
related policies across domestic and non-domestic buildings. It is envisaged that NEED could eventually be
used to help appraise and target fuel poverty policies more eVectively, it is diYcult to say however at this
early stage of the NEED project when will this be possible.

The research costs of scoping and pilot work have been around £300,000 (which excludes internal staV
time which has also been deployed). We are now in the process of commissioning Phase I and decisions
around future funding will be made in the normal course of business. It is also worth noting that the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council has, independently of DECC, engaged University
College London’s Energy Institute to investigate and advise on making best use of the NEED and DECC
are in regular contact with them to discuss their emerging findings.

Finally, the Committee asked what the waiting times for the installation of Warm Front measures in my
StaVord constituency. I can confirm that for insulation, customers the waiting time is currently an average
of 12 days and for heating measures, 36 days.

March 2010

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (FP 01B)

ENERGY & CLIMATE CHANGE SELECT COMMITTEE INQUIRY INTO FUEL POVERTY,
FOLLOW UP REQUEST ON SOCIAL PRICE SUPPORT

In response to a further request from the Committee following my initial letter of 15 March 2010, I am
writing with additional information on social price support. Members of the Committee asked about the
cost of extending social price support to people who: (a) have cancer; (b) qualify for Cold Weather Payments;
and (c) qualify for the Warm Front Scheme.

The cost of extending social price support to these groups would depend on the level of the benefit that
energy suppliers are required to pay to each eligible household. We have not made any final decisions on the
level of the benefit for social price support post-2011, and will not do so until after we have consulted on the
proposed scheme in the Summer. It is therefore not yet possible to say what it would cost to extend social
price support to these groups.

What I can say however is that there are around 4.2 million households that are currently eligible to receive
Cold Weather Payments and an estimated 3.3 million households in England that are eligible for support
under Warm Front17. The latest NHS Quality and Outcomes Framework data suggests that there are
around 680k people in England that are registered with a GP and have had a diagnosis of cancer since
April 200318.

17 www.decc.gov.uk/Media/
viewfile.ashx?FilePath%Statistics\fuelpoverty\1 20091020153255 e ww fuelpoverty2007detailedtables.pdf&filetype%4

18 www.ic.nhs.uk/webfiles/QOF/2008-09/Prevalence%20tables/QOF0809 National Prevalence.xls
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In PBR 2009 we said that, subject to the successful passage of the Energy Bill, the Government would
require energy suppliers to make available at least £300 million per annum by 2013–14 for mandated social
price support. It is important to ensure that this is targeted as carefully as possible at the households that
need it the most. We therefore need to identify groups which have a high propensity to being fuel poor and
whose circumstances and income tend to be stable over time.

March 2010

Memorandum submitted by Mr David Taylor (FP 04)

I am very concerned that one in three pensioners still lives in fuel poverty and that fuel bills are expected
to go on increasing. Fuel poverty can lead to misery and ill health. Older people on low incomes are most
at risk from the cold in the winter months. Last winter saw a shocking 36,700 excess winter deaths—a 49%
increase on the previous year.

Only a minority of older people in fuel poverty benefit from discounted bills. Many say that they do not
know about social tariVs or find them too complicated. That is why I support Age Concern and Help the
Aged in calling for mandatory social tariVs so that energy companies have to oVer their lowest tariV to
people on low income irrespective of how they pay their bills.

Fuel poverty needs to be tackled more urgently. We do not want to see another winter like the last one.
That is why I am asking you to support mandatory social tariVs to cut fuel poverty.

My own family experience is that to qualify for a social tariV the energy companies means test an applicant
in the same way as a benefits agency or Local Authority. If an agency has already awarded, say, Pension
Credit then that should be suYcient for an energy supplier as proof of income. It was accepted previously
but it seems energy suppliers are tightening up the eligibility criteria thus less people are eligible.

Further, and I would like to stress this point, and ask you to make representations to the relevant Minister
in relation to the Energy Bill which is in the pipeline: Energy suppliers of kerosene, solid fuel, and LPG do
not oVer social tariVs. Would you urge the Minister to include these suppliers also? I believe it would be
discriminatory not to.

Additionally kerosene suppliers have a minimum delivery amount of 500 ltrs. This currently costs around
£275.00 upfront. Very diYcult for pensioners or others in fuel poverty. More options should be made
available to order smaller amounts. I questioned a supplier on this and was told it was illegal to deliver less.
A Customs and Excise rule apparently. Would you be able to help confirm or deny this? Incidentally the last
occasion that kerosene prices reached the current level crude oil was at $150 a barrel. It is currently around
$75 a barrel (BBC News website).

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Federation of Petroleum Suppliers (FP 05)

Summary

The Federation of Petroleum Suppliers Ltd (FPS) considers it important that the Committee is aware of
the structure of the heating oil distribution industry in its inquiry into fuel poverty. FPS submits a resume
of the position of heating oil distributors, together with views on assisting fuel poor households that use oil
as a heat source and the lack of a common approach by Government departments to tackling climate
change.

FPS wishes to address the following two items of those under consideration:

— Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing.

— Support for households that are not connected to the mains gas grid.

The oil distribution industry is concerned at the increasing number of vulnerable customers who are
finding it diYcult to pay for heating oil. However, heating oil distributors are mostly small businesses
operating in a spot market and, unlike the large utility companies, are unable to oVer financial assistance
to these customers. Consequently, our views on the action that can be taken to alleviate fuel poverty amongst
heating oil end users are as follows:

— Oil distributors have budget payment plans but are not in a position to subsidise customers
beyond that.

— The industry is highly competitive so that customers can take advantage of any fall in the price of
oil by choosing when and from whom to purchase.

— Oil prices change on a daily basis and so there are no tariVs for heating oil.

— Oil remains the best option for those not on gas mains as the heating system is cleaner and easier
to operate than coal and cheaper than LPG.
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— Government funding is best aimed at reducing annual running costs through insulation, solar
heating and installation of condensing oil boilers.

— The UK Government should propose to the EU that VAT on domestic heating bills is reduced
to zero.

— The diVerent Government departments involved in implementing EU legislation on the various
aspects of climate change must work together to produce cohesive policies.

— The DWP Third Party Payment Creditor Scheme should be extended to permit payments for coal,
LPG and oil.

The Federation of Petroleum Suppliers

The Federation of Petroleum Suppliers (FPS) is the trade association for the oil distribution industry in
the UK and the Republic of Ireland. It represents the majority of distributors in Great Britain from the small
family business, which forms the greater part, to the distribution arms of some of the major oil companies—
a total of around 2,750 road tankers. The Federation’s members are responsible for almost all deliveries of
heating oil to end users in Great Britain.

Comments

1. Introduction

1.1 Oil distributors are concerned at the increasing number of their customers who are having diYculty
in paying for oil to run their heating systems. Whilst distributors are not in a position to subsidise these
customers, they are keen to look at other ways in which they can assist them.

1.2 There are around 250 oil distribution companies in Great Britain and approximately 300 in Northern
Ireland. The majority are small, family-run businesses. They purchase heating oil from the refiners and
importers at market prices, which change on a daily basis.

2. The market situation of the oil distribution industry

2.1 The high prices that oil has been attracting in recent times has put considerable pressure on oil
distribution companies, as credit limits with their suppliers have not increased. The ensuing tightening of
cash flow positions in a highly competitive industry has resulted many distributors’ becoming unviable and
having to sell their businesses to larger companies.

2.2 Reports from industry analysts Plimsoll Publishing Ltd confirmed that 2008 was a diYcult year for
the oil distribution industry and 28% of the companies analysed were losing money as a direct consequence
of rising costs and price reductions. 2009 was also a diYcult year because of the recession, with most
companies reporting profits of less than 1% according to Plimsoll. Their analysis last month (January)
reported that more job losses and cost cutting are necessary if distributors are to survive.

However, at the moment, there remain suYcient players in the market to ensure that the price of heating
oil to end users is extremely competitive.

2.3 The heating oil market is a volume driven, low margin market. Excluding duty and VAT, UK prices
for heating oil and other fuels are amongst the lowest in Europe. Price controls to address fuel poverty would
be disproportionate.

2.4 There is a number of oil distributors in each locality from whom customers can buy oil. These can be
found in Yellow Pages or via the FPS website. It is therefore simple for customers to phone round to get the
most competitive price. As heating oil is purchased on a spot market basis, they have no contract with and
so are not tied to a particular supplier and can shop around as they wish.

2.5 The financial costs of fuel for households oV the gas mains are not always as high as popular belief
would have. The latest figures from the independently compiled Sutherland Tables of Comparative
Domestic Heating Costs, which show that the annual costs of heating and hot water for a three bedroom
house, using the various fuels at prices averaged over the six months to October 2009, are:

Housecoal (Open fire and radiators) £1,171
Electricity (Storage heaters, radiators and immersion) £1,191
Mains gas (Condensing boiler) £856
LPG (Condensing boiler) £1,360
Oil (Condensing boiler) £818

Copies of the Sutherland Tables can be obtained via ww.sutherlandtables.co.uk.

Whilst the price of heating oil did rise considerably for a period last year, suppliers responded swiftly when
the price fell again.

Because the price of oil responds swiftly to changes in the price of crude, it gives customers the opportunity
to stock up when the price is low.
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3. Industry assistance for vulnerable households

3.1 Almost invariably, distributors oVer monthly payment schemes to customers. Until recently, the
majority of distributors would try to ensure on a charitable basis that vulnerable customers were not left
totally without fuel. However, the numbers of fuel poor have increased to a level whereby they can no longer
aVord to do this.

3.2 The price the distributors pay for oil varies on a daily basis. The price the customer is charged depends
on this and also on a number of other variables, such as delivery volume, location of the delivery site,
whether a number of deliveries in the same neighbourhood can be combined to cut down on costs, ease of
access to the delivery site—some need “mini” tankers where there is limited access, etc. Because of these
variables, distributors do not operate payment tariVs and a “social tariV” is not applicable.

4. Government assistance for vulnerable households

4.1 FPS endorses the Government’s initiative to provide financial assistance for vulnerable households
to become more energy eYcient and so reduce running costs permanently—and hopefully to a level that the
households can aVord. This seems a more sensible use of funds than continuing to subsidise higher running
costs year after year.

4.2 For households using oil for heating, FPS recommends Government support for better insulation,
solar panels and condensing boilers. Oil condensing boilers are the most eYcient on the market at up to 97%
SAP seasonal eYciency ratings compared with 93.3% for LPG and 91.5% for mains gas. (Source: DEFRA’s
Boiler EYciency Database—http://www.sedbuk.com). This would be a cheaper and less disruptive solution
for households oV the gas mains than extending the gas mains to areas of low density/sparse housing. Also,
it would avoid the inequity of taxpayers’ money to be used to provide extensions to the privately owned gas
mains infrastructure.

4.3 The Dept for Work and Pensions operates a third party payment creditor scheme. Under this scheme,
gas and electricity suppliers can be paid by DWP for supply to customers with outstanding debts to maintain
supply or to prevent any further debt accruing. If this scheme were to be extended to coal, LPG and oil
distributors, it would be of great benefit to many of the fuel poor who require immediate help with fuel bills.

4.4 President Sarkozy suggested some time ago that the EU should perhaps consider reducing the
minimum VAT level on domestic heating fuels to zero, as so many consumers are struggling to pay for
heating. FPS suggests that the UK Government should formally propose such a measure to the EU.
Although it would achieve only a small reduction in bills, these small amounts would help those on low
incomes.

5. A consistent approach to energy eYciency

5.1 FPS considers it of paramount importance that the diVerent Government departments involved in
the various climate change measures and fuel poverty work together to produce consistent,
complementary policies.

5.2 FPS is currently working with DECC’s Low Carbon Business Unit to encourage and help end users
to increase their energy eYciency under the Energy Services Directive. Part of the FPS and its members’
work on this is to encourage customers to change to more eYcient condensing boilers and install better
insulation and solar panels, as well as considering using a biofuel/mineral oil mix fuel.

5.3 DECC’s Renewable Heat Team is proposing to implement the Renewable Heat Incentive Strategy in
direct conflict with the Energy Services Directive and Fuel Poverty policies.

The Renewable Heat Incentive Strategy proposes placing a further levy on fossil fuels in addition to the
Climate Change Levy. Money raised from this new levy will be used to subsidise conversion of households
and businesses without access to mains gas to renewable heating fuels. However, the new levy will place an
additional financial burden on the fuel poor. Although they will be able to take advantage of the subsidies,
many fuel poor households are in rented accommodation where conversion to renewable heating sources
will be the landlord’s decision and many others will need assistance in evaluating and changing to renewable
heat sources.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Mr Ron Flowers (FP 06)

I am trying to make MPs of all parties and the Government aware of the fact that a large number of
electricity consumers supplied by re-suppliers do NOT have the same law to protect them as do consumers
who are supplied directly by an Electricity Producer, ie the “Electricity Supply Act 1989”, under which a
direct supplier has to obtain a court warrant before they can disconnect a supply, also a direct supplier must
keep a “Register of Vulnerable Persons”. Neither of these apply to a re-supplier of electricity. Who can
disconnect at anytime without giving notice or reason for their actions.
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May I please ask you to investigate this loophole in the present act which is being used to harass and
intimidate this section of consumers and therefore give ALL electricity consumers the same protection. I
would be very grateful for any help which you can give towards rectifying this situation, also any comments
you may have on this subject.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by eaga (FP 07)

eaga—Background

eaga welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Energy and Climate Change Committee Inquiry on
Fuel Poverty.

In order to put our comments into context, it may be helpful to briefly outline our role in the provision
of services across the UK and Ireland.

eaga is the largest provider of residential energy eYciency solutions in the UK; we are a co-owned business
working for DECC and the Welsh Assembly Government. As well as our services to Westminster and
devolved nations, we have also worked closely with Utilities and Local Authorities in managing the delivery
of energy eYciency programmes throughout the UK for the past 20 years. Since our establishment in 1990,
we have grown considerably and now employ more than 4,500 partners, the vast majority of whom are
involved in our energy eYciency work.

We have also pioneered the development of Benefit Entitlement Checks (BEC) throughout the UK. This
is a telephone service that oVers confidential advice to people regarding the benefits they claim and what
further benefits they may be entitled to. Through its dedicated team, eaga has delivered more than 220,000
BECs to date.

As well as our energy eYciency and social commitment through BEC, we are committed to helping the
environment and combating climate change. eaga Renewables provide renewable energy solutions to private
housing, specifically through the installation of solar thermal panels. This work is carried out in the private
sector, both with private-funded work and public-funded work (notably the current Welsh Assembly
Government pilot on renewable energy that forms part of HEES).

eaga has also launched the eaga Clean Energy for Social Housing programme which aims to enable low-
income households to take advantage of the introduction of feed-in tariVs and use this to fund the
installation of renewable technologies. This initiative attracts funding from private sector investors, who will
receive a return from the feed-in tariV element. There is no cost to the tenant and no investment required
from the social landlord.

For further information on eaga and our work across all sectors please visit www.eaga.com.

Key Points

— The problem of fuel poverty is caused by a combination of poor energy eYciency in the home and
low incomes. In many homes the water bill may also be of equal significance as the heating or
electricity costs. Therefore eaga believes there could be merit in a programme that combines energy
and water eYciency alongside income maximisation measures such as benefit entitlement checks.
Such a whole-house, holistic programme may be the best means to remove or minimise the threat
of fuel poverty.

— Warm Front is the flagship Government programme to tackle fuel poverty. It is extremely popular
and has seen applications increase in line with the rise in fuel poverty caused by soaring energy
prices. eaga believes it is important that stakeholders recognise that Warm Front is not able to act
as an emergency service given the high level of demand for help.

— There are strong links in place between Warm Front and energy supplier CERT programmes
through which many Warm Front delivered insulation works are funded by the latter. However as
suppliers reach their CERT priority-group carbon targets, the ability to combine such funding will
diminish. eaga therefore believes it extremely important that CERT is extended and incentives
provided to suppliers to work with Warm Front.

— eaga has worked with local authorities, community groups and energy suppliers to reach those in
fuel poverty that are most in need of help. Due to the popularity of Warm Front, there is always
a substantial queue of households awaiting assistance. Clearly given the debate on public funding
there are arguments to abandon such work and merely focus on those households that come
forward voluntarily. While understandable, eaga believes this could leave those in greatest need
unaware of the help available. It is also possible that such work will be abandoned to focus on just
those that have been identified to date. While understandable, eaga believes this could leave those
most in need unaware of the help available.
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— eaga welcomes the mandatory Social TariVs as being likely to help many households. At the same
time we believe that their long-term sustainability will need to be monitored given the rising
number of fuel poor households and OFGEM’s predictions of future price increases. If correct, the
rise in prices could make it diYcult to aVord a subsidised tariV structure.

Progress against Government targets

1. The Government’s Fuel Poverty Strategy of November 2001 was predicated on stable energy prices
over the coming period. On that basis the strategy adopted was a combination of short term alleviation
through income benefits such as Winter Fuel Payments; coupled with long term eradication by improving
homes through Warm Front and social housing programmes. This was intended to achieve the eradication
of fuel poverty in vulnerable households by 2010 and in all households by 2016.19

2. Unfortunately, while Warm Front and social housing programmes have led to substantial
improvements in the energy eYciency of homes, substantial rises in energy prices have led to a rise in the
number of homes in need of help. The total number of fuel poor households in 2007 was 4 million20 and
this is believed to have risen to 4.6 million in 2009.21 While resources for fuel poverty programmes have also
risen in the period, this has not been at the same rate as energy prices.

The issue of fuel poverty is one of both poor energy eYciency and low incomes. In many fuel poor homes
the water bill may also be a significant issue, and will increasingly become so as metering is introduced in
more areas and households. eaga believes that many fuel poor are also water poor households. Therefore
eaga believes there is merit in a programme that combines energy and water eYciency alongside income
maximisation measures such as benefit entitlement checks. Such a whole-house, holistic programme may be
the best means to remove or minimise the threat of fuel poverty. At the same time it can pull together funding
support from both energy and water utilities to help address the rising level of demand. For example, by
installing basic water saving devices, it is possible to reduce household gas bills by some £25 a year and water
bills (where metered) by £35. This would increase the total average saving through Warm Front alone by
some 15%.

Similarly eaga completed 78,294 Benefit Entitlement Checks in 2009. In 40% of cases an additional
entitlement was found raising income by an average of £1,615 per annum or £31.07 per week.22

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

3. eaga accepts the definition submitted by the Department of Energy and Climate Change regarding
Fuel poverty.23

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

Warm Front is the Government’s flagship Scheme for tackling fuel poverty, it is an extremely popular
programme that provides energy eYciency measures to vulnerable households to help them stay warm and
reduce their heating bills. In homes where Warm Front has installed insulation and heating measures, the
customer’s annual fuel bill is on average reduced by between £360 and £400.24 The average Standard
Assessment Procedure (SAP) rating of homes is increased from 38 to 62 points.25

4. Warm Front has successfully delivered measures to assist over 2 million customers with 40,000
customers currently going through the process of receiving assistance from Warm Front. Warm Front visits
more than one thousand households every working day and the Scheme fits or repairs a system every minute
of every working day.

5. Warm Front was designed to assist fuel poor households and not as an emergency heating service.
Applicants to the Warm Front Scheme are determined as being fuel poor by virtue of the eligibility criteria
and by definition all are vulnerable and therefore treated in the same manner.

6. The popularity of the scheme means that households will unfortunately always face a delay in having
work completed. This can create diYculties and stakeholders are often under pressure to support requests
for some homes to be queue-jumped. Unfortunately, this means that other vulnerable households would
suVer. The National Audit Committee Report recognised that the timescales are such as the “demand
outstrips the grant funds available each year.”26

7. For Warm Front to provide an emergency-type service, the level of funds would need to be increased
substantially. At the same time, eaga would need clear criteria on which criteria to prioritise one group of
vulnerable households over another. For example: should a home with a broken central heating boiler be
regarded as in more need than another that has never had any central heating?

19 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200809/cmselect/cmenvfru/37/3704.htm
20 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/news/pn120/pn120.aspx
21 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/8317020.stm
22 The Warm Front Scheme Annual Report 2008/2009
23 http://www.nea.org.uk/fuel-poverty-and-energy-eYciency/
24 Ibid footnote 26.
25 The Warm Front Scheme Annual Report 2008–09.
26 National Audit Report: Warm Front Scheme, February 2009—para 4.5.
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8. eaga has also continued to seek improvements to the Scheme. For example in agreement with DECC,
we are introducing electronic computer-aided surveying and tendering to both improve quality of work and
achieve further cost reductions. It has also worked to integrate Warm Front with other programmes such
as CERT.

9. Through the interaction process, eaga works with suppliers so that appropriate insulation works in
Warm Front households are funded by CERT. This delivers eYciency savings for both programmes and
allows Warm Front to assist more households. Similarly, eaga has arrangements with many local authorities
that meet part of the costs of works for their residents should these costs be greater than the maximum grant
available. This allows those households to avoid the need to make contributions where the cost of work
exceeds the available grant. Similar links exist with area-based programmes and eaga is now looking at
integrating Warm Front with the new CESP programmes.

10. The National Audit OYce stated that eaga was “proactive in delivering cost savings”27 and that
through interaction it had secured a further £45 million to be redistributed into Warm Front spending.28

DECC’s independent auditor, White Young and Green have stated that eaga oVered “value for money,
delivering heating systems more than a third cheaper than the private sector equivalent and a level of quality
that would be diYcult for the private sector to better or match.”29

However, the links in place between Warm Front and CERT depend on the position of suppliers with
regard to their CERT priority-group carbon targets. If they are close to achievement then their demand for
such works is minimal. To maintain the linkage eaga believes it is important for the extension of CERT to
be confirmed and incentives provided to suppliers to work with Warm Front.

Reaching those in most need

11. Traditionally, one of the biggest problems with targeting is that people do not consider themselves to
be fuel poor and therefore do not seek help. To address this issue eaga works with local authorities,
community groups and other partners to make sure that those in need are aware of the help available.

12. Due to the popularity of Warm Front, there is always a substantial queue of households awaiting
assistance. Clearly given the debate on public funding levels there are arguments to abandon such work and
merely focus on those households that come forward voluntarily. While understandable, eaga believes this
could leave those in most need unaware of the help available.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

13. eaga welcomes the Government’s aims to included social tariVs in the proposed Energy Bill. As the
increase in fuel poverty is largely a result of the continuing rise in energy prices, eaga believes that those on
the lowest income should be oVered the cheapest tariV and supplier oVers.

14. At the same time we believes that their long-term sustainability will need to be monitored given the
rising numbers of fuel poor and OFGEM’s predictions of future price increases. If correct, the rise in prices
could make it diYcult to aVord a subsidised tariV structure.

Support for households not connected to the mains gas grid

15. For those properties not connected to the mains gas supply, eaga already utilises the welcome support
from the regulator, OFGEM to fund a connection. This then allows the installation of a high-eYciency gas
central heating system.

16. For homes that are too far away from the mains gas network, Warm Front provides either an oil
central heating system or electric storage heaters. In conjunction with DECC and NEA, eaga is examining
the potential to oVer a low-carbon or renewable package such as heat pumps and solar thermal systems.

17. If proven then eaga believes that such packages may oVer better solutions for households that are oV
the gas grid.

February 2010

27 National Audit OYce Report: Warm Front Scheme February 2009.
28 The National Audit Report: Warm Front Scheme; February 2009 para 2.14.
29 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/what we do/consumers/fuel poverty/fuel bill help/value for cash/

value for cash.aspx
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APPENDIX ONE

WARM FRONT CASE TESTIMONIALS

Mrs L, Stoke

Mrs Lewis, from Stoke, applied to Warm Front in 2008. She says “My husband wasn’t well, was largely
confined to the house and felt the cold. Our heating bills were rising enormously and I wanted to find a way
of counteracting this. I’d seen some publicity around Warm Front and thought there’s no harm in applying
and seeing if I can get the insulation done. It wasn’t until Warm Front visited that I realised I could get more.
We had no heating in our main room where my husband used to sit and our only source of heat was an
electric fire which was costing us a lot of money to run”.

Mrs Lewis had loft insulation, a new condensing boiler and radiators installed in June 2008. Her property
was improved from SAP 26 to 48. She says “I thought the Warm Front work would be very complicated
and cause upheaval but it didn’t cause any disruption at all. I couldn’t believe how quickly and neatly the
work was done. The insulation was completed in a morning and a new boiler and radiator was installed in
only two days”.

Mrs Lewis told Warm Front: “I’ve always paid my bills by direct debit and was staggered when instead
of taking £100 one month, my supplier only took £13 and the next month only £6. I can’t ever recall building
up a surplus in my account and being charged anything as low as these monthly payments. I’m back to a
regular direct debit amount now but it’s lower than before and I’m still in surplus. This can only be down
to the fact that the work I’ve had done under Warm Front means I’m using less gas and electricity”. Mrs
Lewis has already recommended Warm Front to others too: “My house is definitely warmer and cosier and
all the work I’ve had done is very neat. Warm Front has said they’ll come out this year and next to check
everything and I’m always reassured by knowing they’re only a phone call away. I’ve recommended Warm
Front to lots of people—I have a much neater, more eYcient boiler and an all round warmer home”.

Mrs H, London

Mrs H applied in October 2008, and had three electric storage heaters installed on 7 February 2009.
Previously, her only form of heating had been on-peak electric panel heaters. She also had loft insulation
installed in her pre-1900 terraced property, meaning that the SAP rating of her property went from just 8 to
38, a significant improvement and one likely to have resulted in real reductions in running costs.

Mrs H stated that “I was really struggling to keep the house warm as the heaters I was using cost a fortune
if you keep them on too long. When I heard about Warm Front it seemed too good to be true but the team
were really helpful and made sure that everything went like clockwork. Thank you Warm Front!”

APPENDIX TWO

BENEFIT ENTITLEMENT CHECK TESTIMONIALS

Mr and Mrs C, Devon

After applying to the Warm Front Scheme, Mr and Mrs C of Devon were oVered a Benefit Entitlement
Check. During the check it soon transpired that the couple were missing out on their full benefit entitlement.
Mr C should have been claiming an additional amount in Pension Credit. Furthermore Mr C had some
health problems that were aVecting him on a daily basis. Mr C was signposted to the Macmillan Cancer
Trust where they assisted him with completing the necessary forms.

Mr Cs application for Pension Credit and Attendance Allowance was successful, and he is now in receipt
of an extra £73.60 per week in Pension Credit, and £70.35 per week in Attendance Allowance. In addition to
this Mrs C has been awarded £53.10 per week in Carers Allowance for registering as a carer for her husband.

As a result of the Benefit Entitlement Check the couple’s annual income has increased by £10,246, which
has made a massive diVerence to their lives. The couple are also having gas central heating, loft insulation
and draught-proofing installed in the property under the Warm Front Scheme.

Mr C was delighted with the outcome. He contacted the Benefit Entitlement Check team to say: “The
Benefit Entitlement Check service is excellent! I’m very grateful for what you have done for me and my
family. The places you signposted me to were brilliant. Thank you.”

Mrs T, Kent

Mrs C from Chelmsford had her heating repaired under the Warm Front Scheme. In addition to this Mrs
C was oVered a Benefit Entitlement Check. During the assessment the adviser noted that Mrs C was not
receiving the correct amount of Pension Credit, and was eligible for Council Tax Benefit. With Mrs C’s
consent, the Benefit Entitlement Check adviser referred Mrs C’s details to The Pension Service.

Mrs C was absolutely thrilled when her application was processed and she was awarded over £33.00 per
week in Pension Credit, and full Council Tax Benefit of £24.93 per week. Not only had Mrs C’s income
increased by £3,012.36 but she was also awarded over £1,600 in backdated payment.
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Mr C was delighted with the outcome. He contacted the Benefit Entitlement Check team to say: “I can’t
thank you enough, the adviser was very helpful. I am very happy that I did not have to fill out any forms
as my details were passed to the Pension Service. The Benefit Entitlement Check service is excellent.”

Memorandum submitted by Dr Brenda Boardman, Environmental Change Institute,
University of Oxford (FP 08)

Definition

1. Fuel poverty occurs when a household is unable to aVord adequate levels of energy services in the home
for 10% of income. This covers all uses of energy in the home, not just heating (Boardman 1991, p 227) and
refers to the “need” for these energy services, not just what is currently purchased. A fuel poor household
is likely to be cold as well as spending a disproportionate amount of money on fuel. The aim is for them to
be warm and to have adequate other energy services, if possible for less expenditure.

2. The definition of eligibility for the main fuel poverty policies depends upon social characteristics, for
instance being a pensioner, or on a means-tested benefit. The calibre of the home is not used in targeting
assistance. As a result, barely 25% of all the money listed as fuel poverty policy actually goes to the fuel poor.
This is in total nearly £4 billion pa (£2.75 billion for Winter Fuel Payments and over £1 billion for energy
eYciency improvements).

3. It is extremely diYcult to target the fuel poor accurately, but the present definition and policy focus is
often too wide (eg all pensioners) and always too narrow (eg excluding a focus on the worst homes).

Coherence

4. The Government orchestrates policies that provide 75% of the money going on income support (Winter
Fuel Payments) and only 25% on energy eYciency improvements (from the utilities through CERT Priority
Group and government funds for Warm Front). Yet, it is only the increased energy eYciency of the housing
stock that results in the permanent treatment of fuel poverty. Increased incomes or reduced fuel costs are
recurring costs that deal with the symptoms of fuel poverty rather than the cause.

5. The policies on energy eYciency are inadequate because they are measured in outputs (numbers of
insulation measures installed) rather than outcomes (numbers of homes brought out of fuel poverty. Neither
Warm Front nor CERT Priority Group has a requirement to target the worst, least energy eYcient homes.
The average property treated by Warm Front is lifted from 40 to 61 SAP points, whereas the average fuel
poor home has a SAP of 38. Those in the most severe fuel poverty are not being helped and to bring them
out of fuel poverty would require a SAP 81 standard. Similar statistics from CERT Priority Group are not
collated by Ofgem: this scheme provides mainly free measures to eligible households, which is of benefit to
the fuel poor.

6. Other energy eYciency policies for the fuel poor:

(a) Local authorities have a duty to respond, under the Housing, Health and Safety Rating System
(HHSRS), if a property has a Category 1 Risk of Excess Cold. These unhealthy homes are
eVectively all those with a G- and F-rating on an Energy Performance Certificate: about half the
fuel poor live in such properties. Local authorities are not fulfilling their duties under this
legislation and ensuring that the properties are improved to provide healthy homes. The
government has not enforced the obligation. As a result, this potentially powerful legislation is not
providing assistance for the fuel poor.

(b) Warm Zones—these are area-based interventions, partly funded by local authorities and partly by
the utilities. There are probably about 14 in the country. They take a comprehensive approach to
try and bring the homes out of fuel poverty, both through energy eYciency improvements and extra
income as a result of benefit entitlement checks. Many households cannot be brought out of fuel
poverty, in reality, because the level of energy eYciency grants are inadequate. The results of those
ongoing projects have not been well documented.

(c) CESP (community Energy Saving Programme)—this new government initiative is building on the
Warm Zones approach, but focusing particularly on low-income, local authority housing. These
are not the households in the greatest fuel poverty, because they are in the private housing sector.
The CESP initiative is only proposing to cover 90,000 properties in 100 communities. It is not clear
if the intention is to lift households out of fuel poverty, but the whole pilot is too late and too small.
It is good to develop an area-based approach further, but it is not clear what will be learnt.

(d) Feed-in tariV: when this is introcued in April 2010 it is likely to increase the gap between the energy
eYciency of better-oV households and the fuel poor. There is an urgent need to develop policies
that will make sure the fuel poor have access to this source of money by providing them with free
installations of the eligible technologies.

7. At the moment, the poor have to purchase expensive warmth, whereas they need to have the cheapest
warmth (and other energy services). Only Warm Zones target assistance on those fuel poor that need it most.
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Targeting

8. To lift 5 million households out of fuel poverty in seven years (by November 2016) is a huge task. The
proposal is that the first 50% should be taken out of fuel poverty by 2013 through action by each local
authority in low-carbon zones (Boardman 2007, p 88; Boardman 2010, p 222). These are focused on the fuel
poor and are not to be confused with the low-carbon zones being undertaken in London, where there is no
such priority.

9. The suggestion is that each local authority defines a low-carbon zone (LCZ) that contains half the fuel
poor in their jurisdiction. Because the fuel poor only represent between a quarter and a third of the
households, even in the most concentrated areas, these LCZ are about 15–20,000 properties each. The local
authority then ensures that energy eYciency improvements are undertaken to bring each property up to
SAP81, through a street-by-street, comprehensive approach. Even so, only 83% of the fuel poor will be
brought out of fuel poverty (Guertler and Preston, 2009).

10. The method of payment for this work has to recognize that the fuel poor have no capital and that
there is no need to subsidize the rich. At the moment, some of the energy eYciency improvements (ie Warm
Front) are paid for by the Government. This is a sensible, progressive method of funding as few of the fuel
poor pay income tax and, hence, are barely contributing to the cost. They just benefit from the
improvements. However, it is assumed that government funds are limited. The growing amount of activity
that is funded through the utilities (eg CERT Priority Group) is regressive: the fuel poor contribute more
funds than they receive back in improvements. Every household pays £80 per annum for CERT, the
renewables obligation and EU Emissions Trading Scheme combined. This is already around 10% of the fuel
bills of the fuel poor. The contribution from the fuel poor for these government policies should be capped
at £80 and not increased.

11. Schemes such as pay-as-you-save (PAYS) are not appropriate for the fuel poor as they require all the
benefit of the energy eYciency improvement to reduce the fuel costs. In reality, the fuel poor take 30–50%
of the benefit as extra warmth, so do not have the savings to service the loan.

12. A new and alternative source of funds would be to unlock some of the equity in the home. Everyone
is living in a capital asset, even though it may not belong to them. The proposal is that the cost of the energy
eYciency improvements are paid for by a charge on the property that is repaid when the property is sold.
The landlord and the owner occupier would be responsible for the costs, not the tenant. There may be other
ways of funding the work, for instance green mortgages, stamp duty rebates, low-interest loans, but the
default would be a charge on the property.

13. A fully comprehensive, area-based approach would ensure that all those in the most severe fuel
poverty are incorporated into the low-carbon zone. These are people who do not self-refer for the existing
energy eYciency programmes, do not switch to the cheapest energy suppliers and do not claim all the benefits
to which they are entitled. They are extremely diYcult to find and to incorporate into schemes, but are
probably suVering some of the worst fuel poverty. A community-wide, inclusive scheme would enable them
to be helped.

Social Tariffs

14. The emphasis on social tariVs is misplaced. Whilst they will benefit a few households, it is not clear
than many of these will be the fuel poor. There are about 1 million recipients of a social tariV at the moment,
with about 5 million households having around 9 million energy accounts between them. If pensioners are
the main recipients of the social tariVs, there will be similar targeting problems as with the Winter Fuel
Payment: the majority of the group will not be in fuel poverty. The average benefit, under the social tariVs,
is likely to be about £70 per account per year.

15. There is a bigger issue over tariVs. Ofgem have:

“identified that suppliers benefit in total by around £1 billion per annum from premiums charged
to certain groups of customers . . . This premium is borne disproportionately by vulnerable
consumers and those without access to the gas grid” (Ofgem 2008, p 113). The £1 billion may be
a conservative estimate. The majority of the excess is paid by households with a prepayment meter
or who have never switched suppliers. It would be more appropriate for Ofgem to make sure that
these excess costs are not levied on the disadvantaged, rather than focus on redressing a few of them
with social tariVs.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

16. The winter fuel payment is not correctly labelled as a fuel poverty policy, it is a pension supplement.
Barely a quarter of the money goes to the fuel poor: in England in 2006 it was 19%, but the proportion may
now be higher, as the numbers of fuel poor have risen. The winter fuel payment is for pensioners, regardless
of income: there are as many recipients in the top income decile as in the bottom income decile and 100,000
households with total annual incomes above £100,000 (HC 1099, 2008, pp 53, 57–8). Non-pensioner fuel
poor households are not eligible for any of the winter fuel payment.
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17. Cold weather payments are well-targeted on households in receipt of an income-related benefit. The
government’s upgrade of the payment to £25 per week was fortuitous and over the recent cold winter, a total
of £261 million has been paid between 1 November 2009 and 12 January 2010 (Hansard 27 Jan 2010: Column
920W). This will have provided essential support for many fuel poor households. It is to be hoped that it
can be confirmed that the level of payment will continue at the level of £25 per week, at least, for the future.

Off-gas Grid Households

18. Households are not connected to the gas grid or do not have gas for heating for diVerent reasons,
including:

(a) they are in properties where gas-fuelled heating systems would be inappropriate, for instance
Ronan Point style flats, or sheltered housing schemes;

(b) they have gas in the property, but do not use it for heating; or

(c) they are beyond the gas grid, in a geographical sense, and are in a rural area.

19. The majority of the former two groups of properties are all electric, whereas the latter are more likely
to have alternative fuels, such as oil, for heating. Increasingly properties will have new electric installations
using air or ground-sourced heat pumps. Rural properties are likely to detached homes, often solid walled,
and therefore classed as “hard-to-treat”, ie expensive.

20. The measures and funds available under Warm Front or the CERT Priority Group are generally
insuYcient for these hard-to-treat properties, as they do not fund solid-wall insulation. The installation of
oil-fired heating systems has undoubtedly been an incorrect policy. Provision of wood stoves, solar thermal
heating systems and solid wall insulation are all appropriate for rural, oV-gas grid properties.

Other Issues

21. The then Minister for Fuel Poverty, Joan Ruddock, announced a review of fuel poverty policy to be
published in summer 2009. It has not yet appeared. The present Minister, David Kidney, has stated that he
hopes it will be published before the general election. The review is sorely needed, as the original Fuel
Poverty Strategy 2001 was clearly an initial, interim document, that was written with the expectation of
further detail being forthcoming. It has never been updated and that is one of the reasons why the 2010 target
has become impossible. The new strategy should provide a clear routemap for the eradication of fuel poverty
by 2016, together with funding proposals, defined responsibilities for delivery and should be based on the
expectation that fuel prices will continue to rise. The Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000 does
add the caveat that the government only has to do what is “reasonably practicable”. Despite a judicial review
and appeal, this phrase has still not been properly defined, but in seven years perhaps it is possible to assume
that everything could be “reasonably practicable” so that by 2016 fuel poverty has, indeed, been eradicated.
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Memorandum submitted by the Commission for Rural Communities (FP 09)

Our evidence covers fuel poverty in rural England with specific concern for oV mains gas areas.

Off Mains Gas Evidence

The enclosed maps (3)

Map 1 illustrates the extent of coverage of the mains gas network across England expressed in percentage
terms and based on post code data.

Map 2 illustrates the correlation of the highest percentage oV net gas areas with the highest incidences of
rural fuel poverty identified by lower super output areas.

Map 3 illustrates the distribution 100% oV net gas areas identified in Map 2 in correlation with the
percentage of households in fuel poverty.

The graphs below show a clear correlation between increasing levels of fuel poverty and households with
no mains gas connection. This is new analysis which we hope the Select Committee will find informative.
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One in three rural households do not have a mains gas connection and are reliant on heating oil, Liquid
Petroleum Gas (LPG) or solid fuel for their heating. As graph 1 illustrates not having a mains gas connection
has a significant impact on the prevalence of fuel poverty. 23% of all households that have no mains gas
connection are living in fuel poverty (compared to 12% of all households that have a mains gas connection).

Graph 1

Source: Building Research Establishment (BRE) analysis (2010) of English Housing Condition Survey
2006–07

The situation is worse in rural areas than in urban. 27% of rural households that have no mains gas
connection are living in fuel poverty (compared to 18% of urban households that have no mains gas
connection).

Also as graph 2 illustrates below the most rural areas (Villages and Isolated Hamlets) have worse
indicators than the denser rural areas (Town and Fringe). 28% (almost 1 in 3) of households in “Villages,
hamlets and isolated dwellings” that have no mains gas connection are living in fuel poverty (compared to
22% in rural towns and fringe areas that have no mains gas).

Graph 2
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Key Characteristics of Rural Fuel Poverty

Fuel poverty is exacerbated in rural areas due to the high number of older solid wall properties that are
diYcult to insulate and high number of households and lower than average wages. This combined with a
partial access to cheaper (regulated) mains gas, increases the incidence of fuel poverty.

Key facts about rural fuel poverty include:

— 1 in 5 (21.3%) households in villages, isolated dwellings and hamlets are living in fuel poverty,
compared to 12% in urban areas (Source: BRE/English Housing Condition Survey, 2006–07).

— 34% of all rural households are solid wall properties (Hard to Treat Homes) which are more diYcult
and expensive to insulate (Source: Centre for Sustainable Energy Report to Eaga Partnership
Charitable Trust from July 2008).

— Hard to treat homes (oV mains gas and solid wall) account for over 50% of the UK’s total carbon
emissions from housing (Source: BRE/English Housing Condition Survey of 2006–07).

— 29.5% of households in villages, isolated dwellings and hamlets have a SAP (Standard Assessment
Procedure for Energy EYciency) below 30, compared to 5.8% in urban areas. A SAP rating below
35 is classified as an extremely energy ineYcient home and a significant health hazard. (Source:
BRE/English Housing Condition Survey, 2006–07).

Rural Fuel Poverty and Government Initiatives

Given this evidence the CRC is very concerned that current and proposed fuel poverty programmes
including Warm Front, CERT (Carbon Emission Reduction Target), Community Energy Savings
Programme (CESP) and the CERT Extension; whilst supposed to be available across the country, may not
in fact address the needs of rural households, nor reach the fuel poor in oV mains gas areas.

An evaluation of the Warm Front programme by the Centre for Sustainable Energy for EAGA found that
the correlation between Warm Front Grants delivered between 2000 and 2008 and levels of fuel poverty was
strongest in “urban” areas and weakest in rural areas—between 2000 and 2008 only 10% of Warm Front
Grants were awarded in rural areas. This figure has risen to 15% in 2008–09 however, this is reaching only
a fraction of the number of rural households who need to be lifted out of fuel poverty, especially those in
hard to treat properties and/or oV the gas network. Due to the focus on cavity and loft insulation the
Government’s CERT programme is not applicable to rural hard to treat homes. We also note that CESP
agreed programmes of assistance are all in urban areas.

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)

This proposed initiative, currently being consulted upon, will apply to all areas including rural oV net gas
households. Whilst we are supportive of measures to improve the uptake of renewable technologies and
tackle carbon emissions, we are concerned that the levy supporting the RHI may disproportionately impact
on oV mains gas fuel poor households reliant on fossil fuel; that is those using LPG, domestic heating oil
(kerosene) or coal.

In our view the use of levies raised from domestic and from commercial users should be separately ring
fenced for domestic and for commercial investment. This is because of the risk that fuel poor households
would be compelled to pay the levy but might then (depending on the final design of the scheme)be unable
to access investment from the RHI fund whilst rural (and other) businesses would be able to. This would
clearly be unfair.

CRC Hands Up to Fuel Poverty Study

For information

The Commission for Rural Communities and Rural Services Network are working with Durham County
Council, East Riding Council and Shropshire Council to identify the depth and impact of rural fuel poverty
in these areas and gain a better understanding of the barriers and solutions to engaging with communities
on rural fuel poverty issues.

As part of the study we have surveyed 7,500 rural households with a very high response rate of 15.6%. A
full analysis of the responses plus further evidence from focus groups which are currently running in each
of the areas will be available at the end of April 2010. However initial analysis of the Durham responses is
showing a high level of confusion and mistrust amongst rural residents on the range of energy conservation
schemes available, what schemes are applicable to them if any and the role of energy companies in
delivering schemes.

We would be happy to provide the Committee, or any of its Members, with details of the findings
following completion.
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Marmot Review 2010

We should like to draw the Committee’s attention to Professor Sir Michael Marmot’s strategic review of
health inequalities, “Fair Society, Healthy Lives” that state on page 134 “Risks of fuel poverty are higher
in rural areas”.

The impact on health of fuel poverty should not be underestimated, it is not only cold but damp conditions
that gnaw at and debilitate fuel poor households.

Memorandum submitted by the Joint National Right to Fuel Campaign and UNISON (FP 10)

1. Introduction

1.1 The National Right to Fuel Campaign (NRFC) and UNISON welcome the opportunity to make this
joint submission to the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee enquiry into fuel poverty.

1.2 The NRFC came into existence in 1975 with the single aim of ensuring that every household was able
to aVord adequate heat, light and power. Over thirty years later, the Campaign is still fighting to achieve that
objective. UNISON has been a long time supporter of the Campaign. In addition to representing members in
the energy sector, UNISON also has many low paid members and a large body of retired members—many
of whom feel at the sharp end of escalating fuel prices.

1.3 The background to this joint submission is a piece of work that NRFC are shortly to publish on the
fuel costs issues faced by working people who have fallen on hard times. The data for the report came from
a series of interviews that NRFC undertook with members who applied to UNISON’s Welfare Fund, which
is the registered charity serving members of the union. Its aim is to provide support to members and their
dependants during times of financial hardship or personal diYculty such as redundancy, bereavement, illness
or relationship breakdown. UNISON Welfare Fund provides support services to current members and their
families (and to past members of NALGO) through the delivery of confidential information, advice and
guidance on areas such as debt management, benefits and housing and through the provision of financial
assistance through grants and loans.

1.4 NRFC and UNISON believe that the research will be of interest to the Committee as they undertake
their inquiry into fuel poverty. Not just for what it might tells them about addressing the energy needs of
people in similar situations, but also for what it says about the fuel cost issues faced by people on low
incomes more broadly.

2. Overview of Findings

2.1 This small scale piece of research involved structured interviews with 11 people from diVerent
households whose circumstances had changed due to factors beyond their control. The household income
dropped dramatically and they were no longer able to sustain lifestyles which had previously been
manageable. Within a context of personal and multiple financial problems, they were asked about the impact
of fuel costs and their attempts to get advice and support to help with these new conditions.

2.2 These respondents were dealing with a multiplicity of problems, diYculties in adjusting to changing
household circumstances and sorting out various diVerent repayment and debt issues. They were trying to
find out if help was available on a number of fronts, whilst still suVering from the impact of the original
problem.

2.3 The research concentrated on the energy issues, cost and energy saving. Although the report is still
being finalised, we believe that the research highlights the problems faced by households in fuel poverty, as
they show the problems of high fuel bills, inadequate help and support facilities and the lack of resources
to make their homes energy eYcient so they could keep their fuel bills down.

2.4 These cases also show fear and uncertainty about the energy market and how households can find a
clear way through the options available and a fair, sympathetic treatment by energy suppliers. In terms of
developments relating to climate change, this group also shows that they are reducing their energy use, not
to be more energy eYcient but to try to keep out of fuel debt. As fuel bills rise, in response to additional levies
for climate change investment and wholesale energy prices, households in fuel poverty will be increasingly
deprived of the ability to use adequate energy for hot water and heating their homes and for other functions
which require energy. This will have increasing impact on the health and social wellbeing of these and other
households in fuel poverty.

3. Catastrophe

3.1 Almost all respondents had been brought to the UNISON Welfare Fund through a personal
catastrophe, either in the form of an illness, the loss of a partner through divorce or prison or the loss of
employment. Many of the respondents had already been dealing with life on a low income. It was apparent,
through the conversations, that there was absolutely no capacity within their situations to deal with anything
that was out of the ordinary. This was not through extravagant living. Several were already dealing with their
finances in a reasonably eYcient manner by paying bills by direct debit and ensuring that bills came out at
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the beginning of the month. A small number of respondents had had relatively high incomes by comparison
to others, yet they too found that the changes that brought them to the Welfare Fund had had a catastrophic
eVect and were finding it diYcult to adapt to the changed circumstances.

4. Income Levels

4.1 Most respondents were left in a financial position where they were not apparently entitled to any
benefit or benefits which would allow them to access grants such as Warm Front. This group highlights
problems for those households whose income is above benefit cut oV levels.

4.2 Mrs N had contacted her supplier to see if there was any help but there was none available because
they were not on any benefits. She said that she used to “work for a CAB and I know that there isn’t much
help for people not on benefits. We have to pay for everything”.

4.3 Mrs M never has money left at the end of the month. She described herself as “being between a rock
and a hard place”, she was not eligible for benefits, yet her income did not meet her financial commitments
[after the catastrophe which had left her in this position].

4.4 Mr G is aware that his energy companies, British Gas and Scottish Power, oVer special tariVs and
services but believes that he is not eligible for them, “because I am on incapacity benefit and not on income
support”.

4.5 Mrs V said she had not qualified for any welfare support because she did not earn enough money for
tax credits and earned too much to receive income support.

5. Energy Markets and Affordability

5.1 Most respondents had recognised that energy prices and profits had increased and were shocked by
the levels of expenditure on energy for their daily needs.

“Disgusting that energy prices have shot up as they have but that companies are still making
ginormous profits.”

“Energy is too expensive and it should not be down to the vagaries of the market, companies
should not be allowed to make profits out of essentials, it’s not morally justifiable.”

5.2 This was exacerbated in households where there was additional need for heating where a household
member was ill or disabled.

5.3 Mrs B’s husband’s illness had required that the heating be on all the time and the winter bill was £850.
Her energy supplier, npower, informed her, via her energy bill, that her monthly direct debit was being
increased to £160. She said she had always paid by direct debit for as much as she could so that she would
avoid the shock of big bills. Her husband contacted npower and explained their situation and the reason for
the high energy bills. She believed that npower may have oVered a discount as a consequence of his illness
and said that it was in the region of £15 per annum. Her husband’s MacMillan nurse had also contacted
npower who said that they were doing all that they could for them.

5.4 Mr F’s electricity bill is around £80 per month and his gas bill is not far behind that amount. The
heating is on all the time for his osteoarthritis. He also has a skin condition which means that it is
uncomfortable to wear too many clothes. He describes things as being “bad but not the worst oV in the
scheme of things”.

5.5 Responses also showed the problems arising from switching energy suppliers when the level for the
Direct Debit is inaccurately assessed and the issues that can occur when the customer contacts the supplier
for help when their circumstances have changed. The former problem resulted in some cases when switching
in response to a doorstep sale, where the expenditure on fuel was underestimated. 8 out of the 11 respondents
had one or more problems with their energy supplier.

5.6 The level of direct debits being set either too high or too low aVected five of the respondents.
Generally, they were set too low initially which led to the build up of debt. Then the supplier increased the
direct debit to a much higher level, beyond the limits of the customer’s finances.

5.7 Mr G had switched to paying for gas by direct debit. The level of the direct debit was not suYcient
and he ended up owing an additional £400. He fell behind and had a prepayment meter installed.

5.8 Mrs V’s current supplier had door-stepped her and said her monthly energy bills would be £25 per
fuel. However, a debt had quickly built up because of an underestimation of consumption and increasing
energy prices. Mrs V had assumed that her monthly direct debit was suYcient to cover her consumption
until she received a statement saying that her direct debit would need to increase from £25 per month to £90
each for gas and electricity.

5.9 Other problems included not being able to get direct debits set up, bill disputes in spite of providing
meter readings and inability to get keys for meter boxes.

5.10 For some reason that British Gas had not been able to explain, it had been impossible to set up a
direct debit for Mrs M’s electricity account. This meant she had to pay the bill at the bank.
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5.11 In Mrs N’s experience, energy companies “estimate your bills and then get you to read the meter for
them and then, when you get the bill, it’s still wrong”.

5.12 Mrs R wanted a key for her meter box and had been promised that one would be sent so that she
could check her consumption. Southern had not sent it to her and she was now waiting for a statement to
see what her bill would be.

5.13 Several respondents had a poor experience of dealing with their energy suppliers “it was like talking
to a brick wall”; another said that her treatment was “terrible”. Only one respondent mentioned having any
assistance dealing with their energy suppliers though respondents were not asked this question directly.

5.14 Mrs D said that her treatment by British Gas had been “terrible”. She had explained her financial
situation and none of the many advisers she had spoken to had been at all sympathetic. She had had to make
“millions” of calls and had got “fed up” with the whole thing. If she missed a payment even by a day, they
were on the phone straight away to ask her for the payment.

5.15 Mrs N had contacted her energy supplier because she was trying to get them to correct a direct debit
payment that was too high. She found this diYcult to achieve and said that on occasions it was like “talking
to a brick wall” with the supervisor wanting to increase the payment to £135 per month. She stuck to her
guns and kept the payment at £129.

5.16 Mr F pays for his gas and electricity by direct debit. He had previously been paying by cash on a
monthly basis. “So I put it on direct debit and let them sort the amount out. The overdraft has absorbed
the increases.” Mr F had had an energy debt which he described as “a short term thing bound up in paying
for the repairs to the shower”. He had been reluctant to contact his energy supplier saying that he was a bit
“frightened that they would not be very sympathetic because they can insist on you having a prepayment
meter” which he said were much more expensive to use. He said it was “pointless to contact them and the
less they know about you the better. They have all the power in the relationship”.

5.17 Mrs V described her supplier, SWALEC, as being very good when she contacted about the massive
increase in her Direct Debit amount (see 3.3.3 above) and was “quite surprised” at the support she had
received. The adviser had explained that the new payments had been generated automatically and that she
would not have to pay that amount. The adviser said that they were expecting people to be in diYculty
because of the cold weather and higher energy prices. A new monthly amount of £45 per month was agreed
which would recover her debt and pay for her current consumption.

6. The Failure of Market Competition to Deliver for the Fuel Poor

6.1 An important issue around switching suppliers is shown in these cases. From this small sample, nine
of the 11 respondents had either switched and had problems or were fearful of switching in case there were
problems. Respondents feared loss of supply, final bills that would upset finances, problems from overuse
of energy on a capped tariV or were generally sceptical or confused about the process and benefits. The other
two respondents did not consider changing as they did not want upset current arrangements.

6.2 Mrs N said she would not switch supplier because she would have to pay the final bill and also have
two direct debits in one month, the one from the previous supplier and one from the new supplier, “they all
want their money in the same month”.

6.3 Mrs M had considered switching to Marks and Spencer Energy but had decided against this; she had
heard horror stories about switching supplier and she also had her servicing contract with them which she
did not want to disrupt.

6.4 Mr G knows that he can switch supplier but has not attempted to do so, “with being in arrears to
British Gas, I can’t imagine anyone else wanting to take them over”.

6.5 Mrs D had been approached by Scottish Power who said that she could save more with them. She
switched supplier and found that she was putting more money into her prepayment meter so she switched
back to EdF, “he (SP representative) said it would have been cheaper than EdF but it wasn’t”.

6.6 Mrs V said that having got into trouble as a consequence of switching supplier would make her
unlikely to switch again in future. She felt she had not made the savings she had expected and described
suppliers at “six of one and half a dozen of the other”.

6.7 Mrs R switched from EdF, because she felt they were too expensive, to Southern Electricity. She could
not say whether or not she felt that Southern’s prices had gone up or down since May 2008. She was,
however, having some diYculties with Southern.

6.8 Mr F knew that he could change supplier but had never tried to switch. Friends had switched
telephone supplier which had ended up leaving them without access to a phone and he was fearful that the
same thing might happen with his energy supplier. “I don’t want to be without a phone or fuel. I don’t know
how to change supplier and I’m not sure I would make any savings. They’d want their money back at some
point in the future.”

6.9 Mr W has little idea whether or not he can trust what gas and electricity companies tell him about
energy prices. He said it was all “so confusing, I don’t know what is true . . . I don’t know how they work
it all out and I don’t know if I’m being ripped oV . . . I just go with the flow.” It appears that he switched
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supplier when sales agents were in the area but had no idea that his previous supplier, British Gas, would
require him to pay oV the debt he had with them and his final bill. He has now had to sort out a payment
arrangement with British Gas.

6.10 Mrs C switched supplier last year to Eon, having used a price comparison service, after seeing Martin
Lewis’s advice on GMTV to look out for capped energy prices. She pays £70 per month for her gas and
electricity via direct debit. She manages her account on-line and has worked out that she is using a lot more
energy than £70 per month according to her calculations. She still turned oV lights and appliances in her
home for fear that the energy company would say that she had used more than she should have done. The
capped price arrangement comes to an end this month and she is hoping to arrange another deal.

6.11 Mr W said that he was also on a special tariV, possibly a social tariV which gave him cheaper prices,
in addition to the discounts from the direct debit tariV of which he was aware. He felt that British Gas were
a reputable firm, that everyone buys their gas and electricity from them. He had previously been with npower
but had switched to British Gas because of the capped prices deals on oVer. He had been contacted by other
suppliers but did not intend to switch again.

6.12 Until the onset of Mrs B’s husband’s illness, they had switched supplier regularly as a means of
ensuring their energy costs were as low as possible. She said that her husband was “always on the internet”
trying to get the best deal. Their most recent switch had come about as a consequence of an approach at a
supermarket. However a month into the deal, and prices began “creeping up”. She went on to add that all
energy suppliers were “much of a muchness”.

6.13 In these conversations, there was some evidence that respondents were unaware about the costs of
diVerent fuels and how expensive they were to use. Mr W described his house as “big and cold.” One of his
coping strategies is to only use electricity because gas “is so much more expensive”.

7. Effects on Daily Life

7.1 Two statements stand out from these interviews about the impact of financial diYculties on a
household; “not living but existing” and “living from hand to mouth”.

7.2 In this context, Mr G copes with high energy bills by not using it. For example, he tries not to use the
washing machine. His daughter who lives with him takes her washing each week to her mother’s house over
15 miles away.

7.3 The size of Mrs D’s energy bills have led her to dramatically alter how she consumes gas and
electricity. She only heats water when she needs to and they don’t turn the central heating on, preferring
instead to use the gas fire which she described as being “cheaper to use”. Her new home is much more diYcult
to heat. She said that it was really cold in winter and she had to increase the amount she spent on gas to £20
per week.

8. Help and Support

8.1 Only one respondent had had a reasonable experience in asking his fuel supplier for assistance. Others
had either had a bad experience or had been too worried about the likely outcome to contact them. No one
mentioned being advised about Consumer Direct, the Energy Ombudsman or Consumer Focus for further
advice and help with their problems.

8.2 While there was some awareness of the availability of energy eYciency advice, none of the respondents
mentioned other advice sources suggesting they get this type of advice or where they might be able to find
it. There is a national network of energy eYciency advice centres run by the Energy Saving Trust.

9. Energy Efficiency

9.1 Most respondents had at least a basic understanding of what was involved in being energy eYcient.
Only small number linked energy eYciency to climate change policies about reducing carbon emissions and
that was either because energy issues were part of their work or because the issue had been raised with them
by their children.

9.2 When describing what it took to be more energy eYcient, most respondents were able to mention
normal measures such as loft insulation, low energy light bulbs and cavity wall insulation. No respondent
mentioned any more advanced measures such as boiler replacement, solid wall insulation, windows
replacement or renewables. The overall view was that there was little more that could be done by way of
making their homes any more energy eYcient.

9.3 There is a very patchy picture of how energy eYcient the homes of these respondents were; six of them
mentioned some energy eYciency measures but there is no sense that any of them live in a dwelling that
would rate very high on any scale.

9.4 Most talked about cutting back on energy use, mentioning turning down thermostats or turning oV
lights. Some respondents were clearly talking about reducing energy consumption, turning oV heating and
hot water, in a punitary way as a means of dealing with reduced income and high fuel bills.
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9.5 There is limited experience of receiving energy eYciency advice and most talked about getting leaflets
from gas and electricity suppliers and others and throwing them away. No one mentioned getting energy
saving advice from advisors helping with fuel debt or being referred to this sort of help.

9.6 There was also some scepticism about using energy advice if it was available, even a statement that
“it’s not for people like me, I don’t want to feel like a beggar”.

10. Report Recommendations

10.1 Looking at a small number of cases in research like this throws up all the human variations that make
planning diYcult for Government, fuel suppliers and the regulator. However, it does show up characteristics
which could help improve help and support provision to low income households and which can identify
households where energy eYciency investment should be targeted as a priority.

10.2 Income levels

This group also shows the problems for households whose income is just above cut oV levels for benefits,
or whose benefits do not make them eligible for grants such as Warm Front. This has always been an area
of concern for the NRFC and UNISON. There was a sense, in some of the interviews, that there is a lack
of fairness in the way low income households are treated.

The report of the research, when it is published, will be urging the Government to find an innovative
approach to the issues in this research to be able to include these households in its various programmes,
especially for energy eYciency investment.

10.2 Fuel Suppliers

We have looked closely at the experience of our interviewees with their fuel suppliers. The picture is not
good. There were problems with switching and Direct Debit amounts, not much evidence of sensitive help
with fuel debt and real worries about contacting the fuel supplier in the first instance.

We are concerned that hard working staV in customer service centres aren’t always able to provide more
help and advice to customers because of the number of calls they are required to make per hour and
commercial considerations.

Fuel suppliers need to look at their customer services arrangements to allow for more time, so that
customers who are having real diYculties are given realistic support, such as longer debt repayment times,
and avoiding expensive payment methods such as prepayment meters.

There needs to be clearer, and more accurate, information about and during the switching process.
Suppliers should improve the knowledge they have of customers’ energy use when they switch to ensure that
there are no surprises when Direct Debit amounts are adjusted.

Suppliers’ advisors should ensure that clients are referred either to an in-house energy eYciency advisor
or given the national energy eYciency advice helpline number.

Ofgem should be monitoring suppliers customer services closely following the changes to consumer advice
and support with the set up of Consumer Direct, the Energy Ombudsman and Consumer Focus.

10.3 Help and support

Energy Saving Trust should do more to publicise their energy eYciency advice centre network to other
types of advice agencies, such as CAB and local advice centres.

While the issue of benefit entitlement did not come up very much in these interviews, there is real concern
that low income households are not claiming benefits to which they are entitled. A wide recommendation
that all advisors dealing with these clients should either do a benefit check or refer the client to someone who
can do this. This will ensure that these households receive the maximum income to which they are entitled
and may make them eligible for other benefits and schemes such as Cold Weather Payments, Warm Front
or social tariVs from their fuel suppliers.

10.4 Energy EYciency

In addition to recommendations on access to energy eYciency advice in the section above, we would also
make some recommendations on energy eYciency investment.

In response to all consultations on energy eYciency investment programmes, the National Right to Fuel
Campaign has said that households in fuel poverty should be the priority group for action. Households like
those in this research should be on priority lists for fuel supplier programmes such as CERT and HESP.
From the point at which they contact their fuel suppliers for help, they can be marked as likely to need
improvements in the energy eYciency of their homes.

A couple of respondents mentioned seeing no diVerence as a result of reducing their energy use a bit. The
Campaign has argued for higher ratings as targets for energy eYciency investment. It is only with high
standards of energy eYciency of buildings that householders will see real financial benefits. Limited financial
benefits will deter households from making savings in their energy use.

February 2010
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Memorandum submitted by Scottish Power Limited (FP 11)

1. ScottishPower is one of the UK’s major energy companies, supplying electricity and gas to a total of
5.2 million customer accounts, together with owning significant generation and networks interests. We are
part of Iberdrola, one of the world’s largest utilities groups.

2. ScottishPower has significantly increased its spending on social programmes in recent years,
introducing a social tariV and a number of other schemes and rebates in addition to its ongoing support for
the ScottishPower Energy People Trust. We spent in excess of our commitment under the voluntary
agreement in 2008–09 and expect to fully meet or exceed our targets in 2009–10 and 2010–11. We are
participating fully in the Government’s data sharing trial.

Progress against Government’s targets

3. The Government has set targets for England and Wales under the Warm Homes and Energy
Conservation Act 2000 that, so far as reasonably practicable, fuel poverty is eliminated for vulnerable
customers by 2010 and altogether by 2016. The definition of fuel poverty for these purposes is where a
household living on a lower income is in a home which cannot be kept warm at reasonable cost. We discuss
in the next section the relationship between that legal definition and the commonly used benchmark of 10%
of income.

4. Fuel poverty is caused by the interaction of three factors—low incomes, energy prices and poor energy
performance of the home. Steady progress is being made on the last of these factors, with the uplifted CERT
programme delivering large amounts of cost eVective insulation improvement, with a focus on the priority
group of customers who are vulnerable by reason of income or age. By 2016, we expect very substantial
further progress, so that un-insulated lofts and cavities will largely be a thing of the past. This will be good
for the environment and for reducing fuel poverty. This double benefit arises for cost eVective insulation
measures; it is less clear that the highest cost insulation measures will help with fuel poverty, because of their
impact on the bills of people who do not receive them.

5. The Government’s Warm Front and Decent Homes programmes can also play a significant role in
improving properties, particularly through measures which go beyond insulation and address such matters
as modern, high eYciency heating systems. It will be important that the resources available for this
important work are maintained or if possible increased.

6. On the income side, it is likely that the recession will have a negative eVect, either directly by depressing
the level of wages and salaries, or else through downward pressure on future pension and benefit levels. This
could apply both to those provided by the state (where budget factors and comparison with wage levels may
both depress payments) and the receipts from private pension funds.

7. These eVects are compounded by the significant number of people not in receipt of their full benefit
entitlements and tax credits. The latest published estimates suggest that the shortfall is in the range of
£10–£16 billion a year, equivalent to the entire energy bills of around 10 million households. We believe that
a pro-active programme of benefit entitlement checks could identify many of these cases of under-claim and
lift a surprising number of families out of fuel poverty.

8. On the question of energy prices, there are two factors—the overall level of prices and the extent of
any cross subsidy in favour of disadvantaged customers. The overall level of prices has clearly moved against
the consumer in recent years as a result of changes in world energy markets; further adverse movements are
likely as the costs of various Government environmental programmes filter into the cost base. At present,
DECC estimates that CERT costs around £41 per household per year, increasing to about £52 with current
and planned extensions, but significant further costs will arise from new and enhanced programmes
including the growth in the renewables obligation, carbon capture and storage, the renewable heat incentive,
feed in tariVs and CESP. There is no scope to recover any of this ground from industry profits, not least
because of the requirement to achieve a return on the major investments needed in the sector.

9. However, good progress has been made in devising cross subsidy mechanisms that are compatible with
the competitive market. Energy suppliers have agreed to spend an additional £225 million in the period
2008–11 on social initiatives to help address the impacts of rising energy prices on vulnerable customers.
Ofgem set out a common framework for suppliers to work within and its recent report, entitled “Monitoring
Suppliers Social Programmes 2008–09”, stated that suppliers had spent £157 million on voluntary social
programmes in 2008–09, a near three-fold increase compared with the previous year. We believe that the
current voluntary commitment by suppliers has been eVective in encouraging innovative and eYcient fuel
poverty initiatives.

10. An important limitation of cross-subsidy programmes is that they need to be paid for by higher energy
prices for the people who are not beneficiaries. It is therefore important to find ways to target the help
eVectively on the areas of greatest social need. It should also be noted that the “tax base” for the payment
for cross subsidy measures falls on the generality of consumers; this is generally a more regressive tax base
than if the support for fuel poor customers were funded from the taxpayer in the normal way.

11. In conclusion, despite the rise in the headline number of people spending more than 10% of income
on fuel, good progress is being made with insulation and cross subsidy measures that will help ensure that the
eVects of adverse movements in energy costs and incomes for the poorest are minimised. These programmes,
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delivered by the industry, have grown strongly in recent years. We would however like to see additional work
done on the income side, first through a strong drive to deliver benefit entitlement checks and secondly to
consider whether better targeting of Winter Fuel Payments could reduce fuel poverty. It will also be essential
to maintain or if possible increase programmes such as Warm Front and Decent Homes to address other
aspects where housing problems are limiting people’s ability to keep warm at reasonable cost.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

12. We think that this definition is not an accurate proxy for the statutory test of whether a household
living on a lower income is in a home which cannot be kept warm at reasonable cost. Depending on other
necessary outgoings, a fuel bill in excess of 10% of income may, or may not, constitute a financial strain. In
addition, the definition should be reviewed because it distorts policy for two reasons:

— it under-weights the impact of income initiatives in addressing fuel poverty; and

— it does not adequately address the degree of fuel poverty and therefore does not help focus resources
on the areas of greatest need (or properly assess the benefits of programmes like CERT which
reduce the depth of fuel poverty for many while taking relatively few below the 10% threshold).

13. The first issue arises because income-enhancing initiatives can have a lesser impact on the fuel poverty
statistics than bill reductions, even if the bill reductions are smaller. Suppose a family has monthly fuel bills
of £120 and a monthly income of £1,000. They are in fuel poverty under the 10% definition. An income
initiative worth £150 a month would be suYcient to fully pay their fuel bill, but would leave them in fuel
poverty under their current definition. A reduction of their fuel bill of £25 a month would be much less
valuable to the family, but would apparently remove them from fuel poverty.

14. This eVect could cause the Government to focus unduly on fuel cost related initiatives compared to
income initiatives. It is worth noting in this regard that the cost of fuel bill initiatives falls on energy
consumers—generally a more regressive revenue raising base than the tax system.

15. For example, consider a reform such as tapering or abolishing Winter Fuel Payments for pensioners
earning at the higher rate of tax and spending the sums raised on increasing the payment for other
pensioners. This would significantly assist those older pensioners who are having diYculty with their fuel
bills, with (almost) no impact on fuel poverty among the group paying for the reform—but would have
relatively little impact on the number of people above the 10% limit.

16. Turning to the second diYculty with the definition, it is inevitable that in order to meet the UK’s
ambitious climate change goals, the proportion of household expenditure that will need to be spent on
energy will need to rise. Ofgem has suggested that the sector will need to invest some £200 billion by 2020,
and this will inevitably put significant upward pressure on prices. In addition to this, many commentators
believe that underlying world market prices for fossil fuels will rise. Against such a background, the criterion
of fuel bills exceeding 10% of income could well be met by over 25% of households. As such, the criterion is
likely to be a poor diVerentiator between people with high bills but suYcient residual income for a reasonable
standard of living, and people facing a much more serious fuel poverty problem. This could lead to a poor
targeting of the available support.

17. We would like to see the Government commission research aimed at finding a more workable
definition that both properly accounts for income initiatives and is more eVective at highlighting those
households who need help with their fuel bills.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

18. We welcome the formation of the Department of Energy and Climate Change as it allows one
department the opportunity to eVectively focus and co-ordinate energy, climate change and fuel poverty
policy. However, we must emphasise that for current and future policies to be eVective in each of these areas,
DECC must have a clear strategy for managing tensions between the objectives.

19. The Government’s 11 September 2008 announcement included a 20% increase in the CERT
programme and the introduction of the Community Energy Savings Programme (taking the total energy
supplier investment to c. £3.6 billion in such programmes). With 40% of all CERT money targeted at the
Priority Group and CESP targeting households in areas of low income, it is clear that there is a strong focus
on energy eYciency for pensioners and vulnerable customers, whilst still enabling the essential carbon
savings to be achieved in the able-to-pay sector. In response to this announcement, ScottishPower did take
early action in the winter of 08/09 to redirect a significant amount of our CERT spend into the Priority
Group. Similarly, in the period of October to December 09 a significant investment in the Priority Group
was also made.

20. CESP is significantly less cost-eVective in terms of carbon savings than CERT, but it does allow for
alleviation of fuel poverty in the most vulnerable groups within our society. Given the higher costs, it is
important that the programme remains well targeted at the lowest income areas. CESP could also be a logical
testing ground for certain post-2012 policy initiatives and we hope that it complements other Government
programmes such as Warm Front and Decent Homes as opposed to competing with them.
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21. We welcome the recent announcement of additional funding worth £83.8 million to help social
landlords insulate hard to treat cavity walls that would not otherwise be filled under the Decent Homes
Programme by April 2011. However, the greater problem is in the private sector to which this funding does
not apply. The average costs to reach a SAP rating of 80/85 in the private sector could be £10,500. This is a
significant sum of money for households, not just the fuel poor. As the focus of CESP will also
predominantly benefit Social Housing, it is clear that more action must be taken by DECC to address the
energy eYciency of dwellings in the private sector which also houses a significant proportion of pensioners
and vulnerable customers.

The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

22. In July 2008, Ofgem set out categories of allowable expenditure enabling energy suppliers to direct
spending under the voluntary agreement most appropriately to those living in fuel poverty. In targeting the
spending, suppliers will have utilised existing information available about their customers such as the
Priority Services Register. However, the numerous drivers of fuel poverty make it diYcult for energy
companies to accurately identify fuel poor people.

23. We are therefore committed to working with DECC and DWP on the Data Sharing project, which
will see DWP and energy suppliers undertaking an exercise to target assistance directly at low-income older
pensioners. It is important that the learnings from this pilot project are fully considered when developing
plans for the proposed mandatory social price support framework from April 2011 onwards. Looking to
future policy in this area, it would be useful to investigate the opportunity to data share in respect of other
groups at risk of fuel poverty.

24. As well as the work on identifying the fuel poor, DWP can play a vital role in helping reduce the under-
claiming of income related benefits. This work, which could make a huge diVerence to the number of people
in fuel poverty, could also involve HMRC in working to minimise the under-claiming of Working and Child
Tax Credit.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

25. Although the current Voluntary Agreement has provided an eVective framework for a major increase
in social activities by the industry, we consider that any enduring solution should be on a proper statutory
basis. For this reason, we have supported the provisions in the Energy Bill on the subject, subject to
requesting some clarification to ensure that key elements of the current programmes remain eligible for
inclusion in the new process.

26. For us, these elements include Income Maximisation OYcers and Hardship Crisis funding across a
number of community based fuel poverty programmes, winter rebates and debt assistance for those most
in need, ongoing financial support to the ScottishPower Energy People Trust and access to energy eYciency
advice and measures for those customers on the social tariV.

27. ScottishPower currently oVers a social tariV which complies with Ofgem’s definition that the tariV
must be at least as good as the lowest tariV oVered by us in the region on an enduring basis. This is regardless
of payment method and includes online tariVs.

28. This is a diYcult process to operate because the target price for the social tariV can move frequently,
especially as a result of the fast moving online market. It can lead to very deep discounts for some customers,
especially those on high cost payment methods, and much less support for others who may be equally or
more in need of assistance. For this reason, we welcome the Government’s focus on defining social price
support as a fixed deduction from bills that overlays the existing tariV structure.

Winter Fuel Payments/Cold Weather Payments

29. The value of the Winter Fuel Payment was increased at the 2008 Budget and has been held at this
revised level at the 2009 Budget, namely £250 for households with one or more pensioners aged 70–79 and
£400 to those with a pensioner aged 80 or over. The impact of the Winter Fuel Payment, assuming it is used
to pay for fuel, is significant as it represents c. 21% (£250) and 35% (£400) of an average annual Dual Fuel
Direct Debit bill with ScottishPower.

30. However, the Winter Fuel Payment could impact fuel poverty more eVectively if consideration was
given to setting diVerent qualifying criteria to actually target the fuel poor. It is arguable that pensioners who
pay income tax at the higher 40% rate do not need the Winter Fuel Payment. If the Winter Fuel Payment
was withdrawn or tapered for this group, this could release significant resources, which could be used to
increase the level of the Winter Fuel Payment or widen the eligibility to support some non pensioner
households at high risk of fuel poverty.

31. The timing and method of payment has also been criticised by a number of stakeholders. The payment
is made before Christmas each year, when there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that the payment is not
always used to pay fuel bills. In addition, a range of stakeholders would like to see the Winter Fuel Payment
paid as a voucher to be “cashed in” with the pensioners’ supply company, or alternatively paid directly to
the pensioner’s supplier in order to direct it at the need intended. This would align with the core objective
of the Winter Fuel Payment.
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32. We also welcome the trebling of the Cold Weather Payments. However, this should not be a substitute
for ensuring that the correct level of underlying benefit is paid. Experience in projects funded by the
ScottishPower Energy People Trust suggests that for every £1 spent in benefit entitlement check
programmes, up to £20 additional incomes can be recovered.

Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

33. We are aware of the issues for homes which are not connected to the gas grid. Such households either
have significantly larger electricity consumption, in order to carry the heating load, or else require expensive
solid or liquid fuels. A small minority receive renewable heat.

34. We have suggested that the costs of some environmental programmes could be spread across
electricity and gas customers—at the moment they are mainly charged on electricity. This could ameliorate
the impact on electricity-only homes, on the grounds that decarbonisation is predominantly a general social
good rather than an improvement in the electricity supply.

35. There have also been suggestions that the solid and liquid fuel sectors could run social programmes.
However, the structure of the industry may make this diYcult, because much of the retail distribution is
handled by small local firms who might not be well equipped to run cross subsidy programmes. Also, because
these fuels are more expensive, it may be more diYcult for some of those paying for the cross subsidy to do
so without themselves finding their budget under pressure.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted on behalf of the Government’s Fuel Poverty Advisory Group for England (FPAG)
(FP 12)

The Fuel Poverty Advisory Group is a non-departmental advisory body, which consists of a chairman
and senior representatives from the energy industry, charities and consumer bodies. Each member represents
their organisation, but is expected to take an impartial view. The role of the Group is to:

— Consider and report on the eVectiveness of current policies aiming to reduce fuel poverty;

— Consider and report on the case for greater co-ordination;

— Identify barriers to reducing fuel poverty and to developing eVective partnerships and to propose
solutions;

— Consider and report on any additional policies needed to achieve the Government’s targets; and

— Encourage key organisations to tackle fuel poverty, and to consider and report on the results of
work to monitor fuel poverty.

1. Executive summary

1.1 Progress against Governments targets: In 2004 there were 1.2 million households, in England, in fuel
poverty; the Government’s own estimate indicates that there are now some 4.6 million households. High
energy prices have been the biggest driver. The recession, plus the industries investment plans and
uncertainty over new generating capacity will exacerbate the problem. The long term and sustainable
solution is to radically improve the thermal eYciency of the UK’s housing stock and by targeting the fuel
poor first. It is, therefore, essential that the government implement programmes to meet the target of
eradicating fuel poverty by 2016. Partnerships between local authorities, energy suppliers, and charities with
a door-by-door, street-by-street model will be crucial to making more rapid progress.

1.2 How many homes could be in fuel poverty by 2016 and should carbon abatement be paid equally by
all consumers?: With every one per cent increase in prices, another 40,000 households are added to the
number of homes in fuel poverty.30 FPAG remains deeply concerned that the costs and implication of the
UK’s transition to a low carbon economy, has yet to be suYciently explored. The Government’s Low
Carbon Transition Plan reveals an average additional cost of £72 per annum by 2020 for residential
consumers. The explicit assumption is that all consumers will take 15% of their full energy eYciency
makeover as comfort and the remainder in reduced consumption. For the fuel poor, many of whom under
heat, this assumption is false and potentially misleads about the future price of energy and, therefore, its
aVordability. Furthermore, according to the Centre for Sustainable Energy, the poorest 20% of society emit
60% less than the richest 20%. Should all consumers therefore pay equally for carbon abatement? The
attribution of these costs and other levies on consumers’ bills to fund decarbonisation of energy production
and its end use is increasingly urgent and requires much greater transparency.

1.3 Capital provision for Energy eYciency measures: Without Treasury funding, the provision of capital
is the most elusive element required to eradicate fuel poverty. FPAG recommends alternative and private
capital raising mechanisms and innovative methods of recovery be trialled and explored, such as cost

30 “Fixing the SAP” Consumer Focus 2009
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recovery via smart meters. These include private capital provision through a revised supplier’s business
model, and/or allowing the fuel poor to be part of a regulated “fair trade” tariV solution with energy
eYciency measures.

1.4 Fuel poverty definition: The current definition of fuel poverty should broadly remain unchanged with
a segmented and targeted approach to those most in need.

1.5 The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency: This could be significantly
improved. Some of the existing schemes can, on occasions, compete for the same activity such as the CERT
Priority Group and the main Government fuel poverty scheme Warm Front. Private sector landlords should
have the appropriate incentives to meet specified levels of aVordable Thermal Comfort31 as a pre-condition
of rental, such as by properly enforcing the Housing, Health and Safety Rating System.

1.6 The methods used to target assistance: Opportunities to share data, with appropriate safeguards exist,
but some are prohibited. For example, it is not currently possible for local authorities to use data on Council
Tax Benefits and Housing Benefit for their own citizens to better target their fuel poverty programmes.
Enabling data from Energy Performance Certificates, provided as part of the Home Improvement Packs,
to also be used by local authorities, and potentially other stakeholders, for targeting. Capitalising on other
face to face activities should be explored.

1.7 Social tariVs and Social price support: FPAG is concerned at the regressive nature of the fund raising
mechanism. This should be funded through general taxation and not a levy on consumer’s bills. Every
pound that is spent on social price support does nothing to reduce the long term capital requirement to
address poor levels of energy eYciency such as insulation. In regard to social price support eligibility FPAG
would support the Cold Weather Payments criteria.

1.8 Winter Fuel Payments: This universal and popular £2.7 billion (2008–09) payment means households
far from being in fuel poverty also benefit. For many pensioners it is an essential pension supplement and
the term “fuel payment” is potentially misleading. Nevertheless, anomalies such as payment to high rate
taxpayers must be explored with a view to the reallocation to those fuel poor households who stand to benefit
the most.

1.9 Support for households who are not connected to the mains gas grid: Existing energy eYciency
schemes provide a limited range of support for a number of diVerent property types. There are alternative
and renewable technology solutions including air source heat pumps, solar thermal systems, biomass
heating and photovoltaic systems now available. FPAG wish to see some larger scale demonstration projects
to further establish market knowledge, skills and confidence. We would also suggest that there is an
opportunity created by the future renewable and nuclear energy mix. Resistive heating, that is where
electricity is converted back into heat, and the opportunity to inject marginal cost energy throughout the
day may be such an example and could form part of the system balancing mechanism required in the future.

2. Context

2.1 Fuel Poverty Figures: The Government’s own estimate indicates that there are currently some
4.6 million plus households in England in fuel poverty. This compares with 1.2 million in 2004. Almost 50%
are pensioners and overall some 80% can be categorised as vulnerable. The average domestic dual fuel bills
(gas and electricity) increased from £572 to £1,287 (!125%) between January 2003 and September 2008.
Although there has been some recent reduction in energy prices, the long term trend is for them to increase.

2.2 Non gas areas: Government figures for 2006 indicate around 2.7 million homes in England do not
have mains gas; of these, just under 0.6 million (21%) were fuel poor. Their plight is exacerbated by space and
water heating costs using kerosene or LPG being respectively 50% and 90% higher than those for mains gas.

2.3 Prepayment meters: 14% of households that use a pre-payment meter for either gas, electricity or both
are fuel poor (2006 data)—this represents 19% of fuel-poor households. 22% of households within the lowest
income decile use prepayment. The latest monitoring data from Ofgem (September 2009) shows prepayment
installation for debt recovery at a current rate of more than 1,000 per day (this excludes meter removals).

2.4 Energy debt: The recession, together with this winter’s extended period of cold weather, plus very high
energy prices, is going to cause severe payment diYculties for many consumers. A worrying leading indicator
of this is revealed in Ofgem’s Domestic suppliers’ social obligations report Quarter 3 2009. This reveals an
increase in the number of consumers in Quarter 3 entering into new debt repayment arrangements for both
fuels; !13% electricity and !21% for gas. This is even more worrying when compared to the same period
for 2008; !105% electricity and !149% for gas.

2.5 TariV diVerentials: Despite some licence modifications to ensure tariVs reflect their costs; FPAG
remains concerned that inequity persists. A pre-payment dual fuel consumer could pay up to £28032 more
than a consumer with an online deal via the internet and paying by direct debit.

31 As defined in the Decent Homes Standard
32 “Fixing the SAP” Consumer Focus 2009
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Note

The diverse nature of the Group’s membership may, on some occasions, prevent unanimity on some of
the following points.

3. Progress against Governments targets

3.1 In 2004 there were 1.2 million households in fuel poverty. The Government’s own estimate indicates
that there are now some 4.6 million households. The Government has two statutory based fuel poverty
targets in England:

— By 2010 no vulnerable households to be in fuel poverty.

— By 2016 no households to be in fuel poverty.

3.2 It is clear that the first target will not be met. The second target is already in jeopardy, despite some
of the Government’s very positive announcements which include:

— Heat and Energy Saving strategy (HES).

— Increased energy companies’ social programmes.

— The 20 per cent uplift to the current Carbon Emissions Reduction Target programme (CERT) and
extension to 2012.

— The Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP).

— Increased Cold Weather Payments.

— Warm Front’s budget increase.

3.3 These developments in themselves, although welcome, are inadequate and further measures are
required. Particularly in the hard/expensive to treat properties oV the mains gas network and those with solid
walls. Thus far, despite the increased risk of severe fuel poverty for such households (about a half of all fuel
poor households live in such homes), there has been little on oVer to improve their energy eYciency. This
must all be part of a robustly co-ordinated and detailed plan, with key deliverables, by whom, by when, plus
the precise funding detail to eradicate fuel poverty by 2016.

4. How many homes will be in fuel poverty by 2016 and should we all pay equally for carbon abatement?

4.1 The UK is entering a transformational energy context, but as we move to a low carbon economy,
FPAG remains concerned that the costs and its implication have yet to be suYciently explored. This is
essential to adequately inform the decision making process and subsequent policy instruments to ensure
consumer equity and aVordability.

4.2 For example, DECC and Ofgem do not appear to understand the apparent dichotomy of their
respective conclusions regarding the costs implications of low carbon energy for consumer’s energy bills.
The Government’s Low Carbon Transition Plan gives only one energy price scenario, and a clearly
optimistic one, with an average additional cost of £72 per annum by 2020. This is based on the assumption
that all consumers will take 15% of their full energy eYciency makeover as comfort and the rest in reduced
consumption. For the fuel poor, many of whom under heat, this assumption is false and could potentially
lead to complacency about the future aVordability of energy for the fuel poor. Ofgem’s recent announcement
raising aVordability and its other concerns is timely and welcome. Furthermore, Ofgem’s recent energy price
scenarios indicate a potentially worst case scenario of a 60% price increase.

4.3 Should all consumers pay equally for carbon abatement? According to the Centre for Sustainable
Energy, the poorest 20% of society emit 60% less than the richest 20%! The attribution of these costs is
important and will require Ofgem’s intervention to determine, for example, should recovery be on a per kWh
basis, plus a higher charge at a certain consumption threshold? Smart meters could facilitate diVerential
charging if this became policy.

4.4 A range of factors, such as security of supply, imported gas, carbon prices, low carbon objectives,
power station construction and policy issues etc all have the potential to create uncertainty in the energy
markets, drive energy prices higher and, increase the numbers of households in fuel poverty. A thorough
analysis of these factors and their implications for consumer equity and pressures placed on energy suppliers
to keep energy prices low must be undertaken.

4.5 With every one per cent increase in prices, another 40,000 households are added to the number of
homes in fuel poverty (Consumer Focus 2009).

5. Capital provision for energy eYciency measures

5.1 Without Treasury funding, the provision of capital to enable the installation of energy eYciency
measures to eradicate fuel poverty is the most elusive element of the fuel poverty challenge.

5.2 FPAG considers it essential that the up-front installation costs of energy eYciency measures,
including more expensive measures, are fully funded for low income households.
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6. There is an opportunity to explore whether the supplier’s business model can incorporate the capital
provision, from whatever source, for energy eYciency measures and a robust cost recovery mechanism to assist
the eradication fuel poverty.

6.1 Suppliers/Distribution Network Operators (DNO’s)/National Grid and others, with the appropriate
cost recovery mechanism, may be able to raise the capital, at an acceptable cost, for energy eYciency
measures, and this should be further explored. Smart meters could facilitate the secure and long term
electronic means of cost recovery. This could endure through change of supplier/ownership/tenancy,
potentially by being tied to the property and being an additional part of a unique long term Distribution
Use of System (DUOS) charge.

— Fuel poor consumer: If a supplier funds and executes a full range of measures in return for a longer
term consumer relationship, part of a consumer’s social price support could be used to fund the
capital interest payment. The capital could be repaid when public funds permit or at the time of
property sale. If payment of the capital interest is made by Government, then the consumer could
remain within existing competitive market rules.

— Non fuel poor consumer: Capital could be recovered as per “Pay As You Save” proposal but over
a longer term. By using a smart meter channel for payment and without the need to have separate
billing, this should facilitate lower risk and therefore better cost of capital.

6.2 As alternative to 6.1 above, or a combination of both, the benefits of fuel poor households being
oVered the opportunity to be part of a regulated solution with a “fair trade” tariV and a complete energy
eYciency makeover should be explored.

6.3 The “fair trade” tariV may not be the cheapest and could, for example be related to a small percentage
diVerence to the best online deal. Some 50% of the fuel poor are pensioner households. Price diVerentials
for the internet literate consumer buying energy and being serviced on line, compared to someone paying
by prepayment for dual fuel, is now in excess of £280 per annum.33 Some five million pensioners have never
even been on line. Poor literacy, numeracy, lack of broadband and being unbanked all drive consumer
exclusion from the competitive market. Nevertheless, all consumers currently pay for the systems and
overheads that facilitate the competitive market.

6.4 The CERT extension proposals should be developed so that suppliers are required to fully treat a
particular number of fuel poor households if a means can be found to identify them.

6.5 The CERT extension provides an excellent opportunity to help build the evidence base on which to
determine some elements of future energy policy and strategy. For example, DECC analysis concludes that
consumers’ bills will increase on average by only about £70 due to environmental requirements, as previously
mentioned.

6.6 Government should develop the smart meter framework to facilitate a long term and robust cost
recovery mechanism/channel to enable consumers to purchase energy eYcient appliances. Old appliances
tend to be less eYcient that new ones and fuel poor households are less able to acquire them. In order to
address this and also the future requirements for Demand Side Management (DSM), Government should
also explore the case for appliances purchased via the proposal to be available for DSM as a condition of
sale.

6.7 Government should consider if there should be an incentive for DNOs/National Grid to facilitate the
provision of capital and its long term cost recovery through the mechanism outlined above. The fragmented
nature of the energy supply chain does not lend itself to the economic model that exists in many other
countries. However, Ofgem does seek to get DNOs engaged in this through Distribution Price Control
Review (DPCR) 5 compared to previous DPCRs which eVectively facilitated larger assets to meet growing
demand. This could be incentivised through investment in the network being avoided.

7. Fuel poverty definition

7.1 The current definition of fuel poverty as a household needing to spend more than 10% of their
household income on all domestic fuel use, including appliances, to heat their home to an adequate level of
warmth, should remain unchanged. However, with the inexorable rise in the numbers it is inevitable that
some segmentation and prioritisation must now be made to address the most serious cases as a matter of
extreme urgency.

8. The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

8.1 The coherence and co-ordination of the current policies must be significantly improved. The main
programmes are:

Warm Front FPAG believes that Warm Front has been an extremely successful and beneficial
programme. This provides grants to private sector households claiming a range of means tested
and other welfare benefits to install a range of insulation measures and heating systems. The
Scheme has worked well and is estimated to have assisted 215,000 households in the financial year
2009–10. The Scheme assisted some 233,594 households across England in 2008–09, saving an

33 “Fixing the SAP” Consumer Focus 2009
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average of more than £350 per year oV their energy bills, and one tonne of carbon. In 2007–08 the
Scheme assisted 268,900 households, and in 2006–07 253,079. With the increase in funding
announced in the recent Pre-Budget Report it is estimated the scheme will assist
166,000 households in 2010–11.

More than 30% of the activity carried out under Warm Front is in households with the lowest SAP
ratings (less than 30).

The Scheme’s Benefit Entitlement Check service identifies an average of more than £1,600 per year
in additional income for those households that successfully take up the service.

Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT): CERT’s primary obligation is to reduce carbon
emissions with the companies required to achieve a proportion of the savings (currently 40%) from
a so called Priority Group. The Priority Group is defined as those households claiming a range of
eligible benefits and households with someone aged 70 or over. CERT delivers a range of measures
that provide the companies with cost eVective carbon savings. These include a limited range of
insulation measures including cavity wall and loft insulation. CERT measures can be delivered in
any home irrespective of tenure.

FPAG would like to emphasise the achievements of schemes and programmes to date, in order to
make clear that a significant amount has been achieved, and with more investment there is more
that could very quickly be done

8.2 In addition local authorities and other social landlords invest in energy eYciency measures in their
properties to meet the thermal comfort criteria of the Decent Homes Standard.

8.3 These welcome programmes represent considerable investment in energy eYciency and significant
proportion of which can be invested in schemes to address fuel poverty. However, Warm Front and CERT
will, for example, compete on occasions directly to install the same measures in the same properties.

8.4 In addition, the six major energy supplier companies can switch their schemes “on and off”, often at
short notice, to manage the delivery of their targets. Similarly, when Government funding for Warm Front
is uncertain, forward planning for suppliers and installers becomes very diYcult. While this will be logical
from the companies’ perspective, it creates significant problems and militates against coherent, long term
delivery and investment in capacity.

8.5 The Thermal Comfort criterion of the Decent Homes Standard has encouraged considerable
investment in energy eYciency in social sector properties. However, the standards are relatively low and
properties which meet the basic standards are unlikely to provide aVordable warmth to the majority of
tenants with today’s increasing energy prices. While it is accepted that many social landlords have gone
beyond the minimum standards, FPAG believes that the aim of the standard should be to provide aVordable
warmth to the majority of social tenants. As such, the thermal comfort criteria should, as a minimum,
guarantee that properties meet the current Building Regulations standards for insulation and heating system
eYciency. The Government is in the process of reviewing the Decent Homes Standard. This review oVers
the opportunity to revise the Standard to the extent that it represents a more eVective tool to address fuel
poverty in the social sector.

8.6 FPAG believes that Government should now be taking the necessary action to ensure private sector
landlords have the appropriate incentive to meet specified levels of aVordable Thermal Comfort as a pre-
condition of rental. Meanwhile, increasingly, local authorities are setting targets for the proportion of
private sector properties in their areas required to meet the Decent Home Standard. As a result, an enhanced
Thermal Comfort requirement in the Standard could also help to combat fuel poverty in owner occupied
and private rented properties.

9. The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most.

9.1 The challenges around targeting are well understood and FPAG welcomes the Pensions Act provision
for data sharing between the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and energy suppliers. However,
other opportunities to share data, with appropriate safeguards, do exist but are either currently not possible
or have yet to be explored. These, for example, include local authorities, and potentially other stakeholders,
not being able to use data on Council Tax Benefits and Housing Benefit for their own citizens to better target
their fuel poverty programmes. Enabling data from Energy Performance Certificates, provided as part of
the Home Improvement Packs, to also be used by local authorities for targeting.

9.2 Meanwhile, the Warm Front and CERT programmes identified above are significantly demand led
and therefore often require potential beneficiaries to contact the companies or the managing agents directly.
The companies and managing agencies also utilise a range of additional methods to target those eligible for
assistance, however, the related cost of so doing can lead to limited attempts to target those most in need.
For example, the inclusion of all over 70’s in the CERT Priority Group, means it is more cost eVective to
promote these schemes to the more articulate, aware and better oV over 70’s than those most in need who
may, for example, have literacy, numeracy or other learning diYculties.
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9.3 The direct, proactive approach taken by, for example, Warm Zones, Green Streets, NEA, and the
Warm Front tariV pilot are much more eVective at identifying the target market. This approach, together
with the partnership building with local care agencies and other voluntary organisations, can provide
vulnerable households with reassurance and result in improved take up amongst the most vulnerable and
needy households.

9.4 FPAG, therefore, welcomes the proposed data sharing exercise between suppliers and the DWP that
seeks to significantly improve the targeting of those most in need and believe that it is essential that such
data sharing can be made to work eVectively.

9.5 FPAG considers it essential that a national property database of energy eYciency standards,
potentially building upon the Energy Saving Trust’s Home Energy EYciency Database, is developed at the
earliest opportunity. Such a database could potentially play an invaluable role in targeting energy eYciency
and fuel poverty programmes if linked to data sharing such as that being trialled with the DWP.

10. Social tariVs and Social price support

10.1 FPAG acknowledges that suppliers have made progress in this respect and welcomes the
Government’s proposal to put this on to a statutory basis in the form of social price support. However,
FPAG wishes to emphasise its concern at the regressive nature of the fund raising mechanism and considers
that this should be funded through general taxation and not a levy on consumer’s bills. The increasing
number of levies on fuel bills and the consumer inequity that this creates has the potential to put even more
consumers into fuel poverty. Furthermore, it must be recognised that social price support is a temporary fix
of a fuel poverty “symptom” and does not address the “illness” of inadequate insulation. Every pound that
is spent on social price support does nothing to reduce the long term capital requirement to address poor
levels of insulation.

10.2 In regard to social price support eligibility, notwithstanding the Group’s previously listed concerns
about the regressive nature of the proposal, FPAG would support the Cold Weather Payments criteria:

— People over 60 who receive Pension Credit.

— Those with a child under 5 in the family and get income Support or income-based Jobseeker’s
Allowance.

Or those who receive:

— pensioner premium, higher pensioner premium or enhanced pensioner premium;

— disability premium or severe disability premium;

— disabled child premium; and

— Child Tax Credit that includes an individual element for a child or qualifying young person who
is disabled or severely disabled.

10.3 FPAG suggests households on means tested benefits with school age children should be added to
the above.

10.4 To deal with those oV gas with only electricity and who use electricity as their main heating fuel
should receive a higher level social tariV on their electricity bills and broadly equivalent to the discount dual
fuel consumers would receive.

10.5 Eligible households with only electricity and who use another fuel source, such as oil or LPG, as
their main heating fuel should receive a social price support on their electricity bill and a “heating addition”
within their benefits. The “heating addition” should recognise the additional costs associated with these
heating fuels. This proposal, and that in 10.5, would require some Ofgem intervention in order for supplier
equity due to diVerent levels of non gas areas etc.

11. Winter Fuel Payments (WFP)

11.1 For 2008–09 the Government will have spent circa £2.7 billion on WFP. The universal nature of this
popular payment means that millions of households who are comparatively aZuent and far removed from
fuel poverty, some even living overseas, and high rate taxpayers benefit from the payment.

11.2 The Government has previously estimated that the Payment removes only 100,000 households from
fuel poverty; an extremely poor return for such an investment. However, FPAG does recognise that in
addition to the diYculty of changing this payment there is a real risk of damaging the undoubted benefit
this brings to those in or close to financial hardship particularly during the winter months. For many
pensioners the WFP is an essential pension supplement and the term “fuel payment” is potentially
misleading.

11.3 Nevertheless, there are some clear anomalies, such as payment to high rate taxpayers. This should
be explored with a view to the reallocation of monies to those households who would benefit the most. For
example, at an annual cost of some £200 million those non-pensioner households on the lowest incomes and
with an additional vulnerability factor i.e. some form of disability or a child under five years of age could
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receive substantial direct support with their actual winter fuel costs which could potentially be credited
directly to their energy accounts, and financial support to allow a capital provision to be made available with
interest only payments required.

12. Support for households who are not connected to the mains gas grid

12.1 FPAG would wish to take this opportunity to reinforce the need for creativity in the use of electricity
and for the fuel poor in particular. The future generating mix will create a number of significant challenges
in balancing supply and demand in a renewable and nuclear energy context. The decision to take production
from a renewable source compared to nuclear or clean coal will require new demand side management
opportunities. For example resistive heating in a fuel poor context and the opportunity to inject marginal
cost energy throughout the day should be thoroughly explored as part of this strategy.

12.2 FPAG is concerned that current energy eYciency schemes provide a limited range of support for
households occupying a number types of property, including those not connected to the mains gas network.
There is clear evidence that mains gas is currently the cheapest fuel for space and water heating. FPAG
welcomes the recent introduction of arrangements by the energy regulator, Ofgem, to fund the extension of
the mains gas network to households and communities living in the most deprived areas in the short term.

12.3 There are alternatives heat sources, Solar, Heat Pumps etc for non gas fuel poor consumers. Despite
Ofgem’s proposal to facilitate some modest extension of the mains gas network, there is a growing awareness
that most oV-gas communities will, in the long run, have to rely on some form of alternative. Uncertainties
about longer-term gas prices provides a further argument for adoption of heat sources and systems that can
be widely applied in rural and other hard/expensive to treat housing. FPAG, therefore, welcomes the
inclusion of alternative proven technologies on the Warm Front Scheme to specifically benefit fuel poor non
gas households.

12.4 NEA, both through Warm Front and separately, has been involved in a number of alternative and
renewable technology solutions including air-source heat pumps, solar thermal systems, biomass heating
and photovoltaic systems. NEA has also tested state of the art internal insulation products that may prove
commercially viable and look to Government to demonstrate commitment and political will in the
widespread promotion and support of these new technologies.

12.5 FPAG would, therefore, wish to see some larger scale demonstration projects to further establish
market knowledge, skills and confidence. In addition to the above, a tower block as part of district heating
scheme would be one such example.

12.6 FPAG would also wish for the planning process for new shopping centres and supermarket
developments to be required to explore the potential for their waste heat to be reused. There are enormous
amounts of heat dissipated to the atmosphere through cooling and freezing in such developments.

12.7 Turning to heat pumps in particular, their development brings the very real prospect of an alternative
solution to oil heating for non gas areas. FPAG would like to see specific application tariVs developed as
part of this programme. Smart Meters will facilitate more creative tariVs and demand side management
opportunities. FPAG, therefore, asserts that OFGEM be required to consider the regulatory incentives that
would be necessary to stimulate the development of such tariVs, and also the implications for rural electricity
networks coping with the added demand.

February 2010

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Fuel Poverty Advisory Group (FP 12A)

Thank you for the opportunity last Wednesday 10 March to share my thoughts regarding fuel poverty.
You asked me to send through clarity on any of the points I mentioned and, hence, this letter.

I was asked “What are the most important features of the Government’s new Household Energy
Management strategy?”

— Rented accommodation & regulation: Of the fuel poor households 17% are Privately Rented and
17% Socially Rented (Government statistics 2007). It is essential that we make thermal eYciency
progress in these sectors and particularly so for the private sector

— District heating: Significant potential remains. Consideration should also be given to the planning
requirements of new commercial developments that exhaust heat through cooling and freezing
applications. Typically 1 kWh of electricity used in cooling will waste 3 kWh of heat. Can this be
harnessed for district heating? There is also the opportunity for demand side management in the
new renewable energy mix for marginal cost energy to be stored in the form of electric resistive
storage heating. This needs to be explored and is not on any of the participant’s “radar”.

— Partnerships with energy companies: This is an essential way forward.

— Pay as you save legislation: Further analysis of future energy prices is required to underpin the pay
as you save propositions.
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— Accreditation: A properly governed scheme is essential in order to give consumers confidence.

— Fuel Poor Households: Many fuel poor households under heat. These households will, therefore,
require free measures. I reiterate the concept of a fair trade type tariV tied to, say, a reference point
in the online energy market. It would not be cheapest. In exchange for a long term deal with a
supplier, the funding for the measures could be derived from the social price support proposals as
an interest payment for the capital cost. Ultimate payment could be when the property is sold—
66% of Fuel poor households are owner occupied (Government statistics 2007).

March 2010

Memorandum submitted by the OYce of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem) (FP 13)

Introduction

1. Ofgem welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Committee’s
inquiry into fuel poverty. Reducing fuel poverty has been a long standing challenge; however Ofgem’s
Project Discovery has highlighted the likelihood that energy bills will increase further over the next
10–15 years, making addressing fuel poverty an increasingly urgent issue. The Committee’s inquiry is
therefore a timely look at whether the steps being taken to address fuel poverty are adequate.

2. Ofgem is the regulator of the gas and electricity industries in Britain. Our principal objective is to
protect the interests of gas and electricity consumers, both present and future. We do this by promoting
eVective competition where appropriate and through the eVective regulation of the monopoly network
businesses. We also have a range of important secondary duties including security of supply, contributing
to sustainable development and paying particular regard to the needs of certain groups of vulnerable energy
consumers. We are also required, through statutory guidance issued by the Secretary of State, within our
sphere of responsibility to help the Government meet its targets for eradicating fuel poverty.

3. Fuel poverty has three causes: poor housing, low incomes and high energy prices. In our view the best
way to tackle fuel poverty is through improving the energy eYciency of housing—which is the sustainable
solution—and through the tax and benefits system, which is the least regressive and most flexible way of
eVecting redistribution. However, we recognise that in the current economic climate providing financial
support in this way may not be a realistic possibility. Therefore we have committed to working with
Government to ensure that any mandatory social tariV is as eVective as possible and that any potential
negative impacts on the wider consumer base and competition are minimised. Given our principal duty
towards consumers as a whole, we will look at the total costs that other consumers, including those on low
incomes and at risk of fuel poverty but not benefiting from any social tariVs, are being asked to pay.

4. Moreover, with regard to energy prices, there is an important and continuing role for the regulator and
industry, as competition is important to keeping energy prices as low as possible. Through its energy supply
markets probe Ofgem has been looking to ensure competition benefits all customers, including those who
pay by means other than direct debit. Ofgem’s Social Action Strategy sets out more broadly how we will
seek to meet our social responsibilities and help the Government combat fuel poverty.

Ofgem’s Contribution to Tackling Fuel Poverty

5. Ofgem is helping to tackle fuel poverty on a number of fronts: by keeping up pressure on energy costs,
promoting competitive energy markets, securing compliance with regulatory obligations, regulating
network monopolies and encouraging more eYcient use of energy.

6. In seeking to protect consumers, Ofgem considers that eVective competition and regulation will help
to provide lower prices for all energy consumers. We at Ofgem are doing what we can to ensure that the
market works well and does not disadvantage fuel poor consumers.

7. As part of this, last year Ofgem completed its energy supply markets probe and introduced a number
of new measures aimed at giving customers additional protections and ensuring that all customers get the
full benefits of competition, including measures to ban undue price diVerences; tougher rules on doorstep
selling; more transparency in financial reporting; and, new requirements on suppliers to provide information
to help consumers to get the best deal.

8. In relation to undue price diVerences, suppliers voluntarily removed £300 million of unjustified
diVerentials from prepayment meter (PPM) and oV-gas-grid customers’ bills while Ofgem’s probe was
ongoing. The average PPM price diVerential over that paid by direct debit customers has now fallen by 22%
and, at a consumption level which is reflective of an average PPM customer,34 in November 2009 was £86,
compared with £109 in July 2008. Ofgem also introduced two new licence conditions from 1 September
2009 one of which prevents suppliers from charging more for one payment type than another, unless that
diVerence can be justified by cost. Ofgem is keeping under review the diVerences in charges for diVerent
payment methods and customer groups and will take action if these diVerences cannot be justified under our
published criteria.

34 20% less gas and 8% less electricity than average, based on findings during the Probe.
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9. In early 2008, Ofgem also funded Citizen’s Advice Bureau (CAB) to carry out a series of pilot sessions
called “Energy Best Deal” oVering face-to-face advice regarding citizens’ rights in the household energy
supply market. These sessions were used to raise awareness amongst frontline advice workers about the
savings that people can make by switching supplier or changing their tariV to their supplier’s cheapest. It
also raised awareness about the help available from both suppliers and Government for those struggling to
pay their energy bills. Building on the success of the pilot a national roll out took place over winter 2008–09,
funded by the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and supported by Ofgem. Another roll
out of the campaign is taking place over winter 2009–10, this time funded by EDF Energy, E.ON and
Scottish Power.

10. Ofgem has recently reported that the number of energy customers entering debt repayment
arrangements for the first time has risen by 105% for electricity and 149% for gas in Q3 2009 compared to
Q3 2008. Ofgem is concerned about this trend and has been reviewing suppliers’ debt management policies
and practices to ensure suppliers are doing all they can to assist their customers, particularly those who are
vulnerable, to manage their energy bills. We are due to publish our findings shortly.

11. Related to our debt review, Ofgem has also recently reviewed suppliers’ vulnerable disconnections
policies and practices. Our report,35 published in October 2009, outlined a number of best practice examples
amongst suppliers which we will be asking other suppliers to consider taking forward. It also proposed
licence condition amendments to clarify, in particular, that suppliers must take all reasonable steps to
identify vulnerable customers. We will be consulting on these proposals shortly. We also secured some
changes to suppliers’ existing self-regulatory arrangements.

12. Ofgem has also played a role in working with a range of stakeholders to help ensure that the help
available from suppliers in the form of social assistance and energy eYciency measures is eVectively targeted
towards those who need it most and in monitoring the contribution made by suppliers. We have also worked
with suppliers and others to try to improve the transparency around the help that is available with all
suppliers now providing details of their social programmes on their websites to help consumer advisers
understand what is available.

Progress Against Government Targets

13. DECC has estimated that in 2007 there were four million households in fuel poverty in the UK.
Government’s projections estimate that around 4.6 million households in England were in fuel poverty in
2009 (compared to 2.8 million in 2007).

14. Through Project Discovery, Ofgem has highlighted a number of challenges to Britain’s gas and
electricity supplies over the next 10–15 years. Chief among these challenges are a growing exposure to a
volatile global gas market, power stations nearing the end of their life and meeting carbon targets. As a result
of the levels of investment needed to meet these challenges, consumer bills could rise still further above
current levels and make the Government’s statutory target to eradicate fuel poverty by 2016 increasingly
diYcult to achieve. We have estimated that, based on a number of scenarios, consumer bills could rise by
between 13% to 26% by 2020 and, under one scenario, potentially rise by around 52% in 2016 before falling
back to some extent. This raises significant issues for those in, or at risk, of fuel poverty and highlights the
urgency of identifying whether the steps that are currently being taken to reduce levels of fuel poverty are
suYcient to ensure that those most in need are helped out of fuel poverty.

Definition of Households in Fuel Poverty

15. Fuel poverty is defined as when a household has to spend 10% or more of its income on energy to
maintain a warm home.

16. As more and more households are captured by the fuel poverty definition, it will become increasingly
important to identify, target and assist those who are truly struggling to aVord their energy bills. In doing
this, it is important to consider some of the problems with the current fuel poverty metric. For example, with
this metric, a £200 increase in energy bills would need to be oVset by an increase in incomes of £2,000 in
order for fuel poverty numbers not to rise. With the significant cost of tackling climate change and based
on Ofgem’s Discovery work, we can expect that consumer energy bills will increasingly take up a larger
proportion of a household’s budget than it has historically. It is therefore likely that a decision will need to
be taken on prioritising the most serious cases of fuel poverty.

Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

17. Improving the energy eYciency of domestic housing is the most sustainable way to tackle fuel
poverty—providing a longer term solution and one that brings environmental benefits. We have previously
advocated what we term a “find and fix” approach, to ensure that when someone is identified as being in
fuel poverty a comprehensive solution is provided to help lift them out. Energy eYciency measures directly

35 “Review of protection for vulnerable customers from disconnection”, Ofgem, October 2009. http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/
Sustainability/SocAction/Publications/Documents1/
Review%20of%20vulnerable%20customer%20disconnections%20report.pdf
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tackle household energy expenditure and consequently reduce the share of income spent on energy. Targeting
them eVectively at households in fuel poverty, coupled with initiatives to boost incomes and ensure fuel poor
customers are on the best tariV available given their circumstances, is a holistic way to address fuel poverty.

18. Government’s initiatives in relation to feed-in tariVs (FITs) and, particularly, the Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI) provide an opportunity to help the fuel poor. However, the current design of these schemes
is such that low-income households may find it diYcult to meet the up-front costs or raise the loans for a
“pay as you save” type scheme. Those on low incomes are also less likely to be able to benefit from these
schemes as a result of their housing tenure (e.g. if they live in private rented accommodation). The
complexity of the schemes also militates against their take up by this group. We therefore welcome the
commitment by Government in the 2009 Pre Budget Report (and reiterated in DECC’s recent consultation
on the RHI) to consult later this year on measures to help low-income households take advantage of FITs
and the RHI.

19. It is also important to note that obligations such as CERT, and now FITs and RHI, to improve energy
eYciency are placed on suppliers, which then feeds through to energy bills. These changes can be regressive,
impacting most on low income and fuel poor consumers. DECC figures show that CERT currently adds
around £41 per year to the domestic customer’s fuel bill, which is expected to increase to £52 per year
assuming DECC adopts its preferred approach to extending CERT. With the addition of the RHI and smart
meters, and the inclusion of the Renewables Obligation, Ofgem has estimated that environmental initiatives
could make up £120–£300 (8–22%) of domestic bills by 2020.36

20. In July 2009 Ofgem published a discussion paper37 which looked at how these obligations could be
structured to minimise the regressive eVects and provide a stronger incentive for energy eYciency. Currently,
each supplier’s CERT obligation is based on the total number of domestic customers it supplies. This
structure is inconsistent with incentivising energy eYciency and could be regressive since energy bills
represent a higher proportion of expenditure for low income than better oV households. We therefore
welcome the Government consulting on whether a CERT obligation based on energy supplied (kWh) would
be a more equitable method of apportioning the overall CERT obligation, rather than the number of
customers supplied.

21. Ofgem will be managing the first stage of Government’s smart metering programme. The role out of
smart meters by 2020 will provide consumers with better information on their energy usage and help them
to cut down waste and make instant savings on their energy bills. Smart meters also have the potential to
reduce bills further by allowing for time of use tariVs, making it cheaper to use energy at times when demand
is low, and could allow consumers to switch more easily between credit and prepayment billing
arrangements. For this reason, they should also help reduce the price diVerential between PPM and direct
debit payment arrangements.

Methods used to Target Assistance at Households which need it most

22. We have consistently stressed over many years that one of the biggest challenges in tackling fuel
poverty is identifying and targeting those most in need of help. Identifying and reaching the fuel poor in an
optimal way requires information on the individual circumstances of each customer. Energy suppliers have
limited information and there are valid concerns about data privacy that providing additional information
could raise. Finding solutions to this challenge calls for an eVective, joined up approach, notably from
within, and between Government departments, suppliers and any other agencies involved to ensure that
once an individual consumer has been identified as being in, or at risk of, fuel poverty they can be provided
with access to the full range of help available from suppliers.

23. As a result of Ofgem’s Fuel Poverty Summit in 2008, a number of key initiatives around targeting were
taken forward, one of which was the data sharing initiative. Following the Summit, legislative provision was
made in the Pensions Act 2008 to facilitate data sharing between DWP and energy suppliers—a step that
Ofgem fully supported. DWP, DECC and suppliers have since developed more detailed proposals that will
help suppliers to provide targeted help in reducing fuel costs for the poorest pensioners most likely to be in
fuel poverty and to target their social programmes more eVectively.

24. While data sharing is a key step, eVective targeting of the fuel poor requires information not just on
incomes but also on housing condition and potentially other information about the household’s
circumstances. One advantage of the current voluntary scheme on social support is that it allows for
creativity in how to target (but with the downside that the eligibility criteria are not always clear).

25. The Eaga pilot (also an initiative from the summit) was aimed at demonstrating the advantage
organisations that visit the customer in their home have because they are able to identify customers who
may be in need of help based on information about both incomes and housing. The pilot involved Eaga
signposting 3,000 customers to their suppliers for advice on the help available and to ensure they were on
the supplier’s cheapest tariV. A number of suppliers are continuing to work with Eaga in this way.

36 These figures do not include the costs of carbon associated with the EU Emissions Trading Scheme or the cost of FITs.
37 “Can energy charges encourage energy eYciency? A discussion paper to prompt debate”, Ofgem, July 2009. http://

www.ofgem.gov.uk/sustainability/Documents1/Final%20discussion%20paper%2022%20July.pdf
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26. There are also many examples of local authorities and others working with partnerships such as Eaga
to give help and financial assistance to fuel poor customers for energy eYciency measures, benefit
entitlement checks and tariV advice. These demonstrate the potential role third parties and local authorities
can play in targeting.

Social Tariffs and Plans to put Social Price Support on a Statutory Footing

27. We have sought over the years to play our part in tackling fuel poverty—from encouraging the
introduction of the first social tariVs as part of suppliers’ Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) work;
through monitoring of the current programmes; to facilitating debate on some of the important challenges
and promoting better coordination.

28. Under the voluntary agreement with Government suppliers are already providing significant social
support to customers. Ofgem monitors these arrangements on behalf of Government. Our most recent
report showed that suppliers had spent £157 million against a target of £100 million for the first year of the
commitment with over a million customer accounts benefitting from some form of social tariV or discount.

29. The big challenge in putting these arrangements on a statutory footing is the question of eligibility and
scale, which is a policy decision to be taken by Government. Given our principal duty towards consumers as
a whole we will look hard at the total costs that other consumers including those on low incomes and at risk
of, or in, fuel poverty but not benefiting from any social tariVs, are being asked to pay.

Support for Households not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

30. Ofgem’s remit and powers as defined by statute are explicitly confined to the gas and electricity supply
networks and markets. The regulation of LPG, oil and other heating fuels therefore falls outside of this
legal remit.

31. In relation to extending the gas network, as part of the Gas Distribution Price Control Ofgem
introduced an incentive mechanism to encourage gas distributors to extend their gas networks to
communities not connected to the gas network.

32. As part of this, Ofgem recently approved new partnership arrangements that will mean up to
20,000 fuel poor customers that currently rely on electricity, coal or fuel oil to heat their homes could be
connected to the mains gas network. Under these arrangements, gas distribution networks will work with
partners, such as the EAGA partnership, to provide fuel poor households with a gas connection and grants
for gas central heating and energy eYciency.

33. For some customers, an alternative to extending the gas network could be the installation of micro-
generation technologies, such as ground source heat pumps. Through the distribution price control we have
taken steps to provide for the network reinforcement needed to support ground source heat pumps.

34. In regards to the electricity consumed by those consumers who are oV the gas grid, Ofgem’s energy
supply probe found, among other things, that the dual fuel discounts available to gas and electricity
customers were such that electricity only customers were losing out disproportionately and that this was
having a detrimental impact on consumers not connected to the gas network. The probe remedies discussed
above were designed to help tackle this issue.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Energy Action Scotland (FP 14)

Background

Energy Action Scotland (EAS) is the Scottish charity with the remit of ending fuel poverty. EAS has been
working with this remit since its inception in 1983 and has campaigned on the issue of fuel poverty and
delivered many practical and research projects to tackle the problems of cold, damp homes. EAS is a member
of the Scottish Fuel Poverty Forum which is reviewing the current arrangements for the eradication of fuel
poverty in Scotland.

EAS welcomes the opportunity to provide comment and evidence and would be happy to provide
additional information to the inquiry should this be required.

1. Progress against Government targets

1.1 The Scottish Government is required by the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 to end fuel poverty, as far
as is practicable, by 2016 and plans to do this are set out in the Scottish Fuel Poverty Statement. The number
of Scottish households living in fuel poverty dropped from 756,000 (35.6%) in 1996 to 293,000 (13.4%) in
2002. Half the reduction was deemed due to increases in household income, 35% to reduced fuel prices and
15% to improved energy eYciency of housing.38 The most recent figures39 from the Scottish House
Condition Survey show that there were 618,000 households living in fuel poverty in Scotland in 2008,
representing 27% of the total.

38 Fuel Poverty in Scotland: Further Analysis of the Scottish House Condition survey 2002
39 Scottish House Condition Survey; Scotland Key Findings for 2008
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1.2 According to figures produced by the Scottish Government40 early in 2008, for every 1% rise in fuel
prices an estimated 8,000 more households would go into fuel poverty. Based on the assumption that the
only thing changing in the modelling was fuel price, household income and energy eYciency are assumed
to remain static. Further based on the percentage rise in fuel prices over the period Q3 2005 to Q3 2008 for
fuel and light as calculated by DECC,41 prices have risen relative to the GDP deflator from 91.3 to 137.7.
This is a 51% increase in real terms. Continuing on the basis that other influences remained static, we should
have seen fuel poverty at 951,000 households. Given that the oYcial figure is 618,000 we could assume that
the action of the other influences—energy eYciency and household income—have worked positively to
restrict the growth of fuel poverty. Improvements in these factors between 2005 and 2008 might therefore
be assumed to have prevented some 330,000 households from falling into fuel poverty.

1.3 However, the reliability of oYcial fuel poverty figures is compromised because of the time lapse
between collection and publication of data. The most recent figures for Scotland do not reflect all of the
significant fuel price increases during 2008–09. Accordingly, EAS estimates that there are currently almost
three-quarters of a million fuel poor households in Scotland.

1.4 In measuring fuel poverty, fuel costs are modelled, as is fuel consumption. Fuel prices are calculated
on the basis of location, fuel mix and payment methods. EAS believes that there is therefore a danger that
real levels of fuel poverty are underestimated in many instances ie rural areas with no access to gas supply;
areas of high density, income-poor households with limited choice of payment methods; households where
housing benefit increases to accommodate rent increases (and leads to a higher level of income/lower
proportion of income spent on fuel being assumed).

2. The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating.

2.1 EAS believes that the definition of fuel poverty needs to be clearer. Where the oYcial headline figure
(i.e. based on full income definition) is used, the basic income definition, with housing-related benefits
excluded, should also be highlighted.

2.2 As mentioned earlier, there are factors such as increased housing benefits (following rent increases for
example) that inadvertently lead to a reduction in the likelihood of a household being classified as fuel poor.

2.3 Also, 10% relates to expenditure on fuel, not expenditure on “adequate heating”. Dr. Brenda
Boardman’s specific definition is “Fuel Poverty is the inability to aVord adequate warmth because of the
energy ineYciency of the dwelling”.

3. The coherence of the government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

Investment in energy eYciency in the UK by both central and devolved governments has been substantial.
However, as shown above, while this investment has mitigated fuel poverty, levels are still rising.

3.1 EAS believes that improving energy eYciency is the most sustainable solution to fuel poverty and can
also make a significant contribution towards reducing emissions and ensuring security of energy supply.
Energy eYciency is devolved to Scottish Government and EAS believes that there must be increased
investment in energy eYciency measures in order to alleviate fuel poverty.

3.2 Current Government-supported programmes have diVering aims and objectives. Future initiatives
must be clearer about how/where/why/whether they all have the same ultimate aim(s). There are significant
synergies and consequently opportunities to achieve cross-programme benefits, but at present there is a
general assumption that initiatives designed to reduce carbon emissions, for example, will automatically
benefit the fuel poor. This is not necessarily the case.

3.3 There needs to be a clear link between “domestic energy eYciency” programmes and a move to acting
on demand side management. It is not enough simply to reduce emissions or improve eYciency or make bills
cheaper. There needs to be greater consideration given to using less energy.

3.4 There is no clear forward plan that takes all homes to levels of energy eYciency that will lead to
considerable reductions in overall energy demand at production stage (reducing the need to replace aging
power generation plant may be crucial in tackling climate change). Proposals limited to simple insulation
measures or low aspirational targets for housing ie the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SQHS) reaching
SAP 50 or NHER 5, will not solve fuel poverty or reduce carbon emissions suYciently or in a sustainable
manner. All homes must move towards a great energy eYciency scoring, i.e. NHER 8 or above. The need
to use less energy overall is the only sustainable way of reducing the risk of exposure to fuel poverty and
ensuring that the rising cost of fuel has less impact on householders by ensuring they use less fuel in the first
place. If the ultimate aim is to provide a home that can achieve a specific heating regime and achieve a
standard of energy eYciency at or above an NHER score of 8, then fuel use will decrease, fuel bills will reduce
and householders will have warmer and healthier homes. Any rebound will be shown by longer periods of
heating and lighting but still with reduced fuel use. Government should pursue policies of zero heat load
homes, that is where homes do not require any form of heating system.

40 Estimate of Fuel Poor Households in Scotland: Scottish House Condition Survey March 2008
41 http://www.decc.gov.uk/media/viewfile.ashx?filepath%statistics/source/prices/qep211.xls&filetype%4
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3.5 Also, in terms of coherence, current programmes—Scottish Government programmes as well as
CERT, CESP and others—do not oVer the same level and type of support to all energy-users. EAS believes
that all legislation must be “co-aligned” in order that every household regardless of tenure or income level/
source is governed by the same standards and has access to the appropriate support. All grant, support and
discount schemes for energy eYciency (including those aimed primarily at fuel poverty and/or carbon
reduction) need to be streamlined to make them more accessible for people to apply. The current
arrangements are too fragmented and complicated for the public to navigate easily and this is a deterrent
to people being able to take advantage of available oVers.

3.6 In setting energy eYciency standards, it has to be recognised that not all homes will meet that standard
immediately (unless the standard is set too low). Moreover, that vulnerable and fuel poor households will
require time and assistance to reach whatever target is set by legislation. Government should take the lead
in providing that support; to place a further burden on local authorities perhaps through existing legislation
such as the Power of Well Being would place an undue burden on local authorities unless this is backed up
with increased funding ring-fenced for this purpose.

3.7 More important is how to make any assistance provided sustainable. For example, a measure such
as cavity wall insulation will, once fitted, continue to provide benefit as long as the building remains in
occupation. However, the provision of a heating system will only provide benefit if it is used properly and
for as long as the system is working and well maintained. Furthermore, this intervention will have a finite
life span. Government should therefore seek to work more closely with the energy supply industry and
heating system manufacturers to seek development of an agreement whereby, once a heating system is gifted
by the Government, it is then maintained and supported for as long as the householder remains in that
property and remains vulnerable or fuel poor.

3.8 If Government energy eYciency targets are to be met, homes need to be “fuel poverty proof” ie as
energy eYcient as possible, with access to a choice of domestic fuels and tariVs, and with disposable
household income maximised. Homes should be NHER 842 or better to ensure that Households Below
Average Income43 are protected.

3.9 EAS believes that the most sustainable unit of energy is the one that doesn’t need to be generated
and therefore calls on Government to give the highest possible priority to increased investment in energy
eYciency.

4. The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

Scotland’s main government-led energy eYciency programme is the Energy Assistance Package (EAP).
EAP was designed to be a national programme with a regional delivery. It could be refocused to be the main
delivery mechanism for all energy eYciency and carbon saving measures across the domestic sector. It has
an inclusive approach that draws in all households and could provide “Energy Assistance” to every
household in Scotland, via advice, loans, grants, home visits and though not currently the case, could be
adapted to provide a vehicle for many partners to become involved. This involvement could be as managing
agent, delivery contractor, advice agent or home visitor. It would have the ability to draw in many partners
from the voluntary, public and private sectors, utilising the experience and expertise of those best-placed to
deliver results.

4.1 However, EAP is currently a reactive programme. EAS believes that a more proactive, area-based
approach such as that adopted for the Home Insulation Scheme, supported by an EAP-type programme
oVers the best opportunities for optimising access to homes and consequently, better-facilitating
achievement of a range of targets. A proactive programme would be crucial in enabling access to support
for those most in need (vulnerable, fuel poor and/or those living in the most energy ineYcient homes, for
example) and for those actively seeking to take action. EAS also believes that an area-based approach would
have to be supported by an appropriate change in legislation relating to enforcement issues for multiple-
ownership properties, terraced housing, etc, so that genuine economies of scale existed in terms of physical
measure installation and positive outcomes.

4.2 EAS believes that the importance of the third sector, particularly in relation to their role as trusted
intermediaries and eVecting behavioural change, is often underestimated and underplayed. Greater
consideration should be given to the third sector and their potential contribution to the significant changes
required. EAS also believes that the role of local authorities and COSLA should be emphasised more, given
their level of contact with the public in conjunction with the potential impact in terms of, for example,
procurement and the establishment of ESCOs.

42 NHER is a means of rating the energy eYciency of a dwelling on a scale of 0–10 where 0 is the least energy eYcient
43 Households Below Average Income: a means of measuring living standards as determined by disposable income
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5. Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

Introducing mandatory social price support will be funded by requiring energy suppliers to make
available at least £300 million per annum by 2013. There are concerns that mandatory social tariVs are in
eVect a regressive tax paid for by all those who do not benefit from them.

5.1 Reducing the price of fuel will undoubtedly result in lower fuel bills, removing some households from
fuel poverty. However, given that the most recent Scottish House Condition survey identified more
households just above than just below the fuel poverty threshold, will more households be moved into fuel
poverty as a result of price increases?

5.2 Initiatives such as the Energy Costs Support Scheme are welcome, but data-sharing is a sensitive issue.
Benefits (relating to improved energy eYciency, income disposable income, etc) accruing from such an
approach must be specific and identifiable.

6. Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

Whilst it may be convenient to relate Cold Weather Payments to the locality of weather stations in the
UK, a greater understanding of the risk of extreme localised climate is necessary to ensure that vulnerable
households receive payments commensurate with the weather they experience. The cost of maintaining
reasonable heating levels in Scottish housing is significantly higher than in other parts of the UK but there
is no allowance for this in calculation of the benefits. For example, it costs 62% more to heat a house to
equivalent internal temperatures in Stornoway compared with an identical house in Bristol.44 Accordingly,
EAS believes that a regional weighting should apply.

6.1 Winter Fuel Payments are non means-tested annual payments to those aged 60 and over. Given the
current restriction of winter fuel payments to pensioners, consideration could be given to incorporation into
basic pension payments during the winter months to ensure take-up. However, many of those receiving
Winter Fuel Payments are not fuel poor. EAS also believes that consideration should also be given to
applying the qualifying criteria for the Cold Weather Payment to the Winter Fuel Payment to enable more
vulnerable groups to benefit.

6.2 DECC has already assessed that directing the Winter Fuel Payment to specifically oVset fuel bills
would remove over one million households from fuel poverty. Classifying the same payment as “income”
would remove fewer than one-fifth of this number from fuel poverty.

7. Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

EAS recommends that particular attention should be paid to the problems aVecting rural areas where it
is more diYcult to achieve economies of scale and where 25% of households are not currently connected to
a mains gas network. In these areas it will be necessary to use market transformation initiatives to make new
technologies such as solar water heating, biomass and heat pumps more aVordable as current grant schemes
are still not suYcient to stimulate demand for these technologies.

7.1 Government needs to ensure that rural areas do not continue to miss out on schemes designed to
alleviate fuel poverty as is currently the case. There is anecdotal evidence from EAS members that existing
grant schemes are not operating equitably across Scotland and that households that are oV the mains gas
network and those that are living in hard to treat housing may be missing out on these schemes. The
suggested reason for this is because it is more diYcult for scheme managers to achieve economies of scale
in these more sparsely populated areas and EAS recommends that this problem should be addressed as a
matter of urgency.

Additional Information

— It is clearly important to make any assistance provided sustainable. For example, a measure such
as cavity wall insulation will, once fitted, continue to provide benefit as long as the building remains
in occupation. However, the provision of a heating system will only provide benefit if it is used
properly and for as long as the system is working and well maintained. Furthermore, this
intervention will have a finite life span. Government should therefore seek to work more closely
with the energy supply industry and heating system manufacturers to seek development of an
agreement whereby, once a heating system is “gifted” by the Government, it is then maintained
and supported for as long as the householder remains in that property and remains vulnerable or
fuel poor.

— Government must ensure that any mapping exercise involves views from those currently working
at every level in the energy eYciency and fuel poverty fields. In terms of raising awareness and
eVecting behavioural change, the views of community based organisations, advisory groups etc.
must be taken into consideration.

44 Average figure calculated using data taken from Scottish Parliament Written Answer S3W-19556, 19 January 2009
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— Measures such as internal thermal dry lining, solar water heating, reinstatement of wooden
shutters, replacement of concrete floors and alternative heating sources will all make significant
contributions to energy eYciency and fuel poverty. However, many of the measures are costly and
do not attract any element of grant funding. The Scottish Government should give priority to
including such measures into its grant and loan programmes, while working directly with the UK
Government to ensure changes to legislation to enable programmes such as CERT that would
allow fuel suppliers to support these types of energy saving measure.

— EAS believes that a major factor in achieving significant change is the issue of consistency. The
public need to hear consistent messages to enable them to tune in to the message, understand it
and then have it reinforced to stimulate them into action. This is unlikely to be over very short
periods of time but rather over the medium to longer term. Too many campaigns are short lived
and rapidly changing messages are confusing to the public; this confusion leads to inertia. If the
public are unsure, then they will do nothing.

— Advice given face to face and at key trigger points in individuals’ circumstances will more likely
lead to action. All Government programmes should have a significant element of face to face advice
built in. A substantial proportion of households will require this approach to take action or change
behaviour. Existing research into energy advice highlights the need for advice to be delivered face
to face if behavioural change is to be maintained. With this in mind there is therefore a requirement
for the current Scottish Government fuel poverty programme, the Energy Assistance Package, to
deliver face to face energy advice at every appropriate stage, including specifically stage four of the
programme once heating and advanced energy eYciency measures have been installed.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Mr Richard Beard (FP 15)

1. The Warmfront scheme one of many setup to remove fuel poverty has endeavored to reduce the
number of households in fuel poverty. This is not without significant failings.

2. Eaga Plc the company running the scheme is continuing to make millions of pounds of profit out of
public funds which could be used directly to help more people in fuel poverty. The company was previously
a nonprofit making organization which raises further questions outside the scope of this subject. It would
make more sense for the Energy Saving Trust or NEA to run and manage the scheme along with all publicly
funded energy improvement schemes. This would allow the public who are often confused about criteria’s
for qualifying to call one place for advice from an unbiased non-profit making organisation.

3. The concept of the Warmfront scheme is to assess households on the grounds that if they have been
qualified by another government department for certain benefits, then they must be in fuel poverty and
qualify. This is a seriously floored method; many households in the UK on low incomes who do not qualify
for said benefits are excluded from the scheme. The only fair assessment would be to means test households
directly or open the scheme to everyone, there is no middle ground here without dismissing the availability
to some of those in most need. The government has earnings records for everyone through income tax and
national insurance contributions; could this data be used to assist in means testing as it is for benefit
entitlement?

4. The maximum available under the Warmfront scheme has increased however there are still people
having to pay contributions. Rather than having a funding limit for each property which is abused by some,
it would make more sense to assess a property and occupants on their energy eYciency needs.

5. Progress is too slow in moving eYciency improvements away from traditional methods and forwards
into renewables. By following the current path and leaving a large section of the nation dependant on gas
we are setting up a cycle for this position to happen again. As renewables become more the convention and
the cost of replacement falls, those who can aVord them will have lower heating costs than those that have
been left on gas. As gas prices increase which they are set to do then gas as a source of energy is nothing
short of a fuel poverty trap.

6. Having undertaken work for the Warmfront scheme I can add experience of how the scheme has been
abused. I have witnessed a boiler being installed to heat a swimming pool as under the current criteria and
funding limits the money was available. How is this in anyway fair to a household who don’t qualify for
benefits and struggle to make ends meet on a low income and who are by definition in fuel poverty?
Frequently houses that most people can only dream of aVording with £100,000 cars parked outside,
households that clearly are not in fuel poverty have qualified and received the benefit of a Warmfront grant.

7. Some landlords have seen the potential of the scheme and I have witnessed landlords moving one
person who qualifies for the scheme between their properties so they can have the improvements done to
each of their properties for free. I’m sure the general public does not consider a private landlord a good use
of public funds to eradicate fuel poverty. Surely it would make more sense to progressively phase in
legislation that makes it the landlord’s responsibility to improve their tenant’s fuel poverty by eYciency
improvements with the landlords taking the financial burden and not the tax-payer.
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8. Social tariVs are simply Plc propaganda, a gesture to humor politicians and the press. Most households
by shopping around can find tariVs far cheaper than the social tariVs oVered. However this is fundamentally
floored as many in fuel poverty do not have the credit and financial status needed to qualify for the cheaper
rates. If energy companies are going to oVer social tariVs then they should be as cheap as any other scheme
that company oVer before they can call it a social tariV, both for those on pre-payment and post-payment
terms.

9. Whilst the current strategy has made great strides in reducing fuel poverty, it is clear that improvements
to the management, selection and use of funds need changes. The current practices of replacing gas for gas
needs to be assessed with a longer term perspective. More promotion of the current renewable schemes is
needed. If there is to be serious movement towards achieving the primary goal then action is needed
immediately. At the current rate prices for fuel and energy are rising the number of households facing fuel
poverty is going to increase more and more without smarter intervention.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Selwood Tenants’ Voice (FP 16)

— Progress against Government targets.

— The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie, those households where more
than 10% of income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating.

— The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency.

— The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most.

People are being targeted to go onto PPMs, we believe this is around 1,000 people per day—this is as a
result of a debt owed to the utility companies. The average debt is around £500 for dual fuel.

This means that an unfair proportion of the money that goes into the debt repayment is controlled by the
pre-payment meter. This is not the same with other debts which can be renegotiated through the common
financial statement work of money advisers.

This is a really important issue that is being missed as the foregoing on other debts can lead to
homelessness (rent) and prison (council tax). The prevalence of doorstep/illegal lenders in areas which are
also areas where there are lots of PPMs installed is a self-perpetuating problem.

Just because a house is in debt should not mean that the incoming tenant is black listed too. As an RSL
where we have evicted people for non-payment of rent this is likely to also mean there has been no payment
of other utilities. We do not black list the new incoming tenant and see no reason why other organisations
should do this. This is discriminatory. There is a cost to remove the PPM of £50, again this could be perceived
as discriminatory.

OFGEM say is it acceptable that the diVerence between a direct debit tariV and a PPM tariV is £86 per
year. The National Energy Campaign Group still perceives this diVerence to be in the region of £300 per
annum. We believe £86 is too great as the cost of this does not reflect the diVerence between the collection
costs of a direct debit and a PayPoint (for e.g.) card.

— Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing.

— Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments.

Should these be revisited as it is just as hard for single mother and people with disabilities to heat their
home as it is pensioner.

— Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by The National Joint Utilities Group Ltd (NJUG) (FP 17)

Introduction

1) The National Joint Utilities Group Ltd (NJUG) is the only UK trade association representing utilities
and their contractors on street works issues Our members invest billions of pounds each year to deliver safe,
secure and reliable services to UK plc and individual domestic consumers. We therefore welcome the
opportunity to respond to the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee’s Inquiry into Fuel Poverty.

2) NJUG’s current members are the Energy Networks Association (representing electricity and gas),
Water UK (representing all water and wastewater companies), National Grid, Openreach, and Virgin
Media. Our associate members are Clancy Docwra, Skanska Utilities, Balfour Beatty, Morrison Utility
Services, Morgan Est, NACAP, PJ Keary, First Intervention, Carillion, Enterprise, Laing O’Rourke and
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AMEC Including members through trade associations, NJUG represents 39 utility companies and 12 utility
contractors. NJUG is also the utility arm of the Highway Authorities and Utilities Committee representing
street works in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales known as HAUC (UK).

Impediments Against Fuel Poverty Objectives

3) Though the Government has set a target of eliminating fuel poverty entirely by 2016, this is highly
unlikely to be met given that the number of households suVering from fuel poverty is on the rise and it is
highly possible therefore that fuel poverty in the UK will be far greater a problem in 2016 than it was when
the Government set its objective if this trend continues One way this issue can be addressed is by ensuring
the aVordability of utility bills by keeping them as low as possible.

4) NJUG is a constructive organisation, committed to working with Government, local authorities and
other stakeholders to reduce the unfortunate disruption caused by street works.

5) However should the Government pursue their policy intentions recently announced with respect to
street works, which includes yet further regulation in the form of a lane rental scheme (a daily charge for
every day utilities occupy the street), it is likely to have the eVect of increasing consumer utility bills and
could therefore hamper the Government’s fuel poverty objectives, without any alternative beneficial return
We also note that the opposition has recently announced similar plans in relation to street works, which
could have a similar impact on consumers’ bills.

6) At this diYcult economic time, NJUG is concerned that any increase to costs on consumers must be
fully justified. However, we have still to be provided with evidence that a lane rental system would have any
eVect over and above that achieved through the through the myriad of existing regulation governing utility
street works Indeed, the only existing research on the matter was undertaken in 2003–04 in Middlesbrough
and Camden The results indicated “little change”45 in the extent of street works, but a large increase to
consumer bills with one utility involved indicating a 433% increase

7) Utilities invest billions of pounds every year to deliver safe, secure and reliable services to customers.
These services are essential to both the UK economy and to individual households Street works are only
undertaken for four reasons—safety, security of supply, to connect new customers or enhance existing
customers’ supplies, or to divert apparatus to facilitate major transport or urban regeneration projects.

8) Our fear is that if lane rental is applied to all these essential works, it would simply add to the regulatory
burden upon business, increasing bills substantially without any equivalent benefit at a time when consumers
are suVering economic hardship, and seeing bills already rising to deliver a vast array of Government
initiatives include energy policy objectives of security of gas and electricity supplies, aVordability and the
phased transition to a low carbon economy; supporting urban regeneration objectives by upgrading existing
or delivering new utility infrastructure; delivering the infrastructure necessary to deliver the Digital
Economy; and replacing ageing water and sewage pipes to reduce water leakage, continue to increase water
quality and ensure that the UK’s increasing population has a robust sewage system.

9) Utility works are controlled through a range of legislation and regulations implemented by local
authorities, which includes a range of recent changes such as: improved works Noticing systems; increased
overstay charges (where utilities are charged for exceeding their agreed timescales for works); introduction
of fixed penalties; and permit schemes, all of which allow local authorities to better co-ordinate utility street
works, and indeed their own highway works, of which there are equal numbers In addition, utilities already
pay in excess of £1 2 billion per year in “cumulo rates” for the privilege of locating their apparatus in the
street and also economic regulators for energy and water further incentivise utilities to operate eYciently
through five-yearly regulatory settlements Whilst the regulators’ statutory duties vary, their central
objectives are to protect the consumer, by balancing investment for the future with price levels to customers.

10) It is in the interests of consumers therefore that (a) the existing and newly introduced legislation
should be allowed to bed down and their benefits and costs measured, before any further measures are
implemented and (b) if lane rental is ultimately introduced it should only be used on strategic routes at peaks
times, as opposed to a blanket approach covering all works on all streets. This would incentivise utilities to
work in the night and to lay plating where practical and safe to do so, so that the busiest roads can be used
during the day.

11) It has been estimated that a blanket enforcement could cost the utility circa £750 million per year
which would increase utility bills by an extra £3446 per household, a substantial rise that would impede the
Government’s fuel poverty objectives, without any proven beneficial return.

45 “Monitoring of Lane Rental Projects Second Annual Report April 2003–March 2004”, Department for Transport, July 2004,
P 23

46 The £750 million per year estimate is derived from an NJUG assessment on the implications of lane rental for its members
and is based on the rates used in the Camden and Middlesbrough lane rental trial undertaken in 2003–04. The figure of £34 is
based on an estimate of 22 million UK households
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12) NJUG is therefore keen to work with Transport for London (TfL), which is currently developing a
proposal for a lane rental scheme, to help it develop a focused/targeted scheme that considers incentivising
utilities to work on strategic routes outside normal hours or if not, pay a daily charge. We would welcome
the opportunity to participate in a trial to ensure that any lane rental scheme will deliver major additional
benefits, which outweigh the potentially substantial additional costs to utilities and London’s consumers.

13) Utilities are also undertaking numerous voluntary activities in support of NJUG’s Vision for Street
Works (http://www.njug.org.uk/uploads/0912 NJUG Vision for Street Works.pdf) to enhance the quality of
works and reduce disruption. This includes the widespread use of minimum-dig techniques wherever
practical and cost-eVective, and advance-planning pilots to co-ordinate planned works where possible
Following successful working with the Mayor of London in implementing a London Code of Conduct,
which has delivered tangible benefits for communities and the travelling public, in terms of reducing
disruption, NJUG is now looking at implementing a national Code of Conduct for its members. Utilities
and their contractors are also actively working with Transport for London (TfL), the Olympic Delivery
Authority and Local Authorities to co-ordinate works on and near the Olympic Route Network in the run-
up to and during the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

14) Such voluntary self-regulatory measures are essential to assist in minimising the need for costly
regulation, such as lane rental, and in return help keep consumers’ bills down In order to promote examples
of this, NJUG holds an annual Awards ceremony to publicise and share good practice so that companies
and organisations can learn from the successes achieved by others, in order to improve the quality of works,
and in turn the services provided to consumers.

15) Given that the volume of street and highway works is unlikely to change, utilities and local authorities
must work together better, through greater co-operation, co-ordination and communication, to deliver
further eYciencies in the delivery of works and costs as opposed to through further regulation.

Summary

16) It has been estimated that lane rental could cost the utility industry in the region of £750 million per
annum, which would be the equivalent of an additional £34 per household. Due to the regulatory and
commercial nature of the utilities sector all eYciency incurred costs are inevitably passed on to consumers
and therefore, given that the range of recently introduced measures are yet to be assessed or given the time
to demonstrate their eVectiveness—the consideration of further measures at this stage is premature. We
therefore urge the Committee, in the interest of reducing fuel poverty, to suggest to the Government,
Opposition and the Mayor of London that existing measures (both statutory and voluntary) should be
allowed to bed down and their eVectiveness measured, before any additional costs to utilities and their
customers are implemented.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Age Concern and Help the Aged (FP 18)

From April 2010 Age Concern and Help the Aged will be known as Age UK. We will celebrate ageing
and work to create opportunity in later life; and we will also challenge disadvantage and unfairness wherever
we find it.

Age UK will work with partners in the UK and across the globe. We will be working with Age Cymru,
Age Scotland and Age NI and with local Age UK partners in communities across England. Internationally
we will work through HelpAge International to support a network in 100 countries around the world.

1. Introduction

1.1 Age Concern and Help the Aged welcome the opportunity to respond to this inquiry into Fuel
Poverty by the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee. Older people account for around half of the
more than 5 million UK households now living in fuel poverty. This means that one in three pensioner
households were in fuel poverty last winter. It is now clear that the Government will not meet its statutory
target to eliminate fuel poverty among vulnerable households by 2010. Progress has clearly been hindered
high energy prices over the past few years. The Government cannot insulate the population from the eVects
of rising energy costs. However, it can—and must—do more to prevent the poorest and most vulnerable
households from falling into fuel poverty.

2. Progress Against Government Targets

2.1 In the early years of the Fuel Poverty Strategy, there was clear progress, with the number of
households in England in fuel poverty falling to 1.2 million (of which 1 million were “vulnerable”) in 2004.
But as energy prices began to rise sharply, that was not ever going to be maintained with the programmes
in hand. By 2007, the last year for which oYcial figures are available, there were 2.8 million households in
fuel poverty (2.3 million vulnerable), and the Government estimates 3.6 million in 2008, and 4.6 million in
2009. About half of these are pensioner households. Clearly, the 2010 target is history. To stand any chance
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of reaching the 2016 target to eradicate fuel poverty in all homes in England, particularly in the face of
irresistibly upward moving fuel prices as indicated by both the Committee on Climate Change and Ofgem,
we will need much more challenging and vigorous policies than are currently in place.

3. Definition of Households in Fuel Poverty

3.1 The definition was formulated over 20 years ago, and the numbers in fuel poverty are estimates
derived from modelling. So it is not a precise measure. However it gives a feel for a problem which we all
recognise exists, though for practical purposes (such as targeting available resources to appropriate
households) it is not particularly helpful. With the development of domestic Energy Performance
Certificates we will slowly build up, at individual dwelling levels, a picture of the energy eYciency of our
housing stock. With more work on income data-sharing, we can then match the household income to the
energy eYciency of the individual dwellings. In this way we can begin to develop a more precise map of fuel
poor households, but it will require an unprecedented degree of co-operation and data-sharing between
Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC), Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG), Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) and local government.

4. Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

4.1 Government strategies in this area have always sought to elide two objectives within the energy
eYciency elements of its domestic housing framework—to reduce energy use and thus carbon emissions and
to reduce fuel poverty. This twin track is not always coherent, since the various programmes in play are
designed to achieve diVering objectives and are available to diVerentiated parts of the population. Certainly
from the perspective of the consumer, the picture of what is available looks anything but coherent. In
addition, the specific programme to address fuel poverty, Warm Front, has been the victim of some erratic
budgetary decisions, and the stop/go nature of its funding has caused confusion for customers as well as the
service providers.

4.2 What emerged clearly from the Government’s evidence in last year’s judicial review of its fuel poverty
targets and strategy, was that it had a strategy to do whatever was “reasonably practicable” to meet its
targets, but if what was examined (for example extending the mains gas network) was outwith existing
budgets, it was considered not reasonably practicable. So eVectively, its fuel poverty strategy was
constrained by existing budgets regardless of how eVectively it was or was not reaching its targets. In the
absence of new funding from the Treasury, if it was to up the tempo of energy eYciency work, the
Government had to rely on arm-twisting the energy companies to increase their social spending, and in the
area of social tariVs for example, that has led to a very confusing and incoherent system. Each supplier has
a diVerent “product” with diVerent eligibility criteria, and consumers and consumer advisors struggle to
identify what is available. The proposal in the current Energy Bill to introduce a mandatory “social price
support” scheme from 2011 will at least introduce clarity to this area.

5. The Methods used to Target Assistance at Households which need it most

Warm Front

5.1 The NAO, with its report in February 2009, has had the last word on targeting Warm Front. Since
fuel poverty is essentially a theoretical construct, we have had to rely on proxy measures, such as entitlement
to particular benefits, to target the scheme. The NAO identified that 57% of households in fuel poverty (on
the vulnerable definition) do not qualify for Warm Front because they do not claim the appropriate benefits,
and at the same time, 75% of households claiming those appropriate benefits (and so would qualify) are not
in fuel poverty. Since that report, there have been changes to both the design and delivery of the scheme
which have improved it—for example, raising the upper limit of the grant per household has largely
eradicated the ludicrous position where people in receipt of means-tested benefits were being asked for
capital contributions in order to get work deemed necessary carried out. The Government repeatedly rolls
into its litany of the support it provides to the fuel poor the cash payments it makes, and these are discussed
in (6) below.

5.2 Last year Age Concern and Help the Aged ran a campaign to improve the Warm Front programme.
A major issue was top ups which were forcing the poorest older people to withdraw from the programme.
Complaints to our information and advice services about top ups seem to have receded since the increase
in the level of the grant.

5.3 The main issue we have encountered over this winter has been delays with fixing broken boilers. Warm
Front is not an emergency programme and waiting times can lead vulnerable older people with multiple
health conditions to spend months without heating and hot water. There are also continuing concerns
regarding the standard of workmanship and information given to clients.

5.4 We have included some of our case studies on this issue as an annexe to the written submission. As
some of these case studies show, problems arise when older people can no longer cope without heating and
hot water, take things into their own hands and get the job done by a local contractor who is not part of the
Warm Front programme.
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Community Energy Support Programme

5.5 The proposed Community Energy Support Programme will deliver area-based, street-by-street,
house-by-house improvements in areas with high levels of multiple deprivation. This is likely to be better
targeted, but it is currently a very small programme. If it is the model for the future (as is envisaged), and if
it was significantly up-scaled, it too would become less focused on fuel poor households over time. The only
way to really understand and target fuel poor households would be the comprehensive survey and data-
matching approach discussed in (2) above.

6. Social Tariffs

6.1 Age Concern and Help the Aged have campaigned for a number of years for social tariVs to be made
mandatory and we very much welcome the provision in the current Energy Bill that will achieve this. Our
campaign was partially realised in July 2008 when Ofgem introduced guidelines that required companies to
make their social tariVs at least as low as their lowest tariV (usually for those paying online or by direct
debit). Prior to this, research showed that the social tariV was not necessarily the lowest. However, we also
think it is important that the same eligibility criteria and core elements should be required. At the moment,
each supplier’s social tariV is diVerent in terms of eligibility and level of discount.

6.2 We are not persuaded by the companies’ opposition to this on the basis that it stifles innovation and
their ability to diVerentiate. The point about social tariVs is they should be available to fuel poor households
who are very unlikely to be searching for the cheapest tariV on websites. These households are more likely
to seek advice and help from local advice agencies such as Age Concern. The variation between the
companies of who is eligible and what the tariV oVers makes it diYcult for advice agencies to be sure of
advising the client on which supplier is oVering the best tariV for them, let alone individual households.

6.3 There are also issues about customer “churn”—how do customers know when they have slipped into
eligibility for help, and more significantly how are they deprived of their social tariV if their circumstances
change for the better? The Government seems minded to restrict the social price support scheme to older
people (possibly over 70) on Pension Credit, a group which is unlikely to churn very much, but this
restriction is likely to seriously upset the other parts of the population in fuel poverty—who probably make
up more than half the total household numbers.

7. Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

7.1 Cold Weather Payments are clearly well targeted in that they are only paid to people on means-tested
benefits when the weather is cold. But of course this begs the question of whether people claim their means-
tested benefits, and Pension Credit (for example) is only claimed by 65–70% of those households entitled.
The Winter Fuel Payment, on the other hand, is universal so is hardly a policy to help the fuel poor. It is
really a Winter Payment to all pensioner households, since though it was introduced in 1997, it assumed its
present scale (and became universal as against means-tested) during the period when the State Pension was
uprated by only 75p per week. It can be seen as a fig leaf to cover the decision to hold the State Pension
increases to the link with inflation rather than earnings. This point is worth emphasising, because the
amounts of money spent on the Winter Fuel Payments constitute the most substantial part of the support
which the Government claims to be allocating to fuel poverty measures. However helping poor households
with money has to be a central part of any fuel poverty strategy until such time as their houses have been
suYciently refurbished to allow them to be adequately warm at an aVordable cost.

8. Support for Households which are not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

8.1 Gas currently oVers the cheapest space heating, and so the best fuel to provide to help the fuel poor.
This will not always be true. Renewable technologies (such as photo-voltaics or heat pumps) have a part to
play for households oV the mains gas network today, but their deployment as part of the Government’s fuel
poverty strategy has barely started. District heating schemes using renewables could also be helpful to
communities away from the mains gas network, but these initiatives receive only minor recognition in the
suite of Government programmes on the table. Meanwhile since only gas and electricity supply companies
have license obligations to provide customers with energy eYciency services, other fuel users lose out, and
as only gas and electricity prices are regulated by Ofgem the users of other fuels enjoy no such protection.

February 2010

Annex 1

WARM FRONT CASE STUDIES

Mrs P had a new boiler installed in February 2009 under the Warm Front programme. Over Christmas
she had to contact the firm who installed her heating system on numerous occasions as she had no heat.
They did come out to the property three or four times for the same problem—frozen pipes. The last time
she contacted them they refused to come out and told her to boil a kettle and pour it over the pipes. To do
this she would have needed to climb a ladder as the pipe is located quite high up on her gable end. At 92 she
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did not feel this was an option. She eventually managed to get a private contractor in who said that whoever
installed it had done a poor job and the pipes should not have been placed where they were. She has had to
pay £240 for the work and would like to be reimbursed by Warm Front.

Mrs M is experiencing problems with the outside pipes of her heating system, which you fitted last year.
The outside flue became blocked with ice causing the system to break down. Emergency action was requested
by the adviser.

Mr and Mrs M have been waiting for an engineer to assess their heating system since November.
Originally, the system worked but not properly but then stopped working altogether leaving them without
heating. Mr M rang the call centre and was informed that they could not deal with the matter until the end
of the month due to the current cold weather conditions. The adviser requested that they treat the case as
an emergency and provide temporary heating in the meantime—the latter was not oVered by the call centre.

One adviser commented, “In this exceptionally cold weather we are concerned about older people waiting
for Warm Front installations, where their heating systems are no longer functioning. In the last few weeks
we have had two clients who have contacted Warm Front because they have no source of heating and both
were oVered heaters but they have not been delivered. One client has become so desperate she has cancelled
the order, borrowed £1k from family and ordered a new boiler privately. She is using her recently awarded
Attendance Allowance to repay the loan. She wanted her plight highlighted to save other older people”.
Eaga informed the adviser that they have a limited stock of temporary heaters available.

Memorandum submitted by Grundfos Pumps Ltd (FP 19)

1. Introduction

Grundfos Pumps Ltd is pleased to provide written evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Select
Committee inquiry into Fuel Poverty.

1.1 Background to Grundfos. Grundfos Pumps Ltd are a UK leader in the supply of pumps and pump
systems for domestic, commercial building services and process industry applications. The Company is part
of the Grundfos Group who employs 18,000 people in sales and production roles in 78 companies
worldwide. Founded in 1945, the Group now has an annual turnover of £1.9 billion and produces 16 million
pumps per year. In the UK, we employ 370 people with a major manufacturing facility in Sunderland.

1.2 Energy EYcient circulator pumps and fuel poverty. Grundfos supports the introduction of a
minimum rating of Band “C” for circulator pumps in UK building regulations. This will provide a major
opportunity to reduce energy consumption in UK homes thereby reducing the level of fuel poverty.

2. The Importance of Energy Efficiency Circulator Pumps

2.1 Poor eYciency of existing stock. The vast majority of circulator pumps currently installed in UK
homes are Band “D” or below. In the UK, there are an estimated 15 million stand-alone domestic circulators
on regular boilers in the UK of which 90% are Band “D” or less. However, less than 1% of domestic pumps
installed in the UK are Band “A”.

2.2 Installer decision making process. Since 2006, Band “A” circulator pumps have been sold in the UK
by a number of UK manufacturers with clear advantages for their users in terms of reduced energy bills and
significant carbon savings. However, when circulator pumps fail, installers typically recommend a low-cost
option to homeowners that want a speedy and cheap solution to make their central heating system work
again. The homeowner is often unaware that by paying an additional £20 or so, they can have an energy
eYcient pump that will cut their energy bills. The payback period is commonly only two to three years which
compares very favourably with other measures that householders could take such as installing double
glazing.

2.3 Bring UK more into line with other European Countries. The UK should introduce minimum
eYciency standards and consider other financial incentives to bring it more into line with other forward
thinking European countries. For example, Germany and Denmark provide financial support, and promote
the use and installation of high eYciency circulator pumps. In these two countries, the proportion of energy
eYcient pumps installed vastly exceeds that of the UK.

2.4 Help meet Carbon reduction targets. Enforcing a minimum Band “C” will help the UK Government
meet carbon reduction targets. Waiting until the EuP Directive comes into force before implementing at least
a minimum Band “C” for circulator pumps will allow energy eYcient pumps to be installed for a further
two years.
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3. Conclusion

Grundfos Pumps Ltd welcomes the inquiry and urges the Committee to examine the important role that
circulator pumps can play in reducing fuel poverty. The introduction of a minimum rating of Band “C” for
circulator pumps in UK building regulations is needed to ensure that energy eYcient pumps are installed.
It is vital that this opportunity to reduce fuel poverty is not missed.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Macmillan Cancer Support (FP 20)

Executive Summary

— People with cancer who have undergone treatment in the last year are twice as likely to be in fuel
poverty as the general (non vulnerable) population. This rises to one in five of those currently
undergoing active treatment.

— People with cancer should receive information tailored to their needs at key points in their cancer
journey. This should include information about fuel poverty and the help available.

— Macmillan believes that the Winter Fuel Payment should be extended to people with cancer in
particular need. By particular need, we mean those who are terminally ill, those who have
undergone treatment in the last year and those receiving council tax or housing benefit.

— Macmillan also believes that the proposed mandatory price support scheme should provide
assistance to people with cancer in particular need (as outlined above). We would also like this
scheme to take the form of a social tariV rather than a rebate so that those receiving help can be
guaranteed to receive the lowest prices oVered by their energy supplier.

Background

1. Macmillan Cancer Support welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Energy and Climate
Change Select Committee inquiry into fuel poverty and would be happy to provide any further information
if required.

2. Macmillan improves the lives of people aVected by cancer, providing practical, medical, emotional and
financial support. We work to raise awareness of cancer issues and have been campaigning for a better
financial deal for cancer patients including ensuring patients receive routine financial information.
Macmillan also operates a hardship grant providing financial assistance to those patients in need and funds
benefit adviser posts in hospitals and information centres across the UK.

Progress Against Targets

3. Macmillan is disappointed that the Government will fail to meet the 2010 target to eradicate fuel
poverty in vulnerable houses (including those with cancer). While we understand that fuel price increases
have contributed greatly to the rising numbers of households who find themselves in fuel poverty, we believe
this and the overall target to eradicate fuel poverty by 2016 should remain a key priority for the Government.
Recent government activity (for example the pilot mandatory price support scheme) has targeted very
specific groups who have a high incidence of fuel poverty. If this is likely to mirror the future of the
Government’s approach to tackling fuel poverty, we are concerned that those groups who are harder to
identify or target will not receive the support needed. The Government should remain committed to
identifying all groups in fuel poverty and elevating them out of fuel poverty.

4. Income is a large contributory factor in dictating whether someone is in fuel poverty. The Government
has attempted to address this aspect of fuel poverty with the introduction of the Winter Fuel Payment.
However, those in fuel poverty under the age of 60 do not receive this and the amount given in the payment
has not risen in line with fuel prices. It is therefore important that the Government continues to look to other
ways of maximising income, not least ensuring people claim the benefits to which they are entitled and
addressing some of the challenges certain groups of individuals, such as cancer patients, face when trying
to access key benefits (see paragraphs 21 and 22).

Defining fuel poverty

5. While the fuel poverty definition is useful in describing those who require help and targeting assistance,
we are aware from our conversations with energy companies that they face diYculties pinpointing exactly
who is in fuel poverty and therefore who qualifies for certain assistance because of a lack of comprehensive
data collected by government and other agencies . Indeed, Macmillan has been conducting its own research
to determine the number of people with cancer living in fuel poverty and has found this challenging. For
example, at present the English House Condition Survey, used to estimate the number of people living in
fuel poverty and determine profiles for those most likely to be aVected, only gathers information on specific
disabilities such as hearing, vision, learning, mobility, breathing and heart. While this captures common
conditions such as heart disease, it misses other common disabilities such as cancer and diabetes. This means
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the Government is able to estimate the number of people with heart conditions or breathing diYculties who
are living in fuel poverty but not those with cancer. We fail to see the logic of such an approach and feel it
may lead to certain vulnerable people being favoured over other vulnerable people. We recommend that the
Select Committee looks at whether suYcient data is collected by government departments and, in particular,
whether more comprehensive data should be collected about vulnerable groups through the English House
Condition Survey.

People with cancer and fuel poverty

6. Every year around 290,000 people in the UK are diagnosed with cancer and more than 150,000 die of
the disease.47 However, survival rates are improving—half of people diagnosed with cancer now survive for
more than five years47—and there are currently two million people living with or beyond cancer in the
UK.48

7. Research conducted by Macmillan49 suggests that people with cancer who have undergone treatment
in the last year are twice as likely to be in fuel poverty as the general (non vulnerable) population (19%
compared with 9.6%). This rises to one in five (20%) of those currently undergoing active treatment. Our
research also found that one in five (19%) people with cancer said that over the last winter they had to turn
the heating oV even though they needed it on and 91% said this was due to money worries (the additional
9% said this was due to reasons such as others being in the house or environmental concerns). An additional
31% still felt cold last winter even with the heating on. We therefore believe that the extent of fuel poverty
among cancer patients is probably higher than our research (based on actual not modelled spend) so far
suggests.

8. Several factors may force a person with cancer into fuel poverty. As a result of their condition, cancer
patients face a number of increased costs at a time when their income has often decreased. Macmillan
research found that among working age cancer patients (under 55s) seven out of ten suVer a reduced
household income, losing on average 50%.50 It is estimated that around four in 10 cancer patients of
working age do not return to work after treatment.51 Higher utility bills are one of the major additional
costs which cancer patients face.52

Julian, 43, London, diagnosed with intestinal cancer in 2008.

“I’ve had to stop work because of my cancer so I’m at home a lot and that means trying to keep
warm. Cancer treatment makes you feel the cold so badly. I’m already behind with my heating bill
and owe a couple of hundred pounds. The fear of mounting debts is the last thing you need when
you’re so ill.”

9. There may be several reasons why a cancer patient faces increased energy costs. Many cancer patients
spend longer periods of time at home in order to recuperate during treatment; are unable to engage in
hypothermia prevention measures such as keeping active;53 they may lose their hair; they may have to use
other domestic appliances more often because they are unwell, and there is evidence to suggest that they feel
the cold more.54 The majority of cancer patients are also elderly (three out of four people diagnosed with
cancer are aged over 60) and so are more likely to be suVering the eVects of fuel poverty. Research by
Macmillan has shown that 59% of people with cancer had used more fuel since their diagnosis. 75%
attributed this increase to feeling the cold more since their diagnosis and 73% to spending more time at home
since their diagnosis.55 This means that cancer patients have increased energy needs throughout the year
tied into their illness and treatment cycles. Our research also found that, of those who were struggling
financially, two thirds were struggling to cope with energy bills since their cancer diagnosis.

10. Historically a significant number of the grants Macmillan has given to cancer patients facing financial
hardship have been to help with the costs of heating. However, the number of patients applying for grants
for this purpose is increasing. In 2009, over 41% of people receiving a grant from Macmillan received help
towards their heating. 11,221 people were helped with fuel costs at a cost of £2,066,632. Although Macmillan
can oVer some assistance to patients in hardship, we are increasingly aware that we are unable to cover the
full cost of someone’s bill or help all those in need.

47 CancerStats, Cancer Research UK
48 King’s College London, Macmillan Cancer Support and National Cancer Intelligence Network, Cancer Prevalence in the

UK, 2008
49 Macmillan Cancer Support online survey of people with cancer, May 2009
50 Macmillan Cancer Support, Cancer Costs, June 2006
51 Spelten E, Sprangers M, Verbeek J, Factors reported to influence the return to work of cancer survivors: a literature review,

Psycho-Oncology 11: 124–131 (2002)
52 Macmillan Cancer Support, Cancer Costs, June 2006
53 Rising fuel bills could mean more die of cancer, The Press and Journal, 14 October 2008
54 Shivering in acutely ill vulnerable populations, Holtzclaw, AACN Clinical Issues, Volume 15, No. 2, pp267–279

http://www.npower.com/health through warmth/about htw/Health impacts/index.htm
55 Macmillan Cancer Support online survey of people with cancer, May 2009
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Targeting assistance

11. Both Government and energy suppliers have expressed a desire to better target resources to tackle fuel
poverty. Indeed, part of the rationale behind the pilot data sharing and rebate scheme, is that the group
targeted has a very high incidence of fuel poverty and will be guaranteed to receive this help. Macmillan
agrees that assistance should be well targeted at those most in need and has attempted to identify those
cancer patients at highest risk of fuel poverty. This includes those who are terminally ill, those who have had
treatment in the last year and those on a low income and therefore receiving housing or council tax benefit.
We estimate that this represents approximately 400,000 people.

12. If the data sharing pilot proves successful, we believe the Government and energy suppliers could
identify terminally ill patients in a similar fashion. Terminally ill patients are entitled to the Disability Living
Allowance under special rules if they obtain a DS1500 form from their clinician confirming their diagnosis.
This would provide a vehicle for the DWP to identify such people who could be targeted for assistance.

Audrey, 45, Tyne & Wear, diagnosed with breast cancer in 2002. She now has secondary cancers and
is terminal.

“Our household income has halved since I got ill but our fuel costs have doubled. I get benefits of
just £70 a week but even our summer gas bill was £200. We’re struggling financially and cover
ourselves in jumpers and blankets or just go to bed to avoid putting on the heating.”

13. However, it is unlikely that there is such an easy way to identify automatically other people in fuel
poverty. For example, the data collected on patients who have received cancer treatment in the last year or
who are receiving council tax or housing benefit is limited or does not exist. While NHS data may provide
a possible vehicle as yet the IT network would not provide an easy way to access or collate this information.
We would therefore suggest that data sharing has its limitations and that government schemes to tackle fuel
poverty must allow people in need to apply for help. The Government could explore the role which the
voluntary sector could play in acting as “trusted partners”—identifying those in fuel poverty and either
recommending them to government for support or administering fuel poverty benefits on the
Government’s behalf.

Information

14. One of the key ways in ensuring that those in need access the help available to them is to raise
awareness of what is available. At present there are lots of diVerent sources of help, with diVerent qualifying
criteria and available from a range of diVerent sources. This can prove confusing for those attempting to
access help. Macmillan also found that people with cancer were reluctant to approach their energy supplier
for help as they felt sceptical about what would be oVered.

15. Macmillan strongly advocates that people with cancer should be given information routinely at key
points along their cancer journey including at the point of diagnosis and when initial treatment ends. This
information should cover the patient’s holistic needs which would incorporate the issue of fuel poverty and
how to access help. The Government will be introducing information prescriptions for cancer patients
shortly as a way of ensuring high quality and tailored information is consistently given to all patients. We
would suggest that fuel poverty information is included in information prescriptions and that the
Department of Energy and Climate Change work closely with the Department of Health to make sure this
happens as eVectively as possible.

16. We also believe that energy suppliers should be doing more to promote and raise awareness of the help
available to vulnerable customers. Information should be accessible, readily available, placed on website
homepages and included with fuel bills. This should include a clear statement of who is eligible for help. We
also suggest that call centre staV ask prompting questions so that people with cancer recognise that choosing
to reveal their cancer diagnosis may allow them to access additional help. This needs to be done in a sensitive
manner. Energy companies should look to work with voluntary partners, such as Macmillan, who have the
expertise to advise on how to reach vulnerable customers and how best to communicate with them around
potentially sensitive issues.

The Effect of the Cold on People with Cancer

17. The unaVordable nature of fuel for some people with cancer is not only having a financial impact but
is also impacting their health and wellbeing. Macmillan has been investigating the eVect of living in a cold
home on the health and wellbeing of people with cancer. In online focus groups with people with cancer
living in fuel poverty, they highlighted depression, feeling less motivated, increased pain associated with
treatment and a higher incident of trips or accidents as a result of feeling cold. From Macmillan’s own
literature searches we have not found any published literature or research in this area.

18. Macmillan therefore undertook a survey of health and social care professionals to explore this issue
further. Professionals believed there was a link between feeling cold and mental wellbeing and that feeling
cold can strongly aVect a cancer patient’s recovery. Three quarters (77%) of professionals have seen evidence
of patients suVering from pain, for example neuropathic pain, triggered or worsened by feeling cold. Some
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also noted that other types of pain are made worse by the cold, notably arthritic pain and skeletal pain.
Professionals also highlighted the emotional impact of feeling cold and the impact it could have on a
patient’s motivation to “get better”.

Fiona, 47, London, diagnosed with breast cancer in 2009 and currently undergoing radiotherapy.

“I had to give up work almost immediately after I was told I had cancer as I worked with drug
addicts and couldn’t risk getting infections. I’m so worried about my fuel bills that I’ve been
putting on layers of clothing rather than switch on the heating. It’s not right being ill and cold in
my own home, and I worry because I don’t want my son to suVer, too.”

19. We believe that health and social care professionals are in a useful position to both identify those at
risk of fuel poverty and to signpost people to appropriate information and support. The Department of
Energy and Climate Change should work more closely with the Department of Health to ensure
professionals are aware of the signs of fuel poverty, who is most at risk and where to signpost patients.

Support from Government

Winter fuel payment

20. Macmillan believes the Winter Fuel Payment should be extended to cancer patients in particular need
(see paragraph 11). One quarter of all new cases of cancer occur in patients aged under 60.56 These patients
do not, therefore, qualify for the Winter Fuel Payment. The payment provides immediate relief to
households in financial need who may otherwise face the choice of eVectively self disconnecting or cutting
back on other daily necessities. While energy eYciency schemes may reduce energy use and bills long-term,
the saving may not be large enough or come quickly enough to help those in need now. We are also aware
that due to increased prices the Winter Fuel Payment is no longer large enough—particularly for those using
oil or solid fuel heating. Many patients aged over 60 are applying to Macmillan for help with fuel bills despite
being in receipt of the Winter Fuel Payment.

Cold Weather Payment

21. Macmillan has recently become aware that people with cancer are struggling to qualify for
Employment and Support Allowance as the work capability assessment is not sensitive to the problems faced
by these people.57 Others who should automatically qualify for the benefit (ie those undergoing
radiotherapy), should automatically qualify for the support group (ie those undergoing non-oral
chemotherapy) or should be fast-tracked on to the main phase (ie those who are terminally ill) are also
experiencing problems with these rules not being consistently applied. Some people may simply never find
out that they are entitled to this money. The National Audit OYce found that, despite the financial diYculty
facing people with cancer, 77% of cancer patients are not given any financial support information at any
point in their cancer journey.58 This means many are left unaware of the support to which they may be
entitled or how they can access help. This has a knock on eVect as this benefit allows the recipient entitlement
to Cold Weather Payments.

22. People living with cancer also experience diYculties claiming Disability Living Allowance (DLA) and
Attendance Allowance (AA) as well as other benefits. For example, a Macmillan study in 2004 found that
in the UK 54% of people (nearly 83,000) with a terminal cancer diagnosis did not claim disability benefits
to which they were automatically entitled.59 Many have practical diYculties filling out the complex forms
and there is fear of the stigma about claiming benefits. This prevents people from claiming financial
assistance under energy eYciency schemes such as Warm Front.

Energy EYciency Schemes

23. We welcome the Government’s recent changes to the Warm Front Grant which means that those
qualifying for help can now receive more towards the cost of the work needed. We also hope that greater
competition will provide better value for money. However, we are concerned that not all cancer patients in
need are able to benefit from the Warm Front Scheme. As outlined above, those with a disability or long-
term illness qualify for the scheme if they receive Disability Living Allowance or an income-related benefit
with the disability premium. Many cancer patients struggle to access these benefits.

24. Another issue is the time limited nature of the grant. This is creating particular problems for some
cancer patients who have been unable to proceed before the expiry date because of the onset of illness. These
people have decided they cannot face going through the full application process again and as a consequence
have decided not to proceed with the work. Similarly we were also contacted by a person with cancer who
was unable to proceed with insulation to her roof because the company would not conduct the work until

56 CancerStats, Cancer Research UK
57 Macmillan Cancer Support, Failed by the System: Why the Employment and Support Allowance isn’t working for people living

with cancer, November 2009
58 Tackling Cancer: Improving the Patient Journey, National Audit OYce, February 2005
59 Macmillan Cancer Support, The Unclaimed Millions, June 2004
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the loft had been cleared. The person with cancer was too ill to do this work herself and could not aVord to
pay somebody else. We suspect that this is a problem which is likely to occur often. We recommend that the
Government looks to address the issues preventing vulnerable people from accessing the Warm Front Grant.

Support from Energy Companies

25. Macmillan welcomes the introduction of mandatory support for fuel-poor energy customers. We
think it is vital that particularly vulnerable cancer patients are protected through such schemes and hopes
that a standardised approach across the industry might reduce confusion. At present social tariVs diVer
between suppliers on the discount they oVer and their eligibility criteria. In some cases it may be cheaper
for a customer to switch supplier rather than use their current supplier’s social tariV. This is confusing for
customers as well as those advising them such as welfare oYcers. Macmillan research has found that 93%
of people with cancer in fuel poverty are not on a social tariV.

26. While the Government has indicated that it sees older people as the main focus for mandatory price
support schemes, we consider it important that the Bill includes the provision of help for low income
families, disabled people and people with cancer in particular need (see paragraph 11). The Bill should also
ensure that price support takes the form of a social tariV. These provide a guarantee to eligible consumers
that they will receive the lowest tariV on oVer. On the other hand a fixed sum rebate means a fuel poor
customer may still be paying more for their fuel than a non-fuel poor customer on a cheaper tariV.

27. In addition, we hope the Government will continue to require energy companies to provide financial
support for discretionary social programmes. Cancer is classed as a disability under the Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) and as such cancer patients fall into the vulnerable customer category and
should therefore be included in this support. In focus groups held with people with cancer, Macmillan found
that there was little awareness of the help available from energy companies and people with cancer were
reluctant to approach their supplier for help because of a sense of scepticism. Therefore, companies may well
need additional guidance and support to ensure the most vulnerable are targeted through such programmes.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Mr Ronnie Campbell MP (FP 21)

This submission has been produced on behalf of Member of Parliament for Blyth Valley Ronnie
Campbell. It is in response to a growing number of queries and complaints being dealt with through his oYce
and a need for a more cohesive and simplified strategy on dealing with Fuel Poverty.

Ronnie Campbell has been an MP since 1987 and provides very busy local oYce in his constituency of
Blyth Valley. As an ex-miner Ronnie has been involved in the sharp end of energy production and with the
New and Renewable Energy Centre (NaREC) being established in Blyth Valley he is conscious of the new
technologies coming on stream and through his oYce he is also acutely aware of some of the problems being
faced by consumers and especially those who rely on Key/card meters where previous debt, administration
charges and card costs severely hit the more vulnerable clients coming through his oYce.

Ronnie has also been involved in discussions with an international firm looking to establish a Biomass
power plant in the area and has brokered meetings between local land owners and the company which is
looking favourably at a new biomass power station being established within the next few years.

Headline issues for consideration by select committee on Fuel Poverty.

The main points being made are:

— The need for a more accurate method of calculating the levels of fuel poverty which would not be
unduly swayed by single elements such as fuel costs.

— The need for a statuary social tariV on energy costs allocated for eligible households basis and
based on the estimated energy requirements for that home on an annual basis any excess of the
allocation would be at the standard cost.

— The need for key/card meters payments to be at the standard or social energy tariV level and
without administration charges, financial penalties or old debts being added. Fuel cards/keys are
to help lower income families/clients budget for energy use not a way to make money and not a
way of clearing debt.

— The need for a continued programme to have EVERY home in the country insulated to the highest
standard by 2020.

— The need for a combination of energy campaigning organisations to form an implementation
partnership to manage the energy eYciency programmes and grants including Warm Front, CERT
and other government schemes. These are all not for profit and work in the best interests of the
consumer and do not have a profit element/requirement to sway their activities. Local councils
should be given a monitoring role to ensure delivery and eYcient practices are maintained.
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— The need to extend the gas pipeline network into all areas over a period of time to fit in with the
overall strategy from the implementation partnership.

— The need for a programme of introducing renewable solutions for “hard to treat” homes. This
could be during or after the insulation programme is running. In areas where solutions are not
simple then a combination approach is needed.

The need for a more accurate measure of Fuel Poverty is vital and needs to be a combination of several
elements including, house type, fuel type, insulation status of the property (SAP measurement), the
estimated fuel requirements to heat the property, The occupancy, financial position of occupants, medical
conditions and other relevant details need also be added into a system of evaluating the fuel poverty status
and thus arrive at an accurate measure of each households position.

A social tariV is also vital to help those householders in the lowest demographics but this has to be tied
to an assessment of the standard assessed fuel needs of the house being occupied so energy eYciency can be
encouraged. Thus a family (two adults with two children in a three bed home) would be allocated a social
tariV allowance of say 5,000KWh and anything over this should be at the standard rate. Similarly a single
person would be allowed 3,000KWh as their need is much less.

Alongside all plans has to be the removal of extra charges on key/card meter payment methods. These
extra charges create massive problems for families already struggling to heat their homes and have a direct
impact on the health of families using this method of paying for their fuel. Outlawing these charges would
be a huge step forward on tackling fuel poverty.

In order to tackle energy eYciency a full programme of insulation for EVERY home should be brought
in coordinated by EST, NEA and the Warm Zones (all not for profit) and monitored by local authorities
and set a timescale of say 2015 to have every home insulated to its maximum. The resources to cover this
would come from an amalgamation of Warm Front grants, CERT funding and other funds available to
tackle energy usage.

Winter fuel and cold weather payments are a vital lifeline at this point in time but could be phased out if
legislation introduces a social tariV and removes extra charges for key/card meters. These resources could
be incrementally added to those available for the national insulation programme which would lead onto a
programme of tackling “hard to treat” homes and the development of renewable energy and community
energy systems and availability. Alongside the strategy on the use of renewables can be run a roll out of gas
pipelines to areas of most need initially and then to all areas over a structured timescale.

1. When considering the impact of government policy on fuel poverty it is important to consider clearly
several issues. These can be broken down into the causes, the people aVected and then potential solutions
which diVer according to the client group and the solutions vary according to the various situations.

2. I would also suggest that the current measure/identifier of “Fuel Poverty” (FP) should be reconsidered
as the current definition of FP being when a household needs to spend more than 10% of their household
income on all domestic fuel use including appliances to heat their home to an adequate level of warmth is
producing an inaccurate evaluator of need.

While this indicator is simple and sounds good it is too often aVected by outside influences which don’t
always reflect the energy eYciency status of a property and it is heavily influenced by the world oil price levels
which in turn impact upon the costs of gas, electricity and other energy sources in the domestic market.

3. In order to avoid repetitive information I have addressed the key questions posed by the Call for
written evidence:

— Progress against Government targets.

— The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more
than 10% of income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating.

— The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency.

— The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most.

— Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing.

— Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments.

— Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid.

Progress against Government targets/The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those
households where more than 10% of income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

4. The problem with measuring the progress of the government’s fuel poverty target is in the measure itself
and thus I combine the two issues in one because without a more accurate calculator the targets being set
will continue to be unattainable. This can be and is easily warped by larger than expected increases in fuel
poverty and takes no consideration of the thermal eYciency of a property. There is also an issue with the
occupancy of a home and the size of a property particularly in the owner occupied sector. It is neither feasible
nor right to try and take action against these home owners to remove them from FP.
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5. What is needed is a method of comparing the required fuel usage of a standard home in normal use,
on which data already exists. This needs to be compared alongside the occupancy of a home, the thermal
eYciency, The estimated fuel use of that type of property, the actual fuel use (as per supplier), and then a
means tested element which considers the income of the occupier (using a banding method to get a number),
benefits recipients status (banded according to severity to consider health situation of occupier). By using
all these in formulating an indicator and giving diVerent elements a multiplier to highlight greatest need it
would be possible to develop an FP indicator not aVected unduly by any single element. This would allow
a much better evaluation of need and thus allow the targeting of resources more eVectively to target those
most in need as well as identifying those homes most in need of insulation/energy eYciency action.

It should therefore only be by the accurate evaluation of a homes FP status that government targets can
be judged.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

6. With the government having invested heavily in a range of initiatives over the years it is inevitable that
some confusion exists over the various schemes. It is without doubt that more resource has been invested in
tackling FP than ever before and a lot of good has come about because of this investment. However the
results should be considered critically against the investment overall and the resources available from all of
the various sources should be combined in order to come up with a more cohesive, understandable and
sensible strategy.

For example the money invested in the Warm Front scheme needs to be combined with the financial
equivalent of the Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT) funding as well as local authority resources
being invested in energy eYciency to come up with a global “pot” which can then be used to target Fuel Poor
homes. By doing this and then moving the resources into the control of proven operations without huge
overheads or high administration costs such as the Energy Savings Trust (EST), National Energy Action
(NEA) and Warm Zones a central cohesive strategy can be developed. These organisations would, under
monitoring by local councils, be tasked with establishing a central one stop shop “FUEL POVERTY TASK
FORCE” by working together to maximise their existing resources and minimising the costs of running an
eVective national strategy. This strategy would be set goals to be achieved by 2020 to insulate EVERY home
in the country to its highest standard and at the same time be developing a database which contains the
thermal details of EVERY property to enable a national work programme to bring to modern standards the
thermal eYciency of every home. By measuring this against the revised measurement of FP it should be
possible to measure accurately the progress being made. This would allow everyone to be able to understand
the government strategy, recognise where the resources are coming from and what is available to the
occupiers of homes in every sector. By developing this “one stop shop” approach it will eliminate confusion,
encourage involvement and take us down a path which takes the thermal eYciency of a property out of the
FP equation completely.

At the same time as this is happening it will be necessary to consider the homes in the country which are
“hard to treat” due to their build type, age or location. Solid wall homes needing external or internal
insulation need to be brought into the overall development of a national strategy right from the outset to
avoid “cherry picking” by installers and a ratio of “hard to treat” properties to standard ones should be laid
down to ensure action is taken on these as well as ensuring finance to do this work which is inevitably going
to cost more money per property.

7. By using local authorities as the managers/monitors of the energy eYciency process you would enable
a combination of databases detailing every property, its energy eYciency position (insulation, heating etc)
and build type. This information is often already held by planning departments and by combining data from
insulation installing companies, warm front and warm zones data and HECA information an accurate
evaluation of the PROPERTY is possible. By then adding data on occupants from council tax records,
benefits departments within the LA and the benefits agency and Pensions service as well as medical and
social care records an assessment on the occupiers needs can be added. This then allows you to ascertain
accurately, the complete picture on Fuel Poverty and also have a reliable indicator of the action needed to
tackle the problems within each home. This “solution” would not necessarily be the same for each home
and some people may need benefits advice or simple advice on energy usage whereas others may need more
significant help and even renewable technologies to make the home energy eYcient and out of Fuel Poverty.

The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

8. The current targeting method for resources are very much a blunt instrument approach and based on
benefits which do not necessarily provide help to those households in FP. Because some clients can receive
a grant from Warm Front because of their being on Disability Living allowance they may actually be living
in a very advantageous situation financially while others on low income cannot qualify. This is morally
wrong and has to change. One option would be to establish a programme by which EVERY home in the
country has to be fully insulated by 2020 as part of a revised policy and by linking this to the householders
on means tested benefits who are the ones only to receive free measures and the rest pay a grant supported
cost of around one-third of the standard installation. This installation cost should also be weighted
according to the area as it costs much less to insulate a home in the North of the country than it does in the
South. An evaluation of insulation costs needs to be established from every area to allow an accurate
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measure of investment needed to insulate homes. Once ALL homes are insulated and new ones have to
comply with modern building standards, activity can then be directed (with resources) to renewable energy
options for “hard to treat” homes along with a review of how welfare benefits and social energy tariVs are
mnanaged.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

9. One of the biggest problems families needing help face is the disgraceful situation by which they are
penalised even more for being poor. Despite energy companies knowing the situation poorer families face
due to their lack of income they continue to charge them extra for using a key or card meter! While they insist
the energy costs the same for these customers they avoid explaining the administration costs they charge or
the payment made to the retailer for collecting the money on their behalf which also comes oV the already
poorer client. What is currently happening is people self disconnect and often the stark choice of heating or
eating which in this day and age is an absolutely disgraceful choice facing a parent or an older person. The
situation is exacerbated even more when a key/card customer goes into the emergency portion of their energy
use and is charged even more for doing this. In some cases previous debt is added on and it is not uncommon
for a client to be actually receiving less than half of the energy they think are paying for due to the charges
taken first. Further, due to them already having less money they cannot aVord to mitigate these charges by
putting larger amounts on their cards because they haven’t got it. Therefore they are continually hammered
for being poor in the first place and the energy companies hide behind bland statistics.

10. The answer is not simple and certainly not single faceted. What is needed is a social tariV to be brought
in by statute and this could be included as part of an extra “windfall tax” on energy companies profits or
by using part of their CERT responsibility. With an energy eYcient home, a social tariV set at around half
or three quarters of the standard rate and with the abolition of any extra charges on key/card meters it would
be possible to see families/householders avoiding the stark choice of feeding themselves and their families
or keeping warm. One way of controlling by statue a social tariV would be to set this at 60% of standard fuel
cost and every home should be identified and the standard energy use required by the occupant/s evaluated as
per the national tables available already. The occupier would receive this amount of gas/electricity and any
use over this would be at the normal price. This would encourage fuel eYciency, avoid abuse and allow fuel
companies to operate a straightforward system. The qualifiers for the social tariV would be based on the fuel
poverty calculation which would be arrived at in a new way to take into consideration all the various
elements such as health, property type and size and energy eYciency status.

11. One issue which is not mentioned in the consultation is the health impact and it is well documented
what the impact of a cold damp home has on winter death figures. The lower attainment levels of poorer
children and the repetitive culture of doctor/hospital resources going into treating the aVects of people living
in these energy ineYcient and homes costs the health service billions of pounds and this should also be
factored into any long term strategy. Trial schemes need to be put into operation where treating a cold damp
home can be measured on the impact on families and their health. Altogether social tariVs, energy eYcient
homes and renewable technologies can all be used to improve the FP levels in this country.

12. One method of managing and controlling abuse of a social tariV could be in the establishment of a
set amount of energy needed to maintain adequate levels of heat in a standard home. The various
householders type/size of properties all have estimated standard energy requirements and these need to be
the basis for a social tariV. This would also encourage more eVective insulation and energy waste and avoid
the consumer using excess and irresponsible amounts of energy.

Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

13. The continuation of winter fuel payments should be continued but in a diVerent format and the
recipients should receive a voucher payable only to the energy company instead of cash. They would be non
transferable to avoid any misuse and only refundable by the energy company as part of their annual tax
liability.

14. Once it has been established that 100% energy eYcient homes have been achieved and social tariVs
brought in the number of people in FP can be reconsidered and a decision of the winter fuel payments and
cold weather payments can be made. Both at this point in time are essential and are a valuable asset to many
of the people in receipt of these. The fact some people sue these for other purposes at the time of issue is one
thing but the fact is hat the extra resource does help them.

Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

15. One of the main causes of rural fuel poverty has to be the lack of access to gas supplies. The costs of
running pipelines into every part of the country would be expensive to say the least but unless action is taken
to reduce the costs of fuel for rural and other non gas properties the problem cannot be solved in a simple
way. In the long term we should be setting down a programme of gas line extensions to try and help those
not on the main gas networks and this could be funded after the completion of the insulation programme
and as this part of the scheme winds down the resources being used for this would be transferred over to the
gas pipeline extension project. In the meanwhile it should be considered another priority to develop and
install renewable energy systems for individual properties or in the case of clusters of homes community
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energy schemes. With the organisations such as the New and Renewable Energy Centre (NaREC), EST and
NEA working together a simplified project design and build system could be developed for every property
oV the gas main areas.

16. These would be either air or ground source heat pumps, solar, PV or wind turbine options depending
on restrictions in National Trust or National Park areas or areas with planning restrictions.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Spinal Injuries Association (FP 22)

Executive Summary and Recommendations

— Spinal Cord Injured (SCI) people who cannot regulate their body temperature need to keep their
home environment at a minimum temperature of 22 degrees centigrade, one degree higher than
recommended for the general population.

— A recent survey of our membership revealed that 76% of SCI people consider winter fuel payments
an “important” or “very important” area for SIA to campaign on

— SIA would like to see winter fuel payments extended to SCI people to assist them with their
additional heating needs.

— SIA disputes that Disability Living Allowance is designed to meet the additional heating costs of
disabled people.

— SIA calls for a transparent review as to whether Disability Living Allowance adequately meets the
additional heating costs required by SCI people.

— Current schemes such as Warm Front and Cold Weather Payments do not adequately meet the
needs of our membership.

— The Government should increase pressure on Energy Suppliers to take more social responsibility,
for instance through a greater roll out of lower or social tariVs.

— Fuel poverty may lead to additional health complications, the treatment of which will have a
consequent eVect on the NHS budget.

About Us

1. The Spinal Injuries Association (SIA) is the leading national user-led organisation supporting the
interests of approximately 40,000 people in the UK who have sustained Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) and their
families. SIA has a membership of over 5,000 SCI people.

Our mandate

2. As a user lead organisation the following memorandum is based on the experiences of our members
that are increasingly contacting us with regards to their heating costs.

3. A survey of our membership in 2008 revealed that 76% felt winter fuel payments were either an
“important” or “very important” area for SIA to address in its campaigning. The same survey revealed that
50% or responders considered themselves to be reliant on benefits, although the experience of our members
shows that those in work find it equally hard to meet their ever increasing heating costs.

4. Another survey of our membership specifically on the subject of ‘Heating your home’ revealed that
60% of responders calculated that they were in Fuel Poverty and 26% suVered health problems as a result
of prohibitive heating costs.

SCI and temperature control

5. SCI has a lasting eVect upon the paralysed body’s ability to regulate temperature. This is termed
“poikilothermia” whereby the SCI person’s body will readily adopt the ambient temperature of their current
environment. People with complete tetraplegia (paralysis of all four limbs) are most at risk of hypothermia.

6. Shivering, “goose bumps”, the ability to constrict blood vessels and other autonomic functions which
aid the body’s temperature regulation are all aVected by SCI. Therefore, involuntary methods of
temperature control are usually poor in SCI people, most profoundly in those with complete tetraplegia,
many of whom are intolerant of the extremes of heat and cold. As a result of their paralysis and lack of
sensation, an SCI person may not recognise the symptoms of hypothermia until the very late stages of
intense shivering (facial muscles and preserved upper body muscles), drowsiness and confusion.

7. During particularly cold weather, SCI people are advised to maintain an average room temperature of
22 degrees centigrade. Prolonged severe weather conditions can therefore place considerable strain on
heating budgets and equipment.
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8. Some other conventional methods of keeping warm such as the use of electric blankets and hot water
bottles are not recommended due to the risk of burns and thermal injuries that may result from the body’s
lack of sensation, leaving SCI people more reliant on central heating for warmth.

9. Under the current eligibility criteria for receiving Winter Fuel Payments, a 60 year old will get £250
per annum, irrespective of their employment status, savings or requirement for additional heating. However
a younger person with SCI will not qualify for this assistance irrespective of their medical need or their
potential reliance on benefits. A recent survey of our membership revealed that 50% of responders
considered themselves reliant on benefits.

10. In SIA “Heating your home” survey over half the responders had diYculty paying their fuel bills.
Many had to turn down or turn oV their heating systems or went without family and social activities. In 13%
of cases responders went without food to meet their fuel costs. 60% received no assistance whatsoever to pay
their fuel bills and 58% calculated that they are in Fuel Poverty.

11. 97% of responders said that they needed extra heating to help manage their SCI and ensure they
remain healthy. 26% said that they had suVered health problems in the last five years because they could not
aVord to heat their home adequately. These issues in turn will have a cost implication for the public purse,
principally the NHS. These health problems included:

— Mild Frostbite.

— Pneumonia.

— Increase in spasticity.

— Raynaud’s Syndrome.

— Bowel problems.

— Aggravated arthritis.

— Colds & Flu.

— Exacerbation of established health problems.

— Circulation problems.

— Cardiovascular problems.

— Brittle bones leading to a broken ankle.

— Lack of sleep.

12. The Government has a duty to ensure that SCI peoples’ homes have eYcient heating systems and that
a person and their family can aVord to heat their home properly.

13. SIA believes that this situation is unjust and calls for winter fuel payments to be extended to people
with SCI.

Heating costs and Disability Living Allowance (DLA)

14. In a response to a parliamentary question from Roger Gale MP on Monday 25th of June 2007 Anne
McGuire, then Minister for Disabled People, stated that “DLA and AA (Attendance Allowance) are the
main benefits paid by this Department to people with severe disabilities. These benefits are intended to
provide a contribution towards the general extra costs faced by severely disabled people as a result of their
disabilities, allowing recipients to use the benefit according to their own priorities.”

15. SIA disputes that DLA is intended to cover the additional heating costs incurred by disabled people.
There is no question in the application form for Disability Living Allowance which refers to a medical need
for additional heating, and therefore any such need will not be reflected in a decision on benefit eligibility.

16. DLA does not adequately meet the heating needs of disabled people. Many are required to pay up to
50% of the care component of their DLA or AA in contributions towards care packages. The remaining
benefit must then pay for the numerous additional costs incurred through their disability such as medical
and pharmaceutical items, domestic help and specialist disability aids. This leaves little or no DLA or AA
to accommodate the costs of heating.

17. DLA and AA are linked to the Retail Prices Index (RPI) which does not reflect recent rises in fuel
costs. As an example Southern Electric prices rose by 35% between August 2008 and February 2009 whilst
the RPI monthly figure fell in the same period.

18. SIA calls for a transparent review of whether Disability Living Allowance adequately meets the
heating requirements of disabled people when considered alongside the other costs these benefits are
intended to meet.
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Other Government Schemes

19. Other means of assisting SCI people meet their heating costs are welcome, but do not adequately
address the issue. Cold Weather Payments will only be paid when the temperature falls below zero degrees
centigrade for seven consecutive days, something which does not happen on a regular basis in many parts
of the UK. These payments have also proved to be a post code lottery with instances of payments being
made to one side of a street and not another as they fell within diVerent weather station catchment areas.
The method is flawed and may leave our members disenfranchised from this vital benefit.

20. The Warm Front Scheme is open to people on a wide range of benefits, not just those that are disability
related. As such it does not recognise the diVerences in need between SCI people and the rest of the public—
namely a specific, medical requirement for extra heating.

21. In a recent “Heating your home” survey of SIA’s membership, 22% of responders were unaware of
the Warm Front Scheme. Of those that were, 23% were dissatisfied with the scheme and just 6% of people
said it made a real diVerence to their bills as, any savings made with Warm Front and other grants are soon
negated by subsequent rises in the price of fuel.

22. 81% of responders to SIA’s survey paid their fuel bills by direct debit and therefore had increased
access to lower tariVs and the ability to switch between energy providers. However, only 5.4% took
advantage of these lower tariVs suggesting either that energy suppliers do not promote the tariVs eVectively
or that the eligibility criteria is too restrictive to meet the needs of people with a SCI.

23. The Government should increase pressure on Energy Suppliers to take more social responsibility, for
instance through a greater roll out of lower or social tariVs.

24. SIA also believes that despite other programmes to assist disabled people, a winter fuel payment is
still required to assist SCI people with their ever increasing fuel bills.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd (FP 23)

1. The Company

1.1 Mitsubishi Electric was founded in 1921, giving it over 80 years experience of manufacturing and
supplying cost-eVective energy systems designed to provide the consumer with constant, comfortable living
and working environments.

1.2 Mitsubishi Electric is now in the vanguard of promoting air source heat pumps (ASHPs) for
significant use in the residential sector as an energy eYcient, low cost and low carbon alternative for heating
and hot water.

1.3 Mitsubishi Electric’s Living Environmental Systems (LES) Division (UK) has an operational base in
Hatfield and an assembly plant in Livingston.

2. Executive Summary

— Greater importance needs to be given to the dynamic performance of a property’s heating system
when attempting to alleviate fuel poverty.

— Greater importance should be placed upon fuel poverty impact, achievable by replacing existing
heating systems.

— Gas is becoming an expensive and unsustainable way to heat our homes, and gas boilers have
reached their potential in terms of eYciency.

— Air source heat pumps are at least three times more eYcient than gas boilers and five times more
eYcient than oil boilers making them cheaper to run, so cutting the cost of heating and hot water
and providing assistance for the fuel poor.

— When replacing an average current gas boiler, a household will save between 39% to 57% on their
heating costs, a possible maximum £715 annual cost saving.

— As ASHPs provide a whole house heating approach they significantly reduce the cost of energy
supply.

— ASHPs can be fitted to all new build properties and about 7 million existing homes.

— Many homes are oV the gas grid and rely on oil based heating which is expensive and polluting.
Only requiring an electricity supply makes ASHPs ideal for those homes that are not connected to
the mains gas supply.
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— With the increased eYciency of ASHPs, comes commensurate savings in CO2 emissions. The most
significant single source of CO2 reduction in residential properties can be delivered by the use of
air source heat pumps (ASHPs).

— ASHPs should be adopted as a wide scale form of domestic heating as they are highly eYcient and
are scalable so they can achieve wide and rapid penetration. The infrastructure for installing,
supporting and maintaining the technology already exists.

— The Government should extend the inclusion of ASHPs in grant schemes to boost their take up
amongst those most likely to suVer from fuel poverty.

3. Background

3.1 Mitsubishi Electric draws a simple conclusion on the current debate surrounding energy eYciency and
fuel poverty; we have to fundamentally change the way in which we heat our homes.

3.2 We believe that any discussion focusing on issues concerning fuel poverty can only be meaningful if
it fully recognises and addresses the question as to which low carbon heating systems are most eYcient and
will therefore deliver the highest cost savings to the householder.

3.3 Approximately 75% of the total energy consumed by an individual property is in the production of
space and water heating. Therefore in order to have the greatest influence on reducing overall household
energy consumption and fuel bills, this area needs significant attention.

3.4 Managing the internal temperatures of the environments in which we live has to keep pace with the
new technologies that are available and the incremental cost and carbon savings that are eminently
achievable.

3.5 Modern gas boilers are more eYcient than their predecessors, but the technology has reached the
summit of its possible energy eYciency and has been overtaken technologically by air source heat pumps.

3.6 The use of ASHPs safeguards householders against the inevitable and continual rise in cost of
fossil fuels.

3.7 This should be recognised by Government which should focus on introducing policies for a long term,
stable mechanism to support the widespread use of ASHPs in new residential buildings and for retrofit to
existing homes.

4. Air Source Heat Pumps

4.1 Air source heat pumps use the ambient temperature in the air to supply heat. Therefore, the amount
of primary energy is reduced, significantly lowering running costs and carbon emissions.

4.2 With the most modern conventional boiler (93% eYciency), one kilowatt of energy “in” gives less than
one kilowatt of heat to the building. With a typical electrically driven ASHP, one kilowatt of energy “in”
gives a heat output of 3.32 kilowatts (measured as a CoeYcient of Performance (COP) of 3.32) and this
eYciency will increase as the technology develops.

4.3 An ASHP looks like, and is the size of, an air conditioning unit. It sits outside the house against a
wall or adjacent to the property. It is easy to install, with most plumbers having the required skills and is
used in conjunction with conventional radiators. Only requiring an electricity supply makes ASHPs ideal
for homes that are not connected to the mains gas supply.

4.4 Air source heat pump technology is already well used for domestic properties in other countries such
as France, Switzerland and Sweden.

5. Air Source Heat Pumps Cost Savings

5.1 The purchasing of an air source heat pump (5kW model) for an average new house will cost around
£2,000 compared with about £900 for a modern gas boiler with installation costs being the same.

5.2 ASHPs can be fitted in new houses and can also be retro-fitted where buildings have been eVectively
insulated (about some 7 million homes currently).

5.3 On an average annual gas bill of £677, with a 93% eYcient gas boiler, there will be a £132 or 19%
saving using an ASHP. The savings in cost accord to the eYciency of the boiler being replaced. As the chart
below shows, for an 70% eYcient boiler the running cost saving is 39% and for an older, 50% eYcient boiler
this will increase to 57%, a saving of £715.

5.4 The average eYciency of a domestic boiler in the UK is 60%, so large annual savings can be achieved
when replacing boilers with an ASHP.
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5.5 The table below shows the average annual running cost savings. With ASHPs cutting the cost of
heating and hot water, they are able to provide assistance for the fuel poor.

COST COMPARISON FOR HEATING AN AVERAGE HOME (JANUARY 2010 PRICES)

ASHP Gas Boiler Oil Boiler

EYciency (%) 330 93 70 60 50 97 70 50
Energy Required (kWh) 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000
Annual Running cost £545 £677 £900 £1,050 £1,260 £724 £1,003 £1,404
Annual saving if £132 £355 £505 £715 £178 £457 £859
switch to an ASHP 19% 39% 48% 57% 25% 46% 61%

5.6 Savings are significantly more where the current heating system is oil based.

5.7 Savings will rise as the cost of an ASHP comes down with numbers sold growing and with their
increasing eYciency as the technology develops.

6. Air Source Heat Pumps for Hard to Treat Homes

6.1 Using electricity to drive a heat pump makes air sourced heat pumps an ideal alternative for those
homes which are not connected to the mains gas supply.

6.2 20.9% of those oV the gas network are fuel poor and make up 23% of the national fuel poor statistics.
OV-gas-network households pay higher heating costs because oil or liquefied petroleum gas are more
expensive and are subject to volatile price fluctuations.

6.3 The use of ASHPs removes the need to negotiate the enormous expense and disruption of extending
the National Gas Grid and oVers those in fuel poverty access to cheaper energy.

7. Incentivising Air Source Heat Pumps for the Fuel Poor

7.1 As outlined above, given the significantly lower costs of running an air source heat pump compared
to a conventional gas boiler or an oil boiler, there is significant potential to help cut the cost of heating and
hot water for the fuel poor.

7.2 The Government should introduce measures to support low carbon heating solutions, including
simple to access funding support mechanisms to reduce the financial barrier of the installation and capital
costs of acquiring an ASHP for a domestic home. This will assist the market to grow and prices to come
down.

7.3 The Government should ensure that ASHPs are included in all grant schemes to boost their take-up
amongst those most likely to suVer from fuel poverty.

7.4 ASHPs need to be actively promoted through fiscal and financial incentives. An eVective Renewable
Heat Incentive would help mitigate the cost for households. The French Government recognises the
eYciency of heat pumps and therefore promotes their use with a 40% tax incentive.

7.5 The current property improvement streams ie CERT, CESP, LCBP, and Warm Front should still be
utilised but we would suggest greater importance is placed upon fuel poverty impact achievable by replacing
existing heating systems.

7.6 We welcome the boiler scrappage scheme, which allows householders to replace ineYcient boilers
with renewable heating units, including ASHPs.

7.7 The Government should publish the Household Energy Management Strategy, previously called the
Heat and Energy Saving Strategy as soon as possible so a comprehensive framework is put in place to
drastically improve the energy eYciency standard across our housing, including the social housing sector.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) (FP 24)

Overview

The Government is unlikely to meet its fuel poverty targets for 2010 and 2016—this is:

(a) because of the targets that the Government has set itself, and the definition of fuel poverty against
which it benchmarks these targets; and

(b) because the policies that it has implemented in this area have failed to address each of the three
main causes of fuel poverty distinctly.
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The current targets are benchmarked against a flawed definition of fuel poverty which makes them
extremely diYcult to achieve. This is because, under the definition, the number of households in fuel poverty
is constantly changing.

Government should therefore look again at fuel poverty targets, and consider whether these assist or
hamper policy makers. It is not always appropriate for Government to set targets, especially where
significant aspects of the target are out of its control; in practice, flawed targets can undermine policy
objectives.

In addition the Government needs to focus on developing policies that tackle each of the three main causes
of fuel poverty distinctly—up to this point its approach has been piecemeal, disjointed and complex. It is
only through focussing on each of the causes that Government has any chance of eradicating fuel poverty
in the long term.

A. Defining Fuel Poverty

According to the Government, “a household is said to be in fuel poverty if it needs to spend more than
10% of its income on fuel to maintain a satisfactory heating regime (usually 21 degrees for the main living
area, and 18 degrees for other occupied rooms).”

This definition is commonly accepted and understood by the vast majority of the parties involved with
fuel poverty including Government, consumer groups and energy suppliers.

Flaws in the Definition

The major flaw with this definition is that fuel poverty is measured as a percentage of income. Therefore
somebody paying 9.9% of their income on heating/power is classified as “not fuel poor”, while somebody
paying 10.1% of their income is “fuel poor”. As such the figure for the number of households living in fuel
poverty is constantly changing, depending on people’s circumstances, choices, the weather and a whole host
of other factors. This means that the Government’s fuel poverty eradication targets are set against a
definition which will make it very hard for them to actually be achieved.

Therefore, on the basis that fuel poverty is an accepted concept in the UK (although it appears to be less
so elsewhere in Europe) Government should not be afraid of reviewing the definition. Better policy outcomes
that help people most in need may be the result.

Working with the Definition

The fact remains, however, that there needs to be a definition of fuel poverty. Government and
stakeholders will wish to continue to work with the current definition, in spite of its flaws, in advance of any
more fundamental review. It is therefore the Government’s fuel poverty targets that should be re-evaluated.

Clearly it would be a brave political decision to announce that the Government is re-evaluating its
approach to fuel poverty due to the complexity of the problem. However it would allow it to focus on policies
to eVectively combat the three main causes of fuel poverty.

Given the problems that the Government has experienced with its current approach SSE’s view is that the
current definition of fuel poverty should be used as an umbrella definition which acts as a reference point
for policies which tackle each of the three main causes distinctly.

Whilst the overall aim of eradicating fuel poverty would remain, goals or targets would be set for each of
these distinct policies, not for fuel poverty as a whole—in this scenario the definition of fuel poverty would
act as a barometer for measuring progress on fuel poverty, not as a benchmark against which overarching
targets are set. (More on this below).

B. The Three Main Causes of Fuel Poverty

Fuel poverty is not a homogenous term. Rather there are three distinct causes of fuel poverty each of
which need to be addressed separately. These are:

— the energy eYciency of people’s homes;

— people’s incomes; and

— the cost of energy—energy prices at any one time.

The energy eYciency of people’s homes

SSE firmly believes that energy eYciency is the most sustainable means of tackling fuel poverty, as well
as providing the best way to achieve a reduction in carbon emissions arising from energy consumption.

In theory the more energy eYcient a property is the less energy it will need to adequately heat and power
it, and therefore its energy bills will be lower. As many houses in the UK are currently very energy ineYcient
it takes more energy to heat them to an adequate temperature than would be the case if energy eYciency
measures were installed. This results in households using more energy, and therefore spending more money,
than they need to.
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This factor can push households, which would not be fuel poor if they lived in a more eYcient property,
into fuel poverty as defined above. Conversely these people can be lifted out of fuel poverty if the energy
eYciency of their home is improved. It is therefore important that those who are in fuel poverty are given
the means with which to adequately insulate their homes—given that they are fuel poor this work needs to
be done at no, or minimal, cost to the householder.

In addition, it is important that the whole of the UK’s housing stock is made more eYcient in order to
ensure, amongst other things, that other households don’t fall into fuel poverty in the future.

People’s incomes

a correlation between poverty and fuel poverty is inevitable. Energy bills for a house depend on the usage
of the householders rather than the level of income the household receives—ie two families of a similar size,
living in identical houses in the same area, and using the same amount of energy, and on the same tariV, will
pay the same amount for their energy.

It is logical that those with low incomes spend a greater share of this income on their energy bills. Given
the diVering nature of people’s personal circumstances, one household could spend 15% of their income on
energy and the other 1.5%.

As such it is important that people’s incomes are maximised. Many of those people who are in fuel poverty
are also in poverty, and therefore will commonly qualify for benefits of some kind. Currently there are £16.5
billion worth of unclaimed means-tested benefits and tax-credits; ensuring that people receive their full
benefit entitlements will help to ease the pressure that energy bills can have on some households, budgets.
SSE oVers benefits checks to customers who are on its social tariV, as well as to some households in areas
in which it is undertaking energy eYciency work. Whilst SSE will continue to do this work, it is clearly sub-
optimal for private companies to continue to do something which is clearly the ultimate responsibility of
public agencies.

The cost of energy

The nature of the UK’s energy market means that customers are more exposed to the volatility of the
global market than their counterparts in France and Germany.

However in the past this exposure to the market led to consumers in the UK paying less than those in
Europe because the price of wholesale gas and electricity was much lower. In September 2009 DECC stated
that “Estimates suggest that, for the period July to December 2008, prices for medium domestic gas and
electricity consumers . . . were the lowest and seventh lowest in the EU 15 respectively.” These variations
in prices illustrate the positive nature of the UK market model compared with counterparts elsewhere in
the EU.

However it is generally accepted that over the medium and long term wholesale energy prices will rise as
global demand for fossil fuels increases. Added to this are the raft of Government low carbon transition
programmes that are being funded through consumers’ bills. Currently these amount to 9% of bills but are
forecast to be around 30% by 2020. The combination of these two factors means that it is likely that
consumers’ energy bills will rise over the next decade.

Therefore, apart from providing discounts on these energy bills through mandated social price support,
there is little that the Government can do to shield consumers from these rising costs. The focus therefore
needs to be on dealing with the two issues mentioned above—income maximisation and improving the
energy eYciency of properties. As noted above energy eYciency is of particular importance because the unit
cost of energy is predicted to rise—therefore the focus must be on reducing the number of units used.

SSE feels that these need be to looked at as a series of distinct issues, all of which need to addressed
separately. However there has only been one policy from Government—its policy on social price support—
that has actually tackled one of these causes directly; other attempts to tackle the causes have been done
indirectly through policies that are perceived to be related, which has led to a piecemeal and disjointed
approach to tackling the problem.

SSE therefore feels that Government should accept that current policies will not achieve the results
required to meet the fuel poverty targets it has set itself.

Current Government Approach: Piecemeal and Disjointed

The largest and most fundamental problem that policymakers face when considering the fuel poverty issue
is whether to tackle it through social policy or through energy policy. This question has not been properly
resolved which has, in part, led to the piecemeal and disjointed approach that Government has adopted. It
is worth noting that this disjointed approach has not been helped by the devolution of certain powers—eg on
energy eYciency—to the administrations in Wales and Scotland which creates diVerent approaches between
national and regional programmes.
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SSE feels that income maximisation falls under social policy, energy eYciency falls under energy policy,
and the cost of energy (as measured by bills rather than unit prices) falls under both. Therefore energy
suppliers definitely have a major role to play in improving the eYciency of the UK housing stock, and are
also part of the solution when dealing with the cost of energy; Government should also play a role here and
should take the lead on maximising people’s incomes.

However the main methods that the Government has used for tackling fuel poverty up to this point are
through energy policy. Energy eYciency work is carried out under the Carbon Emissions Reduction
Programme (CERT) and Warm Front; and social price support, which will be mandatory if the current
Energy Bill becomes law, is also provided by energy suppliers. The problem with the current Government
approach to fuel poverty is that (a) it attempts to tackle only two of the three causes; and (b) it deals with
improving the energy eYciency of fuel poor households through a policy which was not specifically designed
for this purpose.

Energy EYciency

The Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT) is designed to reduce carbon emissions and in this sense
it has been a great success. However it is not an instrument that was designed to tackle fuel poverty and as
such Government eVorts to use it in this matter—eg through changes to the Priority Group (those aged 70
and over and those in receipt of relevant benefits/tax credits)—have not been successful.

Many of the measures that a household would need to be lifted out of fuel poverty—eg solid wall
insulation, replacement heating systems—are not available under the scheme, and many households which
probably are fuel poor do not qualify for “free” measures under CERT because they are not over 70 or
on benefits.

Similar problems could apply to the new approaches. Although the final details for Heat and Energy
Management (HEM) strategy are not yet known it is a programme designed to roll-out energy eYciency
measures in order to reduce carbon emissions and energy usage across the UK’s housing stock.

However the Government’s CESP programme—which is targeted at Lowest Super Output Areas in
England and Wales, and Data Zones in Scotland—is encouraging, and there will be a number of lessons to
be learnt about which approaches work best when attempting to tackle the energy eYciency problems of
fuel poor households.

N.B. It should be emphasised that CERT has been a highly eVective programme in reducing both the UK’s
carbon emissions and its energy demand and HEM (the proposed successor to CERT) will have a vital role
to play in ensuring that all of the UK’s housing stock is made more eYcient; this is crucial in ensuring,
amongst other things, that more people don’t fall into fuel poverty in the future. However a separate
programme specifically designed to improve the energy eYciency of fuel poor households is also needed.

Social Assistance

In the Energy Bill the Government has proposed that it is given very broad powers to allow it to mandate
a variety of social assistance packages through energy suppliers, building on the current oVerings that
suppliers provide.

SSE’s approach to date has been to engage with Government towards a package that is:

1. Simple and easy for customers to understand and receive.

2. Designed so it does not impact too heavily on non fuel poor customers with costs specified upfront.

3. Equitably spread across suppliers.

4. Set up so that eligible customers can be easily found by energy suppliers.

5. Designed so that implementation costs are kept to a minimum,

Social tariVs and rebates provide assistance to those who are struggling with their energy bills. However
ultimately they should be used as an addition to policies on income maximisation and improving energy
eYciency—they should not, in the long-term, remain at the forefront of fuel poverty policy due to their
regressive nature. SSE accepts the proposed mandation of social price support in the current Energy Bill but
feels that it is only a temporary solution that deals with one element of fuel poverty.

In addition the funding mechanisms for this, and other Government schemes, need to be carefully
considered. Currently the Government is using the consumer base to fund fuel poverty policies (and other
programmes such as CERT and the RO) through additions to bills—the cost of this proposal is estimated
to be approximately £10 per dual fuel customer.

However because of the nature of the consumer base this is regressive; all consumers pay equal amounts
towards fuel poverty, regardless of income levels. Government should be aware that this simply exacerbates
the problem—bills rise because of the fuel poverty levy, causing more people to fall into fuel poverty, causing
bills to rise further and so on. It may therefore be time to consider whether the tax base—which is means
tested—would be a fairer way to fund a scheme which is designed to assist the poorest and most vulnerable
households.
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Tackling the Three Causes of Fuel Poverty

The fundamental flaws in the current definition of fuel poverty mean that the number of households living
in fuel poverty is constantly changing, making any targeting initiatives very diYcult to implement, and fuel
poverty targets very diYcult to achieve. In addition the policies that Government has implemented to tackle
fuel poverty have failed to address each of the three main causes distinctly. Therefore SSE feels that:

(a) The Government should look to re-evaluate its targets based on the three main causes of fuel
poverty, using the current definition as a point of reference, not a benchmark against which over-
arching targets are set, and keeping open the option of re-working the definition itself.

(b) The Government should publish an overarching fuel poverty strategy that is not constrained by
targets, and which has eVective policies specifically targeted at each of the three main causes of fuel
poverty in a holistic, rather than piecemeal, fashion. As noted above the current definition of fuel
poverty can be used as an umbrella definition which acts as a reference point for these policies.

This is an approach that SSE has used in its eVorts to help its most vulnerable customers. It has used the
definition as it currently stands as a guide, focussing on customers personal circumstances on a case-by-case
basis, rather than whether they fit the definition exactly. By adopting this approach SSE is able to target
assistance at the most vulnerable as it can take into account a number of key variables including personal
circumstance and lifestyle and oVer the appropriate assistance accordingly.

The focus from Government should be on ensuring that homes are more eYcient and household’s incomes
are maximised; social price support and other measures oVered by suppliers will then provide a safety net
for those who are still in fuel poverty after both of these issues have been tackled. However what this needs
is a joined up energy eYciency and income maximisation programme the sole aim of which is tackle fuel
poverty (and, by extension, poverty itself)—as such it would be separate from CERT or HEM, the aim of
which is to cut carbon emissions, but would almost certainly draw on the lessons learnt from CESP.

An example of what the structure of this overarching strategy might look like in very basic terms is
illustrated above. Each of the three areas would have a set of distinct targets and goals, and then policies in
place to meet these—progress would then be measured against the current definition.

Overall Aim: eradicating fuel poverty.

Reference Point to Measure Progress: a household is in fuel poverty if it needs to spend
more than 10% of its income on fuel to maintain a satisfactory heating regime.

1. Income Maximisation 2. Energy EYciency 3. Energy Cost
Policies Policies Policies
Targets Targets (Targets N/A)

Possible Policies

As noted above here has been no emphasis on maximising people’s incomes within any of the
Government’s fuel poverty policies. One possible way to do this would be to restructure the Winter Fuel
Payment (WFP). This would be a bold move for the Government, or any political party, to suggest reform,
yet this is exactly what it could call for, for the following reasons:

— In 2006–07 Winter Fuel Payments were made to around 100,000 households containing pensioners
with total annual income above £100,000. The overall spread of the Winter Fuel Payment is not
directed in any way towards giving support for those that need it most.

— The Winter Fuel Payment is not paid to people with disabilities or to struggling families with
children, or disabled children.

— Winter fuel payments are made to former UK residents living in the European Economic Area. In
winter 2007–08 payments were made to over 30,000 people living in Spain, Portugal, Greece and
Italy or Spain. At £250 a claim, this exceeds £7.5million. These people may not be the best
recipients of assistance.

— Finally, the payment is paid into pensioners’ accounts in December. Would it not be more sensible
for the payment to be a discount oV bills, and to be paid in instalments in mid winter, and at the
end of winter (when bills for the previous winter are actually coming through), or even directly to
the energy supplier to be committed as a discount oV bills?

In conclusion, SSE believes that the WFP, though highly valuable for around half of those pensioners who
receive it, is no longer entirely fit for purpose. In today’s environment of higher energy prices it would be
better directed so that it is received by those pensioners who really need it, and given to other vulnerable
groups, such as those with disabilities or large families. This could be start of a range of policies aimed at
maximising the income of households in a targeted manner.

February 2010
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Memorandum submitted by British Gas (FP 25)

British Gas welcomes this inquiry by the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee and is happy to
provide the following responses to the committee’s questions:

1. Progress against Government targets AND The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—
ie, those households where more than 10% of income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

1.1 Fuel poverty is a complex interaction of a number of factors including energy prices, quality of
housing stock and household income. The Government’s fuel poverty strategy was published in 2001 during
an era of low energy prices. The 2000 Warm Homes Act set two targets, firstly to end fuel poverty in
vulnerable households by 2010 and secondly to eliminate fuel poverty all together by 2016. Initial progress
made towards these targets was achieved at a time of low energy prices. Since 2001 a total of £20 billion
has been spent on tackling fuel poverty, and approximately £4.7 billion a year is currently being spent (see
appendix).

1.2 It is now widely accepted that the era of cheap energy is over and the long term outlook for energy
bills is on the increase. This is partly due to the link that the UK now has to more volatile international
energy prices, partly due to increasing numbers of environmental obligations placed on energy bills, and
partly due to the significant amount of investment required by 2020. Ofgem recently indicated that bills
could rise as much as 25% by 2020 in order to secure new energy supplies that are also low carbon at a total
cost of £200 billion. The Governments own Low Carbon Transition paper predicts that bills will go up by
£125 to cover the cost of green initiatives by 2020.

1.3 The 2010 fuel poverty target will be missed and concurrently achieving the 2016 targets will be very
diYcult. This is in spite of significant amounts of investment made by the Government.

1.4 A significant problem in achieving these targets is the definition itself. The way in which fuel poverty
is defined places an unnecessary bias on the role of energy prices. For example, if an individual household
had an income of £1,000 a month and a £120 (12% of income)) fuel bill they would be considered to be in
fuel poverty. If this fuel bill were to be reduced to £95 (a £25 reduction leading to 9.5% of income spent on
fuel bills) they would no longer be considered to be in fuel poverty. If instead the household received £25 in
benefits, increasing income to £1,025 and the bill remained at £120 (11.7% of income) then the household
would remain in fuel poverty. In both scenarios the house hold is £25 better oV, but only one is taken into
account when measuring the impact of fuel poverty programmes. This places too great an emphasis on the
role of the energy bill within this debate and detracts attention away from the importance of energy eYciency
and benefits uptake.

1.5 Despite the material diVerence to the house hold remaining the same in both scenarios, the fuel
poverty definition does not acknowledge this.

1.6 There is further an issue with identifying the diVerence between those that are in poverty and those
that are in fuel poverty. During an economic down turn, and as unemployment rises, the number of people
struggling to pay all their bills will increase. This in turn will have an upward pressure on the number of
people in fuel poverty, but this number will likely rise in direct correlation to the number of people considered
being in poverty. A fuel poverty strategy must therefore be taken as part of a wider poverty strategy, and
not as an entirely stand alone phenomena.

1.7 In an era of rising energy bills the current target will become ever more diYcult to achieve. With this
in mind, British Gas believes that there needs to be a root and branch review of fuel poverty that includes
the suitability of the definition.

2. The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

2.1 Energy eYciency measures are widely accepted as being the most eVective and sustainable way of
tackling fuel poverty and as prices rise the focus will increasingly be on energy eYciency. Poor insulation
means that £1 in every £4 currently spent on heating UK homes is being wasted. Installation of insulation
can save customers on average £175 per annum, and further considerable savings can be made from taking
simple energy eYciency steps.

2.2 Installation of energy eYciency is part of the story. Through our Green Streets programme the IPPR
reported that a combination of energy eYciency and behavioural change can see energy consumption
decrease by 25%. The future roll out of smart meters will empower customers to see how much energy they
are using in real time and empower people to be more energy eYcient. This roll out is a once in a generation
opportunity to also provide energy eYciency audits of homes around the country so that the information
provided by a smart meter can be acted upon.

2.3 The Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) is an obligation on supplier and electricity
generators on a community basis. The total obligation is £350 million, and British Gas will contribute £70
million. CESP promotes a “whole house” approach ie a package of energy eYciency measures best suited to
the individual property. The programme is delivered through community-based partnerships between Local
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Authorities, community groups and energy companies, via a house-by-house, street-by-street approach.
This partnership working allows CESP to be implemented in a way that is best suited to individual areas
and coordinated with other local and national initiatives. CESP is expected to deliver annual average fuel
bill savings for those households involved of up to £300. This programme is still being rolled out and is a
prototype approach to how future energy eYciency roll out may be targeted at areas of high levels of social
deprivations. We were the first supplier to announce our first ten projects around the country, working with
local authorities and housing associations in Birmingham, Chester, Dundee, Glasgow, Haringey, Swansea,
Knowsley, Preston, Southwark and Walsall. Working in partnership with Walsall Housing Group, British
Gas has already begun installing external cladding and new boilers in the area.

2.4 Although it is too early to make judgement about the success of the CESP programme, British Gas
believes that this kind of partnership working oVers an eVective approach to the roll out of energy eYciency.
British Gas can bring a wealth of experience in how to implement home energy eYciency and local
authorities, housing associations and third parties can provide the expert knowledge of the local area.

2.5 Under the Carbon Emission Reduction Target, and its predecessors, suppliers have consistently
delivered energy eYciency savings to their customers at least cost. 40% of the target has been focused on the
priority group or fuel poor. Furthermore suppliers have applied much innovation to increase take up of
energy eYciency. For example the British Gas “here to Help” scheme which has helped over 320,000
households with a range of energy eYciency solutions, income maximisation options and social measures
to tackle the root causes of household poverty working in conjunction with five charity partners. We also
encourage all our customers to complete our on-line Energy Savers Report (ESR) which provides a free
energy audit of the energy eYciency of their home. The ESR shows the savings customers could make for
the improvements recommended. Over 2.2 million customers have completed the ESR with an average
recommended energy saving of up to £175. In 2009, the report has been enhanced further to allow customers
to view the suitability of their homes for solar and microgeneration.

2.6 In Scotland we are working closely with the Energy Savings Trust to deliver stage 4 of the Scottish
Government’s Energy Assistance Package (EAP). This targeted fuel poverty package now includes working
with vulnerable families, as well as elderly customers. We are installing a range of new energy eYciency
measures including Air Source Heat Pumps and mobile home insulation. Following a slow start in terms of
stage 4 referrals, we have seen an upturn in applications meaning that we envisage we will achieve a target
of 10,000 central heating system installations by the end of March. We have also undertaken to complete
installations by the end of March for all those who applied before Dec 2009. In less than 5% of cases we
require additional contributions, partially be cause of the rate at which the grant maxima is set, but also
because of eYciency savings made by British Gas enabling more money to ploughed into deliver.

2.7 We have worked with a wide range of stakeholders including local authorities, charities (including
Help the Aged, Save the Children, National Debtline, RNIB and Family Welfare Association), housing
associations, community groups and retailers. We have been hugely successful in encouraging a mass take-
up of energy eYciency products by British households in the last five years, and have supported the delivery
of over 100 million products, including the insulation of more than 1.5 million homes.

3. The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

3.1 We welcome the steps the Government have taken to improve data sharing with energy suppliers and
are currently working with the Department for Work and Pensions to achieve a greater level of access to its
benefits data to enable us to better target the fuel poor. If successful, this will help to ensure that a greater
proportion of the money invested in addressing fuel poverty goes to providing further support rather than
to funding targeting and marketing initiatives by suppliers which are currently ineYcient.

3.2 Identifying vulnerable and fuel poor customers has always been a challenge for the industry and for
some time we have been calling for the Government to share data with suppliers to help improve targeting
of the help available to those that need it most.

3.3 In the absence of data sharing British Gas has in place a number of procedures that help us identify
if a customer is vulnerable. Our call centre staV is trained to identify signs of vulnerability and make a note
on the customers account. A “flag” is then placed on the account so that future contact with this customer
is monitored and help oVered were necessary. British Gas also works with a series of charity partners that
reference customers to our programmes and help us identify what the most appropriate form of assistance
for that particular individual. There is a significant cost associated with suppliers identifying, both in terms
of man hours and money. It is on this basis that British Gas has been calling for greater data sharing between
Government and supplier. One significant outcome of the data sharing project will be that it will help identify
how successful suppliers have been at identifying those customers whom it has assisted that are in fact in
fuel poverty. From this programme learnings can be gained that will significantly improve targeting.

4. Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

4.1 Social tariVs are one of a number of ways of helping poor and vulnerable customers stay warm in
winter. However, we are concerned that if social tariVs were mandated that this could present a number of
unintended consequences, not least significantly increasing the bills for non fuel poor customers if energy
suppliers are required to oVer a social tariV to an unprescribed group of fuel poor customers.
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4.2 The current arrangements have seen suppliers spend far more than was agreed. As an industry we
agreed to spend £100 million in 2008–09, the actual spend was closer to £150 million. British Gas alone
agreed in this time period to spend £35 million, and the actual spend was closer to £82 million. British Gas
has over 300,000 vulnerable customers on its social tariV, more than any other supplier, saving on average
£123 a year on their bills.

4.3 There are steps being taken in the current Energy Bill that seek to place prices support schemes on a
mandatory basis. As we don’t know the details of the scheme yet as these are subject to consultation later
in the year, it is diYcult to know what the full impact of this will be. However, the Chancellor announced
in the pre Budget report that the six energy retailers would be expected to spend at least £300 million per
year by 2013–14, a significant increase on current arrangements.

4.4 If the recipient group is defined too widely then the benefits received by this group will be limited
(spreading limited resources around a larger group of people). If the amount spent on social tariVs by
suppliers are increased then this would add significant costs to British Gas and would likely be reflected in
other customers’ bills, with the potential unintended consequence of pushing more people into fuel poverty.

5. Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

5.1 The Winter Fuel Payment provides valuable support to some vulnerable and fuel poor customers.
However, it is not targeted and is available to any elderly customer over the age of 65—missing several large
groups of vulnerable customers and not taking poverty into account. Consideration should be given as to
whether the Winter Fuel Payment could be better targeted to ensure that it has the maximum impact on
those that need help the most. It is currently estimated that only 18% of winter fuel payments are fuel poor.

5.2 Currently everyone over the age of 65 receives an annual payment of £200 increasing to £300 for the
over 80s, irrespective of income at a cost of £2 billion–£2.5 billion per year to the taxpayer. This contribution
goes some way to cover the annual cost of energy bills but often is not used to pay the energy bill. We believe
that Winter Fuel Payment should be paid directly to suppliers so that we can oVset this against their energy
bills. As described above, with regards to the impact of direct payments versus energy bill reductions, this
would have a much more significant impact on achieving fuel poverty targets. In addition, we also believe
that consideration should be given to the timing of year the winter fuel payment is made and better targeting,
possibly considering whether recipients receive higher payments on the basis of need rather than age.

5.3 More broadly, maximising household income and ensuring suYcient take up of Government benefits
can also play an important role in tackling fuel poverty. A study undertaken by the London School of
Economics on behalf of the British Gas Help the Aged Partnership shows that individual pensioners could
be losing up to £50,000 on benefits over a lifetime, or £1,500, per annum by not claiming their entitlement.
These benefits currently sit in the Government’s pot of £4.5 billion unclaimed benefits for older people, but
one in three pensioners are not aware of whom to turn to for help and advice on how to access these
entitlements which could amount to between £5,000 and £50,000 per individual over a lifetime. Further
consideration should be given to how benefits uptake can be improved by increasing awareness of what
people can claim and by simplifying the process for claiming benefits.

5.4 We continue to support the use of Fuel Direct in helping gas and electricity customers in debt pay
their energy bills. We believe more consideration should be given as to how this valuable payment tool can be
maximised and used most eVectively. Fuel Direct can also provide a good source of leads for energy eYciency
measures, which is a sustainable way to help customers reduce their energy bills.

6. Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

6.1 British Gas is currently involved in a number of projects that are providing valuable insight into how
energy eYciency models can be applied to homes and communities oV the gas grid. This includes the above
CESP programme.

6.2 Through our Green Streets programme we have identified 14 communities across the country that
will share in a £2 million fund to aide them in becoming more energy eYcient. The village of Ingram will
include a significant number of oV grid properties. The village will receive around £140,000 to spend on
energy saving measures in Ingram and in the associated rural community. Solar photovoltaic tiles and air to
air heat pumps will be installed on Ingram Village Hall, generating energy for the village. Finally, the project
participants will work together to save a certain % of energy in their own homes. All of these homes will be
provided with a home energy assessment, which will identify the energy eYciency measures that are most
appropriate to them and provide behavioural advice. Where technically feasible, they will also receive smart
meters for their electricity supply.

6.3 British Gas is also working in partnership with a number of local authorities to explore the further
solutions to oV gas grid customers energy eYciency solutions. Working with Dumfries & Galloway we are
targeting homes without a gas supply and with microgen technology to provide lower cost options to
traditional oil/electrical system.
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6.4 Some of the challenges that currently exist within this sector including knowing what patterns
consumption that homes have. Without any long term meter readings it is more diYcult to know what
solution are most appropriate. These British Gas projects are useful pathfinders that will help us identify
how we are best able to improve the level of energy eYciency for this group of customer and how best they
can be targeted.

February 2010

APPENDIX

British Gas’s Commitment to Vulnerable Customers

British Gas is committed to helping its vulnerable customers and is proud to be the market leader in this
area. Ofgem figures show that in 2008–09, British Gas accounted for 52% of the total industry spend on the
voluntary programmes, equating to around £80 million. This is almost twice the spend committed to under
its voluntary agreement with the Government. We further agreed to spend £41 million in 2009–10 and again
look set to spend considerably more again. We also have the largest social tariV of any supplier with over
300,000 customers currently receiving our Essentials tariV. Rates on Essentials will be lower than our
standard tariV, saving Essentials customers on average £123 on their annual fuel bill.

ANNUAL SPENDING ON FUEL POVERTY

Programme Funding Annual Investment £m

Winter Fuel Payments (WFP) (Aged over 60 in receipt of qualifying benefit) 2,500

Cold Weather Payments (Vulnerable households on low income) 200

Warm Front—England (Aged over 60 and in receipt of benefit) 374

Energy Assistance Package—Scotland (Vulnerable and low income 51
households)

Decent Homes Standard—England (Social Housing) 700

Supplier Voluntary Agreement (Ofgem definitions) 150

CERT (Priority customers) 600

CESP (Communities in lowest 10% income bracket) 116

Total *4,700

Social Tariff spend

British Gas spent £77.4 million on social tariVs in 2008–09. In addition £3.3 million was donated to the
British Gas Trust Fund and £1 million spent on charitable partnerships. In total therefore British Gas
contributed £82 million voluntary spend in 2008–09 towards the supplier agreement. The total for 2009–10
will depend on many factors such as take up of the Essentials tariV, consumption etc. but is currently
forecasted to be between £60 million and £65 million.

ACTUAL SOCIAL SPEND VS AGREED SOCIAL SPEND UNDER
THE 2008–11 VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT

2008–09 2009–10 2010–11

Industry agreement £100 million £125 million £150 million

British Gas share £34 million £42 million £49 million

British Gas actual spend £82 million £65 million(est) TBD

As the above table shows, British Gas agreed to spend £34 million in 2008–09, our actual spend was £82
million—140% higher than that committed to. In 2009–10 and 2010–11 our agreed spend is £42 million and
£49 million respectively. Total estimated British Gas spend between 2008 and 2011 will be c £200 million,
33% higher than our agreed spend of £150 million. These figures do not take into account the additional
£70 million British Gas will be spending on the Community Energy Saving Programme over the next three
years or the free energy eYciency advice and measures provided to the priority group under the CERT.

At March 2009 (Ofgem “Monitoring Suppliers’ Social Programmes 2008–09”, 18/9/09), British Gas
supplied 519k out of the industry total of 1m accounts on social tariVs. This is more than 50% of all accounts
compared to our market share of 32%.
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British Gas Programmes

Essentials Programme

British Gas has a dedicated helpline for customers who have specialist requirements and for customers
on benefits and very low income. The programme oVers benefits assessments and access to free impartial
debt advice, energy eYciency products and a range of extra help from our charity partners.

As part of this programme, British Gas has introduced a special tariV, Essentials, aimed at cutting gas and
electricity bills for our most vulnerable low income customers. We currently have over 300,000 customers on
the Essentials tariV saving up to £264 on average per annum compared to a standard tariV. The tariV
represents a £77.4million spend by the company and is open to existing British Gas customers in receipt of
at least one of a number of specific Government benefits.

British Gas Energy Trust

British Gas has established the British Gas Energy Trust for customers to apply for grants and sustainable
advice to manage their energy payments. The Trust also funds third party debt advice and in cases of extreme
need, awards customers for other non-energy related debts and essential household costs.

British Gas has committed to the Trust for a further four years, taking the total committed by British Gas
to the Trust to £21.3million since 2005. The Trust is run independently of British Gas and is a registered
charity.

“here to HELP”

The largest social initiative of its kind in the UK, “here to HELP” is a unique coalition between the public,
private and charity sectors, delivering real benefits to vulnerable and fuel poor households. The scheme aims
to tackle the root causes of household poverty by improving the living conditions and quality of life in some
of Britain’s most deprived communities. The programme oVers energy eYciency products, benefits
assessments, essential appliances and adaptors, home security measures, and advice from our charity
partners who include Help the Aged, Scope and the RNIB.

To date, the scheme has covered nearly 600,000 homes and has found unclaimed benefits totalling nearly
£12.9 million. On average, qualifying applicants are over £1,500 a year better oV as a result of the benefit
health check alone.

Free Insulation to those Aged over 70

Insulating the home is one of the most eVective ways to keep warm and cut energy bills.

British Gas customers over 70 years old or on income related benefits may be able to get their home
insulated for free.

British Gas ExtraCare

British Gas has given a voluntary public commitment not to disconnect anyone we know to be vulnerable.
“ExtraCare” is the process we have adopted to help us proactively identify signs of vulnerability amongst
our customers; how we keep this information on our systems and what we need to do once we have identified
someone as being potentially vulnerable. As part of our day to day contact with our customers, we listen
out for any signs the customer may give us that might indicate that they are vulnerable.

British Gas Home Energy Care Register

Our Home Energy Care Register provides essential services for some of our most vulnerable customers
and around 560,000 customers now benefit from the service. The Home Energy Care Register is a priority
service register for all our gas and/or electricity customers who are elderly, disabled or chronically sick. It
enables us to record any specific requirements these customers may have and helps us to provide them with
services appropriate to their needs.

Home Heat Helpline

The national Home Heat Helpline was launched in 2005, oVering help to customers struggling to pay their
energy bills. The service is run by the Energy Retail Association and is funded by British Gas and other
major energy suppliers. It gives one point of contact, connecting customers to advice and help from their
energy supplier. A specialist British Gas team takes the calls from British Gas customers and connects them
to the most appropriate support.
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Memorandum submitted by National Energy Action (NEA) (FP 26)

Summary

Progress against Government targets

The time-lag in fuel poverty data means that oYcial statistics are not current. However even on the basis
of older data covering a period before the worst eVects of energy price increases there was no prospect of
meeting the 2010 target and little prospect of meeting the 2016 target for England.

Having made a firm commitment to resolve fuel poverty within a specific timeframe, Government must
increase resources and eVort to comply with the aspirations set out in the UK Fuel Poverty Strategy.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

The Government’s definition of fuel poverty is contentious and, to some extent, irrational. However the
current priority is the need for programmes and policies to alleviate fuel poverty and any debate on
definitions at this time would represent an unnecessary distraction. The current definition of fuel poverty
does favour action to reduce energy costs, including energy eYciency, over measures to increase
household incomes.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

The Government has, directly or indirectly, made significant resources available for domestic energy
eYciency programmes, including those targeted on fuel poverty. However, NEA does not believe that the
structure of current programmes represent optimal use of these resources. NEA advocates the creation of a
single national energy eYciency programme, combining resources from existing programmes and delivered
through a coherent area-based mechanism.

The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

This issue would largely be addressed through a National Energy EYciency Scheme adopting the area-
based mechanism and delivering assistance on the basis of need with priority intervention in the most
disadvantaged communities.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

NEA fully endorses proposals to legislate for statutory support for vulnerable households. However, we
recognise that extreme vulnerability is not limited to older households and would wish to see eligibility
extended to those households who are both economically disadvantaged and particularly vulnerable ie
families with young children and those families aVected by disability.

NEA has strong reservations about the extent to which fuel poverty interventions are funded through
charges on energy customers’ bills and would wish to see such levies capped. In eVect this funding mechanism
often leads to the redistribution of fuel poverty as some fuel-poor households are assisted at the expense
of others.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

There is understandable ambivalence about the Winter Fuel Payment as a fuel poverty initiative and this
is inevitable whilst the payment is based solely on age with no reference to need. However the universal
nature of the payment overcomes a number of diYculties including non-take-up of entitlement, which is
common amongst pensioner households, and the issue of those who would be marginally excluded from
entitlement if the benefit were to be means-tested. The priority is to ensure that there is no diminution in
Treasury-funded resources for fuel poverty programmes.

NEA has advocated that entitlement to the Winter Fuel Payment be extended to those households
currently eligible for the Cold Weather Payment in recognition of their extreme economic disadvantage and
additional vulnerability.

Support for households who are not connected to the mains gas grid

Some areas of disadvantage experienced by households without access to mains gas were addressed in
Ofgem’s Energy Supply Markets Probe but a number of problems remain. The priority is to develop realistic
and economic solutions to the diYculties faced by households occupying properties that are hard-to-treat
including adoption and promotion of appropriate new technologies.
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Warm Front

NEA believes that the scale of Warm Front must inevitably lead to some negative experience on the part
of the scheme’s clients and that the nature of the programme magnifies the reaction to any perceived failings
within the programme.

Much of the negative criticism has been unjustified as evidenced in a number of scrutiny reports including
those undertaken by the National Audit OYce. It also seems likely that remedial action instigated by the
Department of Energy and Climate Change will address some of the more legitimate criticisms of Warm
Front with particular reference to problems associated with the maximum grant.

1. Background

1.1 NEA is a national charity with the primary objective of working towards the eradication of fuel
poverty. NEA’s work in this area includes development of policy and programmes to address the three main
factors that contribute towards unaVordable energy costs:

Inadequate domestic heating and insulation standards.

High energy prices.

Low household income.

1.2 NEA welcomes the Committee’s decision to conduct an inquiry into the eVectiveness of policies to
address fuel poverty and the opportunity to comment on the range of issues identified by the Committee.
Comments follow the sequence of issues set out in the Committee’s Call for Written Evidence.

2. Progress against Government targets

2.1 Any consideration of Government progress must begin with recognition that, whilst fuel poverty is
a devolved issue, the capacity for remedial action is actually shared between Westminster, the Scottish
Government and the Assemblies of Wales and Northern Ireland. Of the three main causes of fuel poverty,
any remit for action on energy prices and household incomes is reserved to Westminster; only housing
standards and energy eYciency are devolved to the individual nations. Whilst NEA’s programme of work
covers England, Wales and Northern Ireland, our assumption is that the scope of this inquiry primarily
concerns England although, clearly, some areas of Government policy impact more widely.

2.2 The Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act 2000, supplemented by the UK Fuel Poverty
Strategy, requires the Government to ensure that: “as far as is reasonably practicable” no household in
England should be in fuel poverty by November 2016.

2.3 Analysis of the English House Condition Survey 1996 had indicated that there were some 4.3 million
fuel-poor households in England at that date. During the intervening period, the scale of fuel poverty
reduced year on year so that by 2004 the number of fuel-poor households in England had fallen to around
1.2 million households; this progress resulted from a combination of falling energy prices, investment in
energy eYciency programmes and increased household income for some of the most disadvantaged
households.

Demographics of fuel poverty—England 2009 (NEA estimate)

Number of % of fuel-poor
Household type households households

One person under 60 863,000 23%
Couple under 60 (no dependent child(ren) 275,000 7%
One person aged 60 or over 1,287,000 34%
Couple aged 60 or over 527,000 14%
Lone parent 379,000 10%
Couple with dependent child(ren) 229,000 6%
Other multi-person household 191,000 5%
All households 3,753,000 100%

60 UK Fuel Poverty Strategy 7th Annual Progress Report, DECC, 2009.
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2.4 The reliability of oYcial fuel poverty data is compromised as a result of the time-lag between collation
and publication of survey findings. As a result the most recent oYcial figures relating to fuel poverty in
England cover 2007. The 2007 figures indicate that there were 2.8 million fuel-poor households in England
at that period; however, the Government has suggested that subsequent energy61 price increases during
2008 and 2009 mean that the true scale of fuel poverty in England aVects 4.6 million households.

2.5 It is evident that the 2010 target to eradicate fuel poverty for vulnerable households in England by
2010 is unattainable; it is also evident that the 2016 target will be extremely diYcult to achieve without
significant additional resources and greatly improved delivery mechanisms—particularly in the area of
heating and insulation programmes. However, it should also be noted that the most recent UK Fuel Poverty
Strategy progress Report indicates that, without existing Government programmes, the number of fuel-poor
households in England would be 400,000 to 800,000 higher than is currently the case.

2.6 Having made a firm commitment, underpinned by legislation, to eradicate fuel poverty, it is
imperative that Government should not retreat from this undertaking and should increase the action and
escalate the funding levels necessary to achieve fuel poverty objectives.

3. The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating.

3.1 The definition of fuel poverty has always been contentious to some extent with the discussion focusing
on how household income should be defined within the fuel poverty formula. The three options relating to
treatment of income, and their respective weaknesses are:

3.2 Full Income—Household income is deemed to include housing subsidies through Housing Benefit or
Income Support for mortgage interest. The fundamental flaw in this approach is that it imputes resources
to a household despite the fact that the household has no discretion over how the money is spent—it is totally
committed to housing costs. One perverse consequence of this methodology is that the higher the housing
subsidy the higher the hypothetical income; a further perverse outcome is that an increase in rent for a
tenant, and a consequent increase in associated housing benefit, will raise the hypothetical income and
diminish the likelihood of that household being categorised as fuel poor. This definition of income is clearly
nonsensical, although it remains the Government’s preferred definition for target-setting purposes.

3.3 Basic Income—Household income is assessed net of any housing subsidies. Clearly this is a more
rational and equitable approach to quantifying household income and fuel poverty status. Inflated housing
costs (and by extension inflated housing subsidies such as those required by many private sector tenants in
London) will no longer be a factor in underestimating the scale of fuel poverty. In fact, concerns over the
diYculties arising from the first definition were largely assuaged following Government assurances that:
“We will publish the numbers of fuel poor on both definitions. And the nature of the [fuel poverty] programmes
means we will meet our target on both definitions.”62

3.4 The third option for treatment of household income is to define resources after housing costs. This
would ensure consistency in making only residual income, that which is actually available as discretionary
expenditure, the basis for determining whether or not fuel was aVordable.

3.5 It should also be recognised that changing the definition aVects not only the scale of fuel poverty—
it also reflects the distribution of fuel poverty. This results from the fact that pensioners who have paid oV
their mortgage receive no financial support for housing costs.

3.6 Despite the unsatisfactory anomalies associated with the Government’s preferred definition of fuel
poverty, NEA sees this debate as an unnecessary diversion from the priority need to develop and implement
eVective policies to ensure that all homes are adequately and aVordably heated. It should be noted that the
10% expenditure figure relates to all household energy expenditure and not just to that element that is
required for space heating within the dwelling.

3.7 The current definition of fuel poverty presents some interesting challenges for policy makers in that
any reduction in household fuel costs has a value ten times greater than any increase in household income.
This means that action to lower fuel bills through social tariVs or some other form of discount is highly
eVective in reducing the breadth and depth of fuel poverty. It also means that the optimal means of reducing
fuel poverty is through energy eYciency investment which has the added benefit of delivering long-term and
sustainable solutions.

61 UK Fuel Poverty Strategy 7th Annual Progress Report, DECC, 2009.
62 Speech to the Associate Parliamentary Warm Homes Group by the Rt Hon Michael Meacher MP, Minister for the

Environment, March 2001.
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4. The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

4.1 Support for energy eYciency programmes, whether funded directly through Government in the form
of Warm Front, or mandated by Government through energy suppliers in programmes such as the Carbon
Emissions Reduction Target and the Community Energy Saving Programme, has been significant.

4.2 Over the period 2008–11 the Government has directly funded Warm Front to the extent of £1.1 billion;
over this same period some £1.9 billion (of £3.2 billion in total) in CERT expenditure has also been
committed to a Priority Group comprising households in receipt of a means-tested or disability-related
benefit or older people (householders aged 70 or over). In addition, the Community Energy Saving
Programme will expend some £350 million between 2009–12 in delivering significant whole-house energy
eYciency assistance packages in disadvantaged communities.

4.3 Furthermore, establishing specific Thermal Comfort criteria within the Decent Homes Standard for
social housing has helped drive up heating and insulation standards within this sector. Local authority
landlords reported that between 2000 and 2008 investment in insulation totalled £375 million and
£2.7 billion was expended on new heating systems.

4.4 However, it would appear that the eVect of these considerable achievements has, at best, only
mitigated the impact of rising domestic energy costs which have been the main factor in the unprecedented
rise in fuel poverty in England. Clearly much more needs to be done in order to maximise the benefit of
energy eYciency investment.

4.5 NEA believes that the current structure of domestic energy eYciency programmes makes them unfit
for purpose in terms of eradicating fuel poverty. A fragmented approach in which individual households
make individual applications for assistance followed by individual assessment and installation work
represents grossly sub-optimal use of resources. In our advocacy of a National Energy EYciency Scheme
we put the case for all existing and additional resources to be put towards funding a single national heating
and insulation programme working in a coherent and structured manner across all communities in England
with priority given to the most disadvantaged communities.

4.6 Assistance would be delivered to all households within a community in the form of grant assistance
for low-income households and subsidy for those able to contribute towards the cost of the necessary works.
The grant and subsidy approach would enable the scheme to mandate rigorous energy eYciency standards
that must be reached.

5. The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

5.1 In terms of energy eYciency, NEA believes that a National Energy EYciency Scheme will largely
obviate the need for targeting of individual households. A community-based programme adopting a door-
by-door, street-by-street approach will identify need much more eVectively than individual applications.
This will be particularly important in the case of households that have traditionally been hard to reach for
reasons of language barriers, lack of knowledge, social isolation or fear of stigma.

5.2 The door-by-door, street-by-street model will also address some other previously intractable
problems such as lack of knowledge of benefit entitlement or anxiety over the application process. It is well
documented that benefit entitlement checks can significantly increase household income and, also, that as
many as one in three households entitled to Pension Credit do not claim this benefit. Practical energy
eYciency measures will be supplemented by advice and guidance on claiming benefit entitlement.

5.3 In this respect we would draw the Committee’s attention to the existing Warm Zones model which
combines assessment of the property, delivery of practical improvement measures, energy advice and benefit
entitlement checks to deliver a comprehensive package covering all aspects of an aVordable warmth
programme.

6. Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

6.1 NEA is wholly supportive of the proposal to establish a mandatory framework for support with
energy costs. We recognise that energy suppliers have achieved or exceeded all that has been required of them
under voluntary arrangements but also believe that this area is too important to be left to the discretion of
energy suppliers regarding eligibility and the amount of benefit.

6.2 NEA recognises that existing voluntary arrangements will have to continue and that this
compromises the ability to optimise a mandatory scheme in terms of beneficiaries and the degree of benefit
since much of the available funding will be ring-fenced for existing voluntary arrangements.

6.3 It is crucially important that statutory arrangements should oVer assistance based on need and that
the benefits should not be restricted to any specific demographic. Clearly older and poorer pensioners
represent a viable proxy for fuel poverty and their unvarying circumstances and the legislative basis for data-
sharing make the case for their inclusion even more compelling.
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6.4 However, NEA believes that extreme vulnerability is not restricted to older households and that
access to energy costs support should be available to non-pensioner households on the lowest incomes and
who are particularly vulnerable. Consequently, NEA advocates that the social price support should be
extended to cover those households who are currently eligible for the Cold Weather Payment scheme
operated by the Department for Work and Pensions.63

6.5 Currently, some 4.1 million households qualify for the Cold Weather Payment and the Government
has indicated that, by 2013–14, supplier investment in discounted energy costs should reach £300 million.
This level of funding equates to a potential discount on energy bills of approximately £75 per household
broadly equivalent to the discount for older, poorer pensioners under the Government’s Energy Rebate
Scheme.

6.6 NEA does have strong reservations about the funding mechanism for this and for other assistance
delivered through energy suppliers. Despite the common misconception that such programmes are the result
of a combination of Government encouragement and supplier philanthropy it must be emphasised that the
cost of these initiatives, whether energy eYciency schemes or social price support, is recovered through
charges on customer bills.

6.7 This means of funding programmes is inequitable and regressive in that those who can least aVord to
contribute pay the same towards the cost of the range of initiatives as the most aZuent households. Clearly,
the least regressive means of funding Government social welfare objectives is through direct taxation rather
than through levies on consumers’ bills.

6.8 As an illustration of the unintended consequence of levies on domestic bills it should be noted that the
Government estimates that costs associated with the increased funding for the Carbon Emissions Reduction
Target (CERT) will result in more households becoming fuel poor than are removed from fuel poverty.64

The Impact Assessment for CERT indicates that, in the short term at least, between 70,000 and
150,000 households will be driven into fuel poverty as a result of additional charges on domestic bills whilst
between 21,000 and 31,000 households will be removed from fuel poverty.

7. Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

7.1 The universal nature of the Winter Fuel Payment is simultaneously a weakness and a strength.
AZuent older households receive the payment despite the fact that they require no financial support with
their energy costs. Limiting the payment to those on low-incomes, who are much more likely to be
experiencing fuel poverty, would significantly reduce expenditure on Winter Fuel Payments. This could then
free up resources to increase the level of support given to low-income pensioner households and/or extend
the payments to other vulnerable non-pensioner households.

7.2 However, the universal nature of the payment also pre-empts some of the diYculties associated with
means-tested benefits where they are not claimed for fear of stigma or lack of knowledge, or where a low-
income household is marginally over the qualifying income threshold.

7.3 Clearly there is a debate to be had on the future of the Winter Fuel Payment in a context of increasing
pressure on public expenditure. But, however the debate develops it is crucial that resources intended to
address fuel poverty are protected.

7.4 In contrast to the universal Winter Fuel Payment, Cold Weather Payments are made only to
vulnerable households on low incomes65 and only in circumstances where the weather is especially severe.
Payments are triggered where average daily temperatures have reached, or are forecast to reach, no higher
than 0oC over a seven-day period. Annual expenditure on Cold Weather Payments has normally been in the
region of £8 to £12 million.

7.5 However, for winter 2008–09, the payment was increased from £8.50 to £25 a week. This increase,
allied to a comparatively cold winter, resulted in expenditure of some £209 million in 2008–09 (Environment,
Food and Rural AVairs Select Committee 2009). The Cold Weather Payment has been retained at the
£25 level for the winter of 2009–10 and, to date, payments to the value of some £270 million have been
made.66 Some 4.1 million households in the UK are eligible for Cold Weather Payments, of which more
than 2.7 million are pensioner households.

7.6 If the Winter Fuel Payment were to be extended to non-pensioner households eligible for the Cold
Weather Payment the total annual cost would be in the region of £280 million.

63 Cold Weather Payments are paid during periods of exceptionally severe weather to households on the lowest incomes and
who are vulnerable on the grounds of age (over 60 or with a child under 5) or disability.

64 The Carbon Emissions Reduction Target to December 2012, Impact Assessment, DECC, 2009.
65 Eligibility for Cold Weather Payments is restricted to households on the lowest levels of welfare benefits and where there is

an additional factor of vulnerability through age (over 60 or under 5) or disability.
66 House of Commons Hansard 1 February 2010, Col.5
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8. Support for households who are not connected to the mains gas grid

8.1 Despite the appalling increases in domestic gas prices in recent years—prices more than doubled
between 2003 and 2009—natural gas generally remains the cheapest heating option for the overwhelming
majority of households in England.

Space and water heating costs by fuel type—North of England October 200967

Fuel type Heating system Annual cost

House coal Open fire with back boiler £1194
Electricity Storage heating and radiators £1220
Natural gas Gas-fired boiler and radiators £878
Liquid propane gas LPG-fired boiler and radiators £1699
Oil kerosene Oil-fired boiler and radiators £1090

8.2 In 2009, the energy regulator, Ofgem, instigated an Energy Supply Market Probe which considered
the disadvantage faced by households oV the mains gas network who could not benefit from any dual-fuel
discount. Ofgem determined that energy suppliers were, in fact, imposing higher charges for electricity for
these households in order to cross-subsidise lower gas costs and instructed suppliers to halt this practice but
this does little to address the disadvantage faced by households who cannot benefit from lower mains gas
costs.

8.3 The additional costs associated with alternative conventional heating systems are reflected in the
relationship between heating source and fuel poverty.

Fuel poverty in England—2007—by fuel used for main heating source68

Total number
% households Number of households of households

in group in group in group

Fuel Not fuel poor Fuel poor Not fuel poor Fuel poor
Gas 88.0% 12.0% 15,806,000 1,936,000 17,742,000
Oil 76.9% 23.1% 711,000 214,000 925,000
Solid fuel 63.0% 37.0% 139,000 82,000 221,000
Electricity 82.6% 17.4% 1,256,000 264,000 1,520,000
Communal 90.2% 9.8% 256,000 28,000 283,000
Total 87.8% 12.2% 18,167,000 2,524,000 20,691,000

8.4 In January 2010, Ofgem published details of a new partnership arrangement69 intended to encourage
extension of the gas network to 20,000 properties occupied by fuel-poor households. The partnership would
involve cooperation between the four gas distribution networks (GDNs) and agencies delivering
Government-sponsored energy eYciency programmes such as Warm Front. As a result of this initiative
some of the most deprived communities in Great Britain may in future be able to benefit from a more
economic heating regime as a result of connection to mains gas and subsequent installation of gas-fired
central heating.

Fuel poverty by wall type and by access to the mains gas network—England—2007

Mains gas by % fuel-poor Number of fuel-poor Total number % Total fuel
wall type households households of households poor in group

Cavity wall Not fuel poor Fuel poor Not fuel poor Fuel poor
With gas 90.2% 9.8% 11,980,000 1,299,000 13,190,000 46.1%
Without gas 83.3% 16.7% 1,544,000 310,000 1,855,000 11.0%
Total 89.3% 10.7% 13,453,000 1,544,000 15,044,000 "

Solid wall
With gas 83.6% 16.4% 4,580,000 898,000 5,477,000 31.8%
Without gas 63.7% 36.3% 547,000 312,000 858,000 11.1%
Total 80.9% 19.1% 5,127,000 1,209,000 6,336,000 "

67 Data from Sutherland Comparative Heating Costs—Northern England—October 2009. Figures based on average fuel
consumption for three-bedroom property.

68 Fuel Poverty 2007—Detailed Tables, DECC, 2009.
69 Ofgem Press Release R/2 11 January 2010.
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8.5 Whilst NEA welcomes this initiative we also see a longer-term need for more ambitious and
innovative action. The table above illustrates the importance of heating fuel and wall type in For a number
of years NEA has been involved in pilot projects to assess the potential benefits of alternative heating
systems such as air-source heat pumps in properties that are oV the mains gas network and with little
prospect of ever being connected. In theory, the Warm Front scheme allows for grant-funded installation of
this and other technologies but these have not yet been formally introduced as an option under that
programme.

8.6 NEA would suggest that, in pursuit of the potential social benefits to be derived from such
installations, urgent consideration be given to overcoming potential barriers to their use including adequacy
of grant levels, planning issues and advice and guidance to potential beneficiaries. It is also increasingly
important that the other key issue of hard-to-treat housing, solid-walled properties, were to be addressed
through grant programmes. Incorporating this technology within a suite of grant-aided measures will
expedite the large-scale installations that will reduce cost to a more cost-eVective level.

9. Warm Front

9.1 Since the Committee, subsequent to announcement of the remit of this inquiry, indicated its intention
to examine the Warm Front programme, NEA would wish to make some brief comment on this scheme.
NEA believes that Warm Front has been an extremely successful and beneficial programme and that the
infrequent failings of the scheme have been exaggerated out of all proportion.

9.2 It is inevitable that a scheme of this magnitude and nature should at times be subject to criticism on
the grounds of poor administration; insensitivity to customer needs; poor workmanship; and the erroneous
perception that the scheme exists to deliver profit to participating agencies as much as to deliver aVordable
warmth to vulnerable households.

9.3 It is also inevitable that, given the purpose of Warm Front to assist disadvantaged households, any
failings will be high profile and the subject of negative media scrutiny. However, despite criticism directed
at the programme, objective assessment70 of Warm Front has generally indicated that the programme is
popular, provides value for money and is eYciently administered.

9.4 NEA believes that revisions to the scheme announced last year have addressed some of the more valid
criticisms of Warm Front. Increases to the maximum grant levels, a more liberalised supply chain, improved
customer communications and the expansion of low carbon technologies within permissible measures will
all contribute to further enhancement of Warm Front as an eVective fuel poverty programme.

9.5 The announcement of an additional £150 million of funding for Warm Front in the Pre-Budget
Report was a welcome indication that Government continues to recognise its own primary responsibility to
address fuel poverty through provision of funding from the Exchequer.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Groundwork UK (FP 27)

Summary

With a quarter of all carbon emissions generated by our homes and with more than 4 million people facing
fuel poverty, co-ordinated action is needed to ensure everyone has a warm, insulated home and to encourage
people to reduce their domestic carbon emissions.

The government’s current reliance on market incentives and energy providers to achieve these reductions
will not achieve legally binding targets. We also need more eVort to ensure our homes and communities are
protected against the unavoidable impacts of a changing climate.

Our evidence focuses on the following:

— There is an urgent need for a government-led national programme of retro-fitting houses to reduce
emissions and create housing that will be resilient to climate change, bringing third sector providers
together with the insulation industry and the energy companies to ensure maximum take-up.

— Community based, intermediary organisations are best placed to reach fuel poor households.
Delivery through community-based partnerships would be particularly eVective in increasing
access to priority groups.

— Technical measures and advice must be combined with community development expertise, and a
focus on education and changing behaviours. (As provided by our Green Doctor service—see case
study below). Particular attention needs to be paid to the needs of consumers who are vulnerable
and who have special needs.

70 See, for example, The Warm Front Scheme, National Audit OYce, 2009.
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— Energy eYciency solutions need to be oVered together with referrals to other local support services
in order to eVectively tackle fuel poverty (eg, advice on benefits and debt relief), as also provided
by our Green Doctor service.

— As unemployment is a major contributor to fuel poverty, delivery should be linked to job creation
initiatives. This should include the Department for Work and Pensions’ employment provision, for
example the new Future Jobs Fund and the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills
future skills strategies.

1. Introduction

The Groundwork Federation is a group of charities supporting communities in need. We work with
partners to help improve the quality of people’s lives, their prospects and potential and the places where they
live, work and play.

Our vision is of a society of sustainable communities which are vibrant, healthy and safe, which respect
the local and global environment and where individuals and enterprise prosper.

We operate across England, Wales and Northern Ireland, and work on thousands of individual projects
each year. Our Trusts work in over 90% of the most deprived communities in England and Wales, and we
deliver a range of home energy eYciency programmes and projects with the aim of tackling both carbon
emissions and fuel poverty.

2. The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

Existing and hard to treat homes

2.1 There a gap between government aims on energy eYciency, carbon emissions reduction and
adaptation to climate change, and current plans for delivery. There is therefore an urgent need for a
government-led national programme of retro-fitting houses to reduce emissions and create housing that will
be resilient to climate change, bringing third sector providers together with the insulation industry and the
energy companies to ensure maximum take-up.

2.2 Groundwork supports government ambitions for all lofts and cavity walls to be insulated where
practical by 2015 and for all homes and other buildings to have received a whole house package by 2030.
(Heat and Energy Saving Strategy). However, in light of this target, the aim for only 7 million homes to have
had the opportunity to take up a “whole-house” package of measures by 2020 is not suYciently ambitious.

2.3 It will be important that specific provision is made for hard to treat homes. 50% of individuals in fuel
poverty live in hard to treat properties (Preston et al 2008).71 According to the Energy EYciency Partnership
for Homes, more than 7 million dwellings cannot have their energy eYciency improved through cavity wall
insulation, eYcient gas boilers or a combination of these. In addition, the number of cavity wall dwellings
which will still need wall insulation is over 7 million. Delivery through area-based schemes which can benefit
from economies of scale, in addition to the targeting of low income groups, is therefore needed.

2.4 We also support the Sustainable Development Commission recommendations on existing housing,72

in particular that a standard for sustainable existing homes is needed, and that VAT on refurbishment and
new build should be equalised.

2.5 There is also a need to adapt homes and neighbourhoods for climate change in order to reduce energy
consumption for cooling. Deprived urban areas are more likely to be vulnerable to the impacts of the “urban
heat island” eVect. This is due to lower levels of tree cover and other green infrastructure, combined with
higher concentrations of air pollution and a greater prevalence of people with heart and respiratory disease.
For example in the heat wave of 2003 there were 2,000 excess deaths in the UK (35,000 deaths across
Europe), with the hot weather producing an increase in the number of days of higher air pollution. Events
such as this are likely to become a normal occurrence by the 2040s. These weather conditions will be
considered cool by the 2060s. Deprived communities in urban areas are likely to experience rising levels of
fuel poverty. Poorer residents often live in older houses which are harder to cool in summer as well as being
harder to heat in winter.

2.6 Green infrastructure networks have an increasingly important role to play in the management of
urban temperatures. Research by the University of Manchester on “Adaptation Strategies in the Urban
Environment” (ASCCUE)73 suggests that adding 10% green cover to built-up urban areas could keep
maximum surface temperatures at a 1961–90 level up until the 2080s. We want to see an expansion of these
important networks and urge government to commit to increasing green space, tree cover and green roofs
across the UK.

71 See “Opportunities to Improve Hard to Treat Homes within CERT”, Energy EYciency Partnership for Homes. http://
www.sd-commission.org.uk/pages/existing-homes.html

72 http://www.sd-commission.org.uk/pages/existing-homes.html
73 Gill, S E, Handley, J F, Ennos, A R and Pauleit, S. (2007) Adapting Cities for Climate Change: the role of the green

infrastructure.
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The need for a community-based partnership approach

2.7 Community based, intermediary organisations are best placed to reach fuel poor households.
Groundwork has extensive experience of delivering home energy eYciency projects in disadvantaged areas
(see case studies below). This tells us that technical advice must be combined with community development
expertise. Particular attention needs to be paid to the needs of consumers who are vulnerable and who have
special needs. Equal opportunities and diversity issues also need to be addressed. An enabling, capacity
building approach is essential to support local residents in decision-making about initiatives in their area,
and to ensure that the programme has maximum benefit and long-term impact.

2.8 However, although the Government has stated its preference for the Community Energy Saving
Programme (CESP) to be delivered through community-based partnerships (see DECC/CLG CESP
Consultation Response and Analysis),74 this is not a requirement and there is no reference to this in Ofgem’s
Guidance. There is a danger that in practice there will be a failure to realise the benefits of community
partnership working that the government wishes to see.

2.9 Energy eYciency solutions also need to be oVered together with referrals to other local support
services in order to eVectively tackle fuel poverty (eg, advice on benefits and debt relief). Groundwork’s
“Green Doctors” (see case study) provide links to other agencies and services available to low income
households, both energy and non-energy related.

2.10 Groundwork Trusts are currently working with community groups in several areas to enable them
to engage with the CESP process and shape the delivery of CESP in their neighbourhoods. They are also
seeking to help co-ordinate the delivery of CESP with existing initiatives to achieve joined-up solutions to
the problems that disadvantaged communities face.

2.11 Groundwork’s “Green Doctors” visit homes in deprived wards to install energy eYcient measures
free of charge and give residents advice on saving energy and reducing fuel bills.

Householders targeted by fuel poverty projects are diYcult to reach, and persistent attempts to eradicate
fuel poverty have had relatively low impacts. Green Doctors help overcome this by addressing educational
and behavioural aspects as well as technological solutions. Investing the time to talk to people in their own
home means they can provide tailored advice, and “trouble shoot” problems such as a lack of understanding
about how to control heating systems, or fitting low energy light bulbs for elderly residents who might not
be able to do this themselves.

Green Doctors also serve as a referral point for other agencies and services available to low income
households, both energy and non-energy related.

The Green Doctor programme began in Leicester where it has proved extremely popular, and saved
householders nearly £10,000 in fuel bill savings in just three years. It has been calculated that if this
programme were to be rolled out across the whole of the UK, this approach could achieve a 13% reduction
in household CO2 emissions.

Job Creation

2.12 Links should also be made to other government departments’ activity to support the creation of
“green jobs”. This should include the Department for Work and Pensions’ employment provision, for
example the new Future Jobs Fund and the Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills future skills
strategies. One of the key aims of the UK Low Carbon Transition Plan is the creation of green jobs.75 The
Local Government Association report “Creating green jobs: Developing local low-carbon economies”,
estimates that 20,000 new jobs could be created in home energy eYciency.

2.14 The CESP is being delivered in areas of high worklessness and therefore creates a unique opportunity
for joined-up working. Worklessness itself is a major contributor to fuel poverty. Suppliers and generators
should be encouraged to achieve local spend as much as possible in order to create a local multiplier eVect.
There are a number of successful examples of energy eYciency schemes favouring local employment while
complying with procurement rules. This can create a win-win situation for communities benefiting from
CESP. The CESP could also stimulate market demand for home energy eYciency products and services, but
there may not be suYcient capacity to meet a significant upturn. Government intervention will therefore be
required to support the development of a skill base in these areas.

2.15 Tackling worklessness is one of our main areas of activity, and we have recently been awarded
substantial funding from the DWP’s Future Jobs Fund to create training and job opportunities.76 In many
proposed CESP delivery areas, Groundwork Trusts will be supporting local unemployed people who could
be trained for such tasks as surveying, installing installation (loft, cavity wall, solid wall), draughtproofing,
and small scale renewables such as solar hot water. Further opportunities will exist for home energy advice
through Green Doctor type schemes. Aligning Future Jobs Funding with CESP funding in this way would
represent excellent value for money.

74 http://www.decc.gov.uk/Media/
viewfile.ashx?FilePath%Consultations·CESP·1 20090710114123 e ww CESPGovtresponseJuly09.pdf&filetype%4

75 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/publications/lc trans plan/lc trans plan.aspx
76 http://www.groundwork.org.uk/news/detail/index.asp?id%129
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2.16 Groundwork Creswell’s ‘Safe and Warm’ programme has helped over 2,000 households in need by
installing insulation and energy saving measures, and provided long term unemployed individuals with the
opportunity to gain new skills in the field of construction. Work has involved loft insulation, cavity wall
insulation, pipe lagging and tank jackets, draught proofing and the installation of energy saving measures
such as dusk-while-dawn lights.

2.17 Groundwork Creswell have also created “the Greenhouse Initiative” which restores vacant property
ensuring that the houses use a wide range of energy saving devices and renewable energy measures. The
improvements, which include insulation, solar hot water and a rain harvesting system, far exceed current
building regulations. They also tackle fuel poverty by lowering heating bills. The initiative not only ensures
more sustainable homes, it also provides work for local people. The work to re-design and rebuild properties
provides long term unemployed people with the skills and experience needed to re-enter the workplace.

3. The Methods Used to Target Assistance at Households which Need it Most

The need to focus on “hard to treat” homes

3.1 We support the focus of the CESP and the proposed CERT extension on areas of disadvantage,
families in fuel poverty and hard-to-treat homes. However, whilst these have concentrated on those areas
with the highest levels of income deprivation, there should also be a focus on areas with high levels of solid
wall housing.

The CESP scoring system needs to be suYciently weighted to encourage deliverers to adopt a whole house
approach from the outset, so that there are suYcient incentives to tackle hard-to-treat homes. Groundwork
is also concerned that charging may present a barrier to resident take up of the measures oVered through
CESP.

It should also be noted that private landlords may try and increase rents following the installation of
measures to improve energy eYciency, which could counteract the programme benefits in terms of tackling
fuel poverty.

3.2 The importance of independent energy advice and support for householders to achieve longer term
behavioural change.

A recent Ipsos MORI survey commissioned by Groundwork, which asked 1,009 people in Great Britain
about energy eYciency in their homes, found that people want help and advice to encourage them to install
energy saving measures in their homes, but would not select energy companies to provide this service:

— nearly half (48%) would be more likely to install energy saving devices in their homes if they were
oVered some practical help and advice; and

— only 13% of those without cavity wall insulation and 8% without loft insulation would choose a
contractor provided by an energy company.

Despite the fact energy companies oVer subsidies, they are still not a popular choice, perhaps because they
are perceived as having a vested interest in customer’s energy use. Advisors from community-based
organisations may be more trusted, and better able to combat fuel poverty by connecting people with other
local services.

3.3 Groundwork would like to see government energy eYciency initiatives have a much stronger
emphasis on longer-term behavioural change. Technical measures alone are not suYcient to achieve this.
They must be supported by eVective communication, and a focus on meeting individual needs. This
approach has been successfully demonstrated by Groundwork’s Green Doctor programme (see case study
above). A network of independent energy advisers, experienced at working with communities, could help
facilitate a mass take-up of energy saving measures.

3.4 Home energy audits are likely to be most useful when they provide a comprehensive service:
conducting the audit, and signposting accredited implementation services and funding assistance where
applicable. To achieve maximum impact, there should also be follow-up support available, eg to ensure that
once energy saving devices have been installed they are used correctly. It is essential that all home energy
audits are delivered by trained and accredited personnel. It is important that minimum standards are agreed,
but there should be a range of routes to achieving these minimum standards and also the opportunity to
achieve enhanced standards. To be fully eVective, home energy audits will need to be delivered by personnel
with strong community development skills in addition to technical skills.

February 2010
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Memorandum submitted by Consumer Focus (FP 28)

Introduction

Consumer Focus is the consumer champion for England, Wales, Scotland and (for postal consumers) in
Northern Ireland. We operate across the whole of the economy, persuading businesses and public services
to put consumers at the heart of what they do.

Consumer Focus tackles the issues that matter to consumers, and aims to give people a stronger voice.

We don’t just draw attention to problems—we work with consumers and with a range of organisations
to champion creative solutions that make a diVerence to consumers’ lives. We work with companies to ensure
they put consumers first, and challenge those who fail to do so.

We welcome the opportunity to present evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Committee’s inquiry
into fuel poverty.

Summary

— The Government has not met its statutory 2010 target to eliminate fuel poverty among vulnerable
households and may miss its 2016 target to eliminate fuel poverty among all households. The main
reason for this is the 120% rise in fuel prices since 2003.

— Consumer Focus considers the Government could have done more to compensate for the eVect of
rising fuel prices on fuel poverty levels by carrying out an extensive programme of energy eYciency
improvements to the homes of the fuel poor. Current programmes do not go far enough,
particularly for “hard to treat” homes.

— The Government could get back on track towards meeting its 2016 target by carrying out a national
programme to improve the homes of fuel poor households to a target Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) band B standard. Our research shows that such a programme would remove 83%
of fuel poor households from fuel poverty and cut carbon emissions by 59%.

— Our proposal—to meet the 2016 target—would cost £3.4 billion per annum for the next seven
years—nearly four times the current level of expenditure on energy eYciency programmes for low
income households.

— We consider it essential that the Government honours its statutory duty to eliminate fuel poverty
on both the “full income” and “basic income” definitions of fuel poverty.

— The definitions could be improved by removing housing costs from the calculation of income in
the fuel poverty equation and by making greater allowance for the higher income needs of larger
families. These changes would also help improve the delivery of fuel poverty programmes.

— Current Government initiatives on energy eYciency could be improved by combining them into
one national programme delivered at a local level. Local authorities should be given greater
responsibility for delivering energy eYciency programmes, backed up by new powers and
resources.

— We consider there is a case for reform of energy market structures, particularly energy networks,
so that they are more focused on delivering low carbon and fuel poverty solutions.

— The targeting of assistance to both fuel poor and non-fuel poor households would be greatly
improved by the creation of a national property database containing details of the energy eYciency
standards of every home in the country.

— An accelerated programme of requiring all homes to have EPCs could provide the basis for the
national database. Consumers should have access to information pertinent to their own homes.

— Future delivery mechanisms should build upon the experience of the Community Energy Support
Programme (CESP) and Warm Zones, with respect to area-based approaches, and the Scottish
Energy Assistance Package with respect to non-area specific referral approaches.

— Consumer Focus welcomes the Government’s intention to mandate price support for certain low
income consumers.

— We note that the Government is currently minded to limit such support to older poorer pensioners.
We propose that the mandate is extended to households eligible for Cold Weather Payments and
households on means tested benefits with school age children. Our proposal would mean nearly
half of all fuel poor consumers would benefit from mandated price support.

— While we note that suppliers want to discount prices on online direct debit tariVs to attract new
customers, the extent of these discounts far outweigh any savings associated with this payment
method and suggests that there is scope for wider price reductions across the board—and not just
to the customers suppliers want to attract.
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— The recent rise in diVerentials between prepayment/standard credit and on-line direct debit tariVs
gives rise to an anomalous situation in which supplier spend on social tariVs appears to have
increased. This is because spend is assessed according to the diVerence between the amount a
prepayment meter or Standard Credit consumer would have paid and what they actually pay under
the social tariV (defined as the lowest tariV on oVer). It also means that suppliers with “flatter” tariV
structures will appear less generous than those with steeper tariV diVerentials.

— These anomalies reinforce the importance of parallel initiatives to reduce the costs of prepayment
and Standard Credit tariVs, for example through modernisation of prepayment meters, the
introduction of smart meters and through regulatory pressure.

— Winter Fuel Payments should be re-named “Winter Payments” in recognition that they are
primarily an income maintenance measure rather than a fuel poverty measure. The system plays
an important role in combating pensioner poverty.

— We favour extending Winter “Fuel” Payments to households currently eligible for Cold Weather
Payments.

— Our proposal for bringing the homes of fuel poor homes up to a target standard of EPC B would
make a substantial contribution towards tackling fuel poverty in oV-gas households.

— Our proposal would entail installing a wider range of measures in oV-gas homes than is currently
on oVer, such as air and ground source heat pumps, bio-mass boilers and solar thermal. The new
feed in tariV and renewable heat incentive oVer new routes for installing renewable measures in the
homes of low income consumers, providing mechanisms are found to fund the up-front costs of
measures.

— The Government should mandate a higher level of price support to eligible households living in
“oV-gas” homes.

— The Government should commission a major independent review of its fuel poverty strategy,
charged with developing a fully costed Fuel Poverty Plan that sets out how the Government will
meet the 2016 target.

Progress against Government fuel poverty targets

1. The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy sets out the two statutory targets for fuel poverty, reiterated in the
Government’s 2009 annual progress report:

“The Government, as far as reasonably practicable, will seek an end to fuel poverty in vulnerable
households by 2010 . . . Fuel poverty in other households will also be tackled as progress is made
on these groups, with a target by 22 November 2016, as far as is reasonably practicable, no person
in England should have to live in fuel poverty” (Defra and DTI, 2001;DECC, 2009a). There are
similar targets for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

2. The Strategy described the measures the Government intended to take to tackle the three main causes
of fuel poverty, namely improvement to the energy eYciency of homes, “action to maintain the downward
pressure on fuel bills” and action to tackle poverty and social exclusion (Defra and DTI, 2001). At first, the
Government made good progress towards its targets. Fuel poverty declined from 1.7 million households in
2001 to 1.2 million households in 2004. However, there has been a significant reverse in the trend since 2004,
with fuel poverty rising to 2.8 million households in 2007 and a projected 4.6 million households in 2009
(DECC, 2009b).

3. The 120% increase in fuel prices between 2003 and 2009 is the principle cause of the rise in fuel poverty.
It has meant that the Government will not hit its 2010 fuel poverty target for vulnerable households. There
is also a risk that the Government will miss its 2016 target unless there is a radical shift in policy.
Furthermore, there are a number of factors that may lead to fuel poverty getting even worse. These include
the impact of the recession,77 the estimated £200 billion investment required to renew the energy
infrastructure and the Government’s policy of paying for Low Carbon Transition Plan (LTCP) policies
through levies on fuel bills.

4. We note that a central plank of the Strategy’s plan to tackle fuel poverty was “action to maintain the
downward pressure on fuel bills”. This approach started to unravel in 2003 with the rise in fuel prices. Once
it became clear that this trend was long term, we consider the Government should have made more eVorts
to improve the energy eYciency standards of homes. In particular, we consider there has been little on oVer
to households living in hard to treat homes,78 despite the increased risk of severe fuel poverty for such
households (about a half of all fuel poor households live in such homes).

77 65% of unemployed people in 2007 were fuel poor under the “basic income” definition, or 41% under the “full income”
definition (DECC, 2009c).

78 The term “hard to treat” refers to homes for which it is not possible to install standard energy eYciency measures, such as
loft and cavity wall insulation and gas condensing boilers. There are solutions for such homes, for example solid wall
insulation, heat pumps and CHP/district heating. However, these are more expensive than standard measures.
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5. We therefore call for more action to significantly improve the energy eYciency standards of the homes
of fuel poor households. This is essential for bringing the Government back on track towards meeting its
2016 target. We consider the best way of achieving this is for the Government to carry out a national
programme for improving homes to a high target energy eYciency standard, coupled with parallel initiatives
to install community renewables and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and district heating. At current fuel
price levels, Consumer Focus research suggests that a target EPC B or SAP 81 standard79 is required to “fuel
poverty proof” homes (Consumer Focus, 2009a).

6. Our research found that improving the homes of fuel poor households to a target EPC B standard
would cost £24 billion—almost four times the current level of expenditure on energy eYciency measures for
low income households (Consumer Focus (2009a). This equates to an average cost of £9,890 per home, or,
if part of a wider programme to improve all housing, £7,560 per home. These costs are based on oYcial
Government estimates of the costs of standard household level energy eYciency and renewable measures.

7. Whilst we recognise this is a considerable investment, the programme would create 35,700 jobs per year
and reduce the fuel bills of the fuel poor by £1.6 billion per year. It would have particular benefits for the
economies of deprived areas, since low income households spend a much higher proportion of their income
in the local economy than higher income households. Most significantly, the research found that an
ambitious energy eYciency programme to improve homes to a target EPC B standard would remove 83%
of fuel poor households from fuel poverty and cut carbon emissions by 59%. Parallel initiatives to install
community level renewables and CHP and district heating will remove an even higher proportion of
households from fuel poverty.80 We are about to update our research with more recent estimates of typical
energy eYciency costs, which again will use Government data.

8. The Government has argued that many homes cannot be improved to EPC B and that the “target
standard approach” is not appropriate for Britain’s heterogeneous housing stock (DECC, 2009d). However,
we consider it is this very heterogeneity that necessitates the approach we propose. The standard determines
the type of measures required, which will vary from home to home. New homes will require very little, if any,
improvement to heating and insulation. Some slightly older homes may only require minor improvements.
Other, particularly hard to treat, homes will require much more expensive insulation and renewable
measures. A target would act as a driver to bring the energy eYciency of all homes up to a reasonable
standard.

9. There is existing precedent for a “target standards” approach. Warm Front aims to improve homes to
SAP65, although it only achieves this in about 30% of cases due to the limited range of measures it can call
upon and its understandable focus on very energy ineYcient homes. Similarly, many social housing
providers set SAP targets for their housing stock, with some now achieving averages in the low 70s.

The Definition of Fuel Poverty

10. The Government uses two definitions of fuel poverty: the oYcial “full income” definition and a
second “basic income” definition. The first definition includes Housing Benefit, Income Support Mortgage
Interest Relief and Council Tax Benefit as income (while deducting expenditure on Council Tax). It roughly
approximates to a “Before Housing Costs” (BHC) definition of income, for example as used by the DWP’s
Households Below Average Income (HBAI) statistical series. The “basic income” definition does not include
Housing Benefit, Income Support Mortgage Interest Relief and Council Tax Benefit as income (and
similarly does not deduct expenditure on Council Tax). However, it is not equivalent to an After Housing
Costs (AHC) definition of income because it does not take other housing costs into account, eg mortgage
payments.

11. Consumer Focus considers it essential that the Government implements programmes which will
enable it to meet the 2016 target on both definitions, while ensuring there is some flexibility in eligibility for
programmes to address certain anomalies in fuel poverty measurement (described below). We consider
DECC’s current review of the Fuel Poverty Strategy should give a clear and unqualified commitment to
meeting the 2016 target on both definitions.

12. However, we also consider there is scope for improving fuel poverty definitions since the current
definitions cause problems for fuel poverty policy. For example, the “full income” definition prevents
accurate targeting at a local level due to its treatment of housing costs. This is because it is unduly influenced
by local variations in housing costs. The “basic income” definition is less influenced by housing cost
variations, although as stated above it does not take all housing costs into account. However, the basic
income definition is unique to the measurement of fuel poverty and prevents easy comparison with, for
example, data on child poverty. Neither definition takes into account the larger income large families require
to maintain similar living standards to small or single person households (incomes are not “equivalised” in
the measurement of fuel poverty).

79 EPC—Energy Performance Certificate—rates the energy eYciency standards of homes using a grade from “A” to “G”. An
“A” rating is the most eYcient and “G” the least eYcient. The average grade in Britain is “D”. SAP—Standard Assessment
Procedure—rates the energy eYciency homes of homes on a scale of 0 to 100, with some homes which export energy going
above 100. The average SAP standard in England is 50 but in the case of the homes of fuel poor households, only 37.

80 The research methodology was not able to model the impact of community renewables, CHP, district heating and more
innovative insulation and heating measures on fuel poverty.
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13. These definitional issues have important implications for fuel poverty policy. Policy is quite rightly
moving towards area-based approaches. This will require accurate measurement of fuel poverty at the local
level. However, since variations in housing costs aVect levels of “full income” fuel poverty, this will prevent
a “fair” allocation of resources to local areas.

14. Definitions also aVect the composition of the fuel poor. The full income definition does not give an
accurate picture of fuel poverty among households with high housing costs, such as lone parents and social
housing tenants, because the benefits they receive for housing costs are counted as “income”. Conversely,
there appear to be higher levels of fuel poverty than might be expected among households who own their
homes outright since they do not receive benefits for housing costs. The eVect of definitions on the
composition of the fuel poor has important implications for targeting social price support (for example).

15. Fuel poverty definitions also have implications for potential reforms to energy tariV policy,
particularly those designed to encourage more energy eYcient behaviour by consumers. Current tariV
structures do not encourage consumers to be careful with their energy use, since rates tend to decline with
increased consumption. A number of reforms have been proposed to address this, for example rising block
tariVs, protected “blocks of consumption” before environmental levies apply and relating environmental
levies (eg CERT) to consumption, rather than levying as a flat charge per consumer (Ofgem, 2009a).

16. TariV reforms of this nature could also have potentially beneficial social outcomes. There is a strong
correlation between income and energy consumption since low income households generally live in smaller
homes and have fewer appliances than higher income households.81 TariV reform may therefore result in
lower fuel bills for low income consumers, although further research is required to assess the likely
distributional eVects.

17. The fuel poverty definition quite rightly uses required fuel expenditure, rather than actual fuel
expenditure. This addresses the issue of under-consumption, or energy rationing, by many low income
households which leads to cold homes and other problems. It also highlights the contribution of low energy
eYciency standards to fuel poverty. However, tariV reform could potentially lead to an apparent increase in
fuel poverty because many low income households would be pushed into the higher tariV blocks, if they
consumed energy at levels suYcient to maintain warm homes.82 In reality, we suspect that tariV reform will
result in lower actual fuel bills for most low income consumers, particularly if combined with energy
eYciency improvements. However, there is a small group of consumers with high energy needs due to their
health and disability requirements. This group will need some form of protection should tariVs be reformed.
The issue yet again emphasises the importance of raising energy eYciency standards in low income
households’ homes.

Coherence of Government Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

18. Consumer Focus considers the current approach to delivering energy eYciency programmes is
fragmented, lacking in cohesion and confusing to consumers, particularly those on low incomes. It relies too
much on low income consumers coming forward for help, rather than proactively identifying those needing
help and delivering it to them. Consumers in hard to treat homes, particularly those living in rural areas, are
unlikely to claim grants because there is little on oVer for them.

19. However, we consider future policy shows signs of improvement. The CESP programme, for example,
is piloting an area-based approach to delivering measures, including some measures suitable for hard to treat
properties. While we still have some concerns about the details of the programme and the limited number
of households that will be helped, it does represent a step towards more proactive and eYcient delivery of
energy eYcient measures.

20. The Government is also reviewing delivery mechanisms and we anticipate it will announce significant
changes in the draft Household Energy Management (HEM) Strategy, due out soon. We understand that
local authorities will be expected to play a much more significant role than has hitherto been the case. We
would welcome such a move since there is considerable evidence that consumers are more likely to trust local
authorities (Icarus, 2009). It would also encourage accountability, improved consumer engagement and
greater sensitivity of programmes to local housing circumstances.

21. However, it is important that suYcient resources and powers are delegated to local authorities to
enable them to carry out this role. Local authorities will also need to develop local partnerships to implement
their remit, particularly with voluntary and community organisations (and provide funding to such
organisations to carry out support).

22. The Government has also announced pilot Pay As You Save (PAYS) projects with a view to rolling
out the model as the principal mechanism for delivering the post 2012 supplier obligation to “able to pay”
households. We have argued, and the Government has accepted, that PAYS is not suitable for low income
households. We therefore hope that the forthcoming HEM Strategy will allocate the “lion’s share” of the
supplier obligation to supporting low income households since PAYS implies less subsidy than is currently
the case to “able to pay” households.

81 The two lowest income deciles produce 60% less carbon than the highest two income deciles (ref).
82 It is for this reason that the OYce for Climate Change considered a rising block tariV policy would not benefit fuel poor

households (BRE, 2009).
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23. We note that only 40% of the current CERT target is allocated to priority group households. This
compared to 50% under the previous EEC programme which also had a smaller priority group (the EEC
priority group, unlike CERT, did not include non-benefit over 70 year olds). We welcome the Government’s
proposals to define a “super priority group” for the CERT extension (DECC, 2009e). We will put forward
proposals for who we consider should be included within this group in our response to the consultation. We
consider a much higher proportion (than 40%) of the supplier obligation should go towards priority group
households and note that 80% of the target under the equivalent programme in Northern Ireland is allocated
to low income households.

24. We support many of National Energy Action’s proposals for reform of energy eYciency delivery, as
set out in their policy document Rebuilding for Britain’s energy future. The establishment of a single national
energy eYciency scheme will reduce consumer confusion considerably and, coupled with systematic delivery
of measures to consumers’ homes, will ensure all homes are improved cost eVectively. Area-based
approaches which deliver measures at scale should improve cost eVectiveness, compared to the current
“scatter-gun” approach.

25. Consumer Focus is concerned about the extent to which the Government plans to fund the cost of
low carbon transition almost entirely through levies on energy consumers’ bills, including programmes for
low income households. This represents a regressive means of raising finance, given that fuel costs represent
a much higher proportion of the income of low income households than that of moderate to higher income
households. We urge the Government to explore alternative sources of funding for low carbon transition,
including the use of public expenditure (we consider current levels of public expenditure on energy eYciency
should at the very least be maintained and preferably improved).

26. Consumer Focus also considers there is a case for further reform of energy market structures,
particularly regional energy networks, so that they are more focused on delivering low carbon and fuel
poverty solutions, such as energy eYciency, renewable heat and power and district heating. Consumer Focus
has set out some ideas for reforming the energy market so that it is better suited to tackle carbon emissions
and fuel poverty in a discussion paper (Consumer Focus, 2009b).83

Targeting Assistance at Households in Need

27. Consumer Focus recognises that it is not possible to accurately identify individual fuel poor
households since information on the energy eYciency standards of every individual home in the country and
the income of its occupants does not exist. The Government uses fuel poverty proxies, such as entitlement
to certain benefits, instead. This gives rise to problems in targeting assistance given that benefit status does
not give any indication of the energy eYciency standard of the home.

28. Consumer Focus considers that targeting assistance at both fuel poor and non-fuel poor households
could be improved considerably by compiling a national database of the energy eYciency standards of every
home in the country. The EST’s current Home Energy EYciency Database (HEED), supported by DECC’s
National Energy EYciency Framework, could potentially be developed into such a database. However, if
the Government were to require all homes to have an Energy Performance Certificate over the next, say,
three years, HEED could be improved considerably. The proposal would require improvements to the EPC
system, mechanisms to ensure the database is regularly updated and tools to enable individual occupants to
access the information specific to their home together with tailored advice on how to improve them.

29. By combining small area income data, for example on benefits, with detailed property data, it would
be relatively straightforward to identify fuel poor households. Detailed property data would also allow
programme deliverers to identify the packages of energy eYciency/renewable measures required to improve
homes, both for fuel poor and non-fuel poor households.

30. The current policy of using benefit status as a proxy for fuel poverty status causes problems in
targeting assistance. In 2007, only 60% of “full income” fuel poor households (or 71% of “basic income”
fuel poor households) claimed means tested benefits, tax credits under the income threshold, Attendance
Allowance or Disability Living Allowance (DECC, 2009c). These are the passport benefits for Warm Front
and priority group CERT.84 Thus, 40% of fuel poor households are excluded from fuel poverty
programmes, despite the 6.4m households that claim passport benefits in England.

31. Given the mismatch between benefit and fuel poverty status, it is perhaps not surprising that only 25%
of Warm Front clients are fuel poor (National Audit OYce, 2009). Of course many “non-fuel poor” Warm
Front clients may have been close to the fuel poverty threshold and struggling to pay their fuel bills. Warm
Front is designed to reduce the risk of households falling into fuel poverty, as well as reduce fuel poverty
itself.

32. Of greater concern is the 40% (or 29% under the “basic income” definition) of fuel poor households
who are excluded from Warm Front or priority CERT because they do not claim passport benefits. Benefits
take-up campaigns may help reduce this figure, particularly given the extensive problem of under-claiming

83 The paper is intended to stimulate discussion, rather than represent formal Consumer Focus policy.
84 Note that 74% of “full income” fuel poor households fall into the CERT priority group due to the inclusion of over 70 year

olds not on benefits.
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in this country (an estimated £10.5 billion of benefits were unclaimed in 2007–08). However, we consider
more fundamental reform is required to ensure all fuel poor households, particularly those living in hard to
treat homes, receive help.

33. Consumer Focus notes that the Scottish Government’s Energy Assistance Package is designed to
target help at low income homes that live in the most energy ineYcient housing. Certain households on
benefits who live in homes with an EPC rating of E, F or G are eligible for an extensive package of assistance
that includes heat pumps and other renewable measures. The scheme also provides a one-stop shop referral
service in which diVerent levels of help are oVered according to the extent of need.

34. Consumer Focus also notes that the CESP programme is designed to provide measures to all
households that live in designated low income areas, regardless of their benefit status. While only 90,000
homes will benefit from the programme, it potentially could provide valuable lessons, alongside other area-
based initiatives such as Warm Zones, for future policy. These include the systematic delivery of measures
on an area basis, reaching fuel poor households (particularly those categorised as “hard to reach” and those
not claiming passport benefits) and integration with other support (eg welfare rights) and funding
mechanisms (eg regeneration programmes).

35. While there is a strong argument for using area-based approaches as the main form of delivery, it is
important that these are complemented by non-area specific schemes, as exists at present. Referral-based
systems are important for priority households that do not live in designated areas and for remote rural areas
in which area-based approaches are less eVective. Consumer Focus therefore suggests that future delivery
mechanisms should build on the CESP and Warm Zone approach, while ensuring they are complemented
with the EAP style approach to non-area specific referral.

Social Tariffs and Social Price Support

36. Consumer Focus welcomed the Government’s announcement to mandate price support. In common
with our predecessor organisations, we had campaigned for the Government to mandate minimum
standards for energy suppliers’ social tariVs. We argued that the Government should provide leadership and
take responsibility for an important social policy concern, namely the inability of many low income
consumers to aVord their fuel bills. We did not consider it appropriate for fuel companies to decide who
should receive social tariVs and the size of the rebate they received.

37. We therefore recognise that the Government’s proposal for mandated price support represents a
significant step forward. We also recognise that it is currently not possible to accurately identify individual
fuel poor households because there is currently no universal information on the energy eYciency standards
of homes, as stated above. Without a property database, the Government has to rely on the proxy of
entitlement to certain benefits.

38. Consumer Focus considers the mandate should apply to a wider range of groups vulnerable to fuel
poverty than the group the Government is “minded to focus resources on”, namely low income older
pensioners (DECC, 2009f). We propose extending the mandate to low income families and disabled people,
as well as pensioners; specifically households eligible for Cold Weather Payments, plus households on means
tested benefits with school age children.

39. We consider the Cold Weather Payment system represents a useful proxy for fuel poverty because it
is designed to provide extra benefits during prolonged periods of cold weather to low income households
who are particularly vulnerable to cold. We also consider all low income children (not just those under five)
should receive support, for reasons outlined in the Government’s UK Fuel Poverty Strategy:

“Children are particularly vulnerable to respiratory conditions such as asthma, which have been
linked to cold and damp homes. Cold homes also increase the time taken to recover from other
illnesses so that children may be oV school more, aVecting their education and development.
Homework can suVer if the family is squeezed into a small part of the home, and there is nowhere
for the children to study in quiet.” (Defra & DTI, 2001).

40. We have carried out research that shows the group we propose for mandated price support is just as
likely to live in fuel poverty as the group proposed by the Government, which we interpreted as households
over 70 claiming Pension Credit85 (Consumer Focus, 2010).

41. The provision of mandated price support to our proposed group would help 4.2 million households,
2.3 million of whom receive Pension Credit. The group makes up 45% of all fuel poor households in England.
We consider this a fairly good “hit rate”, given the diYculties of identifying fuel poor households. In
comparison, restricting the mandate to households over 70 claiming Pension Credit would mean that only
17% of the fuel poor are helped.

42. Consumer Focus also thinks the Government should consider providing a higher level of mandated
price support to eligible households oV the gas network, given that they face much higher fuel costs than
those with gas heating. There is a similar case for households living in solid walled homes; however, this
group would be more diYcult to identify than those “oV-gas”.

85 The Government has not yet stated precisely how it will define “older poorer pensioners”.
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43. We consider it important that eligible households receive mandated price support automatically,
rather than by having to make a separate claim. We welcome the Government’s current data sharing pilot
with the fuel companies as an important step in this direction. We recognise that legislative change will be
required to provide mandated price support automatically to the group we propose, given that a substantial
element are non pensioners (the data sharing provisions currently only apply to pensioner households).

44. Consumer Focus considers it essential that the Government and Ofgem should, in parallel with the
social price support proposals, take urgent action to address the continuing problems in the British energy
market. Consumer Focus is very concerned that at a time of historically high energy prices, and increasing
supplier margins, suppliers are not fully passing on wholesale price cuts and consumers are not getting a fair
deal. The Government must now give consideration to a Competition Commission referral.

45. We recognise that Ofgem has taken action to address previous unfair price discrimination with the
introduction of new licence requirements to ensure that the prices paid by standard credit and prepayment
customers are reflective of the additional cost to serve them. However, we are concerned that these additional
costs are not eYciently borne, especially in prepayment where suppliers have not invested in new technology
along with reduced competitive pressure.

46. Supplier pricing strategies also indicate the scope for wider price reductions. Price diVerentials with
on-line direct debit tariVs have continued to grow. In September 2009, for dual fuel consumers, the
diVerential between average annual prepayment costs and the cheapest on-line direct debit costs was £190.
By February 2010, this had risen to £303 (see Annex). While it is accepted that suppliers want to discount
prices to attract new customers, the extent of these discounts far outweighs any savings associated with this
payment method and suggests that there is scope for wider prices reductions across the board—and not just
to the customers who suppliers want to attract.

47. Smart meters also provide a key opportunity to reduce the diVerential between direct debit and
prepayment meter tariVs. Dual fuel prepayment meter customers continue to pay on average £93 more than
direct debit (not on-line) consumers for their fuel per year. Consumer Focus believes that Government
should mandate prepay functionality for gas smart meters as well as for electricity smart meters. Assuming
every property will in future have a common type of smart meter for electricity and gas, the universal
introduction of this function would reduce the cost to serve. It should eliminate the diVerence in capital costs
of the meters, reduce much of the additional cost of running separate prepayment meter infrastructure and
the cost of a visit to change the meters when consumers switch between payment methods.

48. We also anticipate that the increase in payment options, flexibility and ease of use of prepayment
arising from smart metering would help revolutionise the pay as you go energy market and drive competition
in this sector. Experience in Northern Ireland with semi smart meters suggests than when costs are
competitive prepay is the payment method of choice for many consumers, as in other sectors.

49. Ofgem defines a social tariV as a tariV that “must be at least as good as the lowest tariV oVered by
that supplier to a customer in that region on an enduring basis. This is regardless of that customer’s payment
method and includes online tariVs” (Ofgem, 2009c). Ofgem monitors suppliers’ expenditure on social
programmes each year and notes that 83% of supplier expenditure is on social tariVs (Ofgem, 2009c). This
monitoring information is used to assess suppliers’ progress against the voluntary agreement with
Government for supplier expenditure on social programmes (£350 million over a three year period, up to
March 2011).However, given the current level of diVerentials; supplier expenditure on social tariVs will
appear very generous. It also means that for two suppliers with equal numbers of social tariV consumers,
the supplier with a “flatter” tariV structure will appear to less generous than a supplier with high tariV
diVerentials.

50. Consumer Focus considers that the Government and Ofgem should, in parallel with the social price
support proposals, take urgent action to address problems in the British energy market, including for
example suppliers’ failure to fully pass on wholesale price cuts to consumers and the mandating of gas
prepayment as part of the minimum smart metering requirements. This is essential for the many low income
consumers who are not likely to receive social price support. It is also essential for ensuring price support
is capable of making fuel bills more aVordable for those receiving support.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

51. Consumer Focus considers the Winter Fuel Payment represents an important income maintenance
measure. It helps supplement the basic State pension and provides help to the many low income older
households who do not claim the benefits to which they are entitled. Its very universality helps ensure that
help is provided to those who need it most. We also note that it is very popular with pensioner households.

52. We do not consider that the problem of under-funding of capital programmes should be addressed
through cutting the budget for Winter Fuel Payments. We also consider the Government should not count
the Winter Fuel Payment budget towards its expenditure on fuel poverty. We do not consider Winter Fuel
Payments as integral to tackling fuel poverty. Instead, we consider it primarily an income maintenance
programme that forms part of a wider swathe of initiatives for tackling general poverty, particularly that
among pensioners. In this context, we consider it should be re-named “Winter Payments”.
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53. Consumer Focus welcomed the Government’s increase to payments under the Cold Weather
Payment system. We acknowledge that coupled with the severe winters over the past two years, it has
provided significant help to low income households.

54. However we believe all households eligible for Cold Weather Payments should automatically receive
the same level of support as that currently provided by Winter “Fuel” Payments to pensioner households.
In eVect, our proposal would represent a hybrid system of universal payments to pensioner households and
means-tested payments to non-pensioner households currently eligible for Cold Weather Payments.

Support for Households not Connected to the Gas Grid

55. We have already stated our concerns about the lack of provision of energy eYciency measures for hard
to treat homes, including those oV the gas grid. We welcome the current trials of air source heat pumps under
Warm Front and consider they potentially oVer a useful alternative to oil central heating or electric storage
radiators (the current measures oVered under Warm Front to oV-gas clients). We consider a range of other
alternatives should also be oVered, including ground source heat pumps, biomass boilers and solar thermal.
Community-wide schemes can also potentially provide a useful option.

56. The feed-in tariV (FIT) and renewable heat incentive (RHI) oVer potentially valuable mechanisms
for funding renewable measures, particularly in oV-gas homes. However, we consider it essential that
business models are developed that will provide funding to cover the high up-front costs of renewable
measures for low income consumers through capitalisation of the revenue stream from the tariVs. We note
that the Government intends to consult upon possible options to use the tariVs to help low income
consumers later this year. We were disappointed that proposals were not set out within the main
consultations for FIT and RHI. We consider there is considerable potential in developing products that draw
upon CERT, Warm Front, FIT and RHI so that consumers can be oVered “whole house” improvements as
an integrated package.

57. As stated above, we consider that oV-gas consumers eligible for mandated price support should be
oVered a higher rate of support than consumers connected to the gas grid.

Conclusions

58. Consumer Focus considers fuel poverty has reached crisis levels and is likely to get even get worse,
given the continuing rise in fuel prices predicted over the medium term. We are working with a wide-ranging
coalition of environmental, poverty and consumer organisations—the “End Fuel Poverty Coalition”—in
calling for a radical new direction for fuel poverty policy. We urge the Government to carry out an
independent review of its fuel poverty strategy to enable it to get back on track towards meeting its 2016
target. We consider such a review should go much further than the current internal DECC review and engage
a wide range of organisations in its work.

59. We believe the review should be charged with setting out a “road map”—a fully costed Fuel Poverty
Plan—that spells out exactly what measures the Government will take to meet its statutory 2016 target, how
much these measures will cost and when and how they will be delivered. We would welcome the opportunity
to take part in such a review.
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Annex

DUEL FUEL TARIFFS ON OFFER IN 17 FEBRUARY 2010

Standard TariV Status
TariVs Current Current Current Current Current Current Average

Dual Fuel—Medium User SPower EDF BGas E.ON Npower SSE Bill

Average monthly direct debit £1,156 £1,117 £1,082 £1,133 £1,150 £1,132 £1,128
Average standard credit—cash or £1,355 £1,189 £1,157 £1,231 £1,255 £1,192 £1,230
cheque
Average PPM £1,262 £1,189 £1,157 £1,231 £1,255 £1,235 £1,221

Online TariV Status
TariVs Current Current Current Current Current Current Average

Dual Fuel—Medium User SPower EDF BGas E.ON Npower SSE Bill

Average monthly direct debit £922 £942 £898 £920 £905 £924 £918
Average standard credit—cash or n/a £1,003 £1,123 £1,173 n/a £985 £1,071
cheque
Average PPM n/a n/a £1,084 n/a n/a n/a £1,084

Note: Source: Consumer Focus price comparison factsheets.
Based on an average gas consumption of 20,500 kWh and an average electricity consumption of 3,300 kWh
pa.
Where £0 or n/a is shown in this table, this indicates that the supplier does not have that payment option
available.
Price inclusive of VAT.

DiVerence between Standard Credit (not on-line) and cheapest on-line Direct Debit % £312*

DiVerence between prepayment meter and cheapest on-line Direct Debit % £303*

* This compares the average of each supplier’s standard tariV, across all regions, with the average of each
supplier’s cheapest on-line price.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Kent County Council (FP 29)

Kent County Council, as a large authority with considerable issues in relation to fuel poverty and energy
eYciency, welcomes this opportunity to provide evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Committee and
wish to note the following points in response to the areas identified:

1. The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

1.1 The crux of alleviating fuel poverty is the roll out of a comprehensive area based retrofitting initiative.
The national government could assist local delivery of this by directly providing local authorities with the
funding levied in by utilities (CERT). The Local Authority could then combine this funding with funds
currently provided to Warmfront to oVer assisted installations to all households.

1.2 Doing this would overcome the current barriers to assisting fuel poor households outlined below:

(a) Householders lack of trust in the available oVers: Local authorities still hold a position of trust and
as administrators/marketers of an area based scheme they would expect a high response rate.

(b) Fragmented funding: Current initiatives are unpredictable and do not oVer the installer market
longevity. OVering a five year business plan, based on utility and national assistance, would result
in supply costs being driven down and oVer security to the installer market.

(c) Eligibility: The English House Condition Survey 2006 indicates that 57% of vulnerable households
in fuel poverty do not claim the relevant benefits to qualify for the national scheme (National Audit
OYce, published 4 February 2009). Through an area-based scheme all households would be eligible
for some assistance and this would be marketed under the same trusted banner. Confusion over
schemes and utility oVerings would therefore be removed from the marketplace.
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(d) Not all property and tenure types have schemes that are applicable. Most noticeable of these is where
the vulnerable customer is not the owner: All property types would be eligible, making it simple to
understand.

(e) Lack of awareness: As this would be area-based the local awareness would be concentrated and
installations would be visible in the area.

2. The Methods Used to Target Assistance at Households which Need it Most

2.1 There is a distinct gap between the roles of staV who encounter the eVects of fuel poverty and those
that are able to signpost to assistance. There seems to be little national drive to utilise these roles to get
measures installed into households. The remedial action for this is to impose duties on these functions to be
part of the solution.

2.2 For example some roles that are likely to identify needs early include Doctors (repeated visits aVected
by cold, such as falls, asthma etc), oYcers responsible for those that are new entrants to the benefits system,
and public staV responsible for the payment of housing benefit to private lettings.

2.3 The social economy picks up the cost when early intervention is not made by these functions. For
example the well-documented increased health costs and the burden on services for doctors and the increased
drain on benefits (as a higher percentage of income is used on fuel costs and possible health impacts).

3. Social Tariffs and Plans to put Social Price Support on a Statutory Footing

3.1 Social tariVs are a welcomed intervention. Kent has a high proportion of rural households which are
not eligible for dual-fuel discounts. Statutory social tariVs for the rural fuel poor would be welcomed.

4. Support for Households Not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

4.1 Kent’s rural households experience the fluctuations of fuel costs (especially oil) more than those on
mains gas and electricity. These households require specific assistance in installing alternative fuel sources
and assisted eYciency measures.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Energy Retail Association (FP 30)

1. The Energy Retail Association (ERA) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Energy and Climate
Change Committee’s inquiry into fuel poverty.

2. The ERA, formed in 2003, represents electricity and gas suppliers in the domestic market in Great
Britain. All the main energy suppliers operating in the residential market in Great Britain are members of
the association—British Gas, EDF Energy, E.ON, RWE npower, ScottishPower, and Scottish and Southern
Energy. The ERA’s members will also be providing individual responses.

Executive Summary

— Energy suppliers take the problems faced by fuel poor and vulnerable customers very seriously.
Under their Voluntary Social Spend in 2008–09, suppliers spent £157 million on social
programmes—£57 million more than required.

— According to Ofgem figures, the number of customer accounts benefitting from some form of social
tariV has increased to over one million, from 800,000 the previous year.

— Although not a fuel poverty scheme, suppliers help poorer customers by contributing through the
Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT). Suppliers fulfil their obligations under CERT by
directing 40% of energy eYciency measures at a priority group made up of people on lower incomes
and eligible benefits and aged 70 and over.

— Energy suppliers are investing significant sums in tackling fuel poverty, and a more targeted
approach to the problem is needed. Government must ensure that its existing interventions are
working eVectively and focused on those who need help the most.

— According to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), approximately £16 billion of means-
tested benefits went unclaimed in 2007–08. Maximising income should also be a priority in order
to help people pay their bills.

3. In order to tackle fuel poverty, Government intervention must focus on all its causes as well as the
relationship between the three main drivers (income; quality of housing; and energy prices). Energy suppliers
have had much experience in delivering fuel poverty alleviation measures and are keen to see a more eVective,
coordinated approach being taken by Government.
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4. Last year, as part of their Voluntary Social Commitments, energy suppliers committed over £150
million to initiatives such as rebates, trust funds, and social tariVs. This included:

— £130 million on social tariVs;

— £11 million on trust funds;

— £10 million on rebates; and

— almost £6 million on various other schemes to tackle fuel poverty.

5. Government has a key role to play in tackling fuel poverty, particularly with targeting support. It
should seek to identify those customers who are most severely fuel poor, spending more than 20% of their
income on heating their home. The emphasis of policy should be less on responding to the increase in the
absolute number of fuel poor customers and more on the increase in the severity of fuel poverty for those
customers who have been fuel poor for some time.

Energy Rebate Scheme

6. The pilot Energy Rebate Scheme will use data matching to identify a group of pensioners who are likely
to be vulnerable to fuel poverty so that their electricity supplier can award a one-oV automatic rebate to
their electricity bill. The results of this pilot will be used to inform the policy development of DECC post
2011 mandated scheme.

7. Energy suppliers remain keen to identify more eVective ways to target vulnerable and fuel poor
customers who are entitled to additional support, and data-sharing between the Government and suppliers
could be an eVective way of identifying groups of households more likely to be fuel poor. Suppliers and
government will use the Energy Rebate Scheme to analyse the potential for data-sharing to form a central
part of the new Social Price Support scheme.

8. The ERA agrees that focusing support and funding on those most in need remains one of the major
challenges for all organisations working to alleviate fuel poverty. Suppliers have played an active role in the
Government’s data sharing pilot, which targets low income pensioner households. Suppliers believe that
data sharing may oVer a potential solution to the diYculty of focusing support on those most in need.

9. Suppliers have already made significant commitments as part of their social assistance programmes
but identifying the fuel poor and targeting help towards them is a key challenge.

Social Price Support

10. The intention is that Social Price Support (SPS) will be mandated in legislation, it must be simple for
customers to understand; well focused; and equitable for those who are funding it with implementation costs
being kept as low as possible. It must also be set up so that eligible customers can be easily found by energy
suppliers.

11. There have also been concerns that, given that the focus of the scheme is on price support to a selected
group, this may impact on other initiatives operated by some suppliers. There is a fear that schemes operated
by some suppliers may be displaced—such as trust funds (which focus on community work, benefits
entitlements checks etc) and benefit entitlement checks. Such schemes can be eVective in helping customers,
and suppliers would hope that they were allowed a degree of flexibility as well as the ability to oVer
innovative products and services under any new arrangements.

12. Financial measures like social tariVs can be useful to some customers or households in fuel poverty,
but will not necessarily be the best solution for all vulnerable customers. The ERA’s members recognise that
social tariVs can have an important role in helping the fuel poor, and all suppliers already oVer lower tariVs
to certain groups of customers.

13. However, social tariVs should not be seen as a single solution, but part of a package of measures.
Other measures oVered by the industry include: winter rebates; price freezes; energy eYciency measures;
means to replace appliances and improve heating systems; personal debt management services and tailored
flexible payment arrangements; writing oV energy debt; free insulation and energy eYciency advice;
partnership work with charities, local authorities and health services; and home visits.

Home Heat Helpline

14. In many cases, however, it has proved hard for vulnerable customers to access help that may be
available, which was the reason that the ERA set up the Home Heat Helpline (0800 33 66 99) in 2005.

15. The Home Heat Helpline is a free, not for profit, phone line set up to help energy customers who are
struggling to pay their fuel bill and keep warm. The Home Heat Helpline was launched by the ERA in
October 2005; it is funded entirely by energy suppliers and has become a cornerstone service for low-income
households in urgent need of heating help and advice.

16. Calls to the Home Heat Helpline are free and answered by expert advisors (many are ex-nurses and
social workers) at the call centre in Glasgow. The advisors are trained to give quick, clear information on
the grants, benefits and payment schemes to which customers may be entitled, as well as basic steps that can
be taken to save money on heating bills by making the home more energy eYcient.
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17. The advisors at the Home Heat Helpline also have the ability to transfer callers, at no cost to the caller,
directly to each energy supplier’s specialist vulnerable customer team in order to ensure that each customer
receives the best possible level of care. The Helpline is the only line able to oVer this service.

Energy Efficiency

18. CERT has been designed in an attempt to reduce carbon emissions as well as alleviate fuel poverty.
It is our belief that having a single scheme to achieve two very diVerent goals means that neither goal can
be reached satisfactorily. The ERA believes that it would be more beneficial for consumers if there were two
separate programmes—one for fuel poverty, and another to tackle carbon emissions. This would mean that
the schemes could be properly targeted and managed, with far greater success attained in both important
areas.

19. This year, the Government increased the obligation on energy companies to help the most vulnerable
and created a “Super” Priority Group obligation for the most vulnerable—poorer, older pensioners—as part
of the extension to 2012 CERT. The new Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) also aims to deliver
around £350 million of energy eYciency packages to the poorest 10% of communities in England, and
poorest 15% in Scotland and Wales.

20. Expenditure on both these schemes amounts to approximately £3.7 billion over three years. CESP
will target customers in the most vulnerable areas in the Britain and will adopt a whole house, street by street
approach with “hard” energy saving measures.

Targeting

21. While it is true that pensioners comprise approximately half of the fuel poor population in Britain,
being over 60 by no means equates to being fuel poor or vulnerable, and many other potentially vulnerable
groups such as the house-bound disabled, long-term sick, low-income families and people living in sub-
standard housing, who could benefit from a payment such as the Winter Fuel Payment are not able to
receive it.

22. Around 50% of people in fuel poverty are pensioners and 19% of pensioners are in fuel poverty. For
example, in 2006–07 Winter Fuel Payments were made to around 100,000 households containing pensioners
with total annual income above £100,000. The industry strongly believes that the Winter Fuel Payment, if
targeted at those who need it most, at the time of year they need it most (it currently arrives in early
December—two or three months before the winter energy bills) could make a significant impact in tackling
fuel poverty.

23. Suppliers also support Fuel Direct as a means for households in debt and receiving benefits to pay
for their continuing energy usage and past debt. The ERA and our members have worked closely with
JobcentrePlus and the DWP to improve the current working of Fuel Direct. In particular, we strongly
support the automation project of the Fuel Direct decision process, which will make the process quicker and
more consistent across DWP regional oYces. This will deliver benefits for customers, DWP and suppliers.
We believe that Fuel Direct can be a viable option for preventing energy debt and assisting debt repayment.

24. Although most customers do not experience problems paying for their energy, all stakeholders must
work together to address the issues experienced by those in, or at risk of, fuel poverty. Energy suppliers have
a wide array of schemes for their vulnerable customers, and will continue to work constructively with
DECC, Ofgem, charities and advice agencies to tackle this issue.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Dr Noel Olsen (FP 31)

A Case for a “Fairtrade” Tariff

At present many people, particularly many vulnerable elderly and very elderly people, are on legacy
energy tariVs and have benefited less from competition. They are paying far more than they need for their
energy. Large numbers of vulnerable people do not use the computer or direct debit, and many have been
miss-sold energy in the past by unscrupulous traders when Ofgem was consumer inactive and dogmatic
about unbridled competition. Others will have heard stories of miss-selling or are simply change (or risk)
averse. As a result they remain locked into tariVs which are far higher cost than those available to computer
literate people who are prepared to shop about. No MP will be unaware of constituents or even members
of their family in this situation.

Such people and particularly the very elderly have been inadequately regulated for by Ofgem whose
assumptions until recently seem to have been that all competition is good and that as a regulator they need
not concern themselves with protecting vulnerable people.

I feel the committee should consider the advantages of a “fairtrade” tariV under which everybody could
elect to have their energy supplied on a regulated tariV which while it would not be the absolutely cheapest
would be monitored by Ofgem and “fair” to supplier and consumer. All those on legacy tariVs should
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automatically be transferred to this “fairtrade” tariV and those who have not switched for more than 2 years
should be given an “opt out” rather than “opt in” transfer to such a tariV (appropriate safeguards would
enable those who stipulate particular issues such as sustainable energy sources). Such a scheme is not much
diVerent to the arrangements that Ofwat currently has for water bills.

Ofgem would need to advise whether there should be single “fairtrade” tariV across the country with the
risk of a massive single supplier, or whether each company would be required to provide one. If the latter
they would have to determine the maximum tolerated variation in “fairtrade” tariVs if any.

I believe that such an approach would deal with the massive social injustice where the most vulnerable
tend to pay far more for energy than their better informed neighbours. It would also require Ofgem to
actively protect vulnerable and passive consumers.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust (FP 32)

This is the submission of the Energy Saving Trust to the Energy and Climate Change Committee’s call
for written evidence on fuel poverty.

The Energy Saving Trust is the UK’s leading organisation working towards reducing emissions from
households, communities and transport. Established since 1992, we are one of the key delivery agents for
the Government’s climate change objectives.

We welcome the opportunity to respond to this consultation on a subject which is becoming an
increasingly important aspect of our work. Key issues addressed in our submission include:

— The potential for diVerent support services to be more ‘joined up’ in order to reduce consumer
confusion and improve access to support for vulnerable customers.

— The important role of area based approaches.

— The need for improvements in energy eYciency in the private rented sector.

— The potential for better use of data to help target households at risk of fuel poverty.

— The potential for renewables and solid wall insulation to tackle fuel poverty in oV grid properties.

If you have any queries or would like to discuss these issues in more detail please do not hesitate to get
in touch.

1. Improving Integration of Support Services

1.1 There are a large number of diVerent support and advice services focussing on the key determinants
of fuel poverty: energy eYciency, energy tariVs and income maximisation. These services are provided by a
host of organisations including local authorities, energy suppliers, local and national charities and
government bodies.86 This can be confusing and impair access to support, especially for vulnerable
consumers who may need greater assistance in accessing services.

1.2 Our advice services have a diverse customer base with users coming come from a wide range of
financial and social circumstances. A high proportion of our telephone advice customers tend belong to be
older age groups. We are conscious of the significant increase in fuel prices experienced over the last few
years and the likely future trajectory for energy prices.87 We are also aware that there are now over 5 million
households in the UK in fuel poverty.88 It is therefore unsurprising that our advisors receive a number of
calls from people expressing concern about paying their bills. We are currently developing our advice services
to support those customers concerned about paying their energy bills and those at risk of fuel poverty. This
involves our advisors providing basic information on how to save money through changing energy tariVs,
altering payment methods or switching suppliers and how to maximise incomes, as well as referring callers
to sources of in-depth specialist support and advice. We are also strengthening and developing our referral
systems to Warm Front (and the Home Energy EYciency Scheme in Wales) and energy supplier CERT
schemes to ensure customers access available support as quickly as possible and that they receive the best
possible quality of service.

1.3 The current wide range of support services inevitably relies on the customer having to make multiple
follow on calls. This is likely to lead to high levels of drop-out and vulnerable customers not accessing the
support they require. In future, it may be possible to improve linkages between support services and to create
a more integrated customer journey.

86 http://www.eeph.org.uk/uploads/documents/partnership/EEPH%20Briefing%20Paper%20revised%2025-02-2009.pdf
87 http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/markets/whlmkts/discovery/documents1/discovery scenarios condoc final.pdf
88 UK Fuel Poverty Strategy: 7th annual progress report http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/what we do/consumers/

fuel poverty/strategy/strategy.aspx
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1.4 The Energy Assistance Package in Scotland provides a model of how a more integrated approach to
energy eYciency and fuel poverty services could be developed (see annex 1 for summary of how the scheme
works). The scheme utilises the expertise provided by existing services but provides a single point of access
for the consumer. The “journey” is managed on behalf of the customer so the service does not rely on them
making multiple follow-up calls. From the initial point of contact their needs would be identified enabling
other advice services to be provided to them proactively. For example, advice on tariVs or benefit entitlement
is given through a follow up call at the most convenient time for the customer. Additionally, by integrating
services for non fuel poor customers at the same time, the likelihood of services becoming stigmatised and
this becoming a barrier to vulnerable households accessing support is reduced. The end of the current Warm
Front scheme in 2011 could oVer an opportunity to improve integration of services. In Wales, the Welsh
Assembly Government is considering the possibility of a similar approach following the conclusion of the
Housing Energy EYciency Scheme.

1.5 This approach also allows for closer monitoring of service standards and customer satisfaction rates
and for tough quality assurance processes to be developed. Centrally managing and monitoring the
customer experience also makes it easier to track consumer needs and identify problems or gaps in services
provision and for improvements to be made.

2. Improving Access for Vulnerable Customers

2.1 Better integration of energy eYciency services with specialised fuel poverty services can in itself help
increase access to services. The development of a single point of contact can also prevent fuel poverty services
from becoming stigmatised and vulnerable consumers being reluctant to use them.

2.2 Any eVective fuel poverty support service must work closely with local authorities and social housing
providers to ensure that it is well integrated with local services and initiatives, and to ensure that vulnerable
consumers are referred into the scheme.

2.3 For support services to be accessed by the most vulnerable it is essential that they work closely with
trusted community and voluntary sector organisations.89 This should include community groups, tenant
organisations, social care services, health centres and others. The Scottish Power Energy People Trust90 is
often singled out as an example of best practice in supporting local voluntary and community initiatives
working with supporting fuel poor households. Similarly, this is a key part of the new Energy Assistance
Package in Scotland where community liaison oYcers are tasked with developing partnerships and working
closely with community groups, local charities and health centres. Partnerships with national membership
organisations and charities, such as Age Concern and Help the Aged, are also key to spreading awareness
and supporting “hard to reach” vulnerable consumers. Such activity is time intensive and must be
adequately resourced.

3. Area Based Approaches and Local Programmes

3.1 Area based initiatives with intensive, well delivered door to door promotion of services, can help
increase local consumer awareness and demand for energy eYciency measures and ensure that the most
vulnerable households within an area receive support. Focussing such activity in areas of deprivation, as has
been done with Warm Zones and is now being delivered through CESP, can maximise the benefits for
vulnerable households.

3.2 It is inevitable that individual households outside of these target areas need support. As we begin to
move focus towards more expensive and disruptive energy eYciency and microgeneration measures, the use
of various natural “trigger points” will be key to minimising costs and disruption. This suggests it will be
important to maintain national level provision of support services to support households when most
appropriate, for example when undertaking decorations or renovations.

3.3 It will be important for the national support schemes and the more local area-based initiatives to be
well integrated. We believe it is important that the increase in area-based approaches does not lead to greater
fragmentation, duplication of services and customer confusion. Area-based initiatives run by local
authorities and other organisations should take advantage of the national services available and refer
consumers to these services where appropriate. Equally, any national service should be aware of what local
schemes are in place so it can refer consumers in to these schemes if appropriate. Ideally, both national and
local schemes should mutually support and reinforce each other by channelling consumers towards the most
appropriate support services for their circumstances.

3.4 Local authorities have a key role to play in the coordination and delivery of energy eYciency and
renewable energy programmes. However, to date performance in this field has been patchy. While there are
a small group of local authorities moving ahead quickly, many are lagging behind and do not have the level
of experience and expertise required to take on such new roles. It is therefore vital that local authorities are
appropriately incentivised to act and furthermore are given the support they need to develop their
capabilities.

89 For example see: CSE (2006) Integrating Welfare Rights and Fuel Poverty Services, for the Energy EYciency Partnership for
Homes, http://www.cse.org.uk/pdf/pub1058.pdf

90 http://www.energypeopletrust.co.uk/
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3.5 The Energy Saving Trust currently provides in-depth strategic support to over 110 local authorities
through our one-to-one support programme, while our free Practical Help support line is used by over 90%
of local authorities.91

4. The Private Rented Sector

4.1 There are a much higher proportion of highly ineYcient homes in the private rented sector than in
other tenures: the stock is much older on average and “G-rated” homes are nearly twice as prevalent in this
sector as in other tenures. As a result tenants in the private rented sector are disproportionately likely to be
living in cold homes.

4.2 Private landlords must be incentivised to undertake energy eYciency improvements. This could be
achieved through an increase in scale and scope of the Landlords’ Energy Saving Allowance (LESA). This
allowance also needs to be properly promoted by government—action to tell landlords and their agents
about LESA has been minimal. We also need to maximise the impact of Energy Performance Certificates
(EPCs) in this sector. Tenants should be encouraged to use EPCs when they look for a home: some evidence
suggests that tenants (perhaps more than home buyers) are interested in and responsive to EPC information
about energy bill costs. We need to make sure that landlords are providing EPCs. Anecdotal evidence
suggests there may be weaknesses in enforcement of EPC requirements. Additionally, there are no
obligations to provide EPC information in web-based marketing of properties.

4.3 While we can take action to stimulate voluntary action on energy eYciency in the PRS, due to the
problem of the split incentive (whereby the landlord pays for energy saving improvements, but the tenant
benefits from lower fuel bills) legislation may be required in this sector. Over time, minimum standards for
rented homes should be outlined which give a clear signal to landlords of what standards will be expected
along with an adequate lead-in time and sign-posting to sources of support such as CERT and LESA. More
immediately, local authorities could make much greater use of environmental health regulation, which
should be used to tackle homes which are too expensive to heat. The Housing Health and Safety Rating
System—the assessment tool used by environmental health oYcers—should clearly identify dangerously
cold homes as those with a SAP rating of 39 or less (EPC rating F and G). There are approximately 700,000
F and G rated privately rented properties in England.

5. Focussing on the Least Efficient Homes

5.1 There is a strong relationship between instances and the severity of fuel poverty and poor energy
eYciency. The Fuel Poverty Advisory Group estimates that in 2006 45% of households in fuel poverty
occupied properties with SAP ratings between 0 and 40. However, 18% of recipients of Warm Front support
already had a SAP rating of 65.92 Better targeting of support towards the most ineYcient properties could
help improve the level of impact. This could be achieved by prioritising support to those properties below
a certain SAP level.

5.2 There are approximately 5 million properties with a SAP of 39 or less (F and G rated) in England.
Recent analysis we have undertaken shows that significant improvements could be made to these properties
at relatively low cost. 81% of F and G rated properties could be moved to a band E level for a cost of less
than £3,000 and 37% at a cost of less than £1000. Moving all these properties up to an E rating would save
approximately 9.4MtCO2 per year.

6. Better Use of Data

6.1 The Energy Saving Trust’s Homes Energy EYciency Database93 (HEED) is the main national
resource on the energy eYciency of the housing stock. It brings together information from CERT (and its
predecessors), fuel poverty schemes and other programmes, and provides information on almost half of the
housing stock. We have developed a means of identifying areas with high concentrations of CERT priority
group and unfilled cavities by integrating aggregated benefits and age data from the Department for Work
and Pensions. Through the inclusion of additional benefit data at a finer geographical resolution this
approach could be developed to improve targeting and to monitor the eVectiveness of energy eYciency and
fuel poverty support schemes. Additionally, we are running a pilot project integrating meter point gas and
electricity consumption data which could be used to monitor and evaluate schemes.

6.2 Inclusion of EPC data within HEED would help to further strengthen the tool by increasing its
coverage and, crucially, providing a more robust sample of properties within a given area. Over time, as
EPCs begin to filter across the housing stock, their inclusion in HEED could allow very eVective targeting
policies and programmes towards areas with the most ineYcient housing stock. These areas are also likely
to have the highest levels of fuel poverty, particularly where they correspond with areas of low incomes. The
Energy Saving Trust does not currently have access to EPC data for England and Wales for HEED. This is

91 The Energy Saving Trust has recently begun developing specialist local authority advice services specifically on area-based
approaches, see http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/business/Business/Local-Authorities/Area-Based-Approaches-Best-
Practice-Guide

92 National Audit OYce (2009) http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/0809/the warm front scheme.aspx
93 http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/uploads/documents/housingbuildings/heed bn%20April08.pdf
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in contrast to the situation in Scotland where the Energy Saving Trust administers EPCs on behalf of the
Scottish Government and has full access to the data for the purposes of research and home energy eYciency
programmes.

7. Off Grid Properties

7.1 Renewable technologies such as heat pumps can oVer eVective solutions to those at risk of fuel
poverty oV the gas grid and can oVer significant advantages in terms of running costs and carbon emissions,
over LPG or oil boilers. This was demonstrated by the recent two year Scottish Renewables Heating Pilot.94

The experience of the trial underlines the importance of robust assessments of what technologies may be
most appropriate for diVerent circumstances and the need for advice on how to use the technology
accompanying the installation. The trials of renewables underway as part of Warm Front should also
provide important insights.

7.2 Consumer preferences and acceptance of technology options are important considerations. However,
a balance is required to ensure that lack of consumer familiarity with new technologies does not block the
use of the most appropriate technologies for their circumstances and lead to sub-optimal solutions being
installed. In future, fuel poverty support programmes need to carefully assess the way in which choices over
technologies are presented to oV grid consumers and the overall level of choice given to households.

7.3 Support to oV grid properties should follow the principles of the energy “hierarchy” by first always
reducing consumption requirements through energy eYciency measures.

7.4 Providing solid wall insulation to households at risk of fuel poverty, has the potential to support many
consumers who do not benefit from current schemes, including many oV grid properties. Around 7 million
properties in the UK have solid walls.95 Evaluation of CESP projects should oVer important lessons in the
implementation of solid wall insulation in vulnerable households. Beyond that, there is a need for new
policies to rapidly increase the rate of installation of solid wall insulation. This will be essential to achieving
our carbon targets and cutting the level and severity of fuel poverty.

February 2010

Annex 1

SUMMARY OF SCOTTISH ENERGY ASSISTANCE PACKAGE

Overview

The Energy Assistance Package is a holistic package to help maximise incomes, reduce fuel bills and
improve the energy eYciency of homes. It replaced the Central Heating and Warm Deal programmes from
April 2009.

The new package provides a more holistic and integrated approach to tackling fuel poverty by bringing
together the hard measures and the advice, reaching more people and providing a wider range of support.
The package was a recommendation of the independently chaired Scottish Fuel Poverty Forum as necessary
in order to eradicate fuel poverty.

The package has four stages:

Stage 1: oVers free expert energy advice to anyone who phones the Energy Savings Scotland Advice
Centre (ESSAC) network on 0800 512 012.

Stage 2: benefit/tax credit checks & advice on social tariVs to those at risk of fuel poverty.

Stage 3: provides a package of standard insulation measures (cavity wall and loft insulation) to
older households and those on one of a range of benefits through the energy companies’
CERT schemes.

Stage 4: bespoke energy eYciency measures (including but not limited to central heating systems,
new boilers, draught proofing, air source heat pumps and solid wall insulation) for eligible
groups who live in homes in the private sector with poor energy eYciency (SAP ' 54).

Full eligibility criteria can be found at: http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/Housing/
access/FP/eap

94 See http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2008/11/17115604/0 and http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/corporate/
Corporate-and-media-site/Media-centre/Hot-topics/The-role-of-renewable-heating-in-tackling-fuel-poverty-in-Scotland

95 For more information please see Energy Saving Trust (2008) Energy EYciency in Hard to Treat Homes http://
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/uploads/documents/housingbuildings/14 htth s.pdf
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Initial contact/advice: EST 
 

Tariffs, benefits: suppliers, 
Pensions Agency, CAB  

 

Standard measures: 
energy suppliers 

Enhanced 
measures: 

Managing agent 
(Scottish Gas) 

 

Delivery

The Energy Saving Trust is responsible for developing, marketing and administering the scheme. Delivery
will be through the existing network of Energy Saving Scotland advice centres (ESSacs) which the Trust
manages on behalf of the Scottish Government. Five centres exist across Scotland: Highlands and Islands;
South West; South East; North East; and Strathclyde and Central.

The EST role will be to manage the customer journey; various third parties will deliver some of the
diVerent EAP measures following referrals from the EST. These are as follows:

Stage 1: Energy advice is delivered via the ESSacs.

Stage 2: Social tariV advice is delivered via the ESSacs working with the energy companies. Benefit
and tax credit checks are delivered by the Pensions Agency (over 60s) and CAB Direct
(under 60s).

Stage 3: CERT measures are delivered by suppliers.

Stage 4: Installations will be carried out by Scottish Gas as managing agent for 2009–10.

Memorandum submitted by E.ON UK plc (FP 33)

Summary

— We believe that energy suppliers can play a key role in helping our most vulnerable customers
receive the support they need to adequately heat their homes.

— The support may come from a supplier led scheme or be government funded, but must provide a
solution for all customers. For this to be aVordable, Government must now look at a more
targeted, eVective and sustainable way of supporting customers in fuel poverty, which oVers a
solution to those customers who are more severely fuel poor.

— Where customers in fuel poverty are better able to help themselves, we call on the Government to
use the availability of social price support to encourage customers to take up energy eYciency
measures. This must be supported by data-sharing to ensure that support is well-targeted.

— For those customers who are more severely fuel poor, spending more than 20% of income on energy
and may have been in fuel poverty for a long period, a holistic package of measures, covering
energy eYciency, income levels and support with energy costs, to improve their quality of living
will be necessary.

— Work that we are currently undertaking shows that partnership working, including local
authorities, local community groups, the third sector and energy suppliers, is essential to ensuring
that eVective and eYcient support reaches the most severely fuel poor.
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— It is important to consider how the funds required to provide support to those in fuel poverty will
be raised in the future. The broader customer base will see an increase to their energy bills as a result
of a number of diVerent Government schemes and levies. We would propose the Government
adopt a fairer and more progressive approach to the funding of their low carbon and social
obligations. Social price support should be eVective for those that receive it and fair for those who
fund it.

Introduction

1. The latest Government fuel poverty statistics showed that there were 4million people in fuel poverty
in the UK in 2007, an increase of 2 million since 2003 and, within this group, there is a wide variation in the
severity of fuel poverty.

2. Fuel poverty is a complex issue arising from a simple problem—the inability to adequately heat one’s
home. There are three main drivers of fuel poverty—inadequate household income, low energy eYciency
levels and high energy (unit) costs—and it is useful also to consider a fourth, whether the property is the
appropriate size for the number of people living in it. This complexity means that there cannot be a “one
size fits all” solution to tackling fuel poverty.

3. It is important to consider the value of working closely with customers in severe fuel poverty and
providing a holistic package of measures, rather than merely short term financial support. For example,
benefit entitlement checks could provide additional support in the region of £1,00096 per annum, energy
eYciency improvements could see a reduction of £36097 on the average energy bill, whereas financial
support for vulnerable customers may be less than £150.98

4. Work that we are currently undertaking shows that partnership working, including with local
authorities, local community groups, the third sector and energy suppliers, is essential to ensuring that
eVective and eYcient support reaches the most severely fuel poor.

5. It is also important to consider how the funds required to provide this level of support to those in fuel
poverty will be raised in the future. The broader customer base will see an increase to their energy bills as a
result of a Government levy for a mandatory social price support scheme. It is important that this is levied
in a way that is fair and transparent.

6. As we expect wholesale energy prices to continue to rise in the long term, resulting in more customers
being categorised as fuel poor, it is vital that the Government now looks at a more targeted, eVective and
sustainable way of supporting customers in fuel poverty.

Supporting our most vulnerable customers

7. We are committed to helping our most vulnerable customers who may be in fuel poverty and we oVer
a range of sustainable measures including energy eYciency advice and measures, benefits entitlement checks,
and discounted tariVs. In 2008–09, we increased our spend on social assistance to £20.1 million and our
expenditure per customer account on our social programme was the second highest of the main energy
suppliers.99

8. Our key beliefs are that:

— the most eVective and sustainable way of tackling fuel poverty is through improving the energy
eYciency of housing; resources should be focused on these measures; and

— eVective targeting is needed to ensure that support is focused on the severe fuel poor.

9. We develop these themes further below.

Progress against Government targets

10. Government has a variety of targets relating to fuel poverty:

(a) To eradicate fuel poverty by 2016 as far as reasonably practicable;100

(b) To improve homes, eg through CERT Priority Group, CESP, WarmFront and Decent Homes;

(c) To increase spend eg by suppliers on social programmes.

11. The targets for delivery (b) and (c) are being achieved. Suppliers, as the principal delivery agent, are
due to increase activity between 2008 and 2012 from £600 million per year101 to over £1 billion per year.102

The question is not over how much is being done, but whether activity is as well targeted as it could be at
the fuel poor, in particular on the most severely fuel poor.

96 In 2008–09 we conducted 1,890 benefit entitlement checks, of which 1,226 (65%) were found to be eligible for additional
benefits. The average annual increase per successful check was £1,637.

97 On average in 2008–09, each household receiving Warm Front assistance had the potential to save £362.23 in energy running
costs every year. Warm Front scheme annual report 2008–09.

98 The average saving per customer account for social tariVs was £130 in March 2009. Monitoring suppliers’ social programmes
2008–09, Ofgem. Customers eligible for the Government’s Energy Rebate Scheme will receive a rebate of £80.

99 Ofgem “Monitoring suppliers’ social programmes 2008–09”, 18 August 2009.
100 In England, Scotland and Northern Ireland, 2018 in Wales. Also to eradicate fuel poverty in vulnerable households by 2010

(England, Wales, Northern Ireland).
101 Priority Group for CERT £500 million; Suppliers’ Voluntary Agreement £100 million.
102 See footnotes 101–103.
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12. This uncertainty in part arises from the lack of clarity as to what the first target really means. It seems
clear that the resources are not available to fully fund the housing improvements necessary to eradicate fuel
poverty but Government has to decide what it perceives as reasonably practicable in a strategy to eradicate
fuel poverty. The strategy must therefore recognise diVerent customer circumstances and be clear on what is
reasonably practicable for each segment. For instance, the diVerence between owner occupiers and tenants,
between pensioners and those more able to choose where to live, between those where higher than average
energy need is the principal factor, and those where it is lower income. Above all, it is important to recognise
diVerences in customers’ ability to help themselves and so ensure that support reaches the most vulnerable.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating.

13. The simple fuel poverty definition obscures the severity of fuel poverty for some households, who may
need to spend more than 20% of their income on heating their home and may have been fuel poor for some
time. This group of customers is in greatest need of financial support, to alleviate fuel poverty now and to
protect them from the future cost of measures to support investment in a low carbon economy.

14. Furthermore, it is important that problems with the current fuel poverty indicator are recognised. In
the fuel poverty indicator calculation, an additional £100 has a value of £100 if classified as a negative fuel
cost but of only £10 if classified as an increase in income. For the average low income customer, a rise in fuel
costs may be covered by indexation of benefits (albeit with a lag), but still show as an increase in the numbers
in fuel poverty. For the severely fuel poor customer, the same rise will be much more serious, and yet not
show in any current measure.

15. It is not necessary to change the definition, but these limitations should inform the debate on what
is reasonably practicable for each segment.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

16. The most eVective and sustainable way of tackling fuel poverty is through improving the energy
eYciency of housing which allows either consumers to reduce their fuel costs or to achieve a higher level of
warmth at the same cost. The potential savings are greater than is likely to be aVordable in price support, and
are sustained.103 Resources will be targeted at those in lower standard housing and hence most vulnerable to
rising prices.

17. The larger part of measures funded, or about to be funded, through energy bills are for investment
in measures which will reduce household energy costs:

Initiative Dates Targeting & Scale, 2012 Measures

CERT April 2008 to March 2011, Priority Group, on benefits and over Insulation, heating,
proposed extension to 70s lighting
December 2012 £730 million per year104

CESP October 2009 to Areas in lowest income decile Whole house,
December 2012 £96 million per year105 insulation focus

FITs From April 2010 No special provision for low income Microgeneration

RHI Planned from April 2011 No special provision for low income, Heat Pumps
but very relevant to oV gas grid

Energy Bill April 2011 onwards To be decided. Most eVective for To be decided.
support (voluntary agreement Pension Credit recipients through Should include
scheme April 2008 to March 2011) data-sharing. energy eYciency,

£250 million per year106 money advice and
price support

103 To illustrate—consider £300 million per year spent in a similar way to Warm Front:

— Based on their 2008–09 performance (Warm Front Annual Report 2008–09—233,594 households received assistance,
average saving £362.23, budget £395 million) almost 200,000 households per year could be helped to save an average
of £360 per year on their energy bills;

— Over the period 2011—2016 (assume £200 million in 2011–12, £250 million in 2012–13 and £300 million per year
thereafter—see footnote 99) the number of households helped would be 1 million;

— At the end of 2016—1 million households could be £450 per year better oV (allowing for a 25% increase in energy
prices)—if expenditure was on energy eYciency;

— Social price support would only provide £300 per household, and would need to continue indefinitely.
104 Supplier contribution for CERT Extension. Further £294 million per year contribution from social housing providers.
105 Supplier contribution £312 million, over 3® years.
106 Based on increase from £150 million per year in 2010–11 to £300 million per year in 2013–14 signalled in PBR.
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18. We welcome the strong bias towards sustainable measures within programmes funded from energy
bills.

19. However, two107 additional steps are required to make these programmes more eVective at alleviating
fuel poverty:

(a) implementation of low interest loan scheme (eg PAYS),108 so that access to capital is not a barrier
to takeup of measures which are supported by the core initiatives; and

(b) clarity over the eligibility rules for the Energy Bill support scheme (and for Warm Front post April
2011) to ensure that additional support is available for fuel poor households to overcome barriers
to take-up of PAYS, eg to cover the interest costs on repayments.

20. These steps will also assist the targeting of measures at the most vulnerable customers (see paragraph
2) by ensuring that an oVer is available to any household who seeks assistance. If CESP is successful, the
post 2012 Household Energy Management Strategy should include further area based programmes.

The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

21. No one, other than the household itself, has all the information to identify fuel poverty. Any strategy
to reach customers, which does not engage them, will be imperfectly targeted, potentially oVering insuYcient
support to the most vulnerable in order to be aVordable with wider take-up, or alternatively not reaching
some vulnerable customers.

22. Suppliers are working together with the UK Government (the Department for Work and Pensions
and the Department of Energy and Climate Change) on a data sharing trial. The Government proposes that,
under the Energy Rebate Scheme, a group of Pension Credit recipients109 will receive a one-oV rebate on
their electricity bills worth £80.

23. We are committed to this scheme as a trial to assess the role data sharing could play in future fuel
poverty plans. If this process is proven to be successful then further data sharing may be appropriate.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

Mandatory Social Price Support

24. The Energy Bill will give government wide powers to introduce mandatory support schemes. These
powers must be used to provide well targeted support with a clear objective. We see the need for three types
of support:

(a) support to a “kernel group” of elderly customers on low fixed incomes who are less well placed to
cope with the cost of levies on energy bills to support investment in a low carbon economy. The
support would be an ongoing fixed rebate on their bills;

(b) as part of a broader fuel poverty strategy aimed at identifying households most in need and
incentivising them to take up energy eYciency measures. We outline a potential method in
paragraph 25 below; and

(c) Energy eYciency and other measures as described in paragraph 10b above.

25. The support schemes should not be used to deliver general ongoing price support which could be
delivered more eVectively and eYciently by increasing state benefits.

26. Whilst a high level of financial support will be essential for some customers, the majority of owner
occupiers may be able to lift themselves out of fuel poverty by reducing the amount spent on energy through
improved energy eYciency. In order to encourage the take-up of these tools to eradicate fuel poverty,

107 A third key step—to confirm that an integrated package of support to fuel poor customers, including benefits entitlement
checks and money advice, is eligible under the Energy Bill support scheme—should be resolved by a Government amendment
to the Bill.

108 Pay As You Save. Repayments would eVectively be secured against the property by including them with the distribution
charge, which the supplier would pass on the the customer. The low risk (in principle only that the property was unoccupied)
would allow a low interest rate, although for the lowest income customers some additional support would be required.

109 Those aged 70 or over in receipt of the guarantee credit element of Pension Credit only (this does not include those receiving
the savings credit element) on a given qualifying date.
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mandatory social support should be linked to the provision of energy eYciency measures and advice for the
Government’s “broader group” of eligible customers. Under this model, social support would be provided
to customers identified as being in a fuel poverty risk group with the condition that continuing support
depended on them working with their supplier or other nominated party to identify ways of reducing energy
spend through improved energy eYciency.

 

 

Year One – fuel poverty 

risk group 

Receive social support 

Year Two – engaged 

consumers in risk group 

Receive social support 

EE measures installed 

Year Three – no longer fuel poor 

No further support required 

 

 
Year Three – fuel poor 

Further Government intervention 

required 

Funding of low carbon and social obligations

27. Currently, each supplier’s contribution, under obligations such as CERT and the voluntary
agreement, is calculated according to their number of electricity and gas accounts. This means that the cost
is passed on as a “flat tax”, ie with each customer account paying the same amount.

28. An alternative approach would be to structure obligations based on energy units used—on an amount
per unit basis. Higher income households on average have substantially higher usage than lower income
households110 and so would contribute more to funding social support than those with lower incomes.

29. To make this approach even more progressive, the allocation method applied by Ofgem could give a
credit to each customer account and increase the weighting to units. This would mean that customers have
lower fixed costs, but pay a higher unit price. Under this approach, those in the lowest income decile, with
the lowest consumption, would pay a very small amount towards social support. Those in the highest income
decile, with the highest consumption, would pay significantly more.

30. A small percentage of households in the lower income deciles are in the higher usage deciles. These
are particularly vulnerable to the costs of carbon policies and would be further aVected by the introduction
of an equalisation mechanism.111 It is therefore very important that government develops policies to improve
the homes of the most severely fuel poor, for instance through more precise targeting of energy eYciency
measures through CESP, CERT, Warm Front and the Decent Homes Programme.

Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

31. In contrast to the universal Winter Fuel Payment, Cold Weather Payments are made only to
vulnerable households on low incomes and only if the weather is especially severe.

32. E.ON gives additional cold weather payments through our Age Concern product over and above
what government oVers. In 2008–09 we made payments totalling £3.6 million to 160,000 customers.

33. However, neither Winter Fuel Payments nor Cold Weather Payments reflect need, since those in good
housing receive the same benefit as those in poor housing. Nor do they provide a sustainable solution to the
underlying causes of fuel poverty. Short term solutions must be accompanied by a more long-term
sustainable approach.

34. Given the lack of targeting, Winter Fuel Payments should be viewed as an addition to the basic state
pension, rather than as part of any fuel poverty strategy. Any review of their eVectiveness should be
considered as part of the Government’s broader pension policy.

Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

35. Households that are not connected to the mains gas grid are more vulnerable to fuel poverty. Mains
gas connection can help to alleviate fuel poverty and so we support initiatives that aim to help improve access
for communities to the gas grid.

110 Centre for Sustainable Energy (2007). Assessing the Social Impacts of a Supplier Obligation—A study for DEFRA.
111 EUETS, RO, FITs and the proposals for a CCS levy and the RHI are projected to increase average consumer bills by over

£200 by 2020 and, as they are recovered in proportion to units, would increase bills for the most severely fuel poor customers,
by up to £500. Changing the allocation methodology for CERT, CESP and the energy support scheme would reduce bills for
the most low income consumers by up to £100, but could increase those of the most severely fuel poor by a further £150.
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36. The introduction of Feed-in TariVs from April 2010 and the Renewable Heat Incentive from April
2011 should help to increase the attractiveness of eligible microgeneration and renewable technologies. Heat
pumps are particularly eVective for oV gas-grid customers and will become increasingly attractive as the grid
decarbonises. It is important that a PAYS scheme is available to allow all households access to renewable
heat measures,112 with additional support provided to the most vulnerable through suppliers’ Energy Bill
support schemes or the post 2011 development of Warm Front.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Institute for Public Policy Research (ippr) (FP 34)

1. Summary

— The 2010 fuel poverty target has not been met and it is unlikely that the 2016/18 target will be met
because rising energy prices, increased levels of worklessness (resulting from the recession) and
likely future constraints on public spending will all push up levels of fuel poverty.

— There are a number of problems associated with the current definition of fuel poverty, which mean
that fuel poverty is not necessarily being addressed in the most appropriate way. The definition
therefore needs to be reviewed.

— The current fuel poverty strategy does not prioritise energy eYciency measures, even though they
represent the most sustainable and cost eVective way of addressing the problem. In future, much
greater emphasis needs to be given to energy eYciency.

— Targeting fuel poverty programmes is notoriously diYcult. We welcome attempts to use
datasharing to improve targeting as well as moves towards “area-based” approaches, which avoid
the problems of targeting.

— Using social tariVs and/or social price support makes sense as a short term measure, but it should
not be seen as a long-term option because it is ultimately paid for by energy customers in a
regressive way.

— Winter Fuel Payments are not an eVective way of tackling fuel poverty. They should be rolled into
the Basic State Pension and replaced with a more appropriate fuel poverty payment, perhaps along
the lines of Heating Additions, which were phased out in the 1980s.

— Government should commission an independent review into fuel poverty, which should aim to
fundamentally rethink the current approach.

2. About ippr

2.1 The Institute for Public Policy Research (ippr) is the UK’s leading progressive think tank, producing
cutting edge research and innovative policy ideas for a just, democratic and sustainable world. Ippr has a
strong track record of policy-focused research on climate change, and welfare and poverty. We are currently
engaged in a research project to assess the impact of current measures to tackle fuel poverty and to develop
recommendations for how the fuel poverty agenda should be taken forward in a context of growing concerns
about the fairness in the context of climate change policies, and increased pressure on public spending. We
expect to publish our final report in February 2010.

3. Introduction

3.1 The winter of 2009–10 has been one of the coldest the UK has experienced for decades. The cold
weather has highlighted the continuing problem of fuel poverty in the UK and heightened eVorts to address
the problem. The Government is conducting a review of its fuel poverty programme and looks set to
introduce a new obligation on energy companies to reduce energy bills for vulnerable households. However,
this is unlikely to be suYcient to eliminate the problem of fuel poverty entirely.

4. Progress against Government Targets

4.1 Despite the progress in tackling fuel poverty seen in the late 1990s and early part of the 2000s, the
number of people living in fuel poverty has been increasing since 2004–05. As a result, the 2010 target to end
fuel poverty for vulnerable households in England will not be met. The primary driving factor in pushing
up instances of fuel poverty has been the sharp rise in domestic energy prices seen in recent years; domestic
gas and electricity prices have increased by approximately 100% since 2004.113 Although the introduction

112 It is important to making the RHI accessible to all customers that the loan is low cost; payments must therefore be secured
against the property through an arrangement such as PAYS, ideally, for simplicity, with the support provided by the RHI
netted oV a customer’s repayments.

113 OYce for National Statistics (ONS) (2009a) Economy webpages, available at: http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/
nugget.asp?id%19
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of more generous benefits (such as Pension Credit, tax credits and Winter Fuel Payments) and improvements
in domestic energy eYciency will have had a beneficial eVect on the number of people in fuel poverty, these
have been outweighed by the increases in energy prices.114

4.2 It seems likely that without additional action, fuel poverty will continue to worsen in the future. There
are three important drivers that are likely to increase instances of fuel poverty in the future:

1. Energy prices look set to continue rise in overall terms for the foreseeable future.

2. Household income may decline in the short term as a result of the recession and the associated
increase in worklessness.

3. The likely reduction in public spending from 2010/11 to reduce the fiscal deficit could reduce the
scope for government intervention to tackle fuel poverty.

4.3 These pressures suggest that without increased eVorts to address fuel poverty, the legally enshrined
target to eradicate fuel poverty among all households in England by 2016 will not be met.

5. The Definition of Households in Fuel Poverty

5.1 Our research identified a number of concerns with the definition of fuel poverty as it currently stands
(although it should be noted that some of the experts we interviewed felt that the definition was adequate
and should not be changed).

5.2 First, the use of 10% as the cut oV point for defining fuel poverty has been questioned. If energy prices
continue to rise at a faster rate than income levels, then more and more people will cross this threshold and
be classified as “fuel poor”. There are several ways this problem could be dealt with. First, to increase the
limit, for example, by making it proportional to the average spend on energy. The second is to retain the
threshold but to identify diVerent subgroups within the “fuel poor” to help distinguish the most vulnerable.
For example, this could mean identifying people who are on the lowest incomes, those who live in “hard-
to-treat” properties or people who are the most susceptible to health problems as a result of living in cold
homes.

5.3 The second concern with the definition identified by our research was its formulation as expenditure
on energy as a proportion of income. Defining fuel poverty in this way results in the confusing outcome that
(statistically speaking) reducing energy bills is 10 times more eVective at removing people from fuel poverty
than action to increase household income by an equivalent amount. This statistical eVect has been a key
factor in promoting action to reduce fuel bills through the voluntary agreement with energy suppliers and
then the mandatory social price support. As we will go on to argue in paragraph 8.1 below, there are a
number of reasons why increasing the emphasis on reducing bills (and therefore making energy companies
and ultimately energy consumers pay) is problematic.

5.4 Ippr believes that the definition of fuel poverty should be reviewed as part of a wider independent
review on fuel poverty.

6. The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

6.1 The Government’s current fuel poverty strategy consists of a three-pronged approach: increasing
household incomes, reducing energy bills and improving energy eYciency. It is widely recognised that energy
eYciency measures represent the most cost eVective and sustainable way to tackle fuel poverty (because
energy eYciency programmes have a one-oV cost which delivers sustained reductions in energy
requirements, whereas measures to increase household income or to provide discounts on energy bills require
continued funding).

6.2 However, the current, target-driven approach to tackling fuel poverty has tended to drive policy
responses to focus on short-term solutions such as financial measures rather than long-term investment in
energy eYciency. For example, the planned expenditure on energy eYciency measures through Warm Front
(and equivalent programmes in devolved administrations) and the Decent Homes programme over the three
year period between 2008 and 2011 is roughly the same as the annual spend on Winter Fuel and Cold
Weather Payments. The lack of emphasis on energy eYciency is also reflected in the failure of current energy
eYciency programmes to address hard-to-treat and oV-grid properties.

6.3 A number of studies have attempted to estimate how much it would cost to address fuel poverty
through a comprehensive domestic energy eYciency programme. The figures produced range from £9.2
billion (supplemented by support for energy costs) to £64 billion.115 Ippr recommends that a full cost-benefit

114 EnergyAction Scotland and National EnergyAction (2009) TheCost of AVordableWarmthGlasgow/Newcastle-upon-Tyne:
Energy Action Scotland/National Energy Action. Available at
http://www.eas.org.uk/downloads/The%20Cost%20of%20AVordable%20Warmth FINAL%20VERSION.pdf

115 Jenkins D P (2009) “The value of retrofitting carbon-saving measures into fuel poor social housing” Energy Policy 38(2):
832—839 ; Preston I, Moore R and Guertler P (2008) How Much? The cost of alleviating fuel poverty Bristol: Centre for
Sustainable Energy; Baker W (ed) Raising the SAP: Tackling fuel poverty by investing in energy eYciency London: Consumer
Focus. Available at http://www.consumerfocus.org.uk/assets/1/files/2009/11/FuelpovertyproofingcostpubMay09final.pdf ;
Environment, Food and Rural AVairs Select Committee (2009) Energy EYciency and Fuel Poverty, Third Report of Session
2008–09 London: TSO
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analysis setting out how long the “pay-back” period would be for diVerent types of investment should be
conducted in order to better inform decisions about how energy eYciency measures could be better
prioritised in future.

7. The Methods used to Target Assistance at Households which Need it Most

7.1 Targeting the fuel poor is notoriously diYcult due to the diverse nature of households living in fuel
poverty. In addition there can be problems achieving high levels of take up, even where targeting is good.
There are many reasons that people fail to take up benefits that they are entitled to, but an important one
is the stigma associated with being labeled as “poor”.

7.2 We welcome attempts to improve targeting of energy companies’ measures on fuel poverty through
data sharing with DWP. If the datasharing trials with Guarantee Pension Credit recipients prove successful,
we recommend that the datasharing approach should be extended to include recipients of Cold Weather
Payments since there is a strong correlation between people receiving this benefit and those living in fuel
poverty. Although datasharing could improve targeting, there is still a problem with uptake, since currently
the take-up rate of Pension Credit is only around 70–80%, as measured by expenditure.116 This means that
20–30% of eligible customers will not receive a rebate under the Energy Rebate Scheme. We recommend that
Government continues its work to improve uptake of Pension Credit to ensure that as many people as
possible can benefit from the Energy Rebate Scheme (and Mandatory Price Support measures should the
datasharing approach be extended to this scheme too).

7.3 We also support moves towards a greater use of “area-based” approaches (such as the Community
Energy Saving Programme and Warm Zones) as these overcome many of the targeting problems—including
problems of take up—since the programmes include all households, not only those meeting the definition
of being “fuel poor”.

8. Social Tariffs and Plans to put Social Price Support on a Statutory Footing

8.1 Our research revealed a strongly held conviction among representatives from NGOs, fuel poverty
campaign groups and energy companies that in an ideal world, fuel poverty would be addressed solely
through the tax and benefits system. This is because measures applied through energy companies are
ultimately paid for by energy consumers and the costs are passed on in a regressive way. This contrasts with
the tax and benefit system, where income tax at least is “progressive” (higher earners pay a larger share of
their income in tax than lower earners) and governments can use benefit payments to disproportionately
increase the incomes of the poorest.

8.2 However, while we recognise that social tariVs/mandatory price support might not be the ideal option,
we also acknowledge that given the current pressures on public expenditure, it will be necessary to continue
with energy supplier-led measures on fuel poverty in the short term. But they should not be seen as a long-
term option.

8.3 The introduction of social price support has a number of advantages over the existing system of social
tariVs, most notably because it creates a unified system across all energy suppliers, providing more clarity
and consistency for vulnerable consumers.

8.4 However, it remains a regressive tool and to try to minimise the impacts of this approach, we
recommend that Government should investigate ways to ensure that costs are passed on to customers in the
least regressive way possible. One way to do this might be to design the balancing mechanism between energy
companies (to ensure no company is made to bear a disproportionate share of costs of implementing the
scheme) on the basis of units of energy sold rather than number of customers. This approach would
encourage suppliers to pass on the costs on a per-unit basis rather than as a fixed cost per customer. Since
people on higher incomes tend to use more energy than those on the lowest incomes, this approach could
be more progressive on average.

8.5 Our research identified a number of risks associated with the introduction of mandatory price
support. First, moving away from social tariVs towards a rebate system means there will no longer be a
guarantee that recipients are on the lowest available tariV.

8.6 Second, the level of the rebate is not linked to energy prices, so there is a risk that prices could rise by
more than the level of the rebate, in which case recipients will be tipped back into fuel poverty.

8.7 Third, there is a question about what the level of the rebate should be. If it is set too high, then the
additional costs (which are ultimately borne by all energy consumers) could end up pushing customers at
the margin (but who are not eligible for rebates) into fuel poverty. There should be scope to increase the
level of the rebate in future as a precaution against large energy price rises. However, we recommend that
Government should commit to match any future increased spending requirements imposed on energy
suppliers with an equal increase in publicly-funded fuel poverty programmes to ensure the balance between
government- and energy company-led programmes does not tilt any further towards the energy companies
and hence result in a more regressive approach to paying for fuel poverty measures.

116 Department for Work and Pensions (2009b) Benefit Expenditure Tables Available at http://research.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd4/
medium term.asp
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8.8 A final concern is that customers who were eligible for social price support but who already benefited
from a social tariV might be excluded from receiving the rebate. We believe that using data provided by DWP
to exclude some people from receiving the rebate goes against the spirit of the data sharing as allowed under
the Pensions Act 2008. We therefore suggest that the rebate created by mandatory social price support
should be oVered in addition to the measures already oVered under the voluntary agreements.

9. Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

9.1 It is widely acknowledged that Winter Fuel Payments (WFPs) are not an eVective way of tackling fuel
poverty, as only 12%117 of people who receive them are thought to be fuel-poor.118 However, Winter Fuel
Payments are an eVective way of increasing the incomes of pensioners using a non-means-tested mechanism,
which will benefit those on low-incomes who fail to take up their entitlement to Pension Credit. In addition,
Winter Fuel Payments are a popular measure, which is likely to make their removal very challenging
politically.

9.2 The Environment, Food and Rural AVairs Select Committee have proposed that WFPs should be
made taxable and that the entitlement should be stopped altogether for higher rate tax payers.119 While this
is an attractive proposal in principle, it has been suggested that there may be some practical barriers that
make this diYcult and costly to implement in practice, as suggested by the Government’s response to the
Select Committee’s recommendation.120 It is diYcult to make WFPs taxable because DWP would not be
able to tax at source, and even if they could, the individual would need to establish their tax liability with
HMRC and would need to make the eVort to claim back tax. Stopping the payment for higher rate tax
payers also raises diYcult questions: would the WFPs be paid and then claimed back at the end of the tax
year if recipients found their income was over the threshold, or would the decision about whether to pay the
WFPs be based on the previous year’s income? The latter case could cause concern for people who are about
to retire and see their income drop substantially.

9.3 We recommend that ultimately, the WFP should be rolled into the Basic State Pension for the sake
of clarity about the widely recognised purpose of the payment. This would also have the benefit of making
the payment taxable thus avoiding the technical problems associated with taxing a separate WFP. As WFPs
are phased out, a new form of benefit that genuinely addresses fuel poverty would need to be introduced.
One possibility would be to introduce a new form of benefit along the lines of Heating Additions, which were
phased out in the 1980s. Heating Additions were paid to Supplementary Benefit (Income Support) claimants
who met certain criteria relating to the vulnerability of members of the household and characteristics of the
dwelling.

10. Need for a Radical Review of the Fuel Poverty Strategy

10.1 The context in which fuel poverty is being addressed has changed substantially since the
Government’s fuel poverty strategy was first developed in the early 2000s. Energy prices are rising, climate
change is much higher on the political agenda and new technologies are oVering new solutions to the
problem. We believe that the time is right for a fundamental rethink of the Government’s approach to the
problem to ensure that it is fit for purpose in today’s Britain. DECC’s current review of fuel poverty does
not go far enough as it will only deliver incremental changes to the current approach, rather than a thorough
and strategic rethink.

10.2 We recommend that the Government should commission an independent review into fuel poverty,
which should consider the following questions:

— How can energy eYciency measures be prioritised over cuts to energy bills and income support?

— Should fuel poverty be redefined to ensure a more rational approach to selecting fuel poverty
measures?

— Is target-setting an appropriate approach to addressing the problem?

— How should responsibility for paying for fuel poverty measures be divided between government
and energy companies to ensure the fairest approach?

— Who should deliver fuel poverty programmes? Could there be a role for Distribution Network
Operators or local authorities as well as central government and energy suppliers? And is there
scope for better partnership working between these organisations?

— How can new technologies (such as smart meters, micro generation and community heating) be
used to help address fuel poverty?

117 It should be noted however, that this figure is likely to be an underestimate owing to recent increases in domestic energy prices.
118 Environment, Food and Rural AVairs Select Committee (2009) Energy EYciency and Fuel Poverty, Third Report of Session

2008–09 London: TSO.
119 ibid
120 Department of Energy and Climate Change (2009c) Government Response to the Efra Select Committee Inquiry: Energy

EYciency and Fuel Poverty London: DECC, available at: http://www.oYcial-documents.gov.uk/document/cm77/7719/
7719.pdf
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11. Conclusion

11.1 Despite the Government’s eVorts, fuel poverty looks set to get worse, not better, in the coming years.
While recent policy initiatives in this area (including increases in winter fuel payments and cold weather
payments and the new mandatory price support scheme) will help tackle the problem to some extent, they
will not be suYcient to eradicate fuel poverty entirely.

11.2 A new approach to dealing with fuel poverty is necessary and the first step towards this should be
an independent review of fuel poverty that would fundamentally rethink the UK’s fuel poverty strategy and
ensure it is fit for purpose in a world of rising energy prices.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Warm Zones Community Interest Company (FP 35)

Executive Summary

Progress against Government targets

The Government will not meet its statutory target to eradicate fuel poverty amongst vulnerable
households by 2010 and is likely to fail to meet the second statutory target of eradication fuel poverty
amongst all households by 2016 without a significant increase in the level of investment, particularly in so
called hard to treat properties.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

The current definition is adequate, although it is not helpful in delivering many of the programmes. WZcic
believes concentration should be on delivering programmes to provide aVordable warmth rather than
discussing the definition.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

The current initiatives are not coherent or well coordinated and tend compete with each other to deliver
the same measures in the same properties. CERT does not always deliver the most appropriate measures to
address fuel poverty and the stop start nature of many of the schemes mitigates against coherent, consistent,
long term delivery.

The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

The current schemes are not well targeted on those in fuel poverty with many of those benefitting from
the schemes not in fuel poverty and significant numbers of fuel poor households not eligible for the
assistance available.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

The clarity that putting assistance on a statutory footing is welcome, however, WZcic would welcome a
degree of flexibility for the energy supply companies to invest in more eVective and sustainable support for
their low income customers such as income maximisation services.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

Support for increased income and reduced fuel bills is welcomed, however, the current level of investment
in short term income and price support is three times the level of more sustainable investment in energy
eYciency improvements. WZcic would like to see a more balanced provision.

Support for households who are not connected to the mains gas grid

WZcic supports the extension of the mains gas network where this is cost eVective, however, to be an
eVective way to address fuel poverty, ways must be found to fund the necessary heating systems to enable
low income households to take advantage of the gas supply. Other measures must also be found for
properties where the extension of the network is not a cost eVective option.

1. Background

1.1 Warm Zones Community Interest Company (WZcic) is a social enterprise, which is a wholly owned
subsidiary of national energy eYciency charity National Energy Action (NEA). The company was formed
in 2000, initially to operate five pilots to test the Warm Zone approach to the delivery of energy eYciency
and related services to address fuel poverty. This approach involves the proactive, door step assessment of
the energy eYciency standards and income and welfare benefit status of all the households in the Zone area.
This assessment is followed by the coordinated delivery of energy eYciency measures and a range of related
services to meet the needs of the households identified. Although primarily targeted at low-income and other
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vulnerable households, Warm Zones aim to oVer something to all households in the areas in which they
operate. Since the completion of the initial pilot phase in 2004, WZcic has continued to refine the Warm
Zone model and developed new zones.

1.2 In nearly 10 years of operational experience WZcic has assessed almost 900,000 properties and
delivered high quality, customer focussed, energy eYciency and related services to over 290,000 households.
In 2008–09 the 15 operational Warm Zones delivered energy eYciency measures to 65,000 households. In
addition, during the same period, the company’s income maximisation services achieved over £7 million of
verified additional welfare benefits with an average increase in household income of almost £3,000 per
annum for each successful household.

1.3 WZcic welcomes the Committee’s decision to conduct an inquiry into the eVectiveness of policies to
address fuel poverty and the opportunity to comment on the range of issues identified by the Committee
and welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence.

2. Progress against Government targets

2.1 The Government has two statutory based fuel poverty targets: ensuring, as far as reasonably
practical, that no vulnerable households suVer from fuel poverty by 2010 and ensuring, once again as far as
practical, that no households are in fuel poverty by 2016. It is clear that the first target will not be met. The
Government’s own estimate indicates that there are currently 4.6 million households in fuel poverty in
England. Recent increases in energy prices and the impact of the economic slow down have reversed the
progress made in reducing fuel poverty achieved the early 2000s.

2.2 It is the view of WZcic that without significant additional investment, particularly in the so called hard
to treat properties oV the mains gas network and those with solid walls, the 2016 target is also in jeopardy. As
well as additional resources, more eVective targeted delivery will be required to ensure the available
assistance is delivered to those households most in need.

3. The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

3.1 WZcic regards the current definition as adequate. Any move to amend the definition could be seen
as an attempt to “define the problem away”. The definition is not particularly helpful in targeting fuel poor
households as it is necessary to conduct an assessment of the energy eYciency of the dwelling and the income
of the household before determining whether a household is in fuel poverty. Very few schemes carry out such
assessments, even after measures have been installed. However, the definition is useful in measuring progress
against the statutory targets.

3.2 WZcic would prefer that, rather than debating the adequacy or otherwise of the definition, eVorts
were concentrated on developing and implementing eVective policies and programmes to ensure that all
homes can be adequately and aVordably heated.

4. The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

4.1 There are a number of programmes that provide funding to deliver energy eYciency measures in the
homes of low income household and as a result can contribute to addressing fuel poverty. It is the view of
WZcic that these policies are not currently coherent or well coordinated. The main programmes are:

4.2 The Government’s Warm Front scheme provides grants to private sector households claiming a range
of means tested and other welfare benefits to install a range of insulation measures and heating systems in
England. There are similar Government grant schemes in the devolved nations.

4.3 The six major energy suppliers have a licence obligation to invest in measures to reduce carbon
emissions resulting from energy consumption in the home. The primary aim of this obligation, the Carbon
Emissions Reduction Target (CERT), is to reduce carbon emissions, although the companies much achieve
a proportion of the savings (currently 40%) from so called Priority Group households. The Priority Group
is defined as those households claiming a range of welfare benefits (roughly the same as the Warm Front
qualifying benefits) and households containing someone over the age of 70. CERT delivers a range of
measures that provide the companies with cost eVective carbon savings. These include a limited range of
insulation measures including cavity wall and loft insulation. CERT measures can be delivered in any home
irrespective of tenure.

4.4 In addition local authorities and other social landlords invest in energy eYciency measures in their
properties to meet the thermal comfort criteria of the Decent Homes Standard.

4.5 These programmes represent considerable investment in energy eYciency, a significant proportion of
which can be invested in schemes to address fuel poverty. However, it is the view of WZcic that these schemes
are not well coordinated. Warm Front and CERT often compete directly to install the same measures in the
same properties. There is also considerable competition between the six energy supply companies and their
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installers and agents to identify opportunities to install the limited range of cost eVective measures funded
by the scheme. This competition is wasteful with the companies and their agents contacting the same
households to oVer them the same measures. Perhaps of more concern, it is the experience of WZcic that
this competition and the resulting plethora of choice can prevent many households from taking up energy
eYciency measures. Faced with too many options, many households simply do nothing.

4.6 The energy supply companies are given a considerable amount of freedom to deliver their
programmes in the way they wish. While this flexibility may deliver the savings at the lowest cost to the
companies and hence to their customers, it does limit the value of the investment devoted to physical energy
eYciency measures and therefore to tackling fuel poverty. For example, approximately 29% of the CERT
targets delivered to date have resulted from low energy lighting.121 While this may be cost eVective for the
companies, a few low energy light bulbs will have a limited impact on fuel poor households. Low energy
light bulbs are being phased out of the scheme, however, the recent introduction into the scheme of Real
Time Display units and advice could deflect significant amounts of CERT resources from hard insulation
measures.

4.7 The companies also switch schemes on and oV, often at short notice, to manage the delivery of their
targets. While this may be logical from the financial planning perspective of the companies, it creates
significant problems for the supply chain and makes it diYcult to deliver coherent, consistent, long term
programmes. The stop start nature of the programmes is also likely to increase costs as the supply chain,
including materials manufacturers and suppliers, installers and programme managers, have to contract and
expand their businesses to accommodate the variations in the funding stream.

4.8 The Thermal Comfort criteria of the Decent Homes Standard has encouraged considerable
investment in energy eYciency in social sector properties. However, the standards are low and properties
which meet the basic standards are unlikely to provide aVordable warmth to the majority of tenants. While
it is accepted that many social landlords have gone beyond the minimum standards, WZcic believes that the
aim of the standard should be to provide aVordable warmth to the majority of social tenants. As such the
thermal comfort criteria should, as a minimum, guarantee that properties meet the current Building
Regulations standards for insulation and heating system eYciency. The Government is in the process of
reviewing the Decent Homes Standard. This review oVers the opportunity to revise the Standard to the
extent that it represents a more eVective tool to address fuel poverty in the social sector.

4.9 Increasingly, local authorities are setting targets for the proportion of private sector properties in their
areas required to meet the Decent Home Standard. As a result an enhanced Thermal Comfort requirement
in the Standard could also help to combat fuel poverty in owner occupied and private rented properties.

4.10 It is interesting to note that the Scottish Government is developing a more coherent approach to
their energy eYciency programmes than those in England. The Energy Assistance Package provides a single
customer interface for energy eYciency schemes and seeks to combine Government funding with resources
available from the CERT programme, to deliver the required energy eYciency improvements. This
programme could point the way for more coherent energy eYciency programme delivery in the rest of the
UK.

5. The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

5.1 WZcic would argue that in general current energy eYciency schemes are not well targeted at those
most in need. The programmes identified above are largely demand led and require potential beneficiaries
to contact the companies or the managing agents directly. The companies and managing agencies utilise a
range of methods to target those eligible for assistance, however, there is only limited attempts to target those
most in need. In deed, many of the methods used to promote the schemes and identify eligible households
actually make it diYcult for the most vulnerable households or those who need the assistance most, to access
the schemes. For example, press advertising which contains freephone numbers and free post addresses, are
unlikely to elicit significant numbers of responses from those who lack the confidence to use the telephone
or who have literacy diYculties.

5.2 The design of some schemes also mitigates against eVective targeting of those most in need. For
example, the inclusion of all over 70’s in the CERT Priority Group, meant it was easier for the energy supply
companies to promote their schemes to more articulate, aware and better oV over 70’s than those most in
need.

5.3 The direct, proactive approach taken by Warm Zones is much more eVective at identifying those most
in need, those who tend not to make direct applications for assistance. This approach, together with the
partnership building with local caring agencies and other voluntary organisations, can provide vulnerable
households with reassurance and result in improved take up amongst the most vulnerable and needy
households.

121 Carbon Emissions Reduction Target Update; Ofgem December 2009.
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5.4 As was noted above, the current schemes use proxies, mainly welfare benefits, for fuel poverty. It is
well documented that welfare benefits are not good proxies for fuel poverty. For example the National Audit
OYce found that 75% of households eligible for Warm Front were not in fuel poverty,122 although the report
did acknowledge that subsequent increases in energy prices would be likely to push a large proportion of
these households into fuel poverty. The same report suggested that the scheme is only available to 43% of
vulnerable fuel poor households suggesting that over half of such households are not eligible for assistance.

5.5 The Warm Zones door step assessment process involves an energy eYciency assessment of the
property, together with an income and welfare benefit assessment of the household. As a result the Warm
Zones are able to identify those household who are in actually in fuel poverty rather than relying on benefit
proxies. Where the necessary funding is available, many of the zones provide free measures to all non
qualifying fuel poor households.

5.6 The direct, proactive approach and door step assessments utilised by WZcic provides the most
eVective way to target the available assistance to those households most in need.

6. Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

6.1 WZcic supports any measures that reduce the cost of energy to low income households. In addition,
putting social price support on a statutory footing should ensure consistence of approach across the
companies. This consistency will make it more straightforward for those agencies providing advice to low
income households to ensure such households get the most appropriate tariV from their energy supplier.

6.2 However, there alternative ways to support low income consumers that can be more cost eVective that
simple subsidising their energy bills. The current voluntary expenditure on social programmes by the energy
supply companies, contains flexibility to fund a range of initiatives to support their low income customers.
Some of the companies have utilised this funding to support income maximisation services that assist
households to claim the welfare benefits to which they are entitled. Each £1 invested in such a service
produces increased income of up to £20 for successful households. This increased income will continue for
a number of years, whereas £1 spent on price support will represent a one oV benefit.

6.3 It is WZcic experience that successful claimants obtain an increase of almost £3,000 in their annual
income. As a result WZcic would argue that the companies should be allowed flexibility in their social
expenditure once the statutory social tariV is introduced.

7. Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

7.1 As a non means tested payment, the Winter Fuel Payment is not well targeted on those most in need
and goes to significant numbers of better oV households. WZcic accepts that the universal nature of the
benefit makes it easy to administer and does ensure that those over 60’s who are in need do receive the benefit.

7.2 Cold Weather Payments are better targeted, being linked to the benefit system and the recent increase
in their value make the payments significantly more useful to the low income households in receipt of the
benefit.

7.3 There is a significant disparity between the level of short term income or fuel bill support for elderly
and other low income households and the long term, sustainable investment in energy eYciency
improvements. The cost of the Winter Fuel Payment alone is approaching £3 billion per annum while the
Warm Front budget is £369 million in the current year and the sum spent on the CERT Priority Group is
unlikely to be more that £500 million per year. Investment in energy eYciency improvements provides
sustainable reductions to fuel bills in addition to reductions in CO2 emissions.

8. Support for households who are not connected to the mains gas grid

8.1 WZcic is concerned that current energy eYciency schemes provide a limited range of support for
households occupying a number types of property, including those not connected to the mains gas network.
There is clear evidence that mains gas is currently the cheapest fuel for space and water heating. WZcic has
welcomed the recent introduction of arrangements by the energy regulator, Ofgem, to fund the extension of
the mains gas network to households and communities living in the most deprived areas.

8.2 However, the experience of WZcic, in trying to implement such schemes, is that although the
installation of the new gas network can be funded, the stumbling block is identifying funding for the
necessary new gas heating systems. Unless there is a high proportion of social housing in the area and the
social landlord has the resources to fund the new heating systems, these schemes are unlikely to be viable.
To trigger the Ofgem funding, a certain proportion of households in the area need to be able to take
advantage of the gas supply. It is diYcult to see how new heating systems could be funded in low income
private sector households as it is unlikely that the householders will have the necessary capital to invest in the
systems themselves. Unless a source of funding for the necessary heating systems can be found, this exciting
initiative is likely to have a limited impact.

122 The Warm Front Scheme: Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General; HC 126 Session 2008–09; 4 February 2009.
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8.3 There are a significant number of properties where, because of their distance from the gas network
and other physical factors, it will never be economic to extend the network. As a result, WZcic supports the
inclusion of alternative technologies, within the current schemes, to provide aVordable space and water
heating in properties oV the mains gas network. Measure such as heat pumps, bio fuel boilers and solar
thermal systems could make a contribution to the provision of aVordable warm in oV gas network
properties. The main drawback is that these technologies tend to be more expensive than gas and oil heating
systems. As a result, these measures are not attractive to the energy companies CERT funding and fewer
households could be helped from tax payer funded programmes such as Warm Front, if these measures are
included in the scheme.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by RWE npower (FP 36)

Executive Summary

(a) Without wholesale change and better targeting of finite resources, we believe the Government’s target
of eradicating fuel poverty by 2016–18 will continue to remain an aspiration, rather than an achievable
target.

(b) Fuel poverty is part of the wider problem of poverty and social exclusion. The majority of fuel poor
households are the poorest households overall: 91% of the fuel poor are from the three lowest household
income deciles, compared to only 13% of the non-fuel poor.

(c) The fuel poverty definition is specifically designed to ensure adequate heating levels can be achieved;
therefore suppliers of alternative heating fuels—such as LPG and heating oils should also be required to
participate in fuel poverty reduction schemes (eg those proposed under the Energy Bill).

(d) With regard to the Energy Bill, further clarity is urgently required regarding the criteria for
determining the eligibility of supplier’s existing schemes (such as RWE npower’s Health Through Warmth
scheme, see Appendix 2) for inclusion as part of the proposed grandfathering scheme.

(e) We continue to advocate changes to the Winter Fuel Payment scheme, to ensure that its significant
funding is targeted more eVectively at those who require assistance with their winter fuel bills, and to delay
the payment of this benefit in order that the payment of the benefit is better aligned to the arrival of the larger
winter bills.

Progress against Government’s Fuel Poverty Targets

1. Fuel poverty is part of the wider problem of poverty and social exclusion. The majority of fuel poor
households are the poorest households overall—91% of the fuel poor are from the three lowest household
income deciles, compared to only 13% of the non-fuel poor.

2. We agree with the Government that the continued increase in fuel poverty numbers is disappointing.
However, we believe this underlines the need for an eVective, consistent and complementary approach to
energy eYciency and fuel poverty. The focus has to be on increasing the energy eYciency of homes and
household income rather than the continued provision of discounts against energy costs, which can not
provide a sustainable solution to fuel poverty.

3. To further enhance the accuracy of fuel poverty reporting, improvements could be made to the
frequency of data collection, analysis and publication. The most recent data contained in the Fuel Poverty
Strategy Report from DECC only goes up to 2007. Whilst it is appreciated that gathering and then analysing
the data takes time, more frequent reporting by DECC would ensure that there is an accurate and up-to-
date view of the scale of fuel poverty and early visibility of newly emerging trends. This would also assist
with the assessment of the relative impact of various initiatives on the number of households in fuel poverty,
which is not possible at the moment.

4. Additional resource must be provided to ensure that those on the lowest incomes are accessing and
receiving all the income (and support) to which they are entitled. Figures published by the Department of
Work and Pensions in June 2009 showed that between £6.33 billion and £10.5 billion of benefits went
unclaimed. To date, RWE npower has used benefit entitlement checks as part of the Warm Wales scheme to
identify unclaimed benefits to which customers may be entitled. This has brought over £2.8 million of
additional income to the residents of Neath Port Talbot and Wrexham, raising their household incomes and
assuming the additional income is spent on fuel, reducing the risk and/or severity of fuel poverty.

5. However, without wholesale change and better targeting of finite resources, we believe the 2016 target
of eradicating fuel poverty in England will continue to remain an aspiration, rather than an achievable
target.
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Definition of Households in Fuel Poverty

6. RWE npower believes the basic definition of fuel poverty used is currently fit for purpose. We support
the use of a single, consistent definition of fuel poverty throughout the UK for both legislation and as a
commonly understood concept. We reiterate that the focus of the definition of fuel poverty must relate to
the cost of heating a home adequately, rather than the total energy costs (which would also include lighting,
and non-heating related electrical appliances).

7. Therefore any future proposals to address fuel poverty eVectively (in particular for the rural fuel poor)
should include suppliers of alternative fuels (such as heating oil, LPG and coal).

Coherence of Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

8. From our experience of delivering both EEC and CERT, we have found that a single framework to
tackle both CO2 abatement and fuel poverty can be sub-optimal. Energy eYciency is part of the fuel poverty
solution and in turn provides CO2 reduction benefits (it is axiomatic if consumers use less energy or switch
to less carbon intensive fuels). However, the enabling legislation for CERT (which is framed purely in CO2

emission reductions) requires Ofgem to take a narrow interpretation when issuing its guidance and rules for
compliance.

9. We believe that this prevents measures that can deliver significant benefit to fuel poor households from
being installed, as they fall outside the scope of Ofgem eligible measures. For example, during the EEC2
scheme suppliers were able to install A-rated highly eYcient boilers. Similar schemes are significantly
restricted within CERT as they breach Ofgem’s additionality rules for CO2 compliance. However, we believe
it is these kinds of measures that can make significant improvements through the delivery of more eYcient
and cost eVective heating to fuel poor households, instead of delivering against a specific CO2 emission
reduction.

10. Therefore, we believe that there should be two frameworks going forward post-2012. One, which is
clearly focused on delivering CO2 reductions, with some consideration as to how the benefits can be
distributed equitably, and another focused on the reduction and eventual eradication of fuel poverty. The
enabling legislation for the fuel poverty framework should be framed in such as way as to enable measures
that bring additional comfort, improve heating quality and reduce energy bills to be deployed. Where a
particular measure achieves both CO2 reductions and reduces fuel poverty, this should be counted against
both frameworks’ targets.

11. We believe serious consideration should be given to central coordination of the identification and
targeting of fuel poor households; including data provision at local, devolved and national government
levels. Energy suppliers and other organisations could then compete to deliver the services, rather than
compete (and incur significant costs) to find those customers. Greater data sharing powers are likely to be
required in order for suppliers to eVectively identify and support those customers deemed eligible for
support.

12. This issue has been further highlighted in DECC’s current proposals for the CERT extension, with
energy suppliers potentially required to identify a specific subset of the current Priority Group.

Methods Used to Target Assistance at those Most in Need

13. We fully support the use of eVective data-sharing in order to better target eVorts to reduce fuel poverty.
We are keen to see the results of the ongoing Fuel Poverty Review and would ask that this is published soon.
Without the results of this research, it is hard to know which group of customers is likely to be the most in
need of assistance, given that fuel poverty is impacted by a combination of household income level, the
energy eYciency levels of the property as well as the cost of energy.

14. Given the current high levels of fuel poverty (estimated to be 5.5 million households); we believe a
targeted approach should be adopted, which seeks to assist those currently in or at risk of severe fuel poverty
first. We believe there should be greater sharing of data between Government (and local government)
departments. Local Authorities are responsible for administering certain benefits (eg council tax benefits)
and therefore could be considered as part of the mix of solutions. These could take into account both the
income level and likely energy eYciency rating of the customer’s property, to identify customers most likely
to be in fuel poverty, so that their needs can be addressed first. This information sharing could also be
supported via other non-traditional agencies—including the NHS and local Primary Care Trusts as well as
third sector organisations.

15. Our current Ofgem accredited social tariV, Spreading Warmth, attempts to ensure only those most
likely to be in fuel poverty are eligible for the tariV, based on the level of household income and evidence of
vulnerability. We believe that there are several, sometimes discrete sections of the population who will be at
risk of being fuel poor and that, therefore, total household income level is a valid proxy for fuel poverty.

Social Tariffs and Plans to put the Social Price Support Scheme on a Statutory Footing
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16. We support putting the Social Price Support Scheme (SPSS) on to a statutory footing. It provides
transparency and a consistent approach by suppliers. However, we do foresee some potential issues with the
current proposals for the “3-tiered” system including the likelihood that some customers may benefit more
or less than others, depending on whether they were pre-existing customers benefiting from a suppliers’
social tariV (assuming they oVer one), or whether they are identified as being those in or at risk of fuel
poverty.

17. We prefer a uniform rebate approach where all eligible customers would receive the same level of
benefit. This would be more equitable, provide greater clarity to customers and other stakeholders, and be
simpler and more cost-eVective to administer.

18. Based on our experience of the data sharing pilot, we are also concerned at the lack of time to assess
the results of the pilot and prepare for the SPSS. Government needs to ensure that there is proper
consultation on the mechanics of the data share scheme, including eligibility criteria, as well as allowing
suYcient time to develop appropriate market mechanisms (eg the reconciliation scheme), to develop
suppliers’ systems, to establish and deliver eVective processes and for the communication of these in time
for an April 2011 start. This will be a tight schedule given that the pilot (assuming all deadlines are met) may
not have completed the project evaluation until July/August 2010 at the very earliest.

19. We also request urgent clarity on the likely roll out of obligatory spend required by suppliers ie the
target spend of £300 million by 2013–14. The sooner suppliers have this information, the more eVective the
planning and roll out of associated fuel poverty-based programmes can be, and what, if any of the current
schemes operated under the voluntary agreement will be considered eligible spend under the statutory
scheme. For example, RWE npower currently funds the award winning Health Through Warmth schemes
within 15 areas in England and Wales. Any changes that could impact the longer term funding for these
schemes need to be clarified as soon as possible.

20. We would ask that greater clarity be provided in terms of the existing supplier schemes (such as Health
Through Warmth) and how these will be treated in the SPSS world.

21. We take comfort in Mr Kidney’s explanation on 14 January 2010 to the Energy Bill Committee on
how certain elements of the grandfathering activities of supplier’s current voluntary agreement would be
likely to continue in the new SPSS world:

“Suppliers oVer an array of services under the current voluntary agreement. Over the coming
months, we will assess which contributions under the voluntary agreement should count under the
legacy spending element of the mandated scheme. It is therefore vital that the clause allows for
the continuation of the diVerent elements currently included, and subsection (4) does just that. . ..
Subsection (4) also covers the continuation of pre-existing arrangements, which means the
continuation of work under the existing voluntary agreement. Examples of that work include non-
direct benefits, such as benefit entitlement checks and energy eYciency advice for the fuel poor
above and beyond suppliers’ obligations through other schemes”.

However, we would request that the assessment of which schemes will count towards the legacy spend
element (in particular Health Through Warmth and debt write oV for vulnerable customers) be completed
as speedily as possible. Details of the likely criteria to be applied in the judgement of existing supplier
schemes should be made available at the earliest possible opportunity.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

22. The Winter Fuel Payment (WFP) is currently paid to all who are over-60 (including higher rate tax
payers), and costs the taxpayer around £2.7 billion per annum. Given the financial constraints facing the
public purse, we believe it is unfair and wasteful that this payment is not means-tested or restricted in some
other way, (for example, to those who are lower rate taxpayers).

23. If the WFP is deemed to be part of the Government’s armoury to tackle fuel poverty, then we (like
the EFRA Select Committee) believe that it should be targeted at those who need it the most. The savings
arising could be used either to support more vulnerable households (not just pensioners), or to increase the
amount paid to those poorer pensioners.

24. As an interim step, we continue to advocate the rescheduling of the payment of the WFP until after
Christmas (and ideally between February and March) so that the additional funds are available when the
largest (winter) bills are likely to start to arrive. In an ideal world, through data-share, the WFP should be
oVset directly against customers’ bills, thereby ensuring that the funds are used to contribute towards the
higher costs of winter heating, rather than being subsumed into general household expenditure. In addition,
a direct payment against customers’ bills is a much more eYcient way of addressing fuel poverty than an
increase in their income by the same amount.

25. With regard to cold weather payments, we believe these are more eVective–because they are triggered
by cold weather, which has a direct impact on the energy use required to heat the home. In addition, as these
payments follow cold weather events there is a causal link between the increased benefit payment and the
need for increased heating. We also believe that it is right that a much wider (means-tested) group of
individuals benefit from these payments, as fuel poverty is by no means confined to the elderly.
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26. Whilst, ideally, these payments would be applied directly to fuel bills, we believe that the provision of
additional funding in periods of sustained cold weather is an appropriate incentive to vulnerable customers
whose ability to remain warm may be adversely impacted by cold weather.

27. We do have some concerns that for many, eligibility for this benefit is on the basis of take-up of other
gateway benefits including Pension Credit, since there are a significant number of customers known to be
eligible, but who have not applied to receive those benefits.

Support for Households not Connected to Mains Gas Grid

28. As fuel poverty is defined in terms of the cost required to adequately heat a household, we do not
understand the current exclusion of alternative forms of heating from the fuel poverty scheme, particularly
when those without access to the mains gas grid are often at higher risk of fuel poverty. We would like to
see LPG and heating oil providers also contribute towards alleviating fuel poverty, which can be exacerbated
by the higher costs associated with those fuels and the possible more frequent price fluctuations as these fuels
are closely linked to the oil price.

29. It seems unfair that electricity and gas suppliers and their customers will eVectively cross-subsidise
those customers oV the gas grid network, as this may result in many fuel poor customers subsidising other
fuel poor customers.

30. We believe CERT and CESP should enable the deployment of renewable heating systems and urge
Government to provide additional carbon allowances for the installation of renewable heating to oV gas
grid fuel poor customers, to ensure these can be used as a viable alternative to LPG/fuel oil. This would also
complement the proposed Renewable Heat Initiative (RHI) and Feed In TariV (FIT) by helping to overcome
the barrier of customers having to provide the necessary up front capital. Currently, the carbon allowances
available for such installations are not cost-eVective and are unlikely to support the roll out of such measures
for those oV the mains gas grid.

February 2010

APPENDIX 1

NPOWER’S SPREADING WARMTH PROGRAMME

Spreading Warmth provides a holistic programme of measures aimed at helping our most vulnerable
customers. Spreading Warmth has been awarded a Big Tick from Business in the Community, reflecting our
innovation in this area. In addition to benefiting from the our social tariV, Spreading Warmth also helps
many of these customers in other ways including benefits entitlement checks, payment method advice,
assistance with outstanding energy debts and access to free energy eYciency advice and measures.

Our Spreading Warmth tariV, (which is an accredited Ofgem social tariV) is open to customers, whose
gross household income is less than £13,500 per year and someone in the household meets at least one of
the eligibility criteria below:

— aged over 60;

— disabled;

— suVers from a chronic illness; or

— a child under 16.

Spreading Warmth also comprises:

(a) A central access point for vulnerable customers through our Warm Response Line, which provides
a personal response to each customer and acts as a fully-integrated, internal referral mechanism to
maximise the assistance provided to each customer.

(b) An energy eYciency advice telephone service including close examination of the customer’s energy
bills and payment history to provide personalised and relevant advice.

(c) npower has a network of in-home advisors who specialise in providing face-to-face advice in how
a customer can heat their home aVordably. Integrated within this service is the provision of real-
time display devices to the customer so they can understand their household’s electricity
consumption.

(d) npower’s First Step programme, which provides one-to-one account management for customers
who are struggling to pay for their energy usage. A customer is provided with the name and direct
line telephone number of their account manager who will work with them to help them manage
their account independently. As a customer progresses towards this objective, they are likely to be
eligible to have any outstanding debt cleared.

(e) Warm Response Service—this includes free gas safety checks; quarterly meter reads; audio, Braille
and large print bills; a password protection scheme to prevent fraudulent visits and calls; meter
moves.
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APPENDIX 2

HEALTH THROUGH WARMTH

(a) One of the many challenges in delivering assistance to fuel poor households is identification, since
there is no perfect proxy for fuel poverty. This means that groups, which work within communities,
are vital in delivering targeted, in-depth support. To identify and assist households in particular
need, RWE npower operates the Health Through Warmth (HTW) scheme in 15 geographic areas
of England and Wales, in partnership with the NHS and NEA.

(b) Health Through Warmth operates through locally based partnerships that seek to identify
vulnerable people of any age whose health is adversely aVected by cold and damp conditions in
their home. This scheme is available regardless of whether they are an npower customer.

(c) The scheme helps tackle health inequalities by establishing partnerships with local authorities,
health trusts, Energy Saving Trust advice centres, care & repair agencies and other community-
based organisations, to create wider awareness of the health problems that are made worse by living
in cold conditions.

(d) The partnerships created by HTW and the support of key community workers are critical in
identifying the most vulnerable residents and eVectively bringing together resources so that
practical solutions can be delivered.

(e) To date, HTW has received almost 54,000 referrals, spent £4.7 million from the npower HTW
Crisis Fund and has leveraged more than £45.6 million in funding for vulnerable clients to help
improve their levels of warmth, comfort and quality of life.

(f) This is achieved by facilitating the installation of appropriate energy eYciency and heating
measures. As well as providing a suitable practical solution, the scheme also sources appropriate
funding which includes government grants, charitable contributions and the unique npower HTW
crisis fund.

(g) From February 2010, HTW is working in partnership with the Foundations Independent Living
Trust. This partnership will enable HTW to help support more vulnerable people whose health is
made worse by cold and damp living conditions who live outside of the existing 15 HTW areas

Memorandum submitted by the Mark Group (FP 37)

Introduction

The Mark Group welcomes the Committee’s call for evidence on fuel poverty which is particularly timely
given the Government’s current consultation on extensions to the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target and
the introduction of Feed in TariVs for small scale renewable energy.

In responding to this call for evidence, we have restricted our response to areas of interest in which we
operate We would be happy to provide further evidence to this inquiry, either written or in person if a more
detailed perspective is required.

The Mark Group is a nationwide company, with over 1,400 employees, dedicated to delivering a “whole
house” solution to energy eYciency.

We help make over 6,000 homes more energy eYcient every week from our 14 regional locations. Our
portfolio has expanded in recent years to include an increasingly popular and proven range of energy saving
products and microgeneration. Our services are tailored for individual homeowners as well as builders,
architects, local authorities and government bodies.

— Mark Group has installed over 1 million energy saving measures in the UK since 1974.

— In the last five years alone, our activities have saved around 1.25 million tonnes of CO2 and
substantial energy cost savings in homes and other buildings in the UK.

The Coherence of Government Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

We look forward to the publication of the Government’s Home Energy Management document, which
promises to draw together a range of energy eYciency initiatives into one overarching strategy. However,
we are concerned over the delay in publishing this strategy, originally due for publication before end 2009,
and then subsequently delayed to January 2010.
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The range of initiatives to support energy eYciency and microgeneration would benefit from
consolidation in order to reduce costs and complexity in the supply chain. An illustration of this complexity
is demonstrated below. We are already providing energy eYciency and renewable services through the
following Government schemes this year:

1. Carbon Emissions Reduction Target:

(a) Priority Group.

(b) Super Priority Group.

(c) Non-Priority Customers.

2. Community Energy Savings Programme.

3. Warm Front Scheme.

4. Pay as you Save Trials.

5. Feed in TariVs.

6. Residuals from Low Carbon Buildings Programme.

7. Reduced Rate VAT.

8. Enhanced Capital Allowances.

9. Carbon Reduction Commitment.

The Methods used to Target Assistance at Households that Need it Most

In targeting hard to treat homes, it is essential that the insulation of the property is improved as a first
step, with the second being improvements to and correct sizing of the heating system. In practice, this would
mean that the first measure has to be Solid Wall Insulation plus any loft insulation Only then should a
heating measure be applied; either Gas Condensing Boiler (ongrid) or Heat Pump oV grid.

We are concerned that tools used to target the neediest households have been harmed by a lack of
flexibility, and or understanding of the changes that make the biggest diVerence to fuel poor homes.

Professionally installed insulation (cavity, loft or solid wall) should always be the starting point for
reducing energy bills. Previous iterations of the energy supplier obligation have allowed mass distribution
of CFL lighting, DIY loft insulation and other non-installed measures at the expense of installed options.
The Carbon Emissions Reduction Target has achieved delivery of insulation to over 2 million households
in the first eighteen months, but it could still do more.

We were pleased to see that the Government has proposed a minimum proportion of insulation measures
in the extension to the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT!), and to promote Solid Wall Insulation
through the Community Energy Savings Programme. It is however, vital that the minimum proportion of
insulation measures in CERT! be increased from 65% to 70%, a figure that the supply chain has more than
suYcient capacity to deliver.

Support for Households which are Not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

Sustainable heating options alongside insulation are vital if the UK is to provide eVective support to fuel
poor homes oV the gas grid. Annex 1 provides an example of the benefit to oV-grid properties in installing
these solutions.

The Renewable Heat Incentive (available from April 2011) could provide an eVective new funding stream
for renewable heating. Payment of an annual reward for heating your home by renewable energy could make
renewable heating economically viable for many households who must balance up-front investment against
payback through heating bills. However, a substantial amount of capital investment is still required and
those living in fuel poverty are less likely to have access to such finance.

It is essential that the Renewable Heat Incentive (currently under consultation) allow home occupiers to
assign rights to the annual RHI payment over to third parties. Adoption of this approach would reduce the
credit risk to parties willing to lend capital for investment in renewable technologies, in turn lowering overall
costs. Ensuring that homes without access to capital and/or low credit rating benefit from the RHI should
be a core ambition for the scheme.
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Finally, we hope that the RHI will be administered eVectively and speedily. It would clearly be damaging
for individual households aVected and for confidence in the scheme overall if payment and administrative
delays occur. In this respect, we have some concerns over Ofgem’s (the Government’s preferred delivery
partner) relative inexperience in managing these kind of payments to consumers.

February 2010

Annex 1

Case Study

The D’Amery Family
August 2009

The D’Amery family live in a Victorian School house near Northampton, built in 1876 with a large two
storey extension added in 2007. The property is oV the gas network.

The Challenge

The property was in need of some renovation as well as the addition of the extension, so the D’Amery
family were after a solution to aid a poorly insulated house, heated via oil. After consultation with the Mark
Group on available insulation products, it became clear that an inclusive approach would be needed and
further cost and CO2 reductions could be achieved by looking at renewable technologies.

Mr and Mrs D’Amery challenged the Mark Group to find the solutions to make the family home as
environmentally friendly and energy eYcient as possible and become less reliant on oil and its fluctuating
price.

The new insulation, heating and hot water system not only had to have the potential to reduce the family’s
carbon footprint but also dramatically reduce the running costs of the property. The Challenge was to
provide an energy eYcient “Whole House” approach.

The Solution

After surveying the property, loft and cavity wall insulation products were recommended to the family as
a starting point to save money and energy in the home, along with low energy lighting and energy eYcient
appliances to maximise the “Whole House” approach.

An Air Source Heat Pump was suggested as the most appropriate renewable technology as a great low
carbon alternative to a traditional boiler, which can reduce CO2 by up to 50%. Mark Group suggested the
Mitsubishi 8.5kW Ecodan Air Source Heat Pump would be the ideal solution.

The Air Source Heat Pump system was scoped to run a combination of new underfloor heating and
existing radiators, which were checked for size. The domestic hot water system was sized to provide plenty
of hot water for the growing family as well as additional capacity for visiting extended family.

The external Ecodan unit was originally installed in front of the house on a temporary basis in December
2007. This was to enable their builder to de-commission their old oil boiler and begin on their extension
project, whilst enabling the family to remain in the house. Once the ex-tension was in its final phase, the
Mark Group returned to relocate to its current position in the back garden and re-commission the system.
The Air Source Heat Pump system took three days to install and was completed with minimum disruption
to the family. The Mark Group installation team worked with the builder to ensure this.

Before leaving the D’Amery’s home, the technicians ensured that the family were fully trained in operating
the system and were satisfied with the installation.

Funding Information

The family received a grant from the Low Carbon Building Programme Phase 1 (now closed) for £900
which went towards the cost of the Air source Heat Pump. Mark Group guided the family through the
application process for this grant.

Customer Benefits

The D’Amery household have doubled the footprint of the horne with the new extension but with the help
of the Mark Group they have reduced their running costs and C02 emissions. An additional benefit has been
a far more convenient system, with no more refilling of the old oil tank.

The savings so far . . .

The family have overcome their reliance on oil and saved around £1,600 in oil bills a year. They have had
an increase in their electricity bills from £90 to about £145 per month This equates to an overall aggregated.
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Memorandum submitted by Resolution Foundation (FP 38)

The Resolution Foundation is an independent research and policy organisation. Our goal is to improve
outcomes for low earners by delivering change in areas where this income group is currently disadvantaged.
We do this by:

— undertaking research and economic analysis to understand the challenges facing low earners;

— developing practical and eVective policy proposals; and

— engaging with policy makers and stakeholders to influence decision-making and bring about
change.

Summary

— Low earners are too rich to qualify for any state assistance with energy costs yet often too poor to
comfortably meet rising fuel costs or make their homes energy eYcient.

— Low earners independence from benefits also means they are largely unable to obtain grants such
as Warmfront for improving the energy eYciency of their homes.

— The significant numbers of low earners’ living in private rental properties means they are likely to
live in energy ineYcient properties, thus increasing their potential fuel costs.

— Essential items such as housing, fuel and power and food & non-alcoholic drinks, on which
households are likely to have little room for manoeuvre, accounts for around 41% of low earner
disposable household income on average, compared with 27% among high earner households.

— In 2009, low earner households spent on average 100% of their weekly disposable income leaving
little room for rising fuel bills.

— Increases in the global price of oil pushed domestic fuel costs to a peak in the latter part of 2008.
Typical domestic gas bills for 2008–09 were around 10% up on the previous year in real terms and
typical electricity bills increased by around 22% over the same period. Although fuel prices fell
slightly during 2009, they remain high by historical standards.

Introduction

1. “Low earners” is the term the Foundation uses for the group of people who are “too rich” to qualify
for state support yet often “too poor” to access the benefits of private markets. At its simplest, we consider
the group to be made up of households in income deciles 3, 4 and 5: that is, with gross annual income between
£11,650 and £27,150.120 Around 7.2 million households fall into this category in the UK, equivalent to
around 14.0 million adults.

2. The Foundation has found that low earners face distinct challenges across a range of areas because
they are:

— squeezed by the mixed economy;

— particularly exposed in the current economic context; and

— at risk of being overlooked by policy makers.

3. The Resolution Foundation is therefore pleased to respond to this important and timely inquiry and
given our area of expertise our submission will focus on:

— The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more
than 10% of income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating.

We will make the case that more attention needs to be given to low earners with respect to fuel poverty.

4. Low earners are often too poor to meet rising fuel costs without diYculty or to invest in insulation,
but too rich to qualify for assistance with bills or help with energy saving measures because they are not in
oYcial fuel poverty or they are not on benefits and therefore don’t qualify for help such as Warmfront.

5. Low earners spend a higher proportion of their monthly income on essential expenditure such as food
and fuel than higher earners. They also spend 100% of their monthly income leaving them little room to save
for a rainy day—or in this case a cold spell. They also lack the safety nets of insurance and savings that higher
earners may enjoy. Similarly they do not receive much help from third sector organisations who rightly focus
their attention on the very poorest. This does however leave low earners in a vulnerable position—just over
eligibility thresholds for any free help yet with relatively low incomes fuel costs can become a real burden.

6. Low earners are similarly squeezed in the housing sector too rich to be a priority for social housing yet
often lacking the deposit needed to get on the housing ladder. They therefore often find themselves at the
sharp end of the private rental sector in energy ineYcient homes. Even low earning homeowners, because
of their low income, will struggle to make their homes energy eYcient.

7. Above inflation rises in fuel costs in recent years and the particularly cold winter we are experiencing
mean that fuel costs can become a real burden for a low-income household.
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8. Despite falling back somewhat in 2009 due to subdued global demand, oil prices are expected to settle
at a level significantly higher than experienced during the preceding decade. Given the need for additional
investment in power supply and carbon reduction, Ofgem has warned that domestic energy prices in the UK
will continue to rise with an increasing number of consumers unable to aVord adequate levels of gas and
electricity.123

Low Earners and Fuel Costs

9. Table 1 shows that, while low earners spend less of their total household income and disposable
household income than the benefit-dependent group on fuel costs, the proportions are still considerable and
significantly higher than among higher earners.

123 Ofgem press release, “Action needed to ensure Britain’s energy supplies remain secure”, 3 February 2010
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10. Table 2 details weekly spending by each of the three income groups on household and transport fuel.
It shows that, in 2008, low earners on average spent a higher proportion of both their total weekly
expenditure and their total weekly disposable income on fuel than high earners, making it harder for them
to meet increased costs associated with fuel price rises. Domestic fuel expenditure accounted for around 6%
of total disposable income in low earner households, compared with 3% in the higher earner group.

Table 2

WEEKLY HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE ON FUEL BY INCOME GROUP OF HOUSEHOLD:
UK 20081

As proportion of As proportion of disposable
total expenditure household income

Benefit- Low Higher Benefit- Low Higher
dependent earners earners dependent earners earners

Household fuel 7.8% 4.5% 3.7% 9.2% 5.7% 3.2%
Transport fuel 2.7% 4.6% 4.6% 3.2% 5.8% 3.9%
Total 10.5% 9.1% 8.2% 12.5% 11.5% 7.1%

Notes:
1 Based on weighted data and including children’s expenditure.
Disposable income of each income group defined on basis of deciles ranked by unadjusted disposable
income. Expenditure of each income group defined on basis of deciles ranked by unadjusted gross
income. Averge expenditure within each income group is derived by dividing gross spending recorded in
Family Spending for the appropriate income deciles by the relevant numbers of households. Average
disposable household income in each income group is derived by dividing gross disposable income
recorded in The eVects of taxes and benefits on household income for the appropriate income deciles and
dividing by the relevant numbers of households.
Sources:
ONS, Family Spending: A report on the 2008 Living Costs and Food Survey, 14 January 2010, Table A.8
ONS, The eVects of taxes and benefits on household income, 2007–08, 29 July 2009, Table 24

11. Table 4 shows how many low earners struggle with fuel costs. While the numbers are less in percentage
terms to the benefit-dependent group they are still considerable when you translate these into actual
numbers. Approximately 210,000 adults are behind with electricity bills and approximately 190,000 adults
are behind with gas bills.

Table 4

BENEFIT UNITS BEHIND WITH HOUSEHOLD BILLS BY INCOME GROUP: UK 2007–08

Benefit- Low Higher All
dependent earners earners benefit units

Council tax 5.4% 4.1% 1.6% 3.3%
Electricity bill 5.5% 2.1% 1.0% 2.5%
Water rates/Rates (NI) 6.1% 1.9% 0.8% 2.6%
Gas bill 4.9% 1.8% 0.8% 2.2%
Telephone bill 3.4% 1.5% 0.5% 1.6%
Television/video rental or HP 1.2% 0.3% 0.1% 0.5%
Insurance policies 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%
Other HP payments 1.9% 0.8% 0.4% 0.9%
Other fuel bills 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2%

Notes:
Income groups based on gross benefit unit income equivalised for unit size and composition. Benefit
units in receipt of income-related benefits worth 20% or more of their total income are considered
benefit-dependent (see Appendix 3).
Source:
DWP, Family Resources Survey 2007–08

12. However, despite being less able to cope with fuel price rises than higher earners, low earner
households are unlikely to qualify for any form of assistance. Social tariVs provided by energy companies
are targeted at the most vulnerable customers—those in fuel poverty, those on benefits and older people. To
be considered in fuel poverty, a household must spend at least 10% of its income on domestic fuel. Few low
earners households are likely to meet this criterion. However, their nevertheless vulnerable position could
be made worse by the fact that the costs associated with social tariVs are likely to be met by energy suppliers’
remaining customers.
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13. In addition, low earners are less able than benefit-dependent households to reduce their domestic fuel
consumption. Grants such as Warm Front and Warm Deal which are designed to help households make
their homes more energy eYcient are primarily available to benefit recipients rather than low earners. A
recent National Audit OYce (NAO) review of Warm Front concluded that:

Applicants are assessed on a “first come first served” basis, with eligibility based on receipt of benefits
used as a proxy for those most likely to be in fuel poverty. Analysis of the English House Condition
Survey 2006 indicates that 57% of vulnerable households in fuel poverty do not claim the relevant
benefits to qualify for the Scheme. Yet nearly 75% of households who would qualify were not
necessarily in fuel poverty.124

14. At the same time, low earners are more likely than benefit-dependent and high earner households to
live in energy ineYcient homes because of their higher concentration in privately rented accommodation.
Chart 1 details the distribution of the housing stock by energy eYciency rating (EER) band, where bands
A & B represent the most eYcient properties. It shows that around 71% of RSL homes were categorised in
Bands C & D in 2007, compared with around 39% of private rented homes. By contrast, around 7% of RSL
properties were rated as Bands F & G, compared with around 25% of privately rented homes.

Chart 1
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Source: DCLG, English House Condition Survey 2007: Headline Report, Table 9

Conclusion

15. Low earners are by no means in dire fuel poverty, however, their life on the cliV-edge, just independent
of state support yet living on relatively low incomes, makes their fuel costs a real burden and more needs to
be done to recognise their vulnerable position. Low earners’ fragile economic position also means that any
unexpected expenditure or life event can make them vulnerable to falling into benefit dependency. More
needs to be done across the board to enable low earners to stay financially independent and a recognition
of their position with regards to fuel costs is part of the step towards this.

16. We suggest further examination of the following:

— more help for low earners struggling in energy ineYcient homes:

(a) in the private rental sector this could be in the form of incentives/obligations for landlords;

(b) for low earning homeowners some form of matched funding from the government might prove
a helpful route; and

(c) an extension of Warmfront type schemes to non-benefit recipients

— In our recent report, Closer to Crisis, we also recommended that utility companies show
forbearance to low income households. For a low earner this flexibility during the economic
downturn will prove as important as forbearance by lenders.

124 NAO, The Warm Front Scheme, 4 February 2009
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17. If more steps are not taken to help low earners, growing numbers will find themselves in fuel poverty
(and therefore cost more by way of help with fuel costs) in the coming years.

“It costs as much to run any house for one person as it does for two. The gas, the electric is the same,
the water, I mean the household bills are the same for one as they are for two…It’s very diYcult, you
know I’ve got to budget very, very carefully now… As you get older, there are certain things you have
to increase on, heating is one thing. Thousands of people like me have arthritis and you daren’t be in
a cold house.”

Margaret, 88, a low income householder in Surrey

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the National Audit OYce (FP 39)

Introduction

1. This memorandum has been prepared by the National Audit OYce (NAO) to help inform the House
of Commons Energy and Climate Change Committee’s inquiry into fuel poverty. It draws together findings
from our previous work that we consider relevant to the Committee’s inquiry.

Fuel poverty policy and measures

2. The Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act (2000) requires the Government to ensure that, as far
as reasonably practicable, people do not live in fuel poverty. The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy, issued in
November 2001, established supporting targets to eradicate fuel poverty across England, as far as
reasonably practicable, in vulnerable households by 2010 and in all households by 2016. The Department
of Energy and Climate Change is responsible for achieving these targets.

3. We have produced three reports on programmes and measures relevant to tackling fuel poverty: the
Decent Homes Programme 2010;125 the Warm Front Scheme in 2009;126 and programmes to reduce energy
consumption in 2008.127 Below we summarise our examination of these measures that are relevant to:

— progress against Government targets;

— the coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency;

— the methods used to target assistance at households which need it most; and

— support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid.

Progress Against Government Targets

4. The main causes of fuel poverty are low income, high energy prices, and poor housing stock that
reduces energy eYciency. The Government has established a range of polices and programmes to address
these causes, with each programme having its own targets.

The Warm Front Scheme

5. The Warm Front Scheme, launched in 2000, is a key programme of the Department of Energy and
Climate Change to tackle fuel poverty in England. It provides grants to improve household energy eYciency
for people in fuel poverty, defined as households that need to spend more than 10% of their net income on
fuel to maintain an adequate heating regime, which is approximately 21)C in the main living room and 18)C
in other occupied rooms during daytime hours.

6. The NAO has reported twice on this Scheme.128 In our latest report in 2009, we found the Scheme had
assisted over 635,000 households between June 2005 and March 2008 and that the installation of central
heating systems and insulation in homes had helped vulnerable people. Our report found, however, that
there were still 1.9 million vulnerable households living in fuel poverty in private accommodation as at 2006.
Our analysis of the 2006 English House Condition Survey indicated the Scheme is only available to
approximately 43% of vulnerable households (classified as families with children, the elderly or occupants
in long-term ill health) in fuel poverty, and 35% of all households in fuel poverty.

7. The Scheme has had particular diYculty in helping people out of fuel poverty who live in hard to treat
homes. For example, 43% of households identified as fuel poor in 2005 lived in solid wall properties. Treating
these households is diYcult and expensive, and some measures delivered under the Scheme, such as cavity
wall insulation, are not appropriate for these type of properties.

125 C&AG’s report The Decent Home Programme, HC 212, Session 2009–10.
126 C&AG’s report The Warm Front Scheme, HC 126, Session 2008–09.
127 C&AG’s report Programmes to reduce household energy consumption, HC 787, Session 2007–08.
128 C&AG’s report Warm Front: Helping to Combat Fuel Poverty, HC 769, Session 2002–03 and C&AG’s report The Warm Front

Scheme, HC 126, Session 2008–09.
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8. The company contracted to deliver Warm Front, eaga plc, has sought to improve its service to hard to
reach groups by developing relationships with a wide range of organisations. This has increased the take up
of grants amongst some groups. For example, between June 2005 and March 2008, 17% of assisted
households were from black and minority ethnic groups, but this group made up only 8% of vulnerable
households in fuel poverty in 2006. However, some other hard to reach groups are not benefiting to the same
extent. Rural households, for example, made up 28% of vulnerable fuel poor households in 2006, but only
15% of households receiving assistance were in rural areas, partly because the Scheme lacks a full range of
measures to assist hard to treat households, such as external wall insulation.

The Decent Homes Programme

9. The Decent Homes Programme was launched in 2000 by the Department for Communities and Local
Government to improve the condition of homes for social housing tenants and vulnerable households in
non-decent private sector accommodation. It aims to improve insulation and heating, and provide modern
facilities, through setting policy and exercising oversight of local authorities and Registered Social
Landlords. It also seeks to encourage compliance by social landlords with standards relating directly to fuel
poverty. The Programme established the Decent Home Standard (the Standard) as a minimum threshold
below which no property should fall. The Standard aims to make homes warm, wind- and weather-tight,
and with reasonably modern facilities and a reasonable degree of thermal comfort with eYcient heating and
eVective insulation.

10. In 2000, the Department set a target for all social housing managed by local authorities and
Registered Social Landlords to be decent by 2010. In 2002, it set a second target for increasing the proportion
of vulnerable households in private sector accommodation who lived in decent homes to 70% by 2010, and
75% by 2020.

11. The NAO found that as at April 2009, 86% of homes in the social sector were classed as decent
compared to 39% in April 2001, with the number of non-decent social households having fallen
approximately 1.1 million during the period. However, the original target was that all social sector homes
would be decent by 2010. The Department estimates that 92% of social housing will meet the standard by
2010, leaving 305,000 properties “non-decent”. It estimates that 100% decency will not be achieved until
2018–19, eight years later than planned.

12. The Department had made progress in improving private accommodation, with 68% of vulnerable
households in private sector accommodation living in decent homes as at April 2006, compared to 57% in
2001. The introduction of the more demanding Housing Health and Safety Rating System in 2006, however,
reduced the number of households in decent homes from 68% to 61% in April 2007. The energy eYciency
of private sector accommodation has increased at a slower rate than in social housing stock.

Energy EYciency

13. The Government has a target to improve residential energy eYciency in England by at least 20% by
2010, from a year 2000 baseline. The NAO found that from 2000 to 2004, the latest year for which
information was available at the time of our 2008 report, the rate of improvement in energy eYciency was
1.5% per year, and if the trend continued at the same rate per year, by 2010 an improvement of around 15%
would be achieved. We assessed that energy eYciency improvements of around 2.4% per year were required
from 2004 onwards to reach the target.

14. The Department of Energy and Climate Change has targets for energy suppliers to promote energy
eYciency measures to householders including insulation, low energy light-bulbs and high-eYciency
appliances and boilers. It aims to achieve these by placing obligations on suppliers which require them to
promote household energy eYciency measures to consumers. Suppliers can choose what mix of measures
they promote. Suppliers meet the costs, but can recover some or all of them from customers. The current
version of this obligation on suppliers is the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT), which has been
in place since 2008. A new version of the obligation, called The Household Energy Supplier Obligation, is
due to start in 2011 and run to 2020.

15. Previous versions of the obligation on suppliers, which the NAO examined in its 2008 report,129 were
the Energy EYciency Commitment Phase 1 (2002–05) and the Energy EYciency Commitment Phase 2
(2005–08). In both phases of the Energy EYciency Commitment, suppliers met their targets. The phase 1
target was to install or provide measures which would result in an energy saving over the lifetimes of the
measures equivalent to 62 terawatt hours (TWh). By the end of phase 1, suppliers had installed or provided
measures equivalent to 86.8 TWh, exceeding the target by 40%. Suppliers also appeared at the time of our
report to have exceeded their targets for the second phase, which concluded in March 2008, with provisional
results suggesting suppliers had installed or provided measures equivalent to 185 TWh against a target of
130 TWh. Suppliers have relied heavily on insulation measures to achieve their energy eYciency targets. In
the first phase 56% of target savings came from insulation measures, 24% from energy eYcient lighting, 11%
from energy eYcient appliances and 9% from more eYcient heating systems.

129 Programmes to reduce household energy consumption, HC 787, Session 2007–08.
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Coherence with Other Government Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

16. There are a range of other Government initiatives and programmes at local and national levels
targeting fuel poverty. There are some instances of cooperation between initiatives, for example the
coordination of the Warm Front Scheme with CERT. Suppliers under CERT, who must direct at least 40%
of carbon savings to a priority group of low-income and elderly consumers, have been working with eaga
plc which delivers the Warm Front Scheme. Through this cooperation, suppliers have contracted with eaga
to install insulation measures in households on their behalf, and can count these measures towards their
CERT targets. The income received by eaga from the suppliers has been added to the total Warm Front
Scheme funding available. As a result of its work with suppliers under CERT, eaga has reinvested £44.6
million between 2005 and 2008 back into the Scheme.

17. There is a risk of duplication of eVort between some schemes. For example, the Warm Zones project
set up by fuel poverty charities with the support of government in 2000 oVers similar measures to those that
Warm Front provides. The Warm Zones project targets geographic areas with fuel poor households and
oVers insulation measures from a wide range of sources including energy companies, local authorities and
Warm Front.

18. Some funding has been transferred between schemes. The Heating Rebate Scheme, launched in
2006–07, provides £300 in vouchers to householders aged 60 or over who do not have a working central
heating system and are not eligible for assistance under the Warm Front Scheme. As of March 2008, £23
million of Warm Front funding had been used to fund the £300 Heating Rebate Scheme, including £20
million (6% of total Scheme funding) in 2007–08.

19. The NAO recommended in its 2009 report130 on the Warm Front Scheme that the Department of
Energy and Climate Change should make eVective arrangements to enable work on the diVerent energy
eYciency schemes to be coordinated.

The Methods used to Target Assistance at Households which Need it Most

20. Eligibility for the Warm Front Scheme is based on receipt of benefits, which is used as a proxy for
households likely to be in fuel poverty. Reliance on benefits may be a pragmatic, proxy measure to determine
eligibility for the Scheme, but the inclusion of benefits that are not means-tested has led to households that
are unlikely to be in fuel poverty being able to claim grants, resulting in an ineYcient targeting of resources.
Some non-means tested benefits, such as Disability Living Allowance and Attendance Allowance, may not
indicate whether a household is likely to be fuel poor.131 The Committee of Public Accounts found in its
2009 report that nearly 75% of households assisted by the Scheme were not in fuel poverty. Some of the
Scheme funding had supported households that were not fuel poor and homes that were already relatively
energy eYcient. Eighteen per cent of households that had received assistance under the Scheme between June
2005 and March 2008 already had a SAP132 (Standard Assessment Procedure) rating above 65, meaning they
were less likely to have been fuel poor.

21. We found in our 2008 report on the Warm Front Scheme that it was only available to 35%133 of
households most likely to be “fuel poor”. One of the reasons is that many people do not claim benefits to
which they are entitled. The Department for Work and Pensions has calculated, for example, that at least
a third of people eligible for pension credit did not claim it in 2006–07. The Scheme has tried to account for
this eVect through oVering a benefit entitlement check to all applicants, to determine whether they are
eligible for additional benefits they are not currently claiming, which may make them eligible for the Scheme.

22. The Warm Front Scheme aims to help all vulnerable groups who might suVer from the cold, which
has blunted its eVectiveness in focusing on those in the worst cases of fuel poverty. The Scheme was revised
in 2003 to improve its targeting, but this only added pension credit to the list of qualifying benefits. Funds
are therefore not necessarily focused on the most vulnerable households.

23. The Committee of Public Accounts found a lack of clarity on whether the Warm Front Scheme is
intended to improve energy eYciency or reduce fuel poverty. Energy eYciency measures could be delivered
through other programmes, enabling the Scheme to focus on fuel poverty. The Committee recommended
that to better target grants to the fuel poor, the Department should amend the Scheme eligibility rules to:

— exclude households which are already energy eYcient;

— focus eVorts to help those in hard to treat homes through the use of alternative technologies; and

— establish whether the £300 Heating Rebate Scheme has helped vulnerable households to avoid
falling into fuel poverty.

24. Previous versions of the CERT have sought to target vulnerable groups by requiring suppliers to
undertake 50% of their installations within households most likely to face fuel poverty. The policy has helped
combat fuel poverty, but suppliers have had to turn down demand from other householders in order to keep
to the required proportions. This has limited the total energy savings achieved by the policy.

130 The Warm Front Scheme, HC 126, Session 2008–09.
131 Committee of Public Accounts, Thirty-ninth Report of Session 2008–09, The Warm Front Scheme, HC350.
132 SAP is the Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure for calculating the energy performance of buildings.
133 English House Condition Survey 2006.
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25. When the Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs introduced the CERT in 2008, it set
a target to achieve lifetime carbon savings through the scheme of 154 million tonnes of carbon dioxide. This
target was subsequently increased by 20% to 185 million tonnes in 2009, which is approximately double the
equivalent target set under the Energy EYciency Commitment Phase 2 (the previous version of CERT).134

The introduction of the new target under CERT was, however, accompanied by a reduction in the target
proportion of installations for priority groups from 50 to 40%.

Support for Households which are Not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

26. There is a high incidence of fuel poverty amongst households that are not connected to the mains gas
grid, and these households are classed as hard to treat. In its 2001 fuel poverty strategy, the Government
made a commitment to deliver mains gas to more fuel-poor households.

27. The NAO found that the average time taken to complete jobs under the Warm Front Scheme for
households not connected to the mains gas grid is often longer. eaga has found it diYcult to find
subcontractors to install oil heating systems in rural areas where mains gas is not available, contributing to
rural households being more likely to wait longer for heating to be installed.

28. When the cost of heating work provided under the Warm Front Scheme exceeds the maximum grant,
applicants have to pay the diVerence to the installer before work can take place. Households not connected
to the mains grid are amongst those more likely to be aVected. For example customer contributions are more
likely to aVect applicants in:

— hard to treat homes such as households oV the gas network. These homes made an average
contribution of £555 between June 2005 and March 2008 compared to an overall average of
£538; and

— in rural locations, some of which may also be classified as hard to treat, which made contributions
averaging £869 during the same period, which was 62% higher than the average.

29. The number of applicants asked to make a contribution under the Warm Front Scheme increased
from under 1 in 10 in 2005–06 to nearly 1 in 4 in 2007–08. As at October 2008, 6,076 households (4%) asked
to contribute to the cost had cancelled their application, and 14,326 households (10%) had not progressed
their application after being asked to make a contribution.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Calor Gas Ltd (FP 40)

Summary

— Fuel poverty has risen by 2.2 million households since 2005; pressures, including the levy on fossil
fuels to be introduced soon, will push fuel poverty up by a further 50%.

— OFGEM has called attention to the looming energy shortages and the increasing number of
consumers unable to aVord adequate levels of energy.

— mCHP gas-fired fuel cell boilers have the potential to reduce household bills by 25% while meeting
carbon emission targets and providing local back up in the case of power outages. BERR estimated
that with feed-in-tariVs such boilers might provide up to a quarter of electricity generation by 2050.

— Rural areas, where there are particular problems with fuel poverty, and where there is little or no
access to natural gas can benefit from these price reductions and carbon savings, too, because the
mCHP boilers can run on LPG.

Fuel Poverty Projected by OFGEM to Rise by 50%

1.1 HMG is committed to ending fuel poverty in vulnerable households in England by 2010 and ending
all fuel poverty by 2016 (there are similar targets in Scotland and Wales). The figures have been going in the
wrong direction since 2005. The Sixth Annual Report on Fuel Poverty” (October 2008) read: “In 2006, there
were approximately 3.5 million households in fuel poverty, an increase of around 1m households since 2005.
Around 2.75 million of these were vulnerable households, an increase of around 0.75 million . . . Projections
of fuel poverty in England for 2007 . . . show that prices are likely to have pushed a further 0.7 million
households into fuel poverty. Projections for 2008 show a further increase in fuel poverty for England, of
around 0.5 million households.” On 16 December 2009, an OFGEM presentation (on smart metering)
admitted 4 million households in fuel poverty and forecast fuel poverty to rise to cover 6 million. It is hard
to believe that fuel poverty targets can be hit in 2010 or 2016.

1.2 The Impact Assessment of the UK Renewables Strategy published by HMG on 13 July 2009 puts the
annual cost of the policies at £4.3 billion: this delivers an annual average benefit of £0.3 billion (monetised
carbon benefits). Over a 20 year period the net benefit of the policy is minus £56 billion. The total value of

134 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/what we do/consumers/saving energy/cert/cert.aspx
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carbon saved over the same period is put at £5 billion. Thus, the a combination of the consumer, the taxpayer
and the economy is going to have to pay twelve times as much as the computed disbenefit of the carbon to
remove it. This does not make sense, particularly at a time of recession and when the taxpayer is probably
going to face possible rises in taxation and cuts in public services.

1.3 Turning to the future burden on the consumer, the same Impact Assessment makes clear the impact
on consumers’ bills as a result of adopting the Renewable Energy Strategy: “By 2020, we estimate that the
measures set out in this consultation document, taken together, could result in increases in electricity bills
of 10% to 13% for domestic and 11% to 15% for industrial customers; increases in gas bills of 18 to 37% for
domestic and 24% to 49% for industrial customers” (paragraph 74). Paragraph 54 admits, “Poorer
households are likely to spend a higher proportion of their income on energy and so increases in bills will
impact more on them”. We do not think it alarmist then to predict a big rise in fuel poverty contrary to all
policy statements. The current climate change and energy strategy is a driver of fuel poverty, not an antidote
to it. The Draft Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) states that the energy and climate
change strategy has as one of its aims: “To support the elimination of fuel poverty and protect the
vulnerable” (paragraph 2.1). It is clear that Government policies are internally conflictive.

Defining the Central Problems

2.1 OFGEM’s publication of Project Discovery (3 February, 2010) highlights two major deficiencies in
the Government’s policy trajectory:

— The upward rise in fuel poverty (“The higher cost of gas and electricity may mean that increasing
numbers of consumers are not able to aVord adequate levels of energy to meet their requirements
and that the competitiveness of industry and business is aVected”).

— And, the risk of blackouts after 2015—(“There are real risks to supply”—Summary, Energy
Market Scenarios Updated, 4 February 2010).

2.2 In addition, it is clear not least from debate during the passage of the Energy Bill that there is
particular concern about fuel poverty in rural areas. Rural homes are harder to heat, and often do not benefit
from the lower prices normally associated with natural gas.

Addressing the Problems

The real solution lies in reducing household electricity consumption while encouraging citizens to produce
their own energy,” Philip Selwood, Chief Executive, Energy Saving Trust, “Total Politics”, October 2009.

A. Fuel Poverty

3.1 Gas fuel cell boilers run on natural gas in urban areas, and on LPG in rural areas are highly eYcient,
allowing the generation of 80% of the electricity in a home—as well as heating the home. mCHP units can
reduce total household energy bills by 25%. It will be very cost-eVective per tonne of carbon saved. HMG
have promised that the first 30,000 mCHP units installed will benefit from FITs so householders will be able
to sell electricity back to the grid. mCHP thus will lower, not raise household energy bills. Just as gas
generation looks like plugging the energy gap nationally, local generation of electricity by gas can play its
part, too. In both urban and rural areas, gas or LPG powered micro-CHP fuel cell boilers allow us to reach
the carbon output targets by low-cost, close to market solutions without the need for punitive levies which
will impact disproportionately on poorer households (see paragraph 1.3). Since the need for subsidy is
limited the burden on the economy, consumers and industry will be reduced.

3.2 These fuel cell boilers will cut carbon emissions on an average property using oil by up to 50% through
an investment of only approximately £2,000 more than a modern condensing boiler. Combined with solar
technology and insulation measures a fuel cell boiler should be able to achieve the 80% emission targets that
government is seeking by 2050. These boilers will be able to be serviced by engineers with existing skills.
Micro-CHP units can reduce total household energy bills by 25%. They will be very cost-eVective per tonne
of carbon saved.

B. Blackouts

4.1 Fuel cell boilers will also provide greater stability to the power supply, providing protection against
power cuts now widely expected to occur after 2015, since the majority of electricity needs will be generated
in-house. They are not only compatible with existing grid infrastructure, but will actually reduce the
necessity for capex requirements on the grid network. Since mCHP if adopted en masse reduces peak
demand, it will also reduce generation investment requirements, lessening the cost of the climate change
strategy. Generating electricity locally also avoids the wasted energy associated with power stations and
transmission systems.
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C. Rural Fuel Poverty

Background

5.1 The fuel poverty status of a household depends on the interaction of three factors:

— Income.

— Energy cost.

— Energy consumption.

5.2 The first two factors are inextricably linked to the nature of living in the countryside. This was
highlighted by the Rural Services Network (of which Calor is a member) in their 2010 manifesto which stated
that, “At present, people who work in rural areas earn significantly less that those living in urban centres.
On average, the discrepancy between earnings is over £7,000 per year.”135 In addition to this, it is widely
acknowledged that delivering products and services in rural areas is inevitably more expensive than in urban
areas—in fact RSN research suggests that the additional costs for delivering rural services can be “as much
as 90% higher”.136 In relation to cost, natural gas tends to be unavailable in rural areas and inherently more
expensive alternatives such as oil or LPG need to be used.

5.3 The third major contributing factor to fuel poverty—energy consumption—is driven largely by the
energy eYciency of the dwelling. Rural buildings tend to be older and possibly stone built, very often with
solid floors and solid walls. The nature of this existing building stock means that rural homes are often more
diYcult, and costly, to make energy eYcient than their urban counterparts.

5.4 Tackling rural fuel poverty is a challenging and complex task. The dispersed and often isolated nature
of rural housing and the expense of delivering services within remote communities, combined with the “hard
to treat”nature of the building stock as outlined above, has resulted in relatively little action being taken to
address this issue, beyond small locally driven initiatives. Furthermore, the RSN has called on the
Government to recognise that rural deprivation is often masked within areas of apparent rural aZuence,
indicating that the rural fuel poor may not be immediately or easily identified, and therefore overlooked by
current Government schemes.

Cost of LPG

6.1 The Business and Enterprise Select Committee described the LPG market to be “highly competitive”
in a 2008 report137 and 2009 saw the introduction of the Competition Commission’s LPG Bulk Domestic
Order designed to encourage competitiveness within the industry, make it easier to switch supplier and
provide greater transparency of pricing. Calor, as a supplier of LPG, which is generally a more expensive
fuel than oil—is very alert to its social responsibilities.

6.2 Calor has long supported rural communities through a variety of rural initiatives and sponsorship
programmes, including the highly successful Calor Village of the Year competition. However Calor has
become increasingly concerned about the growing issue of rural fuel poverty, and frustrated by the lack of
dedicated support in tackling this problem. As such Calor is suspending the Village of the Year programme
to divert all funding into a comprehensive rural energy eYciency programme with the dual aims of
improving the energy eYciency of rural housing and reducing rural fuel poverty.

6.3 To accurately determine the size of the problem, Calor has undertaken research with the fuel poverty
charity, National Energy Action to identify the extent of fuel poverty in rural England. We have reached a
consensus that approximately 2.45 million households do not have access to the mains gas network (1.55
million in rural locations and 950,000 located across urban town and fringe). Of the rural dwellers, 365,000
are categorised as being in fuel poverty.138

6.4 Combining this information with Calor’s non-mains gas database and the Commission for Rural
Communities’ fuel poverty data, we have identified the most fuel poor areas of rural England, and developed
a dedicated programme to tackle this problem. Future Rural Energy in England (FREE) has brought
together a coalition of rural experts to undertake a national energy advisorship campaign with the aim of
bringing balanced information and advice to rural householders regarding fuel choices, energy eYcient
technologies, and carbon reduction measures.

6.5 Working with Calor, the Commission for Rural Communities, National Energy Action, and the
Rural Community Action Network, will deliver a focused energy advisorship programme aimed at oV-grid
rural communities—particularly those with a high index of fuel poverty. The campaign will run for three
years and will represent a £1 million investment for Calor. The campaign will provide:

— Information and advice for households and communities on how to improve their eYcient use of
energy and reduce their carbon footprint.

135 The Rural Services Manifesto 2010 and Beyond, p 13.
136 Ibid, p 10.
137 Business and Enterprise Select Committee, “Energy prices, fuel poverty and Ofgem: Government response to the

Committee’s Eleventh Report of Session 2007–08” paragraph 33).
138 Figures taken from the English House Condition Survey 2007 and the Department of Energy and Climate Change (Quality

Indicators for Regional and Local Authority) Gas and Electricity Consumption 2007.
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— Information and advice on the various grant schemes which are available to improve insulation
and heating systems.

— Balanced information on the fuel options and various energy eYcient technologies available.

The campaign will not only help individual households to focus on their energy consumption, but also
encourage local communities to work together to promote best practice in energy eYciency and carbon
reduction.

Fuel Cell Boilers in Rural Areas

7.1 Of course, the best answer to driving down the cost of homes heated by LPG is to convert them to
heating by fuel cell boiler as outlined above. Calor is investing with the UK company, Ceres Power to bring
the next generation of boilers to market by 2012. These boilers will be able to be installed and serviced by
engineers with existing skills.

7.2 Other solutions in rural areas are limited by practicality and cost. District heating would represent a
severe challenge in rural areas, and is not a cost-eVective retrofit option here. Building of new properties in
rural areas is relatively limited. So, reducing carbon emissions in rural housing will be predominantly about
cutting carbon emissions from the standing housing stock. Much of the electricity in rural Britain is single
phase, limiting the power available for electric powered heating systems to approximately 3.5kW. In turn,
this limits the applicability of ground source or air source heat pumps which suVer limited output on single
phase electricity; moreover, they have limited practicality in older properties. Biomass boilers cost up to
£14,000, require large wood storage areas, are diYcult to turn on and oV, do not generate electricity, but do
generate significant amounts of health-damaging particulates, and climate damaging black carbon.

The Potential of mCHP

8.1 The projections of take up and electricity generation potential by BERR (The Growth Potential for
microgeneration in England Wales and Scotland—June 2008) are very impressive, especially if mCHP
benefits from FIT:
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8.2. The recent announcement on FITs limited the benefit to the first 30,000 units installed. While this
kick-start is welcome, 30,000 units is a minute fraction of the potential identified—over 31,000,000 by 2050.
Without a more extended FIT, those in fuel poverty—not least in rural areas—will have to wait longer for
relief; there will be less protection against blackouts; and, a two tier system of ownership will exist—those
early adopters benefiting from FITs and the majority of adopters not enjoying the benefit, and with longer
payback periods for their investment.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Institution of Engineering and Technology (FP 41)

Execxutive Summary

1. Energy prices will inevitably rise over the coming decades. This is due both to pressures on oil and gas
supplies and to the exceptional level of investment required to meet CO2 reduction targets whilst also
maintaining security of supply. This problem needs to be acknowledged and addressed and not allowed to
put a break on the eVort needed to transform the UK to a low carbon economy. Households will need to
spend a greater proportion of their expenditure on energy than has been the case up to now.

2. In some ways this is a positive trend as it will encourage people to value energy more and to be more
conscious of the way they use it. It will make pay back times on energy eYciency measures more attractive
and bring greater savings—or even earnings— to households or communities who invest in micro generation
technologies.

3. However, higher prices will have a disproportionate eVect on households with lower disposable income
and policy makers need to address this by understanding and addressing the multiple causes of fuel poverty.

4. Policy measures around energy eYciency, smart metering, smart grids and related subjects have the
potential to make a significant impact on the fuel poor but it is no longer reasonable to expect energy policy
to deliver solutions to fuel poverty on its own. When developing policy, recognition needs to be given to the
diversity of the fuel poor demographic and, potentially, the diYculty significant numbers of this
demographic may have in responding to incentives or other measures. In particular many people,
particularly the elderly, may struggle with the domestic upheavals of insulation programmes and the
implications of becoming engaged customers and taking an active role in the management or time-shifting
of their consumption. Means need to be found to make these issues as transparent as possible to the
individual end user.

5. The evidence in the succeeding pages follows the questions posed by the Committee.

Progress against Government targets

6. Not answered. There was insuYcient time to provide a considered corporate response to this question.
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The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

7. The definition is deceptively simple but actually acknowledges a wide range of components. Its
usefulness as a policy tool therefore depends on the sophistication of understanding of the diVerent elements
that make it up.

— The income of the household.

— The cost of fuel and ease or otherwise of fuel substitution.

— The eYciency of the heating system, and the ability to do anything about it.

— The energy eYciency of the building fabric, and the ability to do anything about it.

— Under-occupancy (a particular problem leading to fuel poverty in the elderly).

— The ability of the householders to use energy eYciently eg those without a garden will need to spend
more on clothes drying (aVects younger households).

— The attitude to energy use—though the fuel poor are often acutely (and dangerously) aware of the
energy they use.

— The ability of the customer to respond to price and other signals.

— Ability to adopt new technologies.

8. Thus equating fuel poverty simply to the price of energy would lead to perverse policy decisions.
However, as long as the multiple components underlying the definition are understood, it has the advantage
of having been stable since its adoption in the 1980s and giving a genuine, if multi-faceted, window on
household energy.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

9. A lot of progress has been made, especially over the last three years, in appreciating the role of energy
eYciency and bringing forward policies to incentivise the desired outcomes.

10. From an engineering perspective, it makes more sense to pay for insulation and heating improvements
than to subsidise energy use. However, we appreciate that the issue is much more complex than this and
needs to be tackled holistically. In the space available we confine ourselves only to issues with a particular
engineering perspective where we feel a deeper understanding is still required.

Training

11. Many of the measures for improving energy eYciency are labour intensive and will only deliver the
claimed reductions in energy use if installed expertly and with attention to detail. For example, a new
condensing boiler will only save significant energy and money if it is properly installed and calibrated.
Therefore training and certification of boiler installers—and monitoring of outcomes—is of critical
importance.

Smart Metering

12. The IET is strongly in favour of smart metering but only if it is done in a manner which facilitates
the development over time of a smart grid, which is essential if demand is to become an active part of the
electricity system.

13. Consumer awareness and understanding of energy use is valuable but the contribution of the
proposed Smart Metering programme to energy eYciency may have been over-stated. The ability to reduce
household bills can be expected to be less in households which are already acutely aware of the cost of the
energy they use.

14. The design of meter displays needs careful consideration and is likely to vary by consumer
demographic. Also the ability of households or communities in reasonably aZuent areas to gain advantage
from a particular technology is likely to diVer, for a variety of reasons, from that of poorer households. When
researching or running trials of such initiatives, it is therefore important to study a large sample and a mix
of social groups.

15. Training in the use of the smart meter will be required. The training will need to address the concern
that fuel poor users may see the arrival of the smart meter as necessitating their cutting back excessively and
dangerously on their energy consumption.

16. Low income households also require reassurance that they will not be charged directly for installation
of a smart meter. In addition any levy on energy bills to cover the costs should not fall disproportionately
on the fuel poor who stand to recoup less in terms of reduced bills.
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The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

17. There is a wide range of technical, financial and human factors driving fuel poverty and the level of
opportunity to make improvements through improved energy eYciency. It is hard to see how this can be
addressed eVectively other than by surveys at household level that explore technical opportunities to
improve and also related social issues, and for solutions to be tailored appropriately.

18. A particular concern is likely to be private rented housing. Landlords will have little desire to deal
with the cost and administration of energy eYciency investment.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

19. Not answered—outside the expertise of the IET.

Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

20. Not answered—outside the expertise of the IET.

Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

21. This is a priority group in terms of fuel poverty as the price of alternatives to mains gas is currently
significantly higher. As implementation of the renewable heat policy develops, such homes should receive
help to install modern alternatives based on renewable energy such as ground or air source heat pumps or
biofuels where the conditions are suitable and these are cost eYcient.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Durham County Council (FP 42)

1. Executive Summary—Total Place Programme

1.1 Durham County Council are currently working with Central Government (Communities and Local
Government) to take part in the national Total Place Pilot Programme. This pilot in Durham is focused on
Housing and Regeneration and covers proposals for the Government to consider changes to the existing
national energy eYciency funding and delivery mechanisms.

1.2 The Total Place energy eYciency case study directly relates to the current domestic energy eYciency
and fuel poverty delivery programmes to maximise eYciencies in delivering fuel poverty and energy
eYciency programmes. The Total Place report has been submitted directly to the CLG and we are very keen
to engage with other Government Departments to take forward this piece of work including the Department
of Environment and Climate Change (DECC).

1.3 The case study from Durham County Council highlights the barriers and opportunities to maximise
progress to strategically coordinate national opportunities to align national schemes to maximise the
assistance available to vulnerable households and is available from the Communities and Local
Government.

2. Progress Against Government Targets

2.1 The current proxy for fuel poverty is based on households with a SAP domestic energy performance
of less that 65 and being in receipt of a qualifying benefit. Due to the lack of a national database for SAP
energy performance it makes accurate national reporting on fuel poverty levels very diYcult. It also prevents
organisations pro actively targeting households for assistance.

2.2 Durham County Council are therefore working with the Building Research Establishment (BRE) to
establish a countywide stock condition database for all 239, 000 domestic properties within County
Durham. This database will record property specific information from a wide variety of data sources to allow
accurate reporting on levels of fuel poverty within County Durham along with strategic targeting of
households for energy conservation schemes. The Housing and Renewals Service will use the stock database
to assist with the delivery of a comprehensive grants and loans service and landlord accreditation
countywide.

2.3 By using this methodology on a national level it will be possible for Local Authorities and the
Government not only to accurately assess levels of national fuel poverty but to directly contact households
to maximise referrals to schemes to lift these households out of fuel poverty.

2.4 This methodology was showcased at recent national conferences from the British Research
Establishment and Local Government Association.
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3. Definition of Households in Fuel Poverty

3.1 The Governments current proxy for fuel poverty under NI 187 is based around a household with a
SAP less that 65 and being in receipt of a qualifying benefit.

3.2 This proxy does not necessarily align with the Governments general definition of fuel poverty where
a household pays more that 10% of their income on heating.

3.3 It is therefore worth considering that the NI 187 proxy requires assessing to ensure both definitions
are aligned to ensure a uniform baseline and annual progress is being reported to DECC.

3.4 This may require the current NI 187 SAP figure of 65 being increased to take into account the
significant national increases in fuel costs.

4. Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

4.1 Over the past 10 year period the Government have introduced a range of national targets for domestic
housing aimed at eradicating fuel poverty, reducing domestic energy consumption, reducing climate change
emissions and the provision of warmer homes in line with decent homes targets. A wide variety of funding
mechanisms have also been introduced to assist with the delivery of theses targets and managing agents have
proliferated to assist with the administration of these programmes.

4.2 This wide variety of national funding mechanisms has results in a complicated and confusing range
of delivery mechanisms. Some of these mechanisms are in direct competition with each other thus resulting
in a lack of eYciency and wastage of resources which is not currently providing best value for money.

4.3 This Business Case proposed under the Durham County Council Total Place programme with the
CLG proposes bringing together the multiplicity of funding streams thus targeting households which need
most assistance.

5, Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

5.1 A significant problem exists with the inability of national organisations to contact vulnerable
households directly to encourage them to apply for fuel poverty and energy conservation schemes. This
problem is directly linked to the inability in obtaining client specific targeting data from the Department
of Work and Pensions (DWP) and energy supplier information thus preventing accurate and cost eVective
targeting of vulnerable client groups resulting in the use of complicated and expensive national social
marketing publicity schemes.

5.2 Evidence set before the Work and Pensions Select Committee (24 June 2009) set out how the provision
of the Pensions Act could be utilised to identify vulnerable households and prioritise these households for
assistance.

5.3 It is suggested that this guidance be used to consider payment of the winter fuel payments and cold
weather payments directly to the Energy Utility Companies to reduce the fuel bills of vulnerable households
and ensure heating is available during the winter months when it is most required.

5.4 In addition Durham County Council and in discussions with the fuel utilities to provide preferential
fuel tariVs to vulnerable households who are in fuel poverty of suVering cold related ill health.

6. Support Households which are Not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

6.1 Durham County Council is the 4th largest Local Authority in England and have a very wide range
of settlements ranging from fully rural oV the gas network to urban town demographics. We are currently
engaged with the Commission for Rural Communities and Rural Services Network invited Durham County
Council to take part in the national rural fuel poverty pilot scheme.

6.2 This scheme aims to inform Central Government how to eVectively engage with rural communities
on fuel poverty issues.

6.3 We are currently engaged with local communities to obtain feedback on rural fuel poverty issues and
can report that significant confusion currently exists among the general public as to the role of energy
companies in assisting them to reduce their fuel bills and why there are several agencies contacting them
about a confusing range of energy conservation schemes.

6.4 The pilot will report findings to Central Government leading to good practice guidance on engaging
local communities in energy conservation schemes.

February 2010
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Memorandum submitted by the County Durham Healthy Homes Partnership (FP43)

Background

The County Durham Healthy Homes Partnership has been established to co-ordinate the work of key
organisations and services that have within their remit the potential ability to tackle fuel poverty, Excess
Winter Deaths (EWD) and cold-related illness. Key agencies involved are NHS County Durham, Durham
County Council, Energy Saving Trust, Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Service and Age Concern.
The following information, viewpoints and evidence summarise key findings of the above partnership over
the last two to three years. Note: prior to January 2010, the County Durham Healthy Homes Partnership
was known as the County Durham Rights to Warmth Partnership.

The impact of fuel poverty on health, and a need to target those most at risk in terms of EWD and cold-
related illness

In 2008 the County Durham Rights to Warmth Partnership commissioned the North East Public Health
Observatory (NEPHO) to undertake a baseline review of the extent of excess winter deaths (EWD) and
hospital admission rates for County Durham residents.

The baseline review found that excess winter deaths have been consistently higher in County Durham than
regional figures, except in 2003–04, culminating in a large diVerence in 2005–06. See figure 1 below. As well
as variation in EWD over time, the report also found considerable variation between the districts of County
Durham and that the over-85 age group were most at risk of dying in winter compared to other age groups.
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In looking at hospital admission rates for heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
diabetes and dementia, the report found that although County Durham had lower emergency admission
rates regionally, they were higher than national figures. Emergency rates were also found to be increasing in
County Durham for all the above conditions. COPD had the highest re-admission and multiple admission
rates compared to the other conditions.

There is recognition that fuel poverty is a significant issue for residents of County Durham, and that
tackling the problem can only be done through partnership working. This is why the National Indicator 187
(fuel poverty) is included in the County Durham LAA. Also included is NI 186 (reducing carbon emissions),
which will contribute to alleviating fuel poverty through promoting domestic energy eYciency measures.

Fuel poverty and excess winter deaths also feature in the 2008–09 County Durham JSNA. The JSNA
provides a detailed picture of the health and wellbeing needs of the residents of County Durham, in order
to inform priority setting processes of key strategies such as the Sustainable Community Strategy. Excess
Winter Deaths are highlighted in the assessment as being a complex problem in the county, with considerable
variation in rates between urban and rural areas.
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Our experiences with Warm Front and a need to provide more immediate help for particularly vulnerable people
(the elderly, those living with long-term health conditions, etc)

Early in 2008, the Rights to Warmth Partnership launched County Durham Hotspots. Hotspot is a
simplified multi-agency referral mechanism that links together a wide range of existing services via the
Energy Saving Trust advice centre. Any person referred via Hotspots can receive the following service as
appropriate:

— A home energy check and advice on keeping warm.

— Referral onto home heating and insulation schemes such as Warm Front.

— A benefit entitlement check by Welfare Rights.

— A home fire safety check by the fire service.

— Access to the Emergency Fund if necessary.

— Referral onto other existing services.

Furthermore, the Hotspots referral scheme is able to target vulnerable and hard-to-reach residents by
working with health and social care practitioners, or any agency that has face-to-face contact with elderly
people or vulnerable families in their homes. Simple training sessions are delivered to teams of staV on how
to use the Hotspots referral card, which is then completed by the health practitioner on behalf of the client
and sent via freepost to the Energy Saving Trust. An advisor will then call back the client and take them
through standard questions in order to provide advice or refer on to an appropriate service.

As mentioned above, one of the key services that vulnerable residents are referred to via Hotspots is Warm
Front. Although Warm Front clearly oVers a lifeline for households in need of support to keep warm and
healthy, there are major weaknesses in the system where our most vulnerable residents are concerned. The
partnership has encountered countless cases of people in old age and/or suVering from long-term illnesses,
often devastating conditions, who have been left for months on end with no heating or hot water. There is
simply no scope to fast track these people, despite the best eVorts of all agencies making the referrals. Below
is a case study, highlighting the issues raised above:

Mrs ‘V’ wrote a letter to her MP in January 2010 complaining about the length of time her mother
had to wait for her Warm Front grant. Her mother is 80 years old and suVers heart and respiratory
conditions, dementia and has mobility problems due to a broken hip. After her boiler broke down
in August 2009, a Warm Front grant application was made. Fast forward to December 2009, and
the boiler broke down completely and hot water was lost altogether. Despite eVorts from other
agencies, the case could not be progressed as urgent.

Mrs ‘V’ wrote, “due to the seriousness of this situation and the total lack of confidence in Warm
Front, I had to make the decision to have an installer replace my mother’s boiler as a matter of
urgency so that she could keep living in her home as the only other option by Social Care was
temporary respite care… During one of my phone calls with Warm Front I was actually advised
that due to the length of time it takes to progress these grants, a lot of people actually withdraw
from the grant.”

Recent changes to Warm Front will perhaps shorten the length of time general applications take.
However, there needs to be put in place a fast track process for urgent cases such as the one above where a
client’s health is being seriously compromised by a lack of adequate heating. The Healthy Homes
Partnership has an “emergency fund” for vulnerable residents of County Durham, provided by NHS
County Durham. The fund is currently being used to address the time delay of WarmFront applications and
provide immediate help for those over 75 and suVering long-term health conditions.

Rising fuel prices can outweigh any impact of increasing incomes and energy eYciency

The above statement is one of the conclusions drawn in the 2009 Annual Report on Fuel Poverty Statistics
published by DECC, and an issue our partnership is looking to address. In May 2009, the Rights to Warmth
Partnership welcomed a GP from the Durham Dales PBC Cluster to join the steering group. The GP is
leading a Fuel Poverty workstream of the Durham Dales ICO (Integrated Care Organisation) pilot which
is one of 16 two-year pilot ICOs across the country and aims to bring together all key health and social cares
services, with GP patient registers providing the focus of all targeted activity. As part of the workstream, the
partnership is about to trial “energy on prescription” where a selected group of 80! year olds, with long-
term health conditions, will have their winter fuel bills paid for. In working with GP practices, any health
benefits of this trial can be closely monitored.

There is perhaps a need to further investigate the true impact of rising fuel prices on vulnerable
households. The majority of schemes that aim to alleviate fuel poverty are addressing the energy eYciency
of the home/heating system or maximising uptake of benefits. If a vulnerable household cannot aVord to
turn their heating on, having an energy eYcient property with the latest energy eYcient boiler will still not
enable them to stay warm.
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The challenges of rural fuel poverty

It is well acknowledged that fuel poverty is exacerbated in rural areas due to the high number of hard-to-
treat properties, namely oV-mains gas and solid-walled homes. Salaries also tend to be lower than average
and communities/individuals can be geographically isolated. County Durham has a large rural population,
but the vast majority of support via Warm Front has been in urban areas. Treating rural properties is very
expensive, but that should not mean that they are ignored. Additional funding and targets for rural areas
could encourage schemes like Warm Front to address these issues. To date, around £44,000 emergency fund
has helped residents in rural areas of County Durham but this will have only helped a fraction of the people
who need it.

Helping “hard to reach” minority groups such as Gypsy and Traveller Communities

Gypsies and Travellers are one of the largest ethnic minority groups in County Durham and there are
currently six accommodation sites provided by Durham County Council. The nature of Gypsy/Traveller’s
lifestyles can mean that access to health, or other services can be very diYcult across all age groups. The
Healthy Homes Partnership has been approached by the Travellers Liaison Service asking for support to
ensure these vulnerable families are able to keep warm and healthy. This has proved rather diYcult.

Although referral to relevant services can be provided through training the Traveller Liaison OYcers,
providing financial support to, say, insulate a caravan is diYcult. There is a lack of available information
on what can and can’t be done to keep caravans insulated or heated adequately and safely. The Healthy
Homes Partnership has put the issue of funding on hold until more information is available. It would be
useful to learn if other areas with Gypsy/Traveller populations have trialled any measures with success.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Hyde Group (FP 44)

Introduction

The Hyde Group (Hyde) is a leading provider of aVordable housing and services that improve people’s
quality of life. Over 120,000 people live in more than 45,000 Hyde properties across the South East and East
of England, London and the East Midlands.

Through Hyde Plus, Hyde’s social and economic regeneration arm, we provide debt and money advice.
The service titled Money Plus helps residents reduce their debt, maximise their income and improve their
finances.

Money Plus is available to all Hyde residents who either self-refer or are referred by Hyde’s housing
oYcers. Advisers help residents to find and transfer to a suitable fuel tariV and apply for grants and benefits,
achieving tens of thousands of pounds in savings for clients.

Hyde is a Registered Social Landlord (RSL) and is therefore responsible for upgrading its stock to the
Decent Homes Standard, which includes sustainability and eYciency criteria. Currently, Hyde’s stock across
the Group (excluding supported housing) has level of non-Decency of 4.01%. Hyde is on course to complete
its upgrade programme by December 2010.

Executive Summary

— The criteria for government help are too restrictive, and families and individuals are on low income
who struggle to pay for fuel miss out.

— Government must tackle the growing problem of “fuel debt” poverty as a result of significant
changes in fuel prices being passed on by providers to customers.

— Utility companies should do more to help clients make a better choice of tariVs and monitor their
fuel consumption through better communication and improved sales tactics.

— Increasing the eYciency of aVordable homes through Decent Homes Standard programme has had
some eVect, but the energy eYciency requirements were too low and must be strengthened in the
post-2012 standard.

Response in Full

1. EVective low cost heating and insulation is key to reducing high fuel bills but many low income families are
excluded from this support because of the tight means-tested restrictions of government support

1.1 Warm Front is available to those who own or rent privately and in receipt of:

— Income Support.

— Council Tax Benefit.

— Housing Benefit.
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— Job Seekers Allowance (income-based).

— Pension Credit.

— Income-related Employment and Support Allowance.

This does not help families who may be in receipt of Tax credits who are often on low incomes and are
struggling to make ends meet.

1.2 Similarly, elderly people who have some savings and not eligible for Pension Credit don’t qualify for
this support. The £300 rebate available for non qualifying pensioners is too low to help insulate or change
their heating against the total costs that might be generated from carrying out these works.

1.3 Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments also have very restrictive criteria. The winter fuel
payments are for households with over 60s and the cold weather payment is for those in receipt of Pension
Credit when the temperature is below freezing for seven consecutive days (£25). These benefits should be
extended to everyone in receipt of means tested benefits as families with young people or disabilities are
equally vulnerable from the eVects of cold weather.

2. The definition of households in poverty debt should cover those who spend over 10% of their income to service
fuel debt

2.1 Such debt is the result of energy providers passing on volatile changes in fuel prices to consumers. The
government should explore how the existing range of support and initiatives can address this emerging group
of people who are spending more than 10% of their income in servicing fuel debt.

2.2 For example, a client who has been paying £50 per month for a period of time and has amassed debt
suddenly has to pay £120 per month for their fuel. They may find themselves struggling to make these
payments in the long term.

3. Utility companies should be compelled to do more to help people chose the most appropriate fuel tariVs

3.1 Money Plus’ fuel poverty project has discovered that simply by being on wrong or unsuitable tariV
people were overspending by hundreds of pounds. The project helps clients save money by finding a more
suitable rate. Utility companies should do more to provide the most appropriate service to their customers.

3.2 They must also reduce confusion about the diVerent types of tariVs available and customers by
providing clear, appropriate information. Information permeated by industry jargon results in people taking
on the type of tariV that is allocated by the supplier without a real appreciation or understanding of what
that means for them in terms of usage and potential cost.

3.3 Consumer awareness and education is key to moving towards a culture where people are able to make
informed choices about the methods of payment, tariVs and the best supplier for their needs.

3.4 While for most customers transfers are problem-free, many people who have diVerent suppliers for
their gas and electricity are reluctant to explore changing suppliers as the process is perceived to be
complicated.

3.5 Some of our clients were contacted by agents of suppliers, who often use hard sell tactics and target
vulnerable people. For these clients, transfers to a more suitable supplier were more complicated.

3.6 Customers should be better educated about their rights and responsibilities in accessing energy. The
jump in the monthly fuel payment in the example (£50 to £120) may have been avoided if people were more
aware that they should monitor their meter readings more often and supply these on to their supplier even
if a meter reading has not been taken by the company.

4. The energy eYciency requirements of the Decent Homes Standard are low and any future standards must
be strengthened

4.1 Since 2001 social housing has been undergoing a programme of upgrades to a Decent Homes
Standard (DHS), which set out the minimum criteria of socially rented flats and houses. Criteria D states
that a home should “provide a reasonable degree of thermal comfort”, meaning that the dwelling must have
both eVective insulation and heating.

4.2 The DHS has helped to improve sustainability of social homes, but progress towards the target of
100% decency for all social homes by 2010 is slow.

4.3 The prescriptive nature of the DHS has meant that some more advanced sustainability measures have
had to be put aside because of the financial pressure to meet the standard by the end of 2010.

4.4 The DHS has not been eVective for hard to treat homes as it has no requirement to insulate solid
external walls or un-insulated suspended timber floors.
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4.5 Any energy related standard post 2010 should take into consideration and RSLs’ stock age and type.
For example a common SAP target could indirectly penalise RSLs with older and/or more distinctive
properties where the cost of improving the energy eYciency may be disproportionately high.

4.6 Without additional funding to address such homes, disposal of some homes is the only means though
which an RSL with large numbers of such homes can fund works to those it keeps.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Rights to Warmth (FP 45)

Executive Summary

Rights to Warmth was founded to address the problem of low take-up of the whole raft of energy
support programmes, including both investment in energy eYciency in homes and financial benefit to enable
people to aVord heating. The issue dwarfs road deaths and injuries. Until the health service is fully engaged
in making warmth a priority for everyone, as a nation we will neither address the impact of cold on health
nor achieve the necessary improvement in energy use.

From its inception in 2007, supported by Age UK Group and Attend, Rights to Warmth has undertaken
both formal research (with the support of the Wolfson Research Institute at Durham University, the Kings
Fund and Royal Society of Medicine), and a range of social marketing programmes in Co Durham funded
by the PCT as part of the Co Durham Rights to Warmth Partnership. Our evidence to the Committee is thus
both evidence and practically based.

It is important that all initiatives to alleviate fuel poverty address an important cultural issue: it is part of
our culture to believe that cold can be endured. People do not understand the importance for their health
that they keep warm. Furthermore, they distrust the commercial motives of suppliers and are reluctant to
engage with state support that they perceive to be bureaucratic—a significant proportion of those aVected
are first generation home owners whose aspiration has always be to maintain their independence.

Public policy must therefore address three issues:

1. attitudes towards cold and the essential need for heating to maintain health and wellbeing;

2. investment in homes, particularly those which are hard to heat; and

3. access to both social tariVs and benefit support to support those on low income.

Fundamental change is needed in the delivery mechanism of national programmes to improve energy
eYciency of homes and to address energy poverty. In particular, the involvement of doctors in picking up
when cold living conditions are contributing to poor health is important, together with referrals to
appropriate agencies. Focus on a local community basis is also vital, so that people heed the warning in their
own homes, where the problem begins, to keep themselves properly warm and to use the support available
to do so.

We propose the following specific changes should be made to government policy:

— The focus should be a health-related marketing programme to encourage people to ensure that
their homes are properly warm.

— There should be a strategic engagement from the Department of Health and the NHS to identify
those who are putting their health at risk through living in cold conditions, and creating an
appropriate treatment pathway, including referral to trusted community agencies.

— Eligibility criteria for social tariVs, energy eYciency measures and the priority services register
should be expanded beyond the passport benefits to include long-term health conditions.

— More direct targeting mechanisms are needed, such as a trusted party asking whether a person felt
cold in their home all or most of the previous winter. Targeting homes with a poor SAP rating (ie
with low energy eYciency) where these can be identified eVectively would be another more direct
approach.

1. The impact of cold homes on health

1.1 Whilst the Government’s original 2001 fuel policy strategy paper placed a great deal of emphasis on
the impact of fuel poverty on the health of aVected households, the emphasis of most of the subsequent
initiatives have been concerned with energy eYciency, and the health dimension either sidelined or
discounted from support programmes altogether.
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1.2 We believe this is wrong, for two important reasons:

— The problem of excess winter deaths masks the bigger problem of excess winter illness. The
Department for Health estimate that for every excess winter death, there are eight emergency
admissions associated with the cold. In the current winter, 40,000 excess winter deaths would
generate around 320,000 emergency admissions, prompted by the cold. In addition, many people
will visit their doctors because their symptoms have got worse. The cost to the NHS is both high
and avoidable. The problem needs the engagement of the Department of Health and the NHS in
order to diagnose those who are at risk and provide them with both information and signposting
to where they can get help.

— Prevailing attitudes towards heating treat it as discretionary and not fundamental to health and
well being. Certainly made significantly more problematic by low income, the motivation of both
those on low income who struggle to pay their energy bills, and those who could pay but see heating
as a balancing element on their budget, actually ration their use of heating for that reason.

1.3 It is important also to understand that the problem of inadequate heating is not only one of lack of
means. There is a cultural dimension to the problem. This is why studies have failed to find a statistically
valid correlation between excess winter deaths and socio-economic status. There is a tendency in this country
not to take cold weather seriously—to think it is something that can be endured, and that it is extravagant
and self-indulgent to heat our homes adequately (there is also a tendency not to wear warm enough clothes
when going outside). Of course, this is not a universal attitude, but is common amongst those who find it
diYcult to aVord more heat, and is a way of preserving dignity in the face of hardship.

1.4 We believe that so strong are these motivations that they deflect any interest in carbon savings.
Moreover this problem has been exacerbated by inappropriate marketing and channelling of carbon saving
initiatives. People tend to be highly resistant to being sold to and are particularly suspicious of perceived
commercially motivated oVers from energy companies in reducing energy use.

1.5 Therefore, most conventional approaches to them are not couched in terms that are likely to generate
their interest However, they are interested in maintaining their health and independence, and are also likely
to trust the health professionals. Understanding how the cold can undermine health, and referral by trusted
parties to agencies who can provide support in helping to make the appropriate level of heating aVordable,
are both crucial in improving take-up.

1.6 We are therefore pleased to see some increase in engagement by the Department of Health. The South
East Regional Public Health Group updated its Health and winter warmth factsheet in December 2009,
providing a great deal of information and research on the issue.

1.7 In contrast, we find it both extraordinary but symptomatic of the marginal engagement of healthy
programmes that the recently published Marmot report on health inequalities does not feature cold homes
as a contributor to the problem of health inequality. We believe that in fact it is a major contributor.

1.8 However, even if this view was more mainstream, it is a big step from understanding at the central level
that there is a problem to putting in place steps to indentify the individuals aVected and create an appropriate
pathway both to ensure eVective treatment (recognising that cold is a contributory factor in the primary
condition) and that the patient is referred to an agency that can help them eVectively.

1.9 We are also aware that some PCTs and other health trusts are beginning to demonstrate an
understanding of the impact of cold health on health—indeed, much of our work has been funded by a PCT.
But there is only a limited strategic recognition across the NHS of the impact of cold as a discrete contributor
to illness.

2. Attitude and behaviour survey

2.1 We surveyed 257 older people in County Durham, and found that:

— nearly a quarter of older people felt cold all or most of the time the previous winter;

— 35% of older people turned their heating down or oV, or failed to use heating appliances, when it
was cold outside;

— overall, older people were unlikely to accept advice from energy suppliers and or local authorities—
their preferred sources of advice were from their GP, practice nurses, or trusted charities such as
CAB or Age Concern Help the Aged;

— they also generally believe they are doing all they can to stay warm; and

— although older people with long term conditions were likely to say that the cold made their
symptoms worse, there did not appear to be a recognition that the cold was likely to undermine
their health in a more permanent way.
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2.2 It is clear from our survey that people tend to use their energy usage as a form of household budgeting.
It is because of this that 35% turn their heating down when it gets cold although most common amongst
those with pre-payment meters, it is also prevalent amongst those who pay by quarterly bill. For both of
these sets of people, there is a need for a way of evening out the cost of heating over the year. Of course, this
is achieved for those who pay by monthly direct debit It is precisely those who are most concerned about
budgeting who do not pay by this method.

3. Definition of fuel poverty

3.1 Irrespective of the definition, the use of the term “fuel poverty” is unhelpful. People do not consider
themselves to be in “poverty”, whether of fuel or otherwise, and will shy away from anything that calls them
“poor”. With over 70% of people owning their own homes, to be asked to respond to “fuel poverty”
initiatives can be seen as an admission of failure. The term should never be used in anything that goes directly
to people.

3.2 The definition is unhelpful in another way, too. It is at best an academic definition, but is not very
useful as a practical definition as it does not translate into an understanding whether someone is in fuel
poverty or not. This results in the poor targeting of those in fuel poverty.

3.3 We do not want to comment on the minutae of whether the definition should be basic or full income.
However, there is an anomaly in the UK. In Scotland, the definition of fuel poverty considers the cost of
heating as that required to keep the living room at 23)C—not 21)C as in England. It is not clear to us why
this is, but it does suggest that there is a weakness in the underlying research. It seems likely that the best
temperature (although this will vary for individuals) may depend on the ages of those in the household, and
should be higher for the very old, and also for those who are sedentary or who have a long-term condition.
Although the basic research needs to be done, there is a case for consideration of raising the guideline
temperature by at least –1)C for each decade over 70.

4. Coherence of government initiatives

4.1 Warm Front is a good initiative, although it is poorly targeted (see next section), and it is diYcult for
many people to find out about it—especially in rural areas. It also fails to address adequately the problems
in increasing the energy eYciency of rural homes, which tend to be older, larger and harder to treat than
average.

4.2 The suppliers also have obligations to provide energy eYciency measures under CERT. The problem
is that many people do not understand why suppliers would oVer things that would reduce the amount they
sell. Because suppliers are a potential source of funding for fuel poverty initiatives, many of these are
branded by suppliers—this makes the initiatives less successful.

4.3 Local authorities also have statutory responsibilities for reducing carbon emissions in their areas, and
this can lead to further schemes aiming to help people improve the energy eYciency of their homes. All these
diVerent schemes have a diversity of brands, eligibility criteria, agencies involved, and measures that can be
funded, which people can find confusing.

4.4 On the other hand, because the definition of fuel poverty is unsuited to practical application and leads
to poor targeting, the diversity of criteria can be a good thing, since people who are ineligible under one set
of criteria may be eligible under another.

4.5 An overall concern is that the initiatives and core fuel poverty model have forgotten the people—
changing attitudes and behaviours needs to be a core part of the government’s initiatives. Furthermore, the
initiatives are input-focussed, not outcomes oriented. Policy development has forgotten the impact on health
and education. Initiatives are either benefit-or environment-driven. And it is not enough to provide measures
unless attitudes and behaviours change, too.

5. Targeting

5.1 Warm Front and other schemes are poorly targeted, as the National Audit OYce report last year made
clear As argued above, one reason for this is the definition of fuel poverty itself. Another significant part of
the problem is that many of those who would be eligible do not claim the benefits that would entitle them
to the help.

5.2 We think that targeting should be based on two distinct principles. First, those who live in homes
which are energy ineYcient should be encouraged to upgrade them as much as possible. This should be
through tax breaks, or grants for those who have no capital.

5.3 Secondly, those whose health is vulnerable should be helped. We think that eligibility should be
extended to include those who have a long-term health condition that is exacerbated by living in cold
conditions. It is particularly important that people with heart and respiratory system conditions are able to
keep themselves warm. There is a case for providing such people with subsidised energy until such time as
energy eYciency measures are actually installed—this can prevent a health crisis which would impose higher
costs on the NHS.
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6. Social tariVs

6.1 Although social tariVs can make a useful contribution to helping make heating aVordable for
individuals, we are uneasy about increasing the obligations of suppliers. This is because so many people
struggle to pay their for their energy, even if they do not fall within the definition of fuel poverty, that
increasing their energy prices to support those who may not be very much worse oV than themselves seems
unfair. One way this could be done more fairly would be to impose a “tax” on those who use a lot of energy—
and to use this as the fund from which to support social tariVs. This would need to be mandated as the
competitive market would not support such a mechanism, but would mean that diVerent suppliers would
generate diVerent proportions of their revenue, as they would have a diVerent mix of customers.

6.2 There are, however, other roles for suppliers which would not depend on such a mechanism. For
example, it would be really useful if energy suppliers could be mandated to develop tariVs which spread costs
out more evenly over the year, even though usage is concentrated in the winter. This needs to be done without
a high profit being added. We recognise that suppliers already have stamp schemes that enable people to save
for future consumption, but these are not widely publicised and do not meet most people’s needs.

6.3 Associated with this problem is the fact that where prepayment meters are loaded to recover debt, the
winter problem becomes even worse; consideration should be given to recovering debt through the summer
only (possibly through daily, not energy charges).

6.4 Another associated problem is that social tariVs are not available to those who are dependent on oil
central heating.

7. Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

7.1 Given the importance of enabling people to budget their winter energy payments, we support the
continuation of the winter fuel allowance. However, there may be merit in considering how to pay it in such
a way that it can most usefully be applied to heating. For example, it could be paid on a weekly or monthly
basis over the heating season. This, though would not help those who pay by quarterly bill. One way of
addressing this might be for suppliers to oVer a discount on energy charges to those who pay their £250 up
front when they receive it.

7.2 The problem with cold weather payments is that is they are not easily predicable, and do not help
those who depend on prepayment meters because the cash is not available to help when the weather is
actually cold and the extra heat is needed. Overall, it is unlikely that they encourage people to use extra
heating.

8. Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 The evidence from the RtW research and social marketing programmes has demonstrated that if this
problem is to be addressed four key factors need to brought together, nationally and locally.

1. Challenging prevailing attitudes in the UK towards the cold that it is something that can, if
necessary, be endured without damage to health and well being.

Practical Step 1. People should be made aware that minimum recommended temperatures are just
that—a minimum, and that if they are old or have specific health problems they may well need to
maintain higher temperatures GP’s need to advise their vulnerable patients.

2. Enabling people to be aware of actual home and external temperatures and to adjust their
responses accordingly.

Practical Step 2. GP’s should provide vulnerable people with two thermometers (one for the living
room, and another for the bedroom) so that they can monitor their own homes and make sure they
are using suYcient heating to stay properly warm.

3. Targeting support programmes on the premise that being enabled to stay properly warm is an
essential pre-requisite to maintaining health, well being and independence.

Practical Step 3. GP’s should check with each of their old and vulnerable patients what steps they are
taking to keep warm and to prompt them for their health and independence sake to take the support
available to help them do so.

4. Marketing energy eYciency programmes on the premise that maximising of fuel eYciency at
home is the responsible response to reducing the risk of loss of independence through damage to
health, mitigating rises in long term fuel bills, and also to tackling climate change.

Practical Step 4. Promote these programmes through trusted local community agencies, who can
keep a look out for vulnerable people. Once people understand the importance to their health and
independence of keeping properly warm, they will be more likely to apply for the support that they
may be entitled to.

February 2010
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Memorandum submitted by the British Electrotechnical Allied Manufacturers Association
(BEAMA) (FP 46)

BEAMA

1. BEAMA represents over 350 companies in the electrotechnical sector in the UK who employ over
137,000 people and have a combined annual turnover of more than £13 billion. Our members provide
building and infrastructure technologies and products that influence all generation eYciencies, electricity
use and system energy losses as well as related UK carbon emissions and carbon abatement technologies.

2. BEAMA welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Energy and Climate Change Committee
inquiry into Fuel Poverty, and looks forward to further engaging with the Committee on this Inquiry as it
progresses. BEAMA is available to provide supplementary oral and written evidence to the Committee.

Executive Summary

3. A key means by which fuel poverty can be alleviated is through improving home energy eYciency and
empowering consumers to better manage their energy usage.

4. Government and industry must work in closer partnership in overcoming the lack of consumer
awareness about the energy saving products available on the marketplace and the often simple steps that
need to be taken to deliver eYciency savings.

5. There are significant immediate opportunities to help address fuel poverty through existing
technologies.

6. Domestic heating controls oVer the greatest potential to reduce fuel poverty through increasing energy
eYciency in the home Simply fitting the correct heating controls can save up to 23% of a home’s heating
bill.139 Given that heating and hot water account for 84% of an average home’s energy use, and 70% of its
carbon emissions140 then these savings are significant, and will be even more pronounced where an older, less
eYcient boiler is in place.

7. In the longer term, the rollout of smart metering in the UK will give households greater potential to
eVectively manage their energy usage. The meters will give consumers time-of-use information regarding
their energy usage which will empower them to use it more eVectively and eYciently thus reducing
consumption.

The Role of Low Carbon Technologies in Alleviating Fuel Poverty

8. EVectively tackling fuel poverty in the UK requires a holistic policy approach from Government.
BEAMA believes a key means by which fuel poverty can be alleviated is through improving home energy
eYciency and empowering consumers to better manage their energy usage. As the trade association
representing manufacturers of electrotechnical equipment in the UK, we can provide a unique perspective
on the technologies with greatest potential to improve home energy eYciency for the most vulnerable UK
consumers.

9. BEAMA believes that Government and industry must work in closer partnership in overcoming the
lack of consumer awareness about the energy saving products available on the marketplace and the often
simple steps that need to be taken to deliver eYciency savings.

10. There are significant immediate opportunities to help address fuel poverty through existing
technologies, two of which—heating controls and smart metering—are outlined below.

Heating Controls

11. We believe that domestic heating controls oVer the greatest potential to reduce fuel poverty through
increasing energy eYciency in the home. Heating controls optimise the operation of energy using elements
of a heating system (e.g. boilers and pumps) and allow occupants to define the levels of thermal comfort that
they require. This means that suYcient heating and hot water is provided for the least possible energy input,
and the least household expenditure on energy.

12. As a minimum for homes, BEAMA believes that there should be controls to:

— Automatically turn oV heating when not required (Time Control);

— Automatically prevent the building getting warmer than it needs to (Temperature Control);

— Avoid overheating rooms that are unoccupied or need lower temperatures (Zone Control);

— Provide enough hot water at a suitable temperature, and no more.

139 Source: Energy Saving Trust and calculations using the EU Ecoboiler model developed for the Energy Using Products
Directive.

140 Policy Brief: Improving the energy performance of domestic heating and hot water systems, Defra 2008.
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13. Homes that don’t have one or more of these control functions already installed will be able to make
cost-eVective energy savings through the installation of additional controls. Simply fitting the correct
heating controls can save up to 17–23% of a home’s heating bill.141 Given that heating and hot water account
for 84% of an average home’s energy use, and 70% of its carbon emissions142 then these savings are
significant, and will be even more pronounced where an older, less eYcient boiler is in place. Furthermore,
heating controls allow the occupants to save more energy through behavioural change measures.

14 The current Building Regulations require that some controls are installed when, for example, a boiler
is replaced But waiting until all boilers are replaced, which on current rates will take about 20 years, is
missing the huge opportunity for energy saving from upgrading controls on their own:

— A controls upgrade is a low cost, cost-eVective measure.

— Controls will reduce carbon emissions from older boilers in the years before they are replaced.

— Installed controls will reduce the cost of the eventual boiler replacement, and may therefore bring
forward the decision on this replacement.

15. We estimate that over 80% of UK homes do not reach the minimum levels of heating controls. The
potential market for upgrades of controls is valued at £3 billion and potential carbon savings oVered by
heating controls are estimated at 48 MtCO2, greater than the potential for loft insulation.

16. In Ireland the Home Energy Saving Scheme oVers householders up to ƒ500 for a heating controls
upgrade and a similar scheme in the UK could reap significant energy savings for the fuel poor.

Smart Metering

17. The Government roll-out schedule calls for 48 million smart gas and electricity meters to be supplied
to 27 million homes in just over 10 years. In the longer term, therefore, the rollout of smart metering in the
UK will give households greater potential to eVectively manage their energy usage. The meters will give
consumers time-of-use information regarding their energy usage which will empower them to use it more
eVectively and eYciently thus reducing consumption.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Citizens Advice (FP 47)

Summary

Progress against Government targets

Government eVorts to eradicate fuel poverty have been derailed by spiraling fuel prices, revealing the
inadequacy of depending on low prices to tackle fuel poverty. Going forward, any strategy must also be
based on increasing the energy eYciency of housing stock and ensuring that those most at risk of fuel poverty
receive a level of income which enables them to pay for the energy that they use.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used—ie, those households where more than 10% of
income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

Citizens Advice considers that it is helpful to retain a yardstick against which progress in addressing fuel
poverty can be measured as it helps to focus policymakers’ minds and can play an important part in ensuring
that that policies and programmes are coordinated around a clearly defined objective.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency & the methods used to target assistance at
households which need it most

The fragmented nature of energy eYciency programmes means that it can be diYcult for consumers to
understand what help is available. More holistic methods of addressing fuel poverty oVer cost-savings to
companies as well as real benefits to consumers by oVering joined-up delivery of a range of measures
intended to improve energy eYciency standards, and permanently reduce fuel bills. To create maximum
benefit, such programmes must bring together energy eYciency measures with initiatives addressing people’s
level of income (eg through benefit entitlement checks).

141 Source: Energy Saving Trust and calculations using the EU Ecoboiler model developed for the Energy Using Products
Directive.

142 Policy Brief: Improving the energy performance of domestic heating and hot water systems, Defra 2008.
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Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

We question whether social tariVs are the most appropriate or eVective vehicle to tackle fuel poverty due
to their regressive nature. Nevertheless, we are pleased that the government has included proposals in the
Energy Bill to put social price support on a statutory footing, which should help address some shortcomings
in the current system.

Clear direction should be given to make sure that all groups living in fuel poverty (including those on low
income and disabled people), and not just older people, can benefit from the statutory scheme.

Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

There is a strong case for the winter fuel payment to be better targeted at those most in need.

And, while cold weather payments are undoubtedly welcome, relying on this erratic payment to help
vulnerable groups on low incomes to pay for their fuel bills each winter may not be the best way to provide
assistance.

Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

Households oV the gas grid lose out in a number of ways: they pay more for their fuel, are forced to buy
in bulk and may not be able to spread payments to help aVordability concerns.

There is a compelling case for DECC to extend Ofgem’s regulatory oversight to cover customers who are
oV the gas network to address these issues. There is also a strong rationale for seeking to ensure that those
oV the gas grid should be among the first to benefit from new energy eYciency programmes.

The Citizens Advice Bureaux (CAB) network is the largest independent network of free advice centres in
Europe, providing advice from over 3,200 outlets throughout Wales, England and Northern Ireland.

The Citizens Advice service provides free, independent, confidential and impartial advice to everyone,
about their rights and responsibilities. It values diversity, promotes equality and challenges discrimination.
The service aims:

— to provide the advice people need for the problems they face; and

— to improve the policies and practices that aVect people’s lives.

In 2008–09 the CAB service in England and Wales dealt with almost six million problems in total,
including 1.9 million on debt. Of these, almost 83,000 were concerned with fuel debt, which represents a 19%
increase on the previous year, and an increase of 82% since 2005–06.

Comparisons for fuel debt problems for specific quarters in 2009–10 with the corresponding periods from
the previous year reveal a sharp increase, as shown in Table 1 below:

Table 1

FUEL DEBT PROBLEMS DEALT WITH BY CABX IN ENGLAND AND WALES
QUARTERLY COMPARISONS FROM 2008–09 TO 2009–10

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2008–09 18,183 19,076 19,466 26,166
2009–10 27,855 26,381 25,748 —
% increase on corresponding 53% 38% 32% —
quarter from 2008–09 to 2009–10
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In addition to fuel debt problems, in 2008–09 the CAB service dealt with almost 51,000 problems about
a range of other (non-debt) fuel matters. A summary of the increases in fuel and fuel debt problems dealt
with by bureaux in England and Wales over the last five years is given in Chart 1 below:

Chart 1

Number of fuel and fuel debt problems dealt with by 

Citizens Advice Bureaux in England and Wales
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Progress against Government targets

The Government has set laudable and challenging targets to eradicate fuel poverty in England amongst
vulnerable groups by 2010 and in all households by 2016. However, the scourge of fuel poverty is increasing,
with some estimates suggesting that despite moderate price cuts there are now likely to be more than five
million fuel poor households.143

At their current, historically high, levels energy costs are hitting vulnerable people and those on low
incomes particularly hard:

A CAB in Cornwall reported that their client, who lives with her three dependent children in Local
Authority housing, is struggling to pay for her fuel usage. The only source of heating in the client’s
house is a coal fire. The client receives income support and spends up to £30 per week for the fuel,
which represents nearly half the client’s income.

The medium-term prognosis for energy bills is bleak, with Ofgem suggesting that over the next 10 years
customers’ energy bills could rise anywhere between 13%–52% under a number of diVerent scenarios.144 We
are concerned that the costs of facilitating the UK’s transition to a low carbon economy will not be shared
equally, but will be added to all customers’ bills, placing a disproportionate burden on those on low incomes
and frustrating eVorts to address fuel poverty.

Government eVorts to eradicate fuel poverty have been derailed by spiralling fuel prices. It is possible to
have some sympathy for the plight of Government but, in a sense, this turn of events has simply revealed
the folly and inadequacy of tackling fuel poverty largely through low prices which was an unsustainable
strategy, and one which left progress extremely vulnerable to price fluctuations beyond its control. Going
forward, any strategy must also be based on:

— increasing the energy eYciency of the housing stock, thereby reducing the impact of rising energy
bills; and

— ensuring that those most at risk of fuel poverty receive a level of income which enables them to pay
for the energy that they use.

The definition of households in fuel poverty

Citizens Advice considers that it is helpful to retain a yardstick against which progress in addressing fuel
poverty can be measured as it helps to focus policymakers’ minds and can play an important part in ensuring
that that policies and programmes are coordinated around a clearly defined objective.

143 Radical action needed to help millions who cannot aVord their energy bills, NEA, Press Release, 17 November 2009
144 Project Discovery—Options for delivering secure and sustainable energy supplies, Ofgem, February 2010
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The coherence of the Government’s initiative on energy eYciency and the methods used to target assistance at
households which need it most

There are a number of measures provided by Government which are intended to deliver energy eYciency
measures, including programmes such as Warm Front and the Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT).
Such programmes to improve energy eYciency and reduce energy consumption cost some £2.6 billion a
year.145

While this level of funding is large, the fragmented nature of the programmes and the fact that they have
been designed as top-down solutions to individual problems means that it can be diYcult for consumers to
understand what help is available and navigate their way around (hence the need for assistance such as the
Home Heat Helpline). In addition, such programmes may not always interact to deliver the best outcome
for consumers. For example, Government has now taken welcome action to address the issue of shortfalls
in Warm Front grants but—from a consumer perspective—it would have seemed eminently sensible for
other energy eYciency programmes to step in to provide additional funding.

More widely, while programmes such as Warm Front and CERT may deliver real benefits to millions of
households, they are usually focused on delivering just one or two measures to households, therefore
requiring supplementary applications to diVerent schemes, repeat visits and additional work to tackle any
remaining energy eYciency shortcomings.

We recognise that government is currently piloting the delivery of a more holistic method of addressing
energy eYciency measures under the Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) which will be delivered
on a street by street basis. Although the programme is small-scale, we consider that this approach may oVer
cost-savings to companies as well as real benefits to consumers by oVering joined-up delivery of a range of
measures intended to improve energy eYciency standards, and permanently reduce fuel bills. To create
maximum benefit, such programmes must bring together not just energy eYciency measures but also
programmes to address people’s level of income (eg through benefit entitlement checks). Unfortunately the
current CESP pilot does not do this and in our opinion this represents a major shortcoming.

We also think that the move to a more co-ordinated packaging of assistance would bring benefits in terms
of how assistance is delivered or targeted. Under the current model, in order to gain some assistance the
individual in question in required to put themselves forward and make an application to individual
programmes, meaning that some vulnerable people who may benefit from such programmes miss out
because they are not aware of them or because they lack the skills or confidence to make an application.

Innovative ways to better target assistance available are currently in the process of being trialled in the
data sharing pilot between the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and energy suppliers. Depending
on the outcome of the pilot, we would welcome the exploration of other opportunities to share data and
proactively target assistance, provided that appropriate safeguards are put in place.

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

We question whether social tariVs are the most appropriate or eVective vehicle to tackle fuel poverty due
to their regressive nature. We consider that a strong case could be made for funds to be redistributed via the
tax and benefits system rather than through fuel suppliers being compelled to oVer social tariVs which can
diVer in eligibility criteria and benefits delivered, as well as failing to identify those who may be most in need
of assistance.

Nevertheless, we are pleased that the government has included proposals in the Energy Bill currently
before Parliament to put social price support on a statutory footing. In our opinion this should help address
some of the shortcomings inherent in the current system. Putting social price support on a statutory footing
could help to ensure that:

— Eligibility is based on objective factors, targeting help at those most in need;

— Social tariVs are open to all those that meet eligibility criteria, rather than only those fortunate
enough to apply while the social tariV is “open”;

— People most in need of assistance receive a consistent level of support, regardless of which supplier
they are with;

— Consumers and their advisers are provided with clear information about social tariVs; and

— All suppliers pay a fair and proportionate share of the costs in oVering social tariVs.

The details of the statutory scheme, such as the nature of the benefit and eligibility criteria, will be set out
in secondary legislation after consultation during Summer 2010. Citizens Advice considers that it is essential
at this early stage that clear direction is given to make sure that all groups living in fuel poverty (including
those on low income and disabled people), and not just older people, can benefit. The following cases
demonstrate the diYculties currently experienced by deserving groups who are ineligible for social tariVs:

145 Programmes to reduce household energy consumption, National Audit OYce, July 2008
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A CAB in Kent reported a case in which their client, an unemployed man over 50, is finding it
extremely hard to survive on his benefit income due to the high costs of fuel. As the client is in
receipt of jobseekers allowance and under 60 he is ineligible for assistance. The client is therefore
very worried about how he will pay for his energy use and is at risk of illness through not being
able to keep warm enough.

A CAB in the West Midlands reported a case in which their client, a single woman aged 61 who
has been diagnosed with cancer, receives an income which puts her just above the threshold to
receive pension credit guarantee. This means that although she is struggling to pay her fuel bills,
and spending approximately 16% of her income on heating, she is ineligible for her energy
supplier’s social tariV.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

Winter fuel payments

The Winter Fuel Payment (WFP) is highly valued by many pensioners. However, it is important to note
that the WFP is a very poorly targeted benefit, with all pensioners—regardless of income—entitled to it. The
benefit cost more than £2.7 billion in 2008–09 yet only 12% of the 2.9 million people receiving payments were
classed as living in fuel poverty. Moreover, many fuel poor households did not qualify for this support.146

A CAB in South East Wales reported a case in which their client, who has long term health problems and
a disability, is struggling to pay for heating costs. The client’s only income is means-tested benefits but as he
is under the age of 60 years he does not yet qualify for the Winter Fuel Payment. The client now finds himself
in the position of having to choose between heating his home or eating, in other words he cannot aVord to
do both.

With funding for fuel poverty and energy eYciency programmes likely to be under increasing pressure
going forward, it is diYcult to justify the status quo. We consider that the WFP should be better targeted
at those most in need. One way to do this which would seem to create minimal administrative diYculties
would be to make the WFP taxable and end its payment to those subject to higher rate tax. The savings
generated (estimated to be £250 million per annum) could be used to extend eligibility to the WFP to groups
most at risk of fuel poverty or to boost energy eYciency improvements for fuel poor households.

Cold Weather Payments

The substantial increases in the Cold Weather Payment announced in September 2008 (raised from
£8.50 per week to £25 per week) and continued for the current winter would have gratefully received by
eligible recipients. In 2008–09 8.4 million separate payments were made, at a total cost of £210 million while
over £260 million has been committed to the scheme so far this winter.147

The eligibility criteria for CWPs is more comprehensive and provides a useful starting point for
considering which groups should receive assistance with their fuel bills. However, relying on this erratic
payment to help vulnerable groups on low incomes to pay for their fuel bills each winter may not be the best
way to provide assistance. As the case below shows, it can be diYcult for eligible people to determine whether
they will receive a payment, meaning that they may be unwilling to use their heating during very cold
weather.

A CAB in Derbyshire reported that their client, a single man living in private rented housing in
receipt of income support, came to bureau to enquire about cold weather payments in the week
commencing 21 December. The client had not been using his heating because he was so worried
about the size of his gas bills. The client could not find out if the weather had been cold enough
to justify a cold weather payment. If it had been, the client would put his heating on more. The
CAB adviser found that there was a lack of information about whether CWP had been triggered
and even government web sites provided information relating to previous weeks.

The fact that payment of the CWP is based on temperature and geography renders it diYcult to
disseminate simple and clear messages to consumers. In our opinion there is, at the very least, a need to
reconsider how the cold weather payment is communicated to eligible consumers in order to provide them
with speedy and reliable information about when they can expect top receive a payment. More broadly, since
payment is only made after a sustained period of cold weather, the CWP, while welcome, may fail to give
people the confidence to heat their homes safe in the knowledge that they will receive the financial assistance
to enable them to do so.

146 Energy eYciency and fuel poverty, Environment, Food and Rural AVairs Committee, May 2009
147 Cold Weather Payments—Standard Note SN/SP/696, House of Commons Library, 22 January 2010
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Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

There are approximately 4.3 million customers living in rural areas who are not on the gas network. These
people are entirely dependent on electricity, domestic heating oil or liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) for
heating their homes and providing hot water. These people lose out in a number of ways. Most obviously,
they have to pay significantly higher costs for their fuel. Estimates from 2008 suggest that households oV
the gas network typically had energy bills in the region of £1,700 per annum, compared to £1,000 for those
with gas mains connections.148

The problem of aVordability for people living oV the gas network is particularly acute for those on low
incomes. These are exacerbated by the fact that domestic heating oil and LPG suppliers often have minimum
delivery amounts which necessitate large lump-sum payments. Yet paying for bulk deliveries in advance can
be impossible for those on low incomes.

A CAB in SuVolk reported a case about their client and partner who are both unemployed, and
live with their four children aged 12, 10, 3 and 2 in a rented property which has an oil-based heating
system. The clients cannot aVord to get their oil tank filled because oil costs 41.8 pence per litre,
and while there is a discount if you order a minimum of 900 litres this equates to £415, which is
totally unaVordable for the clients. The CAB adviser could only advise the clients to seek
charitable help for assistance with their fuel needs.

And whereas those connected to the gas network must be oVered a range of payment methods and
budgeting schemes by their fuel suppliers to spread the cost of their fuel, there is no requirement for oil or
LPG suppliers—who are unregulated—to do the same. Nor do they oVer social tariVs which can oVer
reduced tariVs to their most vulnerable customers who may struggle to pay for their fuel.

Ofgem’s work on extending the gas network may oVer some solace to customers, though larger incentives
should be introduced to speed this work up. In addition, there would seem to be a strong rationale for
seeking to ensure that those oV the gas grid should be among the first to benefit from measures such as the
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) and Feed-In TariVs (FIT).

In our opinion, fundamental regulatory reform is also required. There is a compelling case for DECC to
extend Ofgem’s regulatory oversight to cover customers who are oV the gas network and who therefore have
to rely on domestic heating oil and LPG. As part of this extended remit Ofgem should, as a matter of priority,
make sure that the protections and assistance currently provided to customers on the gas network are also
oVered to those who rely on heating oil or LPG.

Memorandum submitted by the National Right to Fuel Campaign (FP 48)

The National Right to Fuel Campaign was established in 1975 with the single aim of ensuring that every
household was able to aVord adequate heat, light and power, to end fuel poverty by securing a warm, dry,
well-lit home for all, regardless of income and location. Energy is vital to life, health and well-being and not
something that we can live without and remain part of society.

The Campaign has a membership comprising voluntary organisations, local authorities, trade unions,
individuals, academics and professionals in housing, social welfare and environmental health and has taken
a leading role in putting fuel poverty high on the political agenda.

1. General Comments

1.1 We continue to think that the Government is complacent in its approach to fuel poverty. A single
example provides evidence to this eVect with the increased level of winter deaths during last winter, almost
50%, which was one of the coldest on record for some time. (Source—The Poverty Site). The implication is
that not enough has been done to protect a vulnerable group from the impacts of severe weather patterns.
It is worth noting that this only shows figures for one particular group of vulnerable people.

1.2 Our own research undertaken a few years back also indicated that the homes oV low income
households had not had adequate energy eYciency investment to protect them from falling into fuel poverty
with the massive price increases during the years 2007–09. (The Fall and Rise of Fuel Prices and Fuel Poverty
2005) There is nothing to indicate that this situation has much improved.

1.3 We have said it before and will continue to repeat that there needs to be a huge step change in the
approach to energy eYciency investment in the homes of low income and vulnerable households.

1.4 The creation of the Department of Energy and Climate Change had led to a hope that there might
be more holistic thinking about resolving the problems of fuel poverty and climate change. To date we have
seen little evidence of this. Fuel poor households will suVer the brunt of both the eVects of climate change,
for example, see point about excess winter deaths above. They will also suVer disproportionately from any
additional levies or increases to fuel prices resulting from climate change initiatives.

148 Energy prices, fuel poverty and Ofgem, Business and Enterprise Select Committee, July 2008
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1.5 At a recent NRFC Stakeholder Forum, we discussed who should pay for the eradication of fuel
poverty. There was general consensus that the Government, through taxation, should be the major
contributor. Contributors to the discussion mentioned the regressive impact of using fuel bills.

1.6 There is evidence of the level of concern about this when even the representative from Ofgem, the
regulator, expressed worries about whether the fuel poor will get the benefits from increased costs of
environmental programmes and suggests that there needs to be a more sophisticated approach to thinking
about these issues.

1.7 The Government will say that they are pouring some £20 billion into their fuel poverty initiatives but
a very large percentage of this is comprised of the Winter Fuel Payment which goes to all pensioners and is
generally seen as compensation for a lack of increase to pension rates in recent years.

1.8 Although many commentators have mentioned this in diVerent contexts, there is a real irony that
billions of pounds can be found to bail out our banks, with the resulting outrageous level of bonuses paid
to bankers this winter, and yet the Government is incapable of implementing an eVective fuel poverty
eradication programme which, we would add, would help with economic regeneration by providing jobs in
the energy eYciency investment sectors.

1.9 The Campaign has consistently argued that, as a minimum, pensioners paying a higher rate of tax
should not receive the Winter Fuel Payment and, along with other organisations, this payment should be
taxed.

2. Progress against Government Targets

2.1 It is clear that that the Government will not meet its 2010 target as we are already here and we continue
to see vulnerable households suVering fuel poverty.

2.2 We are also pessimistic about the Government reaching its 2016 target in the light of the recent impact
of fuel prices and severe cold winter weather.

3. The Definition of Households in Fuel Poverty Commonly Used
(ie, those households where more than 10% of income has to be spent on fuel for adequate heating

3.1 The Campaign has long argued that the amount of income used for the definition of fuel poverty
should exclude housing costs from the assessment of household income. We are aware of considerable
support for this position.

3.2 We have put the relevant extract in Appendix 1 for ease of reference to the detail on this issue.

4. The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

4.1 We support the NEA’s National Energy EYciency Scheme as there are clear gaps in current delivery
programmes which mean that households in fuel poverty may miss out on energy eYciency investment. It
is clear that, in order to meet both fuel poverty and climate change targets, the Government must oversee
a step change in its approach to energy eYciency investment and this proposal for a national energy eYciency
scheme works towards this.

4.2 Additionally, members of the Campaign would advocate higher energy rating standards for existing
housing to ensure that all housing that has had energy eYciency improvements is fuel poverty proofed for
any future occupants.

5. The Methods used to Target Assistance at Households which Need it Most

5.1 The Campaign has cautiously accepted the use of data sharing to target pensioner households in the
DWP pilot for fuel cost support. However, we still have reservations about whether this should be extended
given the Government track record on security of data.

5.2 We provided our detailed comments on this to the DWP in October 2009.

5.3 One concern worth mentioning here is the potential for suppliers and their agents to misuse the data
for purposes other than that agreed. For example, anecdotal evidence from research we are in the process
of analysing shows that there is still bad practice in doorstep selling so we are concerned if data should be
used for selling other services.

6. Social Tariffs and Plans to Put Social Price Support on a Statutory Footing

6.1 The Campaign is very supportive for plans to put social prices support on a statutory footing.

6.2 However, we would argue strongly that this should be available to all those eligible for the Cold
Weather Payment and all low income households with school age children. This still excludes groups such
as those with disabilities and long term illnesses whose energy needs are as great or greater.
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7. Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

7.1 The Campaign thanks that, as a minimum, eligibility for Winter Fuel Payment should be brought into
line with that for Cold Weather Payments.

7.2 We are still concerned that there are many groups who will fall outside these criteria and will suVer
fuel poverty. Another finding in the research mentioned above is that there is a group of householders who
fall outside all state support but who have real problems with their heating and household energy costs.
These are those whose income is just above benefit eligibility and there is no support for these apparently
from any source.

8. Support for Households which are Not Connected to the Mains Gas Grid

8.1 By establishing a national energy eYciency scheme, there is more flexibility to deal with homes that
are oV the gas grid and hard to treat homes.

8.2 Energy eYciency should be the priority to ensure the minimum requirements for energy needs, aiming
to improve the home to a very high standard.

8.3 We would also argue that, as installation costs come down and fuel prices rise, the case for using
alternative energy sources gets increasingly stronger and can, therefore, be considered alongside traditional
energy sources. Although we have not done any cost calculations, we suggest that these should be done to
compare costs for extending the gas network and using alternative energy sources such as solar and wind.

February 2010

APPENDIX 1

EXTRACT FROM SUBMISSION TO WORK AND PENSIONS COMMITTEE, JUNE 2009

1. How DECC Measure/Define Fuel Poverty

1.1.1 The National Right to Fuel Campaign believes that the Government’s definition of fuel poverty
seriously distorts both the number and distribution of households that are truly fuel poor. We submit that
the current oYcial definition omits many households least able to aVord their fuel costs and, consequently,
that the UK fuel poverty strategy is being neither targeted nor monitored adequately.

1.1.2 The definition of fuel poverty is a crucially important issue, having implications for households in
fuel poverty, and for the Government in monitoring progress, targeting resources and the delivery of targets.

1.1.3 Members of the National Right to Fuel Steering Group have been addressing the problem of the
current definition of fuel poverty as they are concerned that household in fuel poverty are excluded from
fuel poverty programmes as they do not fit the current criteria.

1.1.4 As part of this work, we held a workshop on the fuel poverty definition which was attended by a
number of key figures with expertise in this field. One key outcome from the session was that the majority
of participants believed that housing costs should be excluded from income in the main definition of fuel
poverty. This would result in the fuel poverty definition being a fuel spend of more than 10% of income after
housing costs.

1.2 The Distribution of Fuel Poverty

1.2.1 The Government’s target definition of fuel poverty is based on the full income of the household,
including their housing costs.149 The NRFC believes that the case for omitting net housing costs from income
in the definition of fuel poverty is largely self evident.

1.2.2 In theory, income poverty can be measured including net housing costs, as it can be argued that
households who own or rent properties that are above their incomes are taking the cost benefits in better
accommodation. However, DWP’s Households Below Average Income series (HBAI) recognises that this is
not always the case in practice and therefore measures income both including and excluding housing costs.

1.2.3 Unlike income poverty, however, fuel poverty is specific to the households existing home. The ability
of the household to aVord the fuel costs necessary to achieve satisfactory heating and other standardised
energy usage in their particular home is dependant on their disposable income after housing costs.
Households cannot spend their housing costs on fuel, any more than they can spend their national and local
taxes on fuel. The Government’s definition excludes all national and local taxes from income, but includes
all housing costs.

1.2.4 Excluding housing costs, while keeping the same 10% of income threshold for fuel costs, would raise
the 2006 estimate for fuel poverty from some 2.4 million (or 11.5%) to over 4.4 million households (20.9%).
However, the equivalent of 10% of full income, before housing costs (BHC) is around 13.5% of residual
income, after housing costs (AHC), in that this thresholds gives the same number of households in fuel
poverty. To highlight the distributional diVerences, the following analysis uses this higher 13.5% thresholds
as well as showing the figures for 10% of residual income.

149 The Government also publishes statistics for the basic income definition. This also includes housing costs, but omits housing
benefit, income support for mortgage interest (ISMI) and mortgage payment protection insurance (MPPI) from income.
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1.2.5 Figure 1 shows the overlap between the household populations defined as fuel poor under each of
these definitions. One in three of the 2.4 million households who are fuel poor on the comparable (13.5%)
residual, AHC, definition are not in fuel poverty on the full income definition and vice versa.

Figure 1

VENN DIAGRAM SHOWING THE OVERLAP BETWEEN DEFINITIONS, 2006
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1.3 Fuel Poverty and Income Poverty

1.3.1 Households defined as fuel poor under the comparable (13.5%) residual income definition are in
substantially greater income poverty than those classed as fuel poor under the full income definition (Table
1). The average equivalised income, AHC, of all households deemed to be in fuel poverty drops by nearly
25% from £9,896 to £7,460 after excluding housing costs and raising the threshold to 13.5%. The proportion
of all households in fuel poverty also in income poverty (having equivalised incomes of under 50% and 60%
of the national median) also increases from some 37% to 60% and from 50% to 72% respectively.

1.3.2 Using 10% of residual income, the average equivalised income (£9,161) is also lower than that for
10% of full income, despite the former definition covering nearly twice as many households. The proportion
of fuel poor households in income poverty (on both the 50% and 60% of median thresholds) is also
significantly higher.

Table 1

AVERAGE INCOME AND GENERAL POVERTY BY FUEL POVERTY DEFINITION, 2006

Equivalised income AHC 10% of full income, 13.5% of residual 10% of residual
BHC income, AHC income, AHC

number % number % number %

Average income £9,896 £7,460 £9,161

Under 50% of median 890k 36.6 1,462k 60.1 1,960k 44.1

Under 60% of median 1,224k 50.3 1,740k 71.6 2,617k 58.9

Total in fuel poverty 2,432k 100.0 2,432k 100.0 4,441k 100.0
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1.4 The Distribution of Fuel Poverty by Tenure

1.4.1 Figure 2 shows the number of households in fuel poverty in each tenure under each definition in
2006. Under the full income definition, the majority (52%) of all fuel poor households are owners who own
their homes outright. Despite being classed as fuel poor, these owners often possess large amounts of housing
equity—an average of nearly £210,000 nationally and over £320,000 in London. After excluding housing
costs from income, fuel poverty shifts dramatically away from such asset rich owner occupiers to mortgagees
and, particularly, to tenants with no equity, renting from private or social landlords.

Figure 2

NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS IN FUEL POVERTY ON EACH
DEFINITION BY TENURE, 2006
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1.4.2 Excluding housing costs also fundamentally changes the distribution of the households groups
classed as fuel poor. With the 13.5% of residual income definition, the proportion of all fuel poor households
that include elderly members aged 60 years or more is reduced from 53% to 35%, while conversely the
proportion that includes dependent children (and no elderly residents) increases from under 16% to 25%.
Using the 10% threshold for residual incomes, retains a greater proportion of elderly households (40%) but
also further increases the proportion of fuel poor households with children (to 26%).

1.4.3 The shift from small elderly households to larger, low income families bring in fuel poverty is further
substantially increased if, as well as excluding housing costs from income, incomes are also equivalised.
Equivalised incomes reflect the common sense notion that larger households need a higher income than
smaller households to achieve a comparable standard of living. It is a standard method for measuring
income poverty and there is a case for also using equivalised incomes in the definition of fuel poverty.
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1.5 The Distribution of Fuel Poverty by Region

1.5.1 The changes in definition also have a dramatic eVect on the regional distribution of fuel poverty.
London moves from having the lowest proportion of households in fuel poverty (8.3%) under the full income
definition to having the highest proportion (13.9%) when using 13.5% of residual incomes, after housing
costs. This is due to the Capital’s higher gross housing costs—in 2006 an annual average of £8,432 compared
to £6,255 for all households in England on low income (under 50% of the national median).150 On the 10%
of residual income definition, London again has the highest number, but fourth largest percentage of fuel
poor households. (See table next page)

1.5.2 The 10% of residual income definition of fuel poverty has been adopted by the Greater London
Authority and was the preferred definition in the Mayor’s Energy Strategy of February 2004.

1.6 Comment

1.6.1 The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy, 6th Annual Progress Report, 2008 includes, for the first time, a brief
analysis of the eVects of using incomes after housing costs in the definition of fuel poverty. However, this is
based on the 2004 EHCS dataset rather than the current 2006 statistics, as reported elsewhere in the Report,
and the Report makes it clear that “There is no intention to change the fuel poverty definition to an After
Housing Costs basis”.

1.6.2 Despite the lead shown by the GLA and a number of Beacon local authorities and despite having
revised the definition significantly in other ways, the Government appear unwilling to consider a change in
the income definition for fuel poverty. In the past, ministers have argued that that this would be a distraction
from the task of alleviating the problem. However, in practice, actual strategies tend not to be concerned
with the detailed definition, but with making housing generally ‘fuel poverty proof’. The diVerent
distribution of fuel poverty would have implications for targeting, but the basic way the programme is
implemented need not necessarily change as a result of adopting a definition based on incomes after
housing costs.

Table 2

GO REGIONS RANKED BY HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS
IN FUEL POVERTY, 2006

10% of In fuel 13.5% of In fuel 10% of In fuel
full income poverty residual poverty residual poverty
BHC income income

thou % thou % thou %

North East 179 16.4 London 428 13.9 North East 294 27.0

North West 415 14.2 North West 393 13.5 North West 682 23.4

West Midlands 304 13.7 North East 145 13.3 Yorks & Humber 490 22.8

East Midlands 236 12.9 East Midlands 211 11.6 London 690 22.5

Yorks & Humber 273 12.7 South West 250 11.3 West Midlands 471 21.3

South West 256 11.6 Yorks & Humber 238 11.1 East Midlands 382 21.0

East of England 224 9.7 West Midlands 234 10.5 South West 444 20.1

South East 291 8.5 South East 352 10.2 South East 603 17.5

London 254 8.3 East of England 181 7.8 East of England 385 16.6

England 2,432 11.5 England 2,432 11.5 England 4,441 20.9

1.7 Numbers in Fuel Poverty

1.7.1 When the extent of fuel poverty was first estimated using data from the 1996 English House
Condition Survey (EHCS), the survey collected data on the actual fuel prices paid by households. However,
for the 2001 EHCS, the collection of fuel price data was dropped from the survey and since that date fuel
poverty has been calculated using DTI/BERR/DECC data on the average regional fuel prices for diVerent
tariV types.

1.7.2 Table 3 reproduces the 2006 DECC regional fuel price data for the fairly typical Southern gas and
electricity regions. The Table shows the average fuel prices for all companies in the region on which the
calculations of fuel poverty are based, but in addition shows that within each region and tariV type, average
prices also vary considerably depending on the particular company used.

150 Average housing cost across all tenures, including owned outright.
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1.7.3 The NRFC believes that the use of these average regional costs in measuring fuel poverty has the
eVect of seriously under-estimating the scale of the problem. This is because there is good evidence that lower
income groups, at risk of fuel poverty, particularly elderly households, are less inclined to regular switch their
fuel supplier and to be, in practice, on higher than average tariVs.151

Table 3

AVERAGE UNIT COSTS (PENCE PER KWh) IN SOUTHERN FUEL REGIONS

Standard Credit Direct debit Prepayment

Southern gas region
Largest 2.84 2.52 2.86
Average 2.62 2.33 2.75
Smallest 2.28 2.13 2.37
Southern electricity region
Largest 11.94 11.94 14.36
Average 10.15 9.39 10.79
Smallest 9.67 8.61 8.97

The range shows the average unit cost for all companies in the region, as well as the
average cost for the companies with the largest and smallest average costs in the specified
region.

1.8 Conclusions

1.8.1 The definition is critically important to monitoring progress and to determining the overall success
of the Strategy at the national and regional level. If, as the statistics suggest, the current definition is not
directed at those least able to aVord their fuel costs, it is diYcult to see how progress in alleviating fuel
poverty can be adequately monitored and the future success or otherwise of the UK Fuel Poverty Strategy
can be properly determined.

Memorandum submitted by EDF Energy (FP 49)

Introduction to EDF Energy

1. EDF Energy is one of the UK’s largest energy companies with activities throughout the energy chain.
Our interests include nuclear, renewables, coal and gas-fired electricity generation, combined heat and
power, electricity networks and energy supply to end users. We have 5.5 million electricity and gas customer
accounts in the UK, including both residential and business users.

2. EDF Energy welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence to support the Energy and Climate
Change Select Committee’s call for evidence on fuel poverty.

Summary

— The UK’s transition to a low carbon economy must be achieved through incentivising investment
in the most aVordable low carbon energy supplies for all and securing competitiveness for
sustainable growth. This will ensure that the Government’s policies are implemented with least
impact on consumers, including those in fuel poverty.

— Government has a role to play in addressing fuel poverty through wider social initiatives to tackle
all causes of poverty. This will often be more eYcient than energy based initiatives.

— Where suppliers are required to provide support to vulnerable customers, we believe that
mandatory tariV relief, funded on an equitable basis between suppliers, targeted with Government
assistance and direction to those greatest in need, is the best way to provide clarity for customers
and their advisors.

— We are committed to continue working with Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) and DECC
on the project to share Government data to provide a rebate for customers in receipt of Pension
credit. This project will provide important lessons for developing Government data sharing to
target future supplier support to those in greatest need under mandatory tariV relief.

— There is currently pressure on all household budgets, including those who do not qualify as fuel
poor. Putting in place energy based initiatives that explicitly introduce cross-subsidies between
customer groups will drive more customers into fuel poverty.

— Levies and obligations placed on suppliers to meet wider social and environmental objectives are
inevitably spread across all consumer bills, including those in fuel poverty.

151 See, for example, Ofgem, Switching Rates for Vulnerable Customers, Summary Report, March 2008.
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— EDF Energy has led the industry in developing initiatives to support customers most likely to be
living in fuel poverty.

— The majority of EDF Energy’s social spend will be focused on oVering a social tariV to our most
vulnerable customers.

— For the current obligation period, EDF Energy will spend around £300 million on meeting our
obligation under the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target, with the greater part of our spend
focused upon the Priority Group, ie those on eligible benefits or aged 70 and over. In addition,
around £65 million will be spent on meeting our obligation under the Community Energy Saving
Programme to the end of 2012, which is focused on the poorest communities in Great Britain.

EDF Energy Initiatives

3. As one of the UK’s biggest energy suppliers, EDF Energy has led the industry in developing initiatives
to support our customers most likely to be living in fuel poverty.

4. In 2003, EDF Energy established the EDF Energy Trust Fund, a charitable trust, to help households in
serious household debt, and has so far donated over £13 million to the Trust to help over 15,000 households.
However, the impact of the recession has meant that we have seen applications to the Trust grow. As a result,
we agreed to donate a further £600,000 to the Trust in December 2009, over and above planned funding, so
that we donated over £4 million in 2009 alone.

5. Some of our most vulnerable customers are the hardest to reach, as they may be isolated, housebound
or simply unlikely to turn to their energy supplier for help. We are constantly trying to build innovative
partnerships with reliable organisations that can help us to reach such households. Examples of these
include:

— Sponsoring London Warm Zone: This community programme tackles the challenges of fuel
poverty and climate change through a systematic door to door assessment process, to identify and
help the most vulnerable people in society. Following its initial success, the scheme has now been
rolled out across 24 London Boroughs. In the last three years alone we have made more than
80,000 door to door assessments and through this scheme we have installed new and improved
heating and insulation in over 13,000 homes. In addition, through the London Warm Zone income
maximization services, residents have claimed £2.2 million of benefits to which they were entitled.

— Women’s Royal Voluntary Service (WRVS) Energy Advice Manager: As one of Britain’s largest
volunteering organisations, WRVS is in a unique position to provide practical support to older
people, to help maintain their independence at home and help them remain active in their
community. Since April 2009, EDF Energy has funded an Energy Advice Manager’s post within
the charity with the task of educating WRVS volunteers about the dangers of fuel poverty and
signposting the key sources of available help. The aim is that the volunteers will in turn pass on
these details to WRVS service users, thus providing them with key information from someone that
they know and trust.

— Plymouth Citizens Advice Bureau: EDF Energy has also funded the first energy advice
development post at the Citizens Advice Bureau in Plymouth. The adviser works with agencies
throughout Devon and Cornwall to support households experiencing fuel debt and financial
hardship.

6. Since introducing the industry’s first special tariV for customers likely to be in fuel poverty in 2006,
called Energy Assist, we have continued to oVer this to our most vulnerable customers, and have seen the
numbers benefiting grow by around 300% in the last two years. Today we have over 160,000 customers on
our special discounted Energy Assist tariV, which oVers them our cheapest enduring tariV. Customers on
Energy Assist are also oVered a free benefit entitlement check to ensure that they are receiving all the benefits
to which they are entitled. These customers are also provided with energy eYciency advice so that we tackle
all three causes of fuel poverty: low incomes, poor property condition and energy costs. We were pleased
when other energy companies followed our example and launched their own social tariVs, so that today over
a million energy customers in Britain are getting help from their supplier.

Current Context: Securing Low Carbon Affordable Supplies

7. In the current economic context, there is pressure on household budgets for all customers, including
those who are not fuel poor. We believe that Government has a role to play in addressing fuel poverty
through wider social initiatives, to tackle all causes of poverty, which are often more eYcient than energy
based initiatives.

8. Costs arising from environmental initiatives such as the EU ETS, the Renewables Obligation, the
Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT) and the Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP) are
inevitably spread across all consumer bills, including those in fuel poverty.

9. EDF Energy believes that, in addition to eVorts to improve energy eYciency, large scale investment is
urgently required if the UK is to meet its climate change targets in a way that keeps prices as stable and
aVordable as possible. It is vital that the right decisions are made now to secure investment in large-scale
low-carbon electricity generation.
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10. While the current economic climate may have reduced the extent of any projected capacity gap in the
near and medium term, the need to deliver the UK’s carbon ambitions will require unprecedented levels of
investment in new generation capacity and electricity networks. It is widely estimated that investment in
electricity generation and transmission alone could approach £200 billion by 2030, depending on the mix of
technologies adopted.

11. With this broader energy policy context in mind, EDF Energy believes that the best way for the energy
industry to tackle fuel poverty is to ensure investment is directed to the provision of the most aVordable low
carbon supplies for all and securing competitiveness for sustainable growth.

Mandatory Tariff Relief

12. Where support is provided by suppliers, we believe that mandatory tariV relief, funded on an
equitable basis by all suppliers, is the best way to provide clarity and consistency for customers and their
advisors. We therefore welcome the introduction, proposed in the current Energy Bill, for mandatory tariV
relief, which will require all suppliers to oVer a similar type of support to groups identified by Government
as being in greatest need.

13. Customers are often faced with a confusing array of oVers which vary between suppliers and are often
targeted at diVerent groups: this is why EDF Energy has long campaigned for mandatory tariV support from
suppliers.

14. It is critical to focus tariV relief on those customers that are in greatest need, to ensure that the overall
costs for consumers are minimised. EDF Energy believes that Government is best placed to identify those
who should benefit, and should provide information so that suppliers can target support most eVectively.
In the longer term, Government needs to be aware of the potential for customer cross subsidies to create
further distortions in energy costs and compound inequity between customers.

15. EDF Energy is currently working with other energy suppliers, the Department of Work and Pensions
(DWP) and the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) on proposals to deliver a rebate to
customers in receipt of Pension Credit guarantee who are not already receiving help with their energy costs.
This project, to share Government data to allow energy supplier support to reach those in greatest need,
represents an important milestone in the battle against fuel poverty. If this project is successful, we hope that
it will be a precursor for Government data to be used to target the majority of energy supplier support to
the most vulnerable customers.

16. Without such data sharing from Government, our experience in delivering energy eYciency
programmes to the Priority Group152 has shown that significant resources to improve energy eYciency have
instead been spent on acquisition costs in trying to find the most vulnerable customers. We believe that
Government has a fundamental central role in identifying the customers in greatest need, so that we can
maximise the use of resources to achieve the real objectives of the schemes and have the greatest impact on
tackling fuel poverty.

Energy Efficiency Programmes

17. Energy eYciency has a role to play, both in terms of resource eYciency and reducing carbon emissions.
It should however, be considered as part of the broader policy framework and the need to reduce carbon
emissions cost eVectively across all sectors and driving investment in the provision of aVordable low
carbon supplies.

18. EDF Energy supports making homes more energy eYcient, improving the nation’s housing stock and
helping domestic householders reduce the carbon footprints of their homes. Retrofitting measures to the
fabric of existing homes, along with low carbon heating solutions and a decarbonised electricity grid across
GB, have a significant role to play in ensuring that the UK’s climate change mitigation targets are met.

19. EDF Energy supports both the CERT and CESP programmes. Our experience with CERT has
demonstrated that reductions in carbon emissions have been achieved cost eVectively.

20. EDF Energy supports a Government extension of CERT to take the scheme to December 2012. This
will ensure that both the CERT and CESP programmes work to the same time period. It will also facilitate
new delivery mechanisms from 2012, building upon the lessons learned from CERT and CESP. Future
delivery mechanisms will need to be fully integrated with wider energy policy to deliver cost-eVective
solutions for carbon reductions.

21. The total current expenditure for CERT and CESP is over £1 billion per annum, according to DECC
estimates. As the costs are ultimately passed through to customers’ bills it is important to optimise the
financing and delivery of these programmes, to minimise the impacts on all customers. The funding of CESP
is shared equally between generators and energy suppliers.

22. It is important that Government’s Household Energy Management (HEM) Strategy provides greater
clarity and certainty on the development of any future supplier obligations.

152 The energy supplier Energy EYciency Commitment, which was the precursor to the current Carbon Emissions Reduction
Target (CERT) identified a Priority Group of households in receipt of certain benefits who had to receive a specified
proportion of the measures.
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23. EDF Energy believes that any future supplier obligations should not have a requirement to focus a
large proportion of energy eYciency measures on “priority group” households. Targeting measures on a
priority group will increase acquisition costs of finding those whom are eligible for support. These increased
costs to deliver the programme will increase all customer bills, including those in the priority group itself.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Which? (FP 50)

Which? is an independent, not-for-profit consumer organisation with around 700,000 members and is the
largest consumer organisation in Europe. Which? is independent of government and industry, and is funded
through the sale of Which? consumer magazines, books and other subscription services.

Executive Summary

Consumers spend an average £1,200 per year on energy bills, most of this on heating, yet as much as £1 in
every £3 spent on heating bills is wasted. Seven million homes still have unfilled wall cavities and 10 million
homes have no or inadequate loft insulation.153 This wastage of heat and electricity is preventable, and at
low cost; and the more energy bills continue to rise, the more important this becomes especially for those
who are struggling financially.

The National Audit OYce estimates that the typical household could save about roughly 30% of energy
bills by adopting the cost-eVective measures already available to them.154 This highlights the important role
of energy eYciency in alleviating fuel costs and why it is vital that any programs to deliver these measures,
and others, are value for money and eVective.

The Carbon Emission Reduction Target (CERT) is the primary program through which energy eYciency
measures are delivered and we are concerned that it may not be fully delivering for consumers. Due to poor
monitoring and evaluation it is impossible to assess whether it provides value for money raises and if
consumers benefiting from the scheme. As all consumers pay for CERT this is clearly of consequence to
those who are already or close to being fuel poor. The Government therefore needs to review whether or not
it is eVective and provide value for money before CERT is extended and evolves further.

Fuel Poverty

1. Which? has noted with interest that this short inquiry will look at the steps that have been put in place
to eradicate fuel poverty. We feel that the two areas outlined in the call for evidence are of relevance to
Which? as they all have an impact on consumers. These areas are: the methods used to target assistance at
households which need it most; and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing.

2. In relation to these areas we would like to focus our written submission on one of the main Government
initiative to target to target assistance at households which need it most, CERT. We are particularly
concerned that CERT, which is designed to improve energy eYciency for us all, may in fact be driving many
into fuel poverty. As part of our submission we will also comment on the plans to put social price support
on a statutory footing, we are concerned that without additional provisions there is a real risk of this not
delivering the maximum benefit.

The methods used to target assistance at household who need it most

3. CERT is the Government’s primary mechanism for improving the energy eYciency of the existing
domestic housing stock. It is a legal obligation on the six largest energy suppliers who have more than
50,000 domestic customers to meet CO2 emission targets for the domestic customers they supply. It was
estimated that between 2008 and 2011, the energy suppliers will need to spend £2.8 billion on carbon
reduction measures in order to meet their targets. In July 2009 the Government consulted to increase the
CERT obligation by 20 per cent raising this to £3.2 billion.

4. CERT is aimed particularly at those who could benefit the most from energy eYciency as a Priority
Group which includes those aged 70 and over and those on qualifying benefits get CERT measures for free
as the supplier has to pay the whole cost.

5. The obligation means that the government estimates that energy suppliers need to spend £3.2 billion
on CERT between them. There are six suppliers who qualify, these are: British Gas, EDF Energy, Npower,
E.ON, Scottish and Southern Energy and Scottish Power.

6. Suppliers can promote measures to reduce CO2 emissions to any domestic consumer in Great Britain.
They are not limited to providing assistance to their own domestic customers. These measures include loft
insulation, boiler upgrades and energy eYcient products, and are promoted to consumers directly, via
contractors or through a relationship with a retailer.

153 Joan Ruddock’s speech to the Green Business Council: Eco-Build 2009 event, Earls Court
154 Programmes to reduce household energy consumption, National Audit OYce, July 2008
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7. On average, CERT results in £45155 being added onto every energy bill every year as energy suppliers
are allowed to transfer the cost they incur from CERT onto their customers.

8. For those benefiting from energy eYciency CERT measures, the savings may outweigh the increase in
bills. Which? is, however, concerned that CERT may have detrimental implications on consumers due to:

— The potential it has to increase fuel poverty;

— The lack of financial monitoring and inability to determine whether it provides value for money;

— The ability to manipulate the mix of measures.

A Possible Cause of Fuel Poverty

9. At least 40% of eYciency measures under CERT have to be delivered to a “Priority Group” of people
on qualifying benefits or those over 70. However, perversely, the additional £45 per year on all fuel bills could
be forcing more households into fuel poverty. Those on low incomes who are not eligible for Priority Group
treatment are unlikely to be able to aVord the CERT measures, even with a discount (for example, cavity
wall insulation cost £380 on average). Yet, these consumers still have to pay for CERT on their bills. In
addition, people living in older properties; where energy eYciency options are more limited; those who have
already implemented energy saving measures in their home; and those living in rented accommodation
whose landlords have no financial interest in paying for energy eYciency measures, are all likely to miss out
on the full benefits, yet they still pay the full costs of CERT.

10. It is clear that those not receiving CERT measures are still paying at a rate estimated by Ofgem to be
£45 per year156 for which they receive no direct benefit. In relation to fuel poverty this is most relevant to
those on low incomes are most likely to be aVected by any increase in energy bills since they spend a higher
proportion of their income on electricity and gas.

11. There is a risk of where CERT measures may create a perverse situation in which more households
are forced into fuel poverty. As CERT has increased energy bills, household disposable income has
decreased. Low income households on the brink of fuel poverty and as their bills increase then more and
more of them will be classed a fuel poor. As a result, they will be put on social tariVs and they will no longer
be paying for CERT, or at least not as much, and so those who can still pay will pay more and more.

12. This situation could become unsustainable in the long-term as the more people that are forced into
fuel poverty—the less will pay for CERT as they will be on benefits. The consumers who are left paying
CERT will be forced to pay more of the CERT obligation and are those in that group on the brink of fuel
poverty may therefore be forced into fuel poverty, making the paying group of consumer forever shrinking.
This creates a vicious circle for the Government, as more and more people will then qualify for benefits.

13. Which? realises that CERT is a complicated scheme and that a quick fix will not be available to ensure
that everyone only gets advantages from the scheme, rather than disadvantages. As a result, we are asking
the Government to review how CERT could be run more cost eVectively and how future schemes should be
administered that includes an investigation of whether it should be continued to be supplier-led or whether
an independent body is required to allocate funds; and how it can be ensured that all types of households
benefit from CERT and future schemes. We believe that a full investigation is needed to ensure that the
inequality and unfairness of the system is addressed.

Poor Monitoring and Value for Money

14. Suppliers are currently allowed to pass the estimated cost they incur for CERT straight through to
customers. There is no way of knowing if the suppliers pass this on in full, in part, or in excess of the actual
cost to their customers. As a result, if costs are unnecessarily high, this will indirectly increase fuel poverty
as more costs are then transferred onto consumers. An independent report of a previous version of the
scheme revealed that suppliers’ costs were 23% less than the Government’s estimate.157 But, it is impossible
to tell whether this translated into a profit for suppliers or 23% less costs being transferred to customers.

15. Because of the lack of monitoring of how costs are transferred to consumers, there are also no checks
to ensure that money spent is used to deliver maximum carbon savings. The lack of transparency also makes
it diYcult to unravel the inter-dependent relationships between manufacturers, installers, energy suppliers
and retailers. Even the Government has acknowledged the risk of double counting of carbon savings. For
example, a supplier as well as a contractor or retailer could claim credit for the same CERT measure.

16. This situation is justified on the basis that the energy markets are competitive, so suppliers are
incentivised to incur costs eYciently and minimise what is passed on to consumers. In reality, Ofgem has
stated that the energy markets are not fully competitive. We know that many do not “shop around” for the
best deals. Instead, they could pay a higher proportion of the costs of CERT because they are on
uncompetitive or prepayment tariVs—comparable to the situation.

155 “Updated Household energy bills explained”. Ofgem Factsheet 81, 06.08.09 www.ofgem,gov.uk
156 “Updated household energy bills explained”, Ofgem Factsheet 66, January 2008. Based on average customer costs of

£38 prior to the September 2008 announcement of a 20% extension of the CERT obligation.
157 Eoin Lees Energy: Evaluation of the Energy EYciency Commitment 2005–08, 14 December 2008.
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17. A badly run scheme will result in higher costs for consumers. Yet, as there is inadequate monitoring
in place to monitor what value we get from CERT, we are unable to determine whether unnecessary costs
are transferred onto the energy suppliers’ customers.

18. To improve on the current situation, a system to monitor the costs of suppliers and how they are
transferred to customers would be beneficial. This could be done by a requirement for suppliers to declare
carbon tonnes saved per £ on a tariV by tariV basis. The suppliers would then have to account for the costs
of meeting their CERT targets by reporting savings achieved as tonnes of carbon saved against the money
spent and identifying diVerences in costs between tariVs.

19. This would allow consumers to compare how much their energy supplier transfer of the costs to them
compared to other suppliers. It would also allow Ofgem, DECC and consumers to judge whether CERT is
implemented in a cost eVective way.

Manipulating the Mix of Measures

20 The current set-up allows suppliers to over-promote a CERT product to meet their target—even if that
product is not a very eVective way of achieving carbon savings. In the past this was most evident with the
big light bulb giveaways, where 152.6 million compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFL) were sent out between
2008 and 2009.158 Suppliers were able to meet their targets easily and cheaply while avoiding paying for other
measures, such as insulation, that are more expensive to implement, but that deliver higher energy
eYciency savings.

21. Although this practice has now been stopped for CFLs, it could still happen for other products, since
current monitoring focuses on whether the targets have been met (ie CO2 reduction measures delivered), not
whether concrete increases in energy eYciency have been achieved.

22. To improve on the situation, Which? would encourage the Government to look into how a cap for
each CERT product could be implemented so that once a product starts to dominate the market, the
subsidies from suppliers are stopped to force suppliers to focus on measures that deliver more long-term
benefits for consumers.

23. This would ensure that situations similar to the light bulb fiasco could not be repeated.

Proposal to put social price support on a statutory footing

24. Which? believes that it is important that all consumers are on the most appropriate tariV for them.
Due to confusion and a lack of understanding of their energy use many consumers are not on the best tariV
and this can result in consumers paying higher than necessary energy bills.

25. The introduction of minimum standards for tariVs and improvements to bills and statements would
be a significant step in helping consumers compare and understand the tariV oVerings available.

26. The minimum standards for the tariVs should include the following elements:

— No hidden charges—no more “no standing charges” tariVs when these costs are just subsumed into
the overall price, and no unfair penalties if you want to change energy tariV.

— A time guarantee if you change tariff—tariVs should be guaranteed for a minimum of 12 weeks.159

— Reasonable warning about price changes—companies should commit to provide a minimum of
12 weeks notice if a tariV is going to be changed, or when special deals are going to end.

— Tracker tariVs need to track something meaningful—until there is a standard measure used to
benchmark tracker tariVs they should be removed from the market.

— No misleading names—“green tariVs” shouldn’t be called green when they don’t and can’t deliver
energy from renewable sources.

27. The introduction of minimum standards for tariVs should be complemented with the introduction of
a summary box on all bills and statements that includes the following:

— The exact tariV name.

— The amount of energy used.

— The rate of gas and/or electricity per kWh and how this is broken down on a daily basis.

— How the cost has been calculated.

— Any discounts you are benefiting from and when they end.

— Any fees you will have to pay if you change supplier.

158 Hansard, 12 October 2009, c480W
159 Which? believes consumers should be given notification of a price increase equal to the amount of time that it will take to

shop around and switch. On average it takes a consumer six weeks to switch energy tariV, followed by a further six weeks
before they are on the new rate—totalling 12 weeks.
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28. By addressing tariV confusion and complexity consumers will be able to better judge the tariV for
them, which may allow them to move out of fuel poverty and therefore not need social support. For those
consumers who are fuel poor and eligible for the social price support scheme it is important that they are
also on the available cheapest tariV. The amount of support required per consumer will be less and so
enabling the scheme to reach more consumers, and prevent money being wasted by subsidising
inappropriate and expensive tariVs.

29. The proposed clause in the Energy Bill currently going through parliament includes proposals to
change the current system. However, the proposed social price support scheme that will be given statutory
footing does not set out provisions to ensure that customers benefiting from the new support scheme are
also on the most appropriate tariV, and we are concerned that this will reduce the impact of the social price
support scheme.

30. To ensure that the greatest benefit comes from the new social price support scheme, those who qualify
should be on the cheapest tariV and have their account reviewed periodically, every six months, to ensure
they are still on the cheapest tariV.

Recommendations

31. The current proposal for the social price support scheme has the potential to be a wasteful situation,
and therefore needs urgent attention. Likewise, with the CERT scheme being extended, and other energy
eYciency policies already announced or in the pipeline, these issues must be resolved to ensure that the
benefits outweigh any disadvantages for consumers including exacerbating fuel poverty. In light of this,
Which? makes the following recommendations:

— Carbon tonnes saved per £ on a tariV by tariV basis. Ofgem to require suppliers to account for the
costs of meeting their CERT targets by reporting savings achieved as tonnes of carbon saved
against the money spent and identifying diVerences in costs between tariVs.

— A cap for each CERT product so once a product starts to dominate the market, the subsidies from
suppliers are stopped to force suppliers to focus on measures that deliver more long-term benefits
for consumers.

— A review to consider how CERT could be run more cost eVectively and how future schemes should
be administered that includes an investigation of whether it should be continued to be supplier-led
or whether an independent body is required to allocate funds; and how it can be ensured that all
types of households benefit from CERT and future schemes.

32. In addition, to ensure that money from the social price support scheme is used eYciently and in the
most eVective way to reach the highest number of customers Which? have the following recommendations
for helping consumers address which tariV is most appropriate for them:

— Introduction of minimal standards for tariVs to increase comparability of tariV oVerings.

— Improve the quality of billing information to enable consumers to better understand their tariV
and energy use.

— Ensure that the regulatory framework that will set out the full detail of the social price support
scheme requires that those receiving support have their tariV reviewed at least once every six
months to ensure they are always on the cheapest tariV available. Where such customers are not
on the cheapest tariVs, ensure their supplier moves the consumers to that tariV within one month
of the review.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Co-operative Group (FP 51)

Executive Summary

The Co-operative Group believes strongly in decentralised energy systems and sees smaller scale
embedded generation as playing an important role in the future of the UK’s generation mix. The Co-
operative Bank has invested significantly (over £100 million) in CHP, district heating and aVordable warmth
schemes and is keen to expand its work within this area. Decentralised energy systems will help tackle carbon
reduction, energy security issues as well as fuel poverty.

Delivery at community level can be greatly assisted by the strength of the co-operative model. With the
right levels of support funding, community energy co-operatives are able to both involve individuals and
deliver real change. The co-operative model holds many benefits for its members, can create a mechanism
to pay back initial grants thereby reducing lender risk and can be very cost eVective, highly innovative
and flexible.

Fuel poverty can only truly be tackled by delivering renewable heat and energy savings. In the UK this
requires a sharp increase in the understanding of how the technologies work, how they are installed and
delivered and as importantly how they are procured (especially by Government and Local Authorities who
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have a key role to play). As such, investment is needed in the further and higher education sectors with
additional incentives to encourage people to undertake training through apprenticeships and vocational
study.

There is a role for financial incentives and alternative approaches to individual up-front householder
investment in order to drive swift changes in energy usage. The Co-operative Group believes that it is at a
community scale where there exists a cost eVective investment market that can deliver high energy savings.
The Co-operative Group supports the proposed Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) but believes that it should
be developed more quickly than at present.

The Co-operative Group sees a vital role for Energy Services Companies (“ESCOs”) to help fund new
heat and energy saving schemes. ESCOs provide a bridge for developers and local authorities to help deliver
upon planning requirements in new developments for example. The flexibility of ESCOs also allows for them
to fill a number of diVerent roles in delivering new heat or energy saving projects.

The Co-operative Group recommends that Building Regulations should be widened in order to provide
cost-eVective energy saving alongside a streamlined planning system to ensure speedy delivery of projects.
This could help better plan for district heating and heating networks to be installed at the same time as major
infrastructure developments, reducing overall costs and maximising new community benefits. Local
authorities should be encouraged to be anchor customers for such projects, using their procurement strength
to assist.

This submission draws heavily upon The Co-operative Group responses to the Government’s
“Renewable Electricity Financial Incentives” and “Renewable Heat Incentive” consultations. In these
submissions, we outlined our broad support for a tariV based system to stimulate decentralised and
community energy. The growth in demand will inevitably create new employment and manufacturing and
is aligned to government commitments to create a new green industry in the UK. The same rationale applies
for energy generation as applies for energy eYciency and tackling fuel poverty and this underlines our
response to the points below.

1. The Co-operative Group is one of the world’s largest consumer co-operatives and has a turnover of
more than £14 billion per annum. It has more than five million members and operates food, financial
services, funeral parlours, travel, legal services and farming amongst other businesses.

2. The Co-operative Group has pioneered a range of renewable energy initiatives. 99% of the electricity
for our 4,000 outlets is sourced from good quality renewables, through wind and water-power. Since 2008,
with support from the Low Carbon Buildings Programme, we have match-funded the installation of
160 photovoltaic systems and other renewables in schools across the UK. In 2006 the Coldham Wind Farm
was launched, which is a joint venture between The Co-operative Group and Scottish Power. The
£17 million, eight-turbine wind farm, built on a farm estate owned by The Co-operative Group, supplies
approximately 4% of The Co-operative Group’s energy requirements (equivalent to 9,000 homes) and is now
set to expand with local community backing. The CIS Tower in Manchester became Europe’s largest vertical
solar array when it was clad in energy generating solar panels in 2005. In September 2004, an innovative
£4 million, eight-year green electricity purchase agreement was entered into whereby The Co-operative
Financial Services receives a guaranteed, cost-eVective green electricity supply, while stimulating the
construction of a six wind turbine project in Lincolnshire. In 2003 The Co-operative Insurance became the
first institutional property investor to transfer all contracts for its £2 billion investment property portfolio
to green electricity. In addition, other wind farm developments are proposed on both Co-operative Group
and third party owned land as well as various exemplar sustainable development projects, which will
incorporate a range of renewable power generation initiatives. The Co-operative Enterprise Hub has helped
to create new market entrants that deliver co-operative solutions at community level in the UK. One
example is Energy4All, which via funding from The Co-operative Group has set up further community
energy projects, each owned by members of a local co-operative.

3. Renewables are also central to The Co-operative Financial Services’ commercial strategy from asset
finance to institutional investments. The Co-operative Bank has committed £400 million to be invested in
community renewable energy and low carbon energy technologies. The Corporate Banking team has been
involved in funding a variety of renewable energy investments in recent years, from hydro schemes, to wind
farms and CHP plants. These schemes underline the Bank’s leading commitment to community renewables,
generating significant carbon savings. Our first hydro scheme has now been completed in New Mills, we are
looking to fund several anaerobic digestion and biomass projects and developing financial models to support
the energy eYciency sector.

4. The Co-operative Group’s work on energy eYciency and fuel poverty is underlined by a strong
corporate approach to energy investments. Our Ethical Engagement Policy encourages investees to reduce
their reliance on fossil fuels and to increase their usage of renewable energies and energy eYciency.
Furthermore, The Co-operative Bank’s Ethical Policy includes a commitment for our business not to invest
in other businesses that are considered to be integral to the extraction and/or production of fossil fuels. The
Co-operative Group is firmly committed to high quality, voluntary carbon oVsetting which allows for
investment in projects such as fuel-eYcient stoves in Cambodia; reforestation in Kibale Forest National
Park, Uganda; and treadle pumps in Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal, India.
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Consultation Response

Progress against Government targets

5. The rise in fuel poverty from 1.2 million in 2004 to 4 million in 2008 demonstrates clearly that the fuel
poverty challenge is getting more diYcult to resolve. Factors such as fossil fuel prices and changing
demographics have played a huge part in the rise in fuel poverty. However the statistics also underline how
policies are not solving the root cause of fuel poverty—namely how we supply heat and energy to homes in
an eYcient, decentralised and cost eVective way. It is telling that very often those on the lowest incomes in
our society have the most ineYcient heating systems.

6. Delivering heat and energy saving at a significant rate requires partnership working between financing,
production and delivery bodies—this includes government (both nationally and locally), lenders, businesses,
manufacturers and communities. Whilst enabling legislation for incentives such as the Renewable Heat
Incentive (RHI) are welcome, more needs to be done to create a requirement on each of these bodies to work
together. The prohibitive costs for example of heat networks have prevented their potential being realised.
New infrastructure such as roads and housing provide perfect opportunities to ensure heat networks from
the outset and provide linkages to existing communities. Not enough progress is being made in these areas
at present.

7. Local Authorities should be required to take a strategic approach to energy generation (heat and
power) and distribution within their authority area in that the allocation of areas for major new development
should be integrated with such a strategy. Local authorities are key to the success of district heating networks
as public sector buildings can provide the base load to make a project viable. Local authorities are already
required to build up an evidence base on the potential for new renewable projects—including location, scope
and type—as outlined in Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1)—and central Government should be further
encouraging this. We recommend that Local Authorities should review their asset registers to plan when
energy related plant (boilers etc) are due for replacement to ensure they look to employ the best solution
for their tenants and own building stock. Often the best whole life solution requires a larger upfront capital
investment.

8. There has been too much focus through various initiatives on tackling fuel payment problems and not
reducing the cost of supply. We are not addressing the root problem ie there is to much focus on providing
a subsidy rather than reducing consumption through greater eYciency. We recommend that government
moves away from tackling fuel poverty with subsidies aimed at meeting costs, to a model where funding
targets reducing consumption and increases eYciency.

9. More needs to be done to target investment in decentralised energy and alternative emerging markets.
It is not enough to allow the lack of manufacturing or skills in these areas to argue against a roll-out of
proven models. As with any initiative, investment, education, manufacturing and skills will follow such
investment—it should be the government’s role to identify the most eYcient solutions to the root problems
of fuel poverty and then invest to give confidence that an industry will form to support this. It is The Co-
operative Group’s firm view that there is a huge untapped potential for new employment in building the
UK’s decentralised energy infrastructure—beginning with quick win projects based on workable models at
scale. Targets will not be met with a piecemeal approach or by looking at investing on a building by building
basis—the model has to build in scale to realise cost eVectiveness eg. local/district or a regional approach.
There are quick wins which can be achieved and priorities need to be set. There are high rates of fuel poverty
in tower blocks were the heating systems are predominantly electrical powered. We should move to install
wet system retrofits using CHP biomass boilers (once the RHI is confirmed) and energy eYciency measures.
An opportunity exists to fund strategic de-centralised energy generation facilities to benefit fuel poverty
areas under the Carbon Reduction Target (CERT) scheme which may in some cases provide greater wider
benefit to the fuel poor than the sometimes ad hoc energy eYciency measures delivered under the scheme.
Standardised structures utilising CERT funding should be developed through dialogue between utilities,
local authorities and funders.

The definition of households in fuel poverty commonly used

10. The broad definition is a useful barometer in order to measure the success of investment decisions
though there will always be alternative measures suggested. The key point is that fuel poverty figures move
in the right direction and this appears not to be the case at present. It is perhaps as useful to measure those
households in the most energy ineYcient properties and therefore are the ones at most risk of fuel poverty
even if currently they do not fall into that definition.

The coherence of the Government’s initiatives on energy eYciency

11. The Co-operative Group supports the introduction of tariVs for renewable heat and recognises the
important role of targeted initiatives such as better home insulation—both of which could be important in
helping families out of fuel poverty by taking control of their energy generation and usage. The Co-operative
Bank was the first mortgage provider to oVer a green mortgage product—the “Energy EYcient Advance”—
which gives customers additional secured lending at a low rate on energy eYciency products and services.
While secured lending and tariV income works from a homeowner point of view it is not clear how the same
policies can be applied easily for those in social housing or in the private rented sector.
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12. The Co-operative Group supports the aims of initiatives such as the Low Carbon Communities
challenge which provides grant funding to indentify best practice at local level. However, we would caution
against a further pilot “project-led approach” and maintain that direct funding for infrastructure investment
should start to take precedence as it is this which is under the most threat from the current economic
situation. Similarly government subsidy has driven down energy prices in a competitive market but
investment has not kept apace with subsidies so that eVects are felt disproportionately when the subsidy is
eventually removed or replaced. The unintended consequence is the sharp rise in energy costs when subsidy
is removed which could exacerbate fuel poverty levels. Government and its agencies also needs to be aware
of how grant support can impact on the take-up of technologies—with considerable delays being caused
and industry players becoming frustrated when decisions are reliant on when grant applications have been
decided on.

13. With infrastructure investment, there needs to be a greater focus on “quick wins” in partnership and
at a scale that delivers eYciently on any public sector investment. This would be best undertaken through
an analysis using existing installations or sites that can provide the best financial case to deliver renewable
heat or energy schemes. There is also a role for local authorities and developers to work in partnership to
look at areas where in future developers are not able to meet low carbon targets on-site and have to draw
on “allowable solutions” elsewhere. (note: Allowable solutions for non-domestic zero carbon development
is currently under consultation by CLG) We recommend that surplus public sector land, schools, hospitals
or other sites that exist in or near local communities are ideal anchor points for schemes that can deliver low
cost district heating or CHP.

14. The Co-operative Group would question the rationale for limiting support to only micro-CHP
through the Feed-in TariV (FIT) regime. The cost eVectiveness of larger-scale CHP led by community co-
operatives or equivalents would make much more sense from a subsidy point of view.

15. Simple measures such as educating people to use their boilers properly ie. setting the thermostat and
the timer would go some way to help manage energy demand and usage in low income households. This is
indeed the case with the old and vulnerable of our society. We recommend targetted support for education
and a new public awareness campaign regarding energy eYciency.

16. Historic initiatives such as equity release in relation to “care and repair” schemes should be re-
examined. It remains the case that many who are in fuel poverty find themselves “asset rich but cash poor”
and unable to find the funds to invest in eYciency measures. Financial models should be developed with
lenders to create a low-risk product that is easy to understand and access. We recommend central
Government have its own delivery mechanisms to support local authorities who do not have the necessary
skill sets or resource to run such schemes.

17. Given the huge health and social costs associated with fuel poverty there is a case for targeted health
budgets to be set out purely to assist with district heating systems. Studies have shown the link between well
heated properties and healthier individuals. Also, as shown elsewhere in this submission hospital sites are
often close to homes and other public sector buildings and oVer both a good location to install a district
system but also often have excess land or facilities to keep upfront costs to a minimum. They are also
necessarily linked to local authorities and communities and oVer a good focal point for community
awareness on the benefits of energy saving and good health. We recommend that an assessment of cost
savings is made in other government departments (eg. Department for Health) in order to release further
targeted funding for energy eYciency investment.

18. The Co-operative Group supports the removal of barriers to district heating and also welcomes the
formal discussions that could take place in the Heat Markets Forum. We recommend that the Government
should consider innovative schemes to encourage renewables in the rural communities where fuel poverty
is high. The natural resources are such that there should be no reason why communities cannot be self
suYcient in their energy needs where forestry, wind and hydro resources are all available or close to hand.

The methods used to target assistance at households which need it most

19. As referenced elsewhere in this submission, The Co-operative Group actively supports the role of
identifying “anchor” sites at which heat and energy generating systems can be installed but oVer benefits to
the surrounding community. It is not clear that pilot projects to date or indeed the early takers of the FIT
or RHI support will be in areas that suVer from the worst fuel poverty rates. Local authorities have a key
role in identifying the geographic locations that are likely to suVer from fuel poverty and alongside this, to
find locations with good local links that could house a renewable facility such as a district heating network.
A co-operative could be formed at a community level to facilitate the funding, installation and ownership
of the necessary technologies in discussion with banks and the renewables industry. Central government
funding in this model relies on bridging the gaps between these stages in the process rather than being a one-
oV grant and therefore builds-in a legacy to protect households from fuel poverty. We recommend grant
funding to act as a “bridge” to help bring other finance together rather than seeking to cover the majority
of costs as shown in some of the recent pilot schemes. This would allow funding to go much further in
economically constrained times.
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20. In addition to targetting district heating, The Co-operative Group supports measures to encourage
the rapid growth of CHP at scale in the UK. At present, the CHP market remains in a poor position. Current
incentives need to become more eVective to counteract high fuel input costs. We hope that this will be
partially addressed by new planned tariVs. As a business and investor, this is a sector in which The Co-
operative Group has a strong track record. For example, The Co-operative Bank invested £1 million in a
heat and power scheme in Aberdeen which is now a self funding ESCO. See:

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/05/28154437/1

Social tariVs and plans to put social price support on a statutory footing

21. The concept of the social tariV should be supported. However linking it to the volatile fossil fuel
market is a risk given the likely rise in oil and gas wholesale prices in the coming years. We must consider
the matter of security of supply and look to encourage the use of local resources.

Winter fuel payments and cold weather payments

22. The winter fuel payment should be reformed as it is currently not targeted at those in fuel poverty, is
not ringfenced (so can be spent on non-fuel items) and is simply aimed at cushioning higher winter bills—not
investing in a decentralised heat system that can cut energy costs, consumption and reduce carbon emissions.
Investing in infrastructure and using subsidy as a “bridging” fund to bring individuals and communities into
district heating schemes would present a far better cost eYcient model with the potential for free heat where
the scale and model is right. We recommend that the Winter Fuel Payment is re-examined and more focus
given to low-cost or free heat provision through district heating systems.

Support for households which are not connected to the mains gas grid

23. Clearly the RHI provides a good opportunity to set up local networks or community scale electricity
to replace current localised gas installations. As recommended at point 18 in this submission, rural areas and
those oV-grid should be encouraged to use natural resources to ensure energy self-suYciency. This requires
a range of actions from Local Authority-led analysis of land and resource assets, bridging funding from
government and its agencies to reduce lender risk and empowering local communities through forming co-
operatives to take control of their own energy supply.

Conclusions and Key Recommendations

— We recommend that Local Authorities should review their asset registers to plan when energy
related plant (boilers etc) are due for replacement to ensure they look to employ the best solution
for their tenants and own building stock. Often the best whole life solution requires a larger upfront
capital investment.

— We recommend that government moves away from tackling fuel poverty with subsidies aimed at
meeting costs, to a model where funding targets reducing consumption and increases eYciency.

— We recommend that surplus public sector land, schools, hospitals or other sites that exist in or near
local communities are ideal anchor points for schemes that can deliver low cost district heating
or CHP.

— We recommend targetted support for education and a new public awareness campaign regarding
energy eYciency.

— We recommend central Government have its own delivery mechanisms to support local authorities
who do not have the necessary skill sets or resource to run schemes (such as “Care and Repair”).

— We recommend that an assessment of cost savings is made in other government departments (eg.
Department for Health) in order to release further targeted funding for energy eYciency
investment.

— We recommend that the Government should consider innovative schemes to encourage renewables
in the rural communities where fuel poverty is high. The natural resources are such that there
should be no reason why communities cannot be self suYcient in their energy needs where forestry,
wind and hydro resources are all available or close to hand.

— We recommend grant funding to act as a “bridge” to help bring other finance together rather than
seeking to cover the majority of costs as shown in some of the recent pilot schemes. This would
allow funding to go much further in economically constrained times.

— We recommend that the Winter Fuel Payment is re-examined and more focus given to low-cost or
free heat provision through district heating systems.

February 2010
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Memorandum submitted by Age Concern Cheshire (FP 52)

I am writing to you—and copying the same information to a number of additional recipients listed
below—in response to a cluster of concerns recently brought to us by clients. The Information and Advice
Service provided by Age Concern East Cheshire aims to assist clients with problems they might be
experiencing. On their behalf, Age Concern East Cheshire is making representations to Warm Front, to Age
Concern England, and to Members of Parliament.

You will be as aware as anyone of the considerable public outcry, following a period of exceptionally cold
weather in January, about apparent failures in heating systems and the delays and diYculties in remedying
those failures. There has been media coverage in the past week of the matter. A significant number of those
expressing concern are Warm Front clients.

The examples I give are collected in the main over the month of January by our service; the one exception
is a client who “complained” last year following a Warm Front installation of her boiler.

Example One

I will start with that Client from 2009. As I have not been able to contact her today I cannot name her,
but can say that she is elderly and lives alone; she is on Pension Credit; she is not confident about technical
matters, but was delighted to hear that she might get a new boiler via Warm Front, hoping that this would
cut her fuel bills and keep her house warmer.

It quickly became apparent that she did not like the new boiler She fiddled with the controls, believing it
was running all the time and thus using fuel; she would turn it oV; she came in to ask us to arrange for another
visit to her to explain the controls to her; she asked if she could have her hot water tank back. We tried to
persuade her to leave the boiler alone and to monitor fuel use in the Colder months—but I have not been
able to speak to her to hear more.

I deduce from that example that there will many older clients who will be equally puzzled, and wonder if
the lesson here is to provide better, simpler explanations of how a combi boiler works, how it does (or does
not) help with reducing fuel usage, and how it is best controlled. That is, some simple instructions or
guidelines to reassure clients. Also, I read that combi boilers can be fitted with a small-hot water tank for
clients who prefer the old system that they have been used to.

Example Two

This complaint is of a diVerent nature. Originally a client contacted us as he was having great diYculty
in getting a heating engineer who had expertise in attending to oil fired systems in a park home, to repair a
Warm Front installed boiler. The engineer who did attend also—coincidentally—contacted us as he had
made visits to this client and was appalled at the standard of workmanship he found. His report to us takes
the form of a letter he has written, in which he complains to the original installation or maintenance
company about the quality of the work they had supposedly done. His question to us was in part how to
complain for his clients about poor or unsafe work done by another company, and about the diYculties he
had had getting responses from Warm Front.

As a separate point, and from his experience, he comments on the room thermometers and programmers
being installed by Warm Front contractors. Which he has found troublesome for clients to the point that
they turn oV their boilers for example at night time, as they cannot cope with the controls.

Although the engineer would give permission for his report to be used, the client is not in agreement for
me to copy this to you. The client is pleased to have his heating restored. and to have found a local company
to help him, but does not want to make a fuss. he says. He is having to pay himself for the follow-up
maintenance. However, he did tell me that “four lads” fitted the boiler two years ago. thanks to the WF
grant, but there was no follow-up at or after 12 months.

Example Three

Mr X phoned us about his Aunt of 93, who had a Warm Front installed boiler put in about five or so years
ago. Not only has this repeatedly caused problems, but maintenance contracts have not been honoured and
the clients have incurred considerable additional charges in getting a local heating engineer to attend
frequently. The boiler is now functioning only partially and Mr X was advised by us to ask Social Services
for some warm alternative accommodation for his Aunt when the worst weather was being experienced.
Both are costs which should not have to be incurred by someone of the Aunt’s age and means. Mr X was
particularly concerned at the comment from his plumber that the original boiler was of poor quality and
had been badly installed. Notes attached.

Mr X has not disclosed his Aunt’s name, but was very frustrated and aggrieved at his Failure to get in
touch with Warm Front or obtain any assistance with what appears to him to be an irresolvable problem.
There is no way the Aunt could aVord an alternative boiler, which is now, he is advised, beyond repair.
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Example Four

Ms Y is a younger client, but she says her case flags up how easily older clients might be “fobbed off” with
inadequate information, poor systems and appliances, and be left with the impression that, as recipients of
grants, they should be grateful for anything. In her instance, there have been lengthy delays (in getting a
revised survey and appropriate appliances agreed), alongside the poor quality of information.

Notes from conversations with x are attached with her permission.

Example Five

Ms Y’s letter re her parents’ experience is attached, with her permission. This details delays, poor quality
boiler and functioning, and—I understand—a very common problem with a condensing system, of freezing
or blocking pipework. I read on-line that this “fault” is able to be remedied, which makes one wonder why
it is so common.

I refer now to the Warm Front booklet, What to Expect from Warm Front.

This invites the public to provide feedback to the organisation, and advises that feedback is valued and
helps to improve the service. It is for that reason that I write, as I would hope that the Warm Front scheme
could be as beneficial as possible to everyone in the most eVective way.

Your booklet says you oVer the “highest level of service” and use “fully qualified installers” who have
been checked for safety, reliability and their quality of work. WF operates strict selection conditions for
installers, it says.

There are clearly stated timescales within which work and assessments are made, and the promise of two
years of free aftercare such as a post-job check and annual servicing. There are clear statements about
instances where “top-up” fees maybe charged, and the order in which things should happen.

It all sounds very promising.

It seems such a shame therefore that a significant number of your customers feel let down, irritated and
aggrieved, and that members of professional organisations such as heating engineers should be critical of
work they are called out to remedy. The public has experienced delays, is puzzled to be oVered contractors
who operate from long-distances, does not appear to be receiving reliable aftercare, and—in some instances
reported to us—not taking up the grants because the top-ups required are too high.

Deductions

In summary, the points I pick up from the cluster of clients mentioned above, and their experiences are:

— delays—not just in responding to clients 9n the telephone, but also in doing surveys or re-surveys.
It is evident that WF was under considerable pressure and weather conditions were exceptional in
January, which should have indicated that additional staV might have been needed to cope with
calls from the public. Perhaps the scheme needs additional funding?

— poor advice—which those clients without the confidence to resist might take believing that it must
be correct if given by an “expert”;

— poor attitude and pressure—that is, making clients feel they should be grateful and, because of the
grant, obliged to take what is being oVered, without options or adequate information. This could
be deemed to be taking advantage of a client’s age, vulnerability, or lack of technical
understanding; ie no oVer of options or alternatives, eg a tank plus a new boiler;

— limited information —which might suit those who want a simple solution and don’t want or can’t
cope with technical stuV, but which must be tailored to the client. There will be those who want to
know more, without being accused of conducting an interrogation;

— quality—several comments about poor quality and unreliable appliances or installations, some
made by qualified engineers who can presumably be trusted to know what they are talking
about; and

— maintenance—reported failures to comply with requirements to attend regularly to service boilers,
and in making repairs of a good and reliable standard. Assured annual visits seem to be very hit
and miss, and follow up maintenance hard to get, so that vulnerable clients are left without essential
heating and hot water for too long.

In essence, it would seem to me to be counter-productive to install equipment that is diYcult for clients
to control, that tends to have a reputation for unreliability or malfunctioning, and becomes costly to service
or maintain, when clients are forced to turn to privately arranged visits from heating engineers. On this final
point, I would suggest that clients would be within their rights to feel entitled to some recompense for costs
incurred.
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Certainly they have felt aggrieved enough to approach Age Concern East Cheshire. I oVer their
experiences in the hope that representation to Warm Front or directly through Parliament might enable the
Warm Front scheme to improve for the future.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Federation of Private Residents Associations (FP 53)

I am writing to you on behalf of The Federation of Private Residents Associations who are members of
the End Fuel Poverty Coalition. We are a national not for profit organisation that represents the interests
of long leaseholders which we do via their Residents’ Associations as our response to the Energy and Climate
Change Committee call for written evidence for its inquiry into fuel poverty.

Our organisation is an active supporter of the Government’s policy on energy eYciency and climate
change and welcome the announcement of £150 million extra funding for Warm Front for 2010–11, however
the one to two million leasehold flats in the UK (a significant proportion of homes) we believe are eVectively
excluded from carrying out many home insulation initiatives as a result of legislation or because there is no
provision for this in their leases.

Much legislation on energy eYciency and certainly the legislation that provides for Grants eVectively
exclude those living in leasehold flats because the grants are aimed at individuals that purchase in their own
names rather than through communal arrangements especially where some live in a block where they would
otherwise qualify for a grant whereas others in a block do not.

Most leases only provide for maintenance of existing facilities and there if no provision for
“improvements”. There have been many court cases challenging the validity of service charges where any
improvement eg Double glazing has been disallowed because this is an improvement not maintenance. We
would request the Government provides some clarity on this issue to avoid expensive challenges at
Leasehold Valuation Tribunals (LVT) or County Courts.

If the government is to succeed in its targets it needs to seriously consider the situation for long leasehold
flats and work in conjunction with the Department of Communities and Local Government (Leasehold
Reform Branch) which we believe can be done by way of amendment to existing leasehold legislation such
as the Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002.

We support the Government’s commitment to eradicate fuel poverty by 2016 and believe there needs to
be changes to leasehold law to enable the wide spread roll-out of cavity wall and loft insulation for vulnerable
people living leasehold block of flats.

January 2010

Memorandum submitted by Mr John Beevers (LCT 54)

May I make the following points in relation to your email below.

1. The households of the elderly can fall into fuel poverty even if they have a reasonable income.The
reason is that they are always home, and they are vulnerable to the cold. e.g. (Based on a 93 year old in my
care.) Pension income £17,000 per annum. Annual gas and electric costs £2,450. Thus they might fall outside
the criteria for social tariVs.

2. Furthermore, social tariVs are not necessarily cheaper than the provider’s other tariVs. Also, provider’s
social tariVs are not easy to find. They seem to be buried in the small print, and do not, for example, appear
on comparison websites.

3. Government initiatives ignore the most important aspect of fuel costs. That is, the singular failure of
the regulator to introduce real competition. Wholesale gas prices (despite the recent increase in demand) are
no higher than they were five years ago. (Source—http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp
?s%uswng.1) Oil prices at $76 are similar to 2006 prices. (Source—http://investing.thisismoney.co.uk/
companyresearch/100815/Brent Crude/company charts.html) These figures don’t support the huge retail
price increases of the last two years. The Government’s failure to address this gives rise to speculation that
the government want high energy prices to help curtail demand and thus assist them in reaching CO2 targets,
and that all the measures that you mention are merely fiddling about at the margin.

4. Rural customers who need bottled gas, oil or solid fuel for heating, seem to have been ignored by the
various government initiatives.

5. Winter fuel payments are paid to everyone, including higher rate tax payer. This seems unnecessarily
lavish.
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6. Government targets, in my experience in both health and education, are mostly unhelpful. They are
expensive to administer and motivate people to “tick boxes” rather than achieve their true objectives. Rarely
do government targets and true objectives coincide. An example is the police “arrest statistics” debacle.

January 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Association for the Conservation of Energy (FP 55)

Introduction

The Association for the Conservation of Energy is a lobbying, campaigning and policy research
organisation, and has worked in the field of energy eYciency since 1981. Our lobbying and campaigning
work represents the interests of our membership: major manufacturers and distributors of energy saving
equipment in the United Kingdom. Our policy research is funded independently, and is focused on three key
themes: policies and programmes to encourage increased energy eYciency; the environmental, social and
economic benefits of increased energy eYciency; and organisational roles in the process of implementing
energy eYciency policy. We welcome the opportunity to respond to this Inquiry.

Executive Summary

— It is our contention that, far from taking adequate steps to address the continuing rise in fuel
poverty, the Government have completely given up on their duty to eradicate fuel poverty in
vulnerable households by 2010. They have seized upon the judgment in the judicial review of
October 2008 to maintain repeatedly that their eVorts to fulfil their duty can only ever be judged
against the weakest possible interpretation of what is “reasonably practicable”. This
interpretation, while now having legal sanction, is contrary to the will of Parliament, contrary to
what the Government itself believed was the will of Parliament and contrary to what the governing
party repeatedly promised.

— Furthermore, current and anticipated Government programmes will be insuYcient to achieve the
2016 target to end fuel poverty in all remaining households.

— The Government should institute without delay a national retrofit energy eYciency programme to
bring the homes of the fuel poor up to a target SAP81 or Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
Band B standard. This is “reasonably practicable” to achieve.

— Urgent consideration should be given to redeploying Government expenditure that is currently
very poorly targeted. In particular, only 12% of Winter Fuel Payment recipients are in fuel poverty.
Taxing Winter Fuel Payments and/or removing them from higher rate tax payers would release
substantial resources that could then be deployed to finance energy eYciency programmes for the
fuel poor.

— Looking to the future, all major political Parties in England are in favour of some kind of ‘Pay as
you Save’ (PAYS) loan scheme for financing home energy eYciency measures post-2012. However,
as currently proposed, no Party’s scheme will be of benefit to the fuel poor. There is therefore
considerable scope for modifying a PAYS scheme in order to ensure that it is genuinely accessible
to all households. For example, Government could make the annual loan repayments to cover an
average £8,800 package of energy eYciency measures for all fuel poor households. This would cost
less annually than the Winter Fuel Payments.

Progress against Government Targets

1. It is our intention in this submission to build on the comprehensive evidence submitted by ACE in
October 2008 to the EFRA Select Committee Inquiry into Energy EYciency and Fuel Poverty. We shall,
where necessary, summarise key aspects of that evidence, but we do not intend to rehearse again in detail
the arguments made therein. For reference, that evidence is to be found in the EFRA Select Committee’s
Fifth Special Report of Session 2007–08, Energy eYciency and fuel poverty: written evidence, HC 1099, Ev
125–-132.

2. In responding to the previous Inquiry, we documented in considerable detail the Government’s failure
over successive years to respond to repeated warnings from its oYcial advisory body, the Fuel Poverty
Advisory Group (FPAG), that, without increased resources and revised policies, the statutory target to
eradicate fuel poverty in vulnerable households by 2010 would not be met.

3. We noted some crucial FPAG recommendations that were not heeded. We restate two of them here.

— In their Fourth Annual Report (for 2005), published in March 2006, FPAG noted with great
concern that the number of vulnerable households in fuel poverty in England was “expected to rise
by as much as 1 million, and hence to double, between 2003 and 2006”. They stated that without
“a further increase of at least 25%–30% in resources—nearly an extra £1 billion”, the 2010 target
would not be met. In addition, they specifically recommended that “The part of the Energy
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EYciency Commitment focussed on vulnerable customers (the Priority Group) needs to be
radically reformed for the next stage of EEC in April 2008, so that it is focussed much more sharply
on fuel poverty.” Neither of these recommendations was acted upon. Indeed, EEC’s successor
scheme, the re-named Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT), became twice the size of EEC,
meaning double the contributions from householders through their fuel bills. However, with
Priority Group activity falling from 50 to 40% of the total, and the Group itself expanded in size
and less focused on low income households, the increase in benefits from the Priority Group under
CERT ended up being “markedly less than the increase in prices paid by them”.160

— In their Fifth Annual Report,161 FPAG stated their firm view that expenditure of about £1 billion
per annum was needed from 2008 to 2016 in order to meet the 2016 target. They also said that it
was “essential that Warm Front funding is at least maintained in 2008 to 2011 at the 2007–08 level
of around £350 million.” In response to FPAG’s recommendations, not only were the £1 billion
annual expenditure levels not instituted by Government, but in the 2007 Comprehensive Spending
Review they announced a Warm Front budget for 2008–11 of only £800 million—an average of
£267 million per annum and a real terms cut of 25–30%. In their Sixth Annual Report, FPAG
described this cut as “to put it mildly, diYcult to understand. The programme has been cut when
fuel poverty is at its highest level for nearly a decade.”

4. In the light of our submission—and many others like it—the EFRA Select Committee concluded in
their final Inquiry Report: “With the 2010 target date less than 12 months away, we agree with the
Department of Energy and Climate Change that this target is likely to be missed.”162 Furthermore the
Committee stated unequivocally: “The Government should have reviewed its policies earlier given the
upward trend in the number of fuel poor and rising fuel prices.”163

5. Since the EFRA Committee report was published, the Government’s ongoing failure adequately to
resource and review its fuel poverty policies has, inevitably, led to a further increase in levels of fuel poverty
in England. DECC produced its 7th Annual Progress Report on the UK Fuel Poverty Strategy on 21
October 2009. It contains actual fuel poverty figures up to and including 2007; it also contains projections
for 2008 and 2009. These are set out in Table 1.

Table 1

Fuel Poverty Statistics England UK

Vulnerable Vulnerable
Households households Households households
(millions) (millions) (millions) (millions)

2006 2.4 1.9 3.5 2.75
2007 2.8 2.3 4.0 3.25
2008 (projection) 3.6 — — —
2009 (projection) 4.6 — 5.0 —

Source: DECC, The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy, Seventh Annual Progress Report, 2009, October 2009

6. The above figures are shocking enough, but just a month ago a survey commissioned by the National
Housing Federation found that 7.25 million UK households reported spending more than 10% of their
income on fuel—enough to render them fuel poor.164 This is a good deal more than the 5 million estimated
by DECC. Clearly the problem of fuel poverty is spiralling out of control.

The Definition of Fuel Poverty

7. Fuel poverty is now defined by Government as spending more than 10% of a household’s total income
on domestic fuel bills to heat the home to an adequate level of warmth. However, the previously accepted
definition referred to disposable income.

8. The draft Strategy in February 2001, which became the Fuel Poverty Strategy in October of that year,
defined fuel poverty as the spending of 10% of total income, but at the same time admitted that the previous
definition referred to disposable income. For example:

9. Annex D, p 13 of the Draft Strategy said: “the 1998 Family Experience Survey shows that households
in the lower three income deciles spent on average 10% of their income (not including housing benefit and
income support for mortgage interest) on fuel . . . it was assumed by researchers in the fuel poverty field that
this…represented the amount that low income households could reasonably be expected to spend on fuel.”

160 Fuel Poverty Advisory Group, Sixth Annual Report 2007, March 2008.
161 Fuel Poverty Advisory Group, Fifth Annual Report 2006, April 2007.
162 HC (2008–09) 37, p 11.
163 HC (2008–09) 37, p 3.
164 National Housing Federation. (2010)

http://www.housing.org.uk/Default.aspx?tabid%266&mid%1963&ctl%Details&ArticleID%2716
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10. And Annex D, paragraph 9 said: “the definition used in the English House Condition Survey was to
exclude housing costs met by housing benefit and income support for mortgage interest.”

11. And Annex D paragraph 10 said: “excluding housing costs met by housing benefit or income support
for mortgage interest . . . is the definition that has been used in the past.”

12. And the (then) Minister in charge of fuel poverty, Michael Meacher MP, in his handout copy of his
speech at a meeting between himself, Matthew Taylor MP (Lib Dem) and John Gummer MP
(Conservative), organised by Friends of the Earth on 25 March 1997, also used the disposable income
definition.

13. So the Government knew that fuel poverty was defined in terms of 10% of disposable income. Yet in
the draft Fuel Poverty Strategy the first sentence of Chapter 1 reads: “the common definition of a fuel poor
household is one that needs to spend in excess of 10% of household income in order to maintain a
satisfactory heating regime.”

14. This clearly demonstrates that Government purposely and knowingly changed the definition to total
income even though they were aware that the previous definition only covered disposable income. In so
doing, the Government thus defined 1 million people out of fuel poverty.

The 2008 Judicial Review and the Definition of “As Far As Reasonably Practicable”

15. In our previous submission we referred to the ongoing action for judicial review being brought by
Friends of the Earth and Help the Aged against DEFRA (the then responsible Department) on account of
their anticipated failure to meet their statutory target under the Warm Homes & Energy Conservation Act
2000 to eradicate fuel poverty in vulnerable households by 2010.

16. We highlighted with grave concern that, in their defence to the action, DEFRA were strongly arguing
that the words “as far as reasonably practicable” in the Act in eVect converted the duty to meet the 2010
and 2016 targets into merely a discretion. DEFRA argued that, in determining “reasonable practicability”,
it was appropriate for them to take into account whether suYcient resources were available to pay for
measures [to eradicate fuel poverty] “given the money available to [Government departments] in the light
of other spending commitments”.165 We asserted then—and continue to assert—that this was a deliberate
misrepresentation of the original reasons for including the phrase “as far as reasonably practicable” in the
Act. We called it “an attempt to subvert and evade the will of Parliament” as clearly expressed when it passed
the Act.166

17. It was quite clear that the caveat about “reasonable practicability” was inserted into the Act to cover
circumstances in which householders might not wish to allow works to be done or where they live in large
properties that they cannot aVord to keep warm but from which they do not want to move.167 This was
confirmed by DEFRA in their 2004 “Plan of Action”: “There will be a number of households who will not
accept assistance when it is oVered to them.”168

18. At the time of our last submission, the case had been heard in the High Court, but judgment had not
yet been delivered. On 23 October 2008 Mr Justice McCombe delivered what we consider to have been a
highly perverse judgment. In dismissing the claim for judicial review, he ruled that, because the Act required
the publication of a strategy with target dates, and because that strategy was indeed published, the
Government had fulfilled its obligations under the Act.

19. There is no doubt that, while the Court of Appeal has now upheld the decision and that we must
accept it as the law, it is a law based on a “legal get-out”—not on the will of Parliament, nor what the
Government repeatedly accepted was the will of Parliament (see below), until it needed to look for a
loophole. As a result, ever since the judgment DECC (now the relevant Government Department) has taken
every opportunity to absolve itself of responsibility for meeting what the Government previously accepted
were its fuel poverty targets on the grounds that it is doing “all that is reasonably practicable”.

The will of Parliament

20. When the Warm Homes Act was passed in 2000, the clear intention of Parliament then and in the
years up to 2000 was to pass an Act to give the Government a duty to end fuel poverty. For instance:

— In the Session 1999–2000, 390 MPs (a massive majority) signed EDM No 317 supporting the Warm
Homes Bill’s “aim of ending fuel poverty in the United Kingdom”.

— Similar EDMs were signed by a majority of the House in the previous two sessions.169

165 Witness statement, Pam Wynne, DEFRA, para 138.
166 HC (2007–08) 1099, Ev 131.
167 Minister of State, Chris Mullin MP, Standing Committee C, 12 April 2000.
168 DEFRA, Fuel Poverty in England, the Government’s Plan of Action, 2004, p 12.
169 In the Session 1997–98, 325 MPs signed EDM No. 80 supporting the Warm Homes Bill and noting that it called for a strategy

that was “designed to end fuel poverty in the United Kingdom”;and in the Session 1998–99, 351 MPs signed EDM No. 108
supporting the Warm Homes Bill to set up a programme “to end fuel poverty in the United Kingdom”.
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21. And what is more, the Government itself believed that this was the will of Parliament—and spoke
accordingly. For instance:

— The belief that the eradication of fuel poverty was the legal duty was made clear in February 2001
when the Minister Lord Whitty wrote (in the draft Fuel Poverty Strategy) that fuel poverty “is
unacceptable and we commit ourselves by 2010 to end the blight of fuel poverty for vulnerable
households.”

— And this was confirmed in the 2003 Energy White Paper, when the Prime Minister Tony Blair
wrote: “We renew our commitment that no household in Britain should be living in fuel poverty by
2016–18.” (the diVerence in end dates reflects the implementation dates of the devolved
administrations).

— Numerous successive Ministers made similar statements.170

22. What is clear is that the use of the words “as far as is reasonably practicable” as a get-out came eight
years later when the Government realised that is was not going to achieve what it believed it was supposed to.

The Government’s attitude to fuel poverty

23. The Government would now appear to be completely complacent about ending fuel poverty. Since
the High Court judgment was delivered and upheld in the Court of Appeal, there has been a plethora of
Government documents and pronouncements—not least the Government’s Seventh Annual Fuel Poverty
Report171—that have noted the continuing rise in fuel poverty and the anticipated shortfall in achieving the
2010 target, but have then failed to propose any new policies or resources for meeting the shortfall, merely
reciting (without proof) that “the Government is doing everything reasonably practicable” to achieve their
targets. The most recent—and breathtaking—example of this complacency is to be found in the speech by
DECC Minister David Kidney MP during the recent Standing Committee proceedings on the Energy Bill,
when in summing up he said: “I have talked about the work that we are doing on fuel poverty, which I believe
shows that we are doing all that is reasonably practicable to tackle fuel poverty, having put in place an
extensive programme of works.”172 We feel sure that we are not alone in finding this statement considerably
less than reassuring.

24. Mr Kidney’s remarks are in stark contrast to the Government’s previous promises and commitments.
For example:

— Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott committed his Party to ending fuel poverty on 25 September
2001, telling his Party Conference: “We’ve set a new goal to wipe out fuel poverty by the year 2010,
because we in the Labour Party do not believe elderly people should die, just because they can’t
aVord to keep warm. That’s Labour social justice in action.”

— This “social justice” was repeated in the Party’s Election Manifesto of 2001 (p 71): “Our goal is to
eliminate fuel poverty for vulnerable groups by 2010, and for all by 2015”; it was repeated in the
2005 Manifesto (p 13): “Fuel poverty blights lives: our aim is that by 2010 no vulnerable household
in the UK need risk ill-health due to a cold home.”

25. In all of this there was not a hint of the phrase “as far as is practicable”. Ending fuel poverty was a
legal duty enacted by Parliament. It was a commitment, a target, and was “Labour’s social justice in action”.
This was until the going got too tough.

The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency and Fuel Poverty

26. Let us now examine in more detail that “extensive programme of works” to which the Minister
referred. In doing so, we shall also be discussing two other issues highlighted in the Committee’s terms of
reference for this Inquiry—Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments; and the issue of targeting
assistance at households which need it most.

27. The Government’s main residential energy eYciency scheme, the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target
(CERT), is ineVective at targeting the fuel poor, with only 40% of its activity being targeted at a “Priority
Group” consisting of certain (income-related) benefit recipients and all the over-70s. Furthermore, the latest
figures (provided by DECC to ACE on 16 February 2010) show that only 24% of the CERT Priority Group
in England were actually fuel poor. Given that, in addition, 42% of fuel poor households are not eligible for
Priority Group measures,173 there is clearly a stark mismatch between the Priority Group and those
households actually in fuel poverty.

170 For example, to name but some of many: Margaret Beckett, DEFRA Press Release 482/04 November 2004; Lord Whitty,
Fuel Poverty: the Government’s Plan for Action, 2004 and in 2nd Fuel Poverty Annual Report, 2004; Michael Meacher, DETR
Press Release 23.2.01, and at NEA Conference 11.9.01, and in Fuel Poverty Strategy 2001, and in Memorandum to Select
Committee 23.5.02; and Phil Woolas, Warm Homes Group Annual Dinner 27.11.07.

171 The UK Fuel Poverty Strategy, Seventh Annual Progress Report, 2009, pp 2 and 3.
172 Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, David Kidney MP, Standing Committee, 21 January 2010, col 406.
173 Boardman, B (2010) Fixing Fuel Poverty. London: Earthscan.
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28. As a result, CERT is a regressive policy that is exacerbating fuel poverty. The 60% of CERT
beneficiaries outside the Priority Group are able to pay and very unlikely to be fuel poor. Of the remaining
40%, only a quarter are fuel poor. Therefore the fuel poor—around 20% of UK households—are receiving
only 10% of the CERT benefits. They are disproportionately subsidising improvements for the non-fuel poor
households. This is consistent with Brenda Boardman’s findings that the fuel poor pay £200 million towards
CERT, but receive only £125 million back.174

29. Not only are the fuel poor being penalised relatively, but CERT is simply delivering too few measures
to these households. Cavity wall insulation (CWI) and loft insulation (LI) have been delivered 2.2 million
times in the first seven quarters of CERT, and if delivered in the same proportion for the portion of the
obligation that remains, they will be delivered a further 800,000 times. If 40% of these measures are going
to the Priority Group, that suggests 1.2 million PG households will have been assisted. Yet, as acknowledged
by DECC, only 24% of the PG are in fuel poverty. It is therefore likely that only 300,000 households will
have benefited from the main CERT measures over the entire period.

30. The same looks set to be true with the extension to CERT between March 2011 and December 2012—
the period that Government are currently consulting on. Their illustrative mix predicts that CWI and LI will
be delivered 1.19 million times during the extension to homes in the Priority Group. The Priority Group
looks set to change, with Government seeking to create a subset that are more likely to represent those in
fuel poverty. However, they propose that this will only make up 10% of the overall CERT target. If this
“Super Priority Group” is made up of 50% fuel poor, overall the Priority Group will still represent just over
30% of fuel poor households. Again, it is likely that only 350,000 fuel poor households will benefit from these
two measures.

31. Warm Front is the Government’s flagship fuel poverty programme. Yet, as already noted, it has not
been immune from savage cuts in Government funding. Until last December’s Pre-Budget Report
announced a partial restoration of the previously announced cut in Warm Front’s 2010–11 budget, funding
levels for 2010–11 were due to drop from £369 million in the current year to only £195 million—ie a cut of
£174 million. The 2009 Pre-Budget Report announced an “extra” £150 million for Warm Front for 2010–11,
but that still leaves funding levels for the coming year at only £345 million. Table 2 sets out Warm Front
funding levels for the years 2008–11, alongside the numbers of households assisted (or to be assisted) in
each year.

Table 2

Year Funding Number of households
assisted

2008–09 £395 million 233,594
2009–10 £369 million 215,000
2010–11 (pre-PBR announcement) £195 million 91,100
2010–11 (post-PBR announcement) £345 million 166,000175

Source: HC Written Answers, 29 June 2009, col 9W

32. If we assume that the number of households assisted by Warm Front will continue at a rate of around
165,000 per year, then it would take nearly 28 years to assist 4.6 million English households—the same
number that were, according to Government projections, in fuel poverty in 2009. If you bear in mind that
only 25% of households eligible for Warm Front assistance are actually in fuel poverty,176 the scale of the
problem is revealed as being even more acute. As with CERT, poor targeting is a very real issue.

Winter Fuel Payments and Cold Weather Payments

33. The Winter Fuel Payment (WFP) is paid to every person over 60 in the UK. The annual cost of the
Payments is £2.7 billion. This sum dwarfs the annual budget for Warm Front, which, as we have seen, is set
to be £345 million next year. Given that only 12% of WFP recipients are fuel poor,177 we agree
wholeheartedly with the recommendation of the EFRA Select Committee last year that “improved targeting
of the Winter Fuel Payment is essential to redirect resources to where they are needed most”.178

34. ACE has calculated the savings to Government that would flow from discontinuing WFPs for all (or
certain) pensioners, along with those that would come from taxing income tax (or higher rate tax) payers.
We have also calculated the numbers of energy eYciency packages that the redeployment of these resources
could in turn fund. Table 3 sets out our findings.

174 Boardman, B (2010) Fixing Fuel Poverty. London: Earthscan.
175 Estimated figure given by DECC to Fuel Poverty Advisory Group meeting, 9 February 2010.
176 Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General, The Warm Front Scheme, HC126 (2008–09), p 5.
177 Brenda Boardman, Environmental Change Institute, HC (2007–08) 1099, Ev 121.
178 HC (2008–09) 37, p 18.
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35. Cold Weather Payments (of £25 per week) are paid to households in receipt of certain benefits when
average temperatures are at or below freezing point over seven consecutive days. During the winter of
2008–09 a total of £210 million was spent on Cold Weather Payments across Great Britain.179 There is no
doubt that the payments provide a welcome boost to household incomes in times of extreme cold, but they
can by no means be seen as providing a permanent solution to fuel poverty.

36. The three-year Community Energy Saving Programme began on 1 September 2009. It aims to deliver
packages of multiple energy eYciency measures to households in areas of low income. Given its focus on
such geographical areas, it is likely that a fair proportion of households targeted will be fuel poor. However,
it must be noted that the Programme will assist at most 90,000 households over the full three-year period.
It must also be noted that there is no guarantee that the packages of measures installed will be suYcient to
remove households from fuel poverty.

37. The Government consulted on its Home Energy Saving Strategy between February and May last
year. It set out a variety of post-2012 proposals, including the delivery of up to 7 million whole house
packages by 2020. To achieve this, it was proposed that up to 400,000 packages would be delivered in 2015,
scaling up to 1.8 million in 2020. Assuming a linear increase between these dates—with the remainder of the
7 million packages delivered before 2015—we have calculated that between 2012 and 2016 (the fuel poverty
target date) up to 1.5 million in total might be delivered. However, it is impossible to estimate how many of
these will be to fuel poor households. Indeed, the Government’s preferred mechanism—Pay as you Save—
seems unlikely to be of benefit to these households.

38. All in all, it is abundantly clear that current and proposed Government programmes will be
insuYcient to achieve the 2016 fuel poverty eradication target. More must be done.

The Way Forward

39. The Government should institute without delay a national retrofit energy eYciency programme to
bring the homes of the fuel poor up to a target SAP81 or Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) Band B
standard.

40. Research by ACE and the Centre for Sustainable Energy for Consumer Focus180 has shown that it
would cost on average £8,800 to raise each fuel poor household to SAP 81 (or Energy Performance
Certificate Band B)—the level necessary to remove 83% of fuel poor households from fuel poverty. Such a
programme would reduce the fuel bills of those in fuel poverty by an average of 52%, with many households
benefiting from considerably larger fuel bill savings of up to 70%.

41. In the 2008–09 Parliamentary session, ACE—along with a host of other organisations from the
environmental, social justice and health sectors—assisted David Heath MP in promoting his Fuel Poverty
Bill. The Bill required just such a national energy eYciency programme as described above. Highly
regrettably, despite having widespread cross-Party support, the Bill was blocked by the Government on the
spurious grounds that it cut across the proposals in their Home Energy Saving Strategy consultation. In
rejecting the Bill, the then responsible Minister Joan Ruddock alleged that the cost of such a programme
would be £50 billion—a figure that the ACE/CSE research has demonstrated to be wholly without
foundation. Using the Government’s own costs for installed measures, that research concluded that the cost
of raising 4 million households (the then FPAG estimate of the number of English fuel poor households) to
SAP81/Band B would in fact be £37.3 billion.

42. All major political Parties in England are in favour of some kind of “Pay as you Save” (PAYS) loan
scheme for financing home energy eYciency measures post-2012. However, as currently proposed, no Party’s
scheme will be of benefit to the fuel poor. There is therefore considerable scope for modifying a PAYS scheme
in order to ensure that it is genuinely accessible to all households.

43. ACE has recently embarked on a piece of work aimed at modelling a variety of diVerent possible
structures for a modified PAYS scheme. We shall be investigating the viability, inter alia, of schemes
structured in such a way that the Government would finance, in whole or in part, the loan repayments of
those in fuel poverty. Costs to Government drastically fall if they spread the repayments over a period of
time. Table 3 below illustrates the number of whole house packages that could be funded by Government
through the redeployment of WFP monies. Using all of the WFP funds would allow Government to fund
fully a package for each of the 5 million fuel poor households. We shall also be looking at ways in which
Government funds currently dedicated to other programmes could be diverted to fund PAYS loan
repayments for the fuel poor.

179 DECC, Annual Report and Resource Accounts 2008–09, HC452, July 2009.
180 Report to Consumer Focus by the Association for the Conservation of Energy and the Centre for Sustainable Energy, Raising

the SAP: Tackling fuel poverty by investing in energy eYciency, May 2009.
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Table 3

Policies Saving to Government Number of whole house
packages it could fund181

Taxing the WFP for those paying income tax £245,829,308 460,414
Of which, higher rate tax £28,921,095 54,166

Removing WFP from those paying income tax £1,156,843,800 2,166,652

Removing just the higher rate taxpayers £72,302,738 135,416

Increasing WFP age to 65 £657,810,306 1,232,013

Removing WFP entirely £2,700,000,000 5,056,828

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating Engineering (FP 56)

Executive Summary

The commercial nature and tight margins have created a system which has the potential to impact on both
health and safety and the environment. The provision of a not for profit voluntary regulatory framework
could if adopted remove pressure on the Warm Front process with regard to quality, resource and safety.

Evidence

1. There is no doubt that the Warm Front scheme is theoretically a good idea, as it enables those within
the community that would otherwise be without adequate central heating and hot water provision to receive
a grant to fund (or in some cases to partly subsidise) the installation of a new system. This could be the
provision of a new system, or the replacement of an ineYcient and/or unsafe system which may include a
central heating boiler with the potential to release carbon monoxide.

2. The CIPHE have been alerted to fundamental flaws in the Warm Front system. For example, there are
members of the general public that are waiting for long periods of time for work to be carried out; the reasons
given by the provider to the public for this vary from a shortage of competent professionals, to reasons
associated with funding not being released.

3. There are also instances where the installation work is being carried out to not only poor, but also
outdated specifications. It has been suggested that this is due to pressures to drive down cost where margins
are already tight.

4. If incorrectly installed and maintained, central heating and hot water systems can be extremely
dangerous, and it is therefore vitally important that the procedures surrounding the allocation of grants to
fund installations does not have an adverse eVect on the quality and ultimately the safety of the system that
is installed.

5. Members of the public that are seeking to have work undertaken will often either have no central
heating and hot water or unsafe/ineYcient systems, and it is therefore inappropriate for them to wait due
to reasons associated with a “shortage of workers” to undertake the work, when other evidence would
suggest that there are Registered Heating Professionals who could competently undertake this work, but
may have otherwise been distanced from the funding system.

6. We have also been made aware that there are incidences where private landlords are exploiting the
system, using tenants which satisfy the grant allocation criteria to add value to their property portfolio, via
the provision of a government funded central heating and hot water system. This funding should be used in
a manner that is fair and equitable and such exploitation should be eradicated. Whilst we welcome the fact
that grants are allocated to means tested individuals it is inappropriate for landlords to re-house tenants to
lower standard accommodation in order to utilise this targeted funding and benefit from the improvement
of their housing stock.

7. If incorrectly installed and maintained, central heating and hot water systems can be extremely
dangerous, and it is therefore vitally important that the procedures surrounding the allocation of grants to
fund their installation do not have an adverse eVect on the quality and ultimately the safety of the system
that is installed. This is particularly related to the ebid process which may attract prices which are bid to win
business to keep a company solvent but which do not reflect a true price for the job. Lowest price does not
always equal best value. Whilst the Institute has no desire to see prices which are not set at competitive

181 Assumes an average package cost of £8,800 repaid over 25 years at an interest rate of 3.5%.
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market rates, we would not which to see a process which drives behaviours which may impact on public or
employee safety or which have an impact on the environment. The CMD regulations in construction were
established to address this issue but do not apply to the Warm Front process.

8. We are aware that the system works on a bidding process, and prices are agreed and subsequently set
for standard works. Whilst this may be a standard practice, we have been made aware that in some cases
this causes Registered Heating Professionals to decline work. The result is that the quality and standard of
the work can be adversely aVected. In the same light, health and safety issues associated with the number
of workers that would be required to safely undertake the work (which cannot be accommodated in the
allocated funding), alienates Registered Heating Professionals from the bidding process as this would
contravene the code of professional standards.

9. Where heating and hot water installation work is being undertaken in new properties, for example a
housing development containing “identical” houses, it is reasonable to expect that each installation should
have a similar duration. However, where existing housing stock is concerned, it is not possible to apply this
same logic. The result is that where a set price (which often dictates a set time period), is concerned, quality
and standard of work has been shown to be inconsistent; this is detrimental to not only energy eYciency,
but also health and safety. Any funding that is associated with bidding should allow for a degree of flexibility,
which allows for consistent standards and quality of work, and is therefore not detrimental to health and
safety and standards of workmanship.

10. The Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating Engineering, a registered charity, operates and
voluntarily regulates the Register of Heating Professionals for the benefit of the public, and it should be this
register and the competency and professional standards that it represents that should be used as the
benchmark for safe and competent central heating and hot water system installations which are funded
under the Warm Front scheme. This would ensure that both the quality and standard of work are not
undermined as a result of complications which arise where specifications and funding require work to be
competed in unreasonable timescales. The removal from the Register through technical or unprofessional
behaviour preserves the safety of the public by ensuring that those unable or unwilling to practice at the
appropriate standards are removed from the market enhancing both the reputation of the scheme and the
profession as a whole.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by the Local Government Association Group (FP 57)

The LGA Group

The LGA Group is made up of six organisations: the Local Government Association (LGA); the
Improvement and Development Agency (IDeA); Local Government Employers (LGE); Local Authorities
Co-ordinators of Regulatory Services (LACORS); Local Partnerships and the Leadership Centre for Local
Government.

Our shared ambition is to make an outstanding contribution to the success of local government. Together
we work with and on behalf of councils to lobby for changes in policy and legislation, build a strong and
positive reputation for local government and support them and their partnerships to continuously improve
and be innovative.

We provide services at the national level which support and are complementary to the regional and local
support provided to councils, as well as the work councils themselves undertake. We work with authorities
across England and in some activities across Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland too.

The 424 authorities who make up the LGA Group cover every part of England and Wales. Together they
represent over 50 million people and spend around £113 billion a year on local services. They include county
councils, metropolitan district councils, English unitary authorities, London boroughs, shire district
councils and Welsh unitary authorities, along with fire authorities, police authorities, national park
authorities and passenger transport authorities.

Introduction and Summary

1. The LGA is extremely concerned about the rise in the number of people in fuel poverty as the result
of rising energy prices and the economic downturn. Despite eVorts to reverse this rise, we have seen the
number of households living in fuel poverty in England rise from 1.2 million in 2004 to more than 4 million
in September 2008.

2. Councils across the country are leading the way in tackling fuel poverty in their localities. They are
promoting new, cost-eVective ways of generating low cost and low carbon energy and are working to
improve the energy eYciency of homes, reducing fuel poverty and helping cut all household energy bills.

3. Local action is cost-eVective, co-ordinated and comprehensive. Councils, which are democratically
elected and trusted by their residents, work with their communities and local partners to co-ordinate their
work to eradicate fuel poverty.
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4. More needs to be done to ensure that projects to help decrease fuel poverty can be initiated and
managed at the local level. Centralised projects and targets are not the best way of dealing with the specific,
local concerns of diVerent areas. Councils will understand the income pressures of their residents on, for
example, higher living costs, house prices, rental costs and food prices, particularly in London and city
centres, or higher transport costs, particularly in rural areas. This aVects the proportion of income then
available to spend on energy. The current definition of fuel poverty does not incorporate these local issues,
but instead has an absolute national definition, which is not representative.

5. Councils can also understand, and lever in funding for, renewable energy projects that are appropriate
to the local area and can provide aVordable heat and electricity, such as ground-source heat-pumps for fuel
poor households in rural areas (Harrogate Council), or combined heat and power plants in built-up areas
(Westminster and Southwark Councils).

6. Councils are best placed to understand the specific issues faced in their neighbourhoods and act on
these accordingly.

7. Councils can deliver:

— Economies of scale through area-based programmes.

— Community engagement and communication.

— Consumer protection—working as a trusted arbitrator to help residents work through complicated
financial, technical and lifestyle changes.

— Greater equity in the decision making behind the allocation of funding for home energy eYciency
measures, not purely based on lowest cost.

8. If central government gives local government the appropriate resources and framework to deliver on
their ambitions more councils will come forward to take responsibility for innovative home energy eYciency
and fuel poverty reduction programmes.

The Coherence of the Government’s Initiatives on Energy Efficiency

9. At a national level, the Government is undertaking new work designed to transform housing stock,
cut household bills and reduce fuel poverty. A variety of schemes, including CERT (Carbon Emissions
Reduction Targets), the Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP), the Heat and Energy Management
strategy (HEM), the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), smart metering and feed-in tariVs exist to this end.
This creates a confusing, overlapping alphabet soup of schemes which are funded and managed centrally.
The combined budget for programmes to improve home energy eYciency from 2008—2011 is approximately
£7 billion.

10. The LGA supports the intention of these schemes but believes that they should be reformed to make
the most of the supplier and taxpayer funding available. Despite these schemes, by 2011 it is expected that
5 million homes will still lack basic insulation, a key factor in alleviating fuel poverty.

11. In the Pre-Budget report the Government allocated a further £200 million to improve energy eYciency
and tackle fuel poverty by oVering:

(a) £400 for up to 125,000 households to upgrade their old boilers to the latest energy eYcient models
with a greener boiler incentive; and

(b) extra resources for Warm Front to help 75,000 of the most vulnerable households with heating and
insulation.

The LGA welcomes additional resources to combat fuel poverty. However, again we feel that councils
could better co-ordinate these funds on an area basis at a local level. This would ensure, through councils’
expert local knowledge, that the funds are spent eYciently and eVectively, where they are most needed the
most in local areas.

12. We have therefore been calling on the Government to bring together the multitude of funding streams
allocated to the combating of fuel poverty into a National Community Energy Action Fund. This fund of
£7 billion, created by amalgamating the funds available for improving home energy eYciency from 2008–11,
would be open for bids by councils and local partners who wish to undertake systematic area-based
programmes to cut household fuel bills by £300 per household each year and carbon footprints by 20%.

13. To ensure the success of this policy, industry would need to be supported to ensure that it has the skills
and capacity to eVectively deliver on any new strategies formed by local councils.

14. The forthcoming roll out of smart meters by 2020 provides an opportunity to discuss with people how
they can improve their energy eYciency, cut their fuel bills, and ensure they are on the lowest cost tariV for
their circumstances. It will also help identify householders using very low volumes of energy, who could be
experiencing fuel poverty. Energy companies must be required to co-ordinate the roll-out of smart meters
through the local councils to ensure their programmes link up with other local strategies.
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15. There is also a potential opportunity to protect the fuel poor from further rises in electricity and gas
by providing them with community scale renewables and micro-generation. The Government’s renewable
energy strategy does not fully consider these opportunities and the potential to use renewable technology
to tackle fuel poverty. Finance packages should be developed to support the up-front investment required
for these measures by householders or social housing providers.

The Methods Used to Target Assistance at Households that Need it Most

16. To eliminate fuel poverty it is vital that we focus on insulating existing housing stock. Approximately
10 million homes require basic insulation and there are around 7 million “hard-to-treat” homes which need
more intensive treatment, such as solid wall insulation. The scale of the work and investment needed is
substantial, and the estimate of the total cost for solid wall insulation alone is £35 billion.

17. Evidence has shown that market-based initiatives, such as CERT, do not necessarily have the best
outcomes for households facing fuel poverty. Through the CERT programme, suppliers have sent out over
200 million energy-saving light bulbs. This has been at the expense of systematic programmes of home
insulation which would better help households cut their energy bills and be lifted from fuel poverty.

18. Centrally-controlled and funded initiatives are not the best way of tackling fuel poverty on the
ground. Councils, with their detailed knowledge of their local area and their connections to households, can
help ensure that funds and resources are most eVectively targeted to the households that need them most.

19. The long term strategy needs to be a commitment to scaling up assistance, delivered in a coordinated
area-by-area approach. Local councils and social housing providers have a vital role to play in this delivery.
An area-based approach to the installation of basic insulation measures will help to identify those homes
that are hard to treat. Tackling hard to treat properties is often more expensive and disruptive so greater
progress can only be made if financial packages are oVered to homeowners and landlords to enable up front
investment.

20. Councils are also best-placed to assist households in income maximisation which in many cases can
help the household out of fuel poverty. Councils work with householders to ensure they are claiming all the
benefits to which they are entitled. For this to happen eVectively, households which may be eligible for
additional benefits need to be identified and informed. In some cases they also need to be guided through
the process of claiming new benefits. Local authorities are experienced in dealing with this work and already
undertake assessments as part of the council tax credits system.

21. Co-ordinating area-based energy schemes gives councils ideal opportunities to work with residents to
assess their benefit entitlements. With more resources, councils could undertake more personal assessments
of whether their residents are entitled to additional benefits. A recent Groundwork survey has demonstrated
that councils, not private companies or people working for energy suppliers, are regarded as the natural
source of information on benefits and energy matters. This demonstrates that councils are trusted by their
residents and therefore have the individual relationships that allow them to work with those most in need
eVectively.182

Data-Sharing and Information Gathering

22. Data-sharing is undoubtedly still a problem. There isn’t an accurate database of all households that
are either fuel poor or at risk of becoming fuel poor, particularly if they are privately rented or owned houses.
Energy Performance Certificate information from energy suppliers should therefore be made available,
through the Home Energy EYciency Database, at an individual house level to help councils target assistance
more eVectively to those that need it most.

23. More information should be shared between energy suppliers and local authorities, particularly on
where home energy eYciency measures have been installed under CERT. Local authorities are now
performance measured on the CO2 emissions in their areas resulting from the energy consumption of their
residents. If local authorities are to plan for how to reduce the energy consumption of their area, they need
to know what measures have been installed and where.

24. Existing legislation and programmes are insuYcient to encourage the private rented sector to act.
There needs to be an appropriate regulatory framework to improve private rented accommodation and we
would welcome the opportunity to work on this further with the Government.

Community Tariffs and Support for Communities off the Gas Grid

25. Communities should be able to benefit from local projects. Rural communities oV the gas grid are
harder to treat and often miss out from insulation programmes and can also face higher bills. While
renewable energy generation in their local area will provide significant financial benefits for the generator
there may be no benefits for the local community.

182 Groundwork Energy EYciency Survey http://www.groundwork.org.uk/policy--learning/energy-eYciency.aspx
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26. We believe, therefore, that a community tariV should be established so that local residents can benefit
from local wind energy generation.

27. Homes oV the gas grid oVer a particular opportunity for renewable energy schemes. To harness these
opportunities, we have suggested that local authorities might voluntarily identify themselves as renewable
growth points, and benefit from additional support. This would allow the targeting of deployment and the
associated subsidies on oV gas grid locations.

28. We believe there should be additional support for smaller councils, especially rural districts. Some
smaller councils struggle to access finance and set up partnerships under programmes, such as CERT, as oV-
gas grid areas require less standardised and more expensive measures.

29. To aid smaller councils, the LGA set up the Carbon Reduction One Stop Shop (CROSS) which allows
them easier access to supplier funding. Although 50,000 homes were identified by councils and social
housing providers as needing measures, it was extremely disappointing that suppliers chose not to fund
these.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Tina Higgins (FP 58)

Paid contractor £256.86 for central heating system one boiler and one radiator.

Contractors said to us if they did not like the look of a job then they would put the price up so they didn’t
get it.

The contractors cut through our phone line we had no phone for two days they never even told us it was
only when I went to make a phone call they admitted what they had done, they said don’t worry about it,
we did it the other week and the contractor will pay anyway.

The contractors had to pay BT £336.39.

The lads who installed the boiler in the loft where we did not want it as I do not like heights, and also
drawn on our rafters.

November 2008—20 January 2009—central heating did not work and the boiler needed filling every
two weeks.

On 2 December 2008 a Mr C came out to look, and he condemned the boiler.

6 January 2009—central heating not working.

8 January 2009 the contractors surveyors came out to inspect, and had taken photos of jobs that had to
be put right.

1. Condensation pipe went onto our flat roof, it should of gone into drain.

2. No gas cut oV tap in house if there was a leak.

3. Filling taps in loft.

4. No switch oV boiler.

5. Vent went through the wall too close to next doors window was meant to go through the roof.

6. Gas meter was not earthed.

10 January 2009— central heating not working.

14–20 January 2009—jobs were put right (see list above).

9 February 2009—central heating not working.

12 February 2009—central heating not working.

24 September 2009— central heating was serviced.

26 December 2009— boiler broken new part was needed (dry fire thermistor).

31 Dec 2009—central heating not working, January 1st 2010 central heating not working, 2 January 2010
central heating not working. From 31 December for three days the emergency break down number picked
up the phone and just put it back down. The 3 January 2010 they came out and had to replace the pump.

In total the boiler has had new pump, new dry fire thermistor pcb.

30 January 2010—central heating not working.

3 February 2010 boiler not working and the pipes in the loft banging very loud.
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Because of our confidence in Warm Front we went out and bought a carbon monoxide smoke alarm for
the loft.

We are also getting three quotes for reposition of the boiler to the kitchen.

February 2010

Memorandum submitted by Baxi Group (FP 59)

FUEL POVERTY IN SCOTLAND

Background

1. Of the three main causes of fuel poverty, energy eYciency is devolved to the Scottish Parliament but
energy regulation (including prices) and income/benefits are matters reserved to the UK Government.

2. The latest Scottish House Condition Survey (SHCS) Key Findings 2008 report confirms expectations
that levels of fuel poverty have again risen. In 2008 618,000 (27%) households in Scotland were estimated
to be in fuel poverty. This represents an increase on the previous year of 5.5% and an increase of 116% on
the 2002 figures, when energy prices were last at a low level.

Around 800,000 households—one in three—in Scotland are estimated by Energy Action Scotland to be
fuel poor currently. This estimate is based on the figures above and the SHCS equation that for every 1%
increase in energy prices (all else being equal) then 8,000 more Scottish households become fuel poor.

3. The Scottish Government is required to eradicate fuel poverty in Scotland, as far as is practicable, by
2016 by the Housing (Scotland) Act 200. How this will be achieved is laid out in the Scottish Fuel Poverty
Statement. The Statement is due to be reviewed in 2010.

4. Together with other stakeholders, Energy Action Scotland is a member of the Scottish Fuel Poverty
Forum. The Forum was reconvened by Nicola Sturgeon MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing
to advise the Scottish Government on how it could improve progress towards the target to eradicate fuel
poverty.

Issues/Barriers

Hard to Treat Homes

Hard—or expensive—to treat homes are those that cannot have their energy eYciency improved by cost
eVective measures such as cavity wall or loft insulation and/or which do not have access to an inexpensive
fuel or a favourable energy tariV.

Many of the current grant schemes aimed at improving the energy eYciency of homes focus on providing
cavity wall and loft insulation. However, around 25% of all homes in Scotland do not have a loft, due to the
large number of flatted and tenemental properties that are prevalent in many of our cities and towns. Around
a third of homes in Scotland do not have masonry cavity walls and so cannot take cavity wall insulation.
In addition, Scotland has 10% of dwellings classified as “non-traditional”, split between concrete, timber
and metal-framed housing. All these types of property are “hard to treat” in energy eYciency terms.

Rural Housing

In Scotland, about 33% of homes are oV the mains gas grid and are likely to remain so and therefore have
no gas. Many fuel poor properties are in rural and remote areas where the cost of providing a gas supply
would be uneconomic. These areas are then forced to use a restricted range of more expensive fuels to heat
and provide power to their homes—such as solid fuel, domestic oil, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or all-
electric. Moreover, unlike gas and electricity, these fuels are unregulated.

Energy Action Scotland believes that in rural areas it will be necessary to use market transformation
initiatives to make new technologies such as solar water heating, biomass and heat pumps more aVordable
as current grant schemes are still not suYcient to stimulate demand for these technologies. These
technologies will oVer choice and possibly cheaper heating and electricity to oV-grid homes.

Colder Climate

The Scottish House Condition Survey shows that 65% more fuel is used to heat a semi-detached house
with gas central heating in Braemar than in Bristol. Energy Action Scotland therefore believes the Winter
Fuel Payment should be weighted regionally to reflect this higher cost in Scotland.

March 2010
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